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VOLUME :I. 
DlTRODt1CTJ:ON 
GENRE DEFDJED 
America possesses a nationalistic spirit peculiarly 
fresh and distinct from that of other nations. This spirit 
emphasizes individualism and underscores the doc~rilll.e of 
equality. The iinportance of the common man can no better 
be realized than in our painters of genre. 
The dictionary defines genre as genus, kind, sort, 
style7 the category of subject matter, as; in painting that 
represents scenes from ordinary life as distinguished from 
landscapes, portrait and history painting. Further defini-
tion of genre art states that it is the recording of common-
place;· everyday activities Which show the pleasures, vices 
and follies, the work, play and amusements of ordinary people 
painted in a generally realistic, straightforward, pictorial 
manner. People dominate genre scenes and are revealed in 
human homely moments ~d vignettes of life. Genre does not 
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portray the historical, the allegorical, nor the idealized -
it represents anonymous people fulfilling mundane, recogniz-
able, everyday activities. 
On the other hand, genre has certain subjective qualities. 
It may be satiric, didactic, sentimental, romantic or even 
religious. Such qualiti.es as the absurd, the pathetic, the 
exaggerated, the ironical, or the kindly play of humor, may 
1 be part of its pictorial philosophy. 
According to Frederick Wedmore, genre painting deals 
with the actual and the common world and by its aspirations 
and achievements belongs to the common world and to no other. 
It records the struggles, the character, the happiness, the 
folly of mankind. It is itself history and analysis. Genre 
records not the rate events Which stated history chronicles, 
but repeated incidents Which one knows to be events. Wedmote 
claims that genre quickens our senses to the spectacle, in 
actual life, not of a sensation scene, but of any everyday. 
drama. our closest concern is the ereryda;y drama, the personal 
1norothy Miller, The Life and Work of David G. Blythe 
(Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1950), p .. 118. 
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experience, the habitual taSk. In truth. genre painters 
observe for us. They have little prejudice because they have 
no prepossessions. The genre recorder feels the immediate 
and ultimate importance of the themes he, deals with. He 
depicts our moods and manners and records the accidents 
of the passing minute. He is conservative and content with 
himself. Wedmore concludes by saying tha~ the genre is best 
when there is the least of public preoccupation with questions 
of politiQs or religion, and when the human figures are 
anonymously depicted. 2 
In this light, Max Friedlander reminds one that genre 
is not historical, religious or mythological. The genre 
painter, he asserts, should be concerned with What people 
are accustomed to whether it is from instinct or inclina-
tion. In the genre painting, the particular case points to 
other cases, so that a certain happening:or state is illus-
trated as an example or an idea. The historical picture says 
that happened once7 the genre picture says this happens often. 
He goes on to say that the anonymity is the genre's idio-
syncrasy. one should not know human nam~s, only the common 
human condition should be revealed. A good genre recorder, 
2Fre~ridk Wedmore, The Masters of Genre Painting 
(London, c. Kegan Paul & Company, 1880),,pp. 2- 9. 
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according to Friedlander, can ~xtract the typical from visual 
memories and is dependent on unique visual experiences to a 
relatively small degree. The genre painter paints-What he 
has seen with the physical eye. He is a realist. It is 
always, though, a typical situation, a typical event, 
characteristic of the time, the place, the social class, 
the man's age, his profession that should amuse, touch or 
entertain us. It is the outlook, local, temporal, individual, 
that directs one to the object and point of view. Th~re 
usually develops an optimistic outlook -~ the affirmative 
positivism. Friedlander states that familiarity and sympathy, 
as between the seer and the seen, is the wellspring of the 
genre painter. To him, nothing is in itself genre-like or 
historical; only thinking makes it so. Be sums up concisely, 
by saying that the real theme of a genre painting is condition, 
not event. 3 
GENRE IN EUROPE - VERMEER AND t.E NADT 
The highest form of genre painting'was first reached 
in seventeenth Century Holland and France. The noted Dutch 
painter, Jan Vermeer, (1632 ... 1675) of Delft, was one of its 
most noted adherents. TY,pical of his work is The Concert, 
3 Max J. Friedlander, Landscape, Portrait and Still-Life 
(New York, Philosophical Library, 1949), pp. 154- 229 .. 
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1656 ~ 1660, (Plate:l). Here is an interior with three 
figures. The teacher sits with his back toward the viewer 
While, to his right, a girl sings lyrics from a sheet of 
music held in her left hand. Another young lady, to the 
left, plays the harpsichord. Vermeer•s figures are ±mper-
sonal, anonymous entities Who enact an event so commonly 
seen in the private abodes of the wealthy Dutch merchant 
class. There is charm, directness of statement, and a 
"classical" selectivity of form, that make this painting 
one of the outstanding genre masterpieces of its time. 
LE NAIN 
In France, th~ brothers Le Nain (Antoine, Louis and 
Mathieu) were creating similar genre oils of merit. The 
painting, The Mendicants, or Beggars at a Doorway (Plate 2) 
possibly by Louis Le Nain, portrays a group of five gathered 
before an archway where those with money and leisure often 
pass. 4 Now, they confront a Parsian gentleman who pauses 
from his busy schedule to give alms. The • genre is poignant 
and fmmediate. The artist isolates a mundane incident from 
everyd~ life and records it in a down-to~earth, factual 
manner. As in Jan Vermeer•~ theme, the Louis Le Nain imbues 
4 . 
r;'orinda M.Wtson Bryant, French Pictures and their Painters 
(New York; Dodd, '·Mead and Company, 1922} p. 12. 
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his genre with a truth and directness of human representa-
tion drawn from the essence of life itself. 
In American art there has always been a latent genre 
tradition. For a considerable period, however, the patron's 
choice of subject was portraitive or historical representa-
tion. But as, life became less difficult, as new wealth and 
leisure among a rising m.iiadle class increased and as artis-
tic competence developed, the modes of representation as-
sumed a~more varied nauara~ism based on observation of 
character. It was then that scenes Which depict rigidly-
posed sitters, or formally grouped soldiers, .were trans-
formed into recognizable everyday nuances. 5 
LITHOGRAPHY - IMPETUS 
It is to be remembered that this change did not blossom 
overnight, for there still was a desire for historical 
scenes, battle pictures, views of cities, as well as land-
scapes. The ever-growing national and historical conscious-
ness created a demand for such themes. It was not until 
after the introduction of lithography, in the 1840's, that 
true genre art came into its own. This new process, with its 
5Art in New England. New England Genre, William Hayes 
Fogg Art Museum, May 15 - september l, ,1939. (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1939), p. ll. 
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journalistic character of reproduction for the masses, 
helped to encourage less well-known genre painters. 
Political and socio-economic forces were alsQ at 
work: the "Age of Jackson" with its philosophy of demo-
cratization and e~ality of the common·man as well as our 
increased nationalism brought on by geographic expansion 
of frontier posts helped to shatter the old aristocratic, 
solid oligarchy of the original Colonial states. Unfamiliar 
names such as st. Louis, Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Fort 
Benton and Fort Laramie, became economic and political 
focal points just as the earlier Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia and New orleans. Although the culture and wealth 
was still confined to the coastal cities, the spirit of 
the American people was directed toward the frontier and 
6 
hence to the homely, natural aspects of life. our 
strengthening democracy encouraged a realistic, goodaatured 
self-examination and, by the middle decades of the Nineteenth 
Century, America was a land which looked proudly at herself. 
Her painters, too, became introspective and began to record 
America's natioaal, home-spun culture. 
6. :Ibid., p. 13. 
CHAPTER I. FEDERAL PERIOD 
BACKGROUND 
The Revolutionary war marked the end of the Georgian 
Period. English suppression with its ~igid embargoes and 
mercenary taxations on the Colonists ceased. A wave of 
nationalism swept the nation with the momentous signing of 
the Declaration of Independence on JUly 4, 1776. This was 
followed by the ratification of the Constitution, on 
June 21, 1788. This superseded the original charter of 
tile:2'United states and established the systen~. of the Federal 
government which began to function in 1789. Its opening 
words -- "We the people of the United states. • • • 11 --
symboiized America1 s assertion of Free Thought and Inde-
pendence from all countries. General George Washington 
(1732- 1799), the former Cmmmander-in_;Chief of the con-
ti~ental army in the American Revolution, became the first 
President of the United stqtes ~1789- !1797). It was not 
long after Washington's second inauguration that political 
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division and rift appeared withi~ the ~abinet. The opposing 
groups were headed~ A1exander Hamilton_and by Thomas 
Jefferson. The party that emerged to further Hamdtlton • s 
views was the Federalist party, which Jefferson followers, 
first called Anti-Federalists, coalesced into the Jefferson 
party that eventually evolved into the Democratic party. 
John Adams (1735 - 1826} succeeded George washington in 
office and became the first Federalist'President (1797-
1801). The Federalists were conservatives, favoring a 
strong centralized government, encouraging home industries 
and fulfilling the desires o£ the merchants and landowners. 
The majority o£ the party came from the wealthy merchants, 
the big property owners of the North, and the conservative 
small farmers and small town businessmen. This well-ordered 
pro-British society wa·s ·primarily concentrated in New England 
and in the Middle Atlantic states. John Adams was not a 
puppet for the party, for he rejected many of Hamilton's ex-
treme doctrines. This dissension led to a division among 
the Federalists and heralded the fall of the party and the 
rise of the Jeffersonians. Thomas Jefferson (1743 - 1826} 
became the third President of the United States (1801- 1809}. 
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His anti-British party not only won the support of some 
southern plant~tion owners, but the underprivileged classes 
of mechanics and unskilled laborers as well. In the norta-
east, his election marked the beginning of the so-called 
.. Virginia Dynasty": James Madison (1751- 1836), fourth 
president (1809- 1817), and James Monroe (1758- 1831), 
our fifth president (1817 - 1825). Polit;cally, with the 
end of Monroe's term, the Jeffersonian party fell into the 
hands of the reactionaries and localized into the New England 
party. It was not until the election of the Democrat, 
Andrew Jackson {1767- 1845), in 1829, that the under-
privileged, common man would again find.new hope and en-
couragement. 
In the social and economic realm, society, manners 
and mo~es becam~ more casual. Old established aristocratic 
cli~es ·were more extinct and were replaced by a class 
founded on new wealth and power. The naveaux riches ac-
quired their fortunes through land speculation, manufacturing 
goods once·monopolized by England, and through underhanded 
1 political opportunities. 
1Alan aurroughs, Limners and Likenesses (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University J?ress,· 1936), -P· 86. 
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Artistically, the face of the Nation was chan~ing. 
The lo~e of the Greek and Roman past was evoked by Thomas 
Jefferson. .Georgian edifices were replaced by classic . 
temples. At'home~ Jefferson studied engravings of Antique 
architecture1 and, while Minister to France (1785- 1790), 
he made first-hand sketches of Roman buildings that he 
believed would symbolize America's newly-won freedom. 
power, and strength through their universal, timeless 
monUmentality. 
WILLIAM. RUSH- JEAN ANTOINE HOUDON. 
:rn sculpture, William Rush (175&- 1833), our 
earliest self-taught sculptor, and one·of the leaders in 
founding the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, was carv.inq 
wooden effigies of George Washington and high-society 
debutantes from Philadelphia. '!'he FrenchJJlan, Jean Antoine 
. -
Houdon, (1741 - 1828) came to America in 1785. He too made 
studies of George Washington at Mount Vernon and encouraged 
American scu1p~ors to study abroad. 
BENJAMIN WEST 
European influences,also touched upon American paint-
ing. Local artists, limners .and trained practitioners had 
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to wander far in search of patrons Who had not been exposed 
to European art and taste. 2 America still sent artists to 
. ' 
Benjamin West's studio in London. But now, France, our new 
ally, who had also advanced in the experiment of freedom, 
drew American artists to her soil. 3 Still there evolved in 
America a conscious nationalism, founded principally on 
Jeffersonian democracy Which aided the underdog, the under-
privileged, _and which fought against oppression and tyranny 
toward mankind. 
As we have seen, Jefferson went to the Greeks and 
Romans for architectural as well as political guidance. 
There evolved from this pattern of though~a pseudo-
scientific, pseudo-classic ideology Which was useful at 
this time in upholding America's increasing self-reliance 
and independence. In this vein of scientific-experimentation 
and a look to Nature, there blossomed a so-called Yankee 
ingenuity. Nathaniel Bowditch (1773- 1838lpublished the 
American Practical Navigator, in 1802: Lewis and Clark made 
a perilous expedition into the wilds of. the oregon Territory 
(1803 -.180~~7 and, in 1812, John James Audubon (1785- 1851), 
2Ibid. t p .. 87. 
3 Ibid. 1 P • 88·. 
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in Ohio, began to record the birds, of ~erica.4 
Appropriate to consider at this paint is a select 
group of these painters whose work in many ways foreshl:ldows 
the genre painters of the middle and late decades of the 
Nineteenth century. 
CHARLES WXLSON PEALE 
Charles Wilson Peale Xl741 - 1827) was pr~arily 
active in Philadelphia. Peale was al~ys interested in 
exhibitions. His desire to house artisan works began in 
1781 when he added an eXhibition gallery to his studio, and 
by 1786, he created a museum of natural history. In 1794, 
his growing gallery was transferred to Philosophical Hall 
and by 1802, it occupied the upper floor in the state House 
(Independence Hall), Philadelphia. There it remained until 
its dispersal in the 1850's. 5 The museum contained not only· 
paintings, stuffed animals and birds but skeletal remains 
of prehistoric animals. He often went :on excavations in 
search of such objects. It was under such circumstances 
that he was led to record The Exhumation of the First Ameri-
can Mastodon, 1806- 1808 (Plate 3). In the Spring of 1801, 
4 Ibid., p. 109. 
5E. P. Richardson, Painting ,in.Asnerica (New York: 
Thomas Y. crowell Company, 1956), pp. '9'9 - ioo .. 
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he had heard that, almost two years before, a tarmer near 
Newburgh, New York, had found in a marl pit, a thigh bone. 
eighteen inchesin circum£erence at its smallest part. 6 
' 
Peale hurried to the scene·where he gave the obstinate 
farmer three hundred dollars, a rifle, and a couple of 
dresses, for the bones already,excavated. 
Behold, it was a spacious hole now filled 
with water. The pleasure Which I felt at 
seeing the place where I supposed my 
greatest treasure lay, almost tempted me 
to strip off my clothes and dive to the 
bottom to £eel for bones.? 
Peale then hired twenty-five workmen and designed a 
wheel twenty-five feet in diameter with: an endless chain 
of buckets to draw the water from the hole. The apparatus, 
seen in the painting, was propelled by curious spectators. 
In the picture, Peale, surrounded by members of his family, 
holds a scroll design of the mastodon. He directs a gang of 
workmen who dig in the mire below. Unfortunately, the 
project did not last long. The chill water numbed the work-
men, the soft banks of the pit soon caved in, and eventually 
the marl oozed up through the clay. 
Peale groups busy little active figures executing 
~d-ames Thdinas Flexner '·· America • s ·Old Masters (New York~; 
The vik~gPress, 1939), p. 223. 
' ' • •I ·,o •'' » ~ • 
7. 
Ibid. 1 P·• 224:.~· 
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their designated chores around and under the dominant tri-
angular dredging apparatus in the foreground. The artist 
has taken the liberty to represent intimate friends and r&-
lations in the scene even though they were not actually 
present at the time. But, it is in the picture•s direct 
observation and scientific truth that Peale arrives at the 
threshold of genre painting. 
HENRY SARGEN'l' 
The talent of Henry Sargent {1770 ~ 1845) .also lay in 
the field of genre. TWo anecdotal conversation pieces ~ 
Tea Party (Plate 4) and The Dinner Party (Plate 5) both 
painted betweea 1815 and 1820, reveal ~his. The scenes are 
two, quaint, naive transcripts of social life Which depict 
the manners of fashionable Beacon Hill,. in Boston. 
The.Tea Party takes·place within two large rooms sepa-
rated by an arch. The scene is composed of ioslated groups. 
In the right foreground, two ladies gossip. By the fire-
place, sits a beautiful lady talking to an admirer who stands 
before the fender-rail. Further baCk, little clusters of 
twos and threes are noted, while, to the left, a line of 
' 
seated couples is arra~ged stiffly along the wall. The costumes 
reflect the E:l;gh.teenth century English fashions. SJDall, 
16 
colored frock coats and tight, White a~d cream pantaloons 
for the men1 short-waisted, long, full~Skirted, taffeta 
and velvet dresses for the women. 8 
The tone of The Dinner Party is'less refined, more 
boisterous and raucous. Sarqent, through a single archway, 
takes the viewer into a bachelor apartinent on Beacon Hill. 
The time is two o'clock in the afternoon, the usual time 
for dinner parties. 9 Men are seen seated at a long fore-
shortened table. Their attitudes are easy as they engage 
in spirited conversation While the table is serviced by a 
butler and Negro boy. 
Both paintings are stylistically based on contemporary 
English manners and mores. But beneath their contrived, 
polite society exterior, there exists a natural genre in-
timacy of human observation and experience. 
Another genre pa~ter of polite society was John Lewis 
Kr~el (1787- 1821). In Philadelphia, he taught himself 
8Julia DeWolf£ A~dison, ttHenry sargent: A Boston Painter I •• 
Art in America, Vol. 17 (October, 1929), p. 283. 
9
chaDes Dickens, Amerffican Notes .and Pictures from Italy 
(London: oxford University press, 1:957), p. 60. 
,.j, 
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the art of genre by copying im,Port~d engravings by Wilkie, 10 
Hogarth and Greuze. His water color, A Fourth of July 
Celebration in Centre Square, Philadelphia, 1819 (Plate 6) 
shows part of the local waterworks plant. Before rows of 
poplar trees and a Doric-columned building, people mill 
around a circular iron fence. They admire William RuSh's 
fountain Water NtrnPh and Bittern. The foreground is com-
posed of two groups. To the left, a table is spread with 
fruit and drink. A seatedt middle-aged lady offers refresh-
ments to the spectators. The right-hand group constitutes 
an assemblage of chatting male dandies and female socialites. 
The scene possesses an English decorative, super-
fici~lity in its contrived theatrical setting. Yett Kr~elt 
in his keen observation of society and its recreational enjoy-
ment, imbues the theme with an urban collo~ialism that ap-
proaches genre. 
SAMUEL SEYMOUR 
While Henry Sargent and John Kr~el were painting 
the polite-society of Boston and Philadelphia, America's first 
pioneer, artist-explorer samuel Seymour (fl. 1801 - 1823) was 
preparing to venture West. The only record of his work dates 
10Riohard~otlt Paintitlg in America, ,gR,. ·.E!:!:.· , p. 129. 
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between 1819 and 1823 When Major stephen H. Long o~ganized 
the "Yellow Expedition" and chose samuel Seymour as his 
staff artist. With sketch book in hand¥ Seymour joined 
Long•s party at Pittsburgh sometime in the Spring of 1819. 
From there, they proceeded to St. Louis, stayed there 
twelve days, and then went ~o st. Charles, Missouri. At 
this time, the expedition split. Seymour set out overland 
with say, Jessup and Titian Peale. The others continued up 
the Missouri by boat. 
Seymour•s first Sketch of Indian life was recorded 
at The Konza Village near Fort osage. The watercolor, ~ 
(Dog) Dance in the Interior of a Konza Lodge, 1819, (Plate 7), 
reveals an Indian ceremony performed for the entertaimment 
of guests.11 Seymour observes the black witchery and eerie· 
mystery of this savage, superstitious ritual. Already, .the 
Konzas have worked themselves into a frenzy and the deep 
shadows, pulsating drum beats and bent, dancing, half-n~ed 
bodies, indicate a primitive force previously never recorded 
by White men. The scene is dramatically staged. The strong 
horizontal poles of the lodge contrast vividly with the 
11 t 1 . John Fran9~s McDermot , Samue Seymour: P~oneer 
Artist of the Plaills and the Rockies (Washington, D. c.,: 
Smithsonian Institu\i~n~ 1951) , p. 500. 
I 
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rapidl.y Sketched group. of Konzas in the middlegrouad. The 
general., overal.l., pictorial. sensational.ism of the event is 
keenl.y observed by the artist. 
Seymour, in the last anpl.ysis, may be considered the 
first artist-expl.orer to record the virgin regions of the 
Western Plains and Upper Mississippi. 12 And he was the 
first artist to observe and portray the ways, manners and 
life of the Amerind in his natural. environment. His genre 
Indian depictions foreshad~w future observations of Indians 
painted by Gecrge catl.in, Al.fred Jacob Miller and seth 
Eastman. 
HENRY INMAN 
In the realm of literary genre, the early work of 
Henry Inman (1801 - 1846) is representative. This is 
realized in his painting, Rip Van Winkle Awaking from ~! 
Sl.eep, 1823, (Pl.ate 8). Tuckerman in commenting upon this 
painting.states: 
There is one of the fim.ast trophies of 
Inman's genius -- a youthful production, 
l.2Xbid., p. 497. 
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but most felicitous and promising. Even now 
he may contemplate it with satisfaction. It 
illustrates Irving's delightful story. Look 
at those still, tall trees, the sunrise 
gl±mmering through that opening Which reveals 
a sweet gl~pse of the Hudson, with a sail 
gliding by. see, yon eagle, sailing through 
the air ••••• And there,· just raising · 
himself, with a bewildered stare and a con-
strained elongation of his stiff limbs, is 
Rip Van Winkle himself! There are his old-
fashioned breeches, his long beard and hair, 
his rubicund and work-sub.dued countenance. 
Beside him, is the antique gun with rank 
grass waving over it. The lock is green 
and mouldy, and the poor fellow's hat, actually, 
has assumed a half-vegetable aspect. Capital --
is it not?l3 . 
This over-zealous praise, by Tuckerman, heralds a new 
approach to genre th~t will be noted later in the work of . 
John QU.idor. To him, genre is a point-of-departure and in-
spiration for a literary interpretation. 
During the first quarter of the Nineteenth Century, 
a change was occurring on the American artistic scene. By 
the third decade of the Nineteenth Century, America's English-
l3william H. Gerdts, "Inman and Irving: derivations 
from Sleepy Hollow," Antiques, Vol.. 74, (November, 1958) , 
p. 421. 
..... 
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oriented, Eighteenth Centu~ cul~ure was su~erseded 
gradually by a growing independence and self-reliance. 
America now paused, looked at herself and realized a new 
era was approaching. It was to hera'id the rise and age 
of the common man. 
II I 
' 
CHAPTER II. THE AGE OF COMMON MAN 
A. ORIGIN AND FORM 
ANDREW JACKSON 
Andrew JaCkson advocated democracy and equality for 
all. Reminiscent o£ Thomas Jefferson, Jackson proclaimed 
that the 1government should be directed for the good of the 
common man of the Western frontier as well as for the 
laborer and mechanic of the Eastern seaboard. He opposed 
all monopolies and vested 1nterests. Belief in indi¥idual 
free will and self-determination was the core of his credo. 
Jackson, in effect, became the People's president. His 
crusade gave them courage to express their complaints and 
wants and to assert their rights: 
Equal Universal Education. 
Abolition.of Imprisonment for Debt. 
Abolition of all Licensed Mo~polies. 
An Entire Revision or Abolition of the 
Present Militia Syst~. ' 
A Less Expensive Law system. 
Equal Taxation on Property. 
An Effective Lien Law for Laborers. 
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All officers to be Elected by the People. 
No Le9islation on Re1igion.l 
Even ·after Jackson's death, the succeeding presidents, 
up to Ulysses s. Grant, were faced in one way or another 
with the common man's plea for recognition1 for an e~al 
voice in a democratic nation. 
A PERJ:OD OF STRIFE AND EVOLUTION 
After the War of 1812, American art emerged per 
~· It became more national and.less academic in character 
in other·words, America grewup as it looked i~to itself for 
pictorial and th~atic inspiration. America•s art then 
began to bear.\ an international, humanistic expression. 
With this, rose a "visual-realism"' in the guise of genre 
painting. Thus, by 1830, America was ready for genre de-
pictions -- reflecting its own image. Surely, the happy 
outcome of the Ghent Treaty of 1814, which ended the W~r 
of 1812 between the United states and Great Britain, led to 
a feeling of peace and prosperity and gave rise to a secure, 
1Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., The Age of Jackson 
(Boston, 1945), p. 134. 
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lofty, homely-romantic class, a class of people.who became 
interested in the literature of Holmes, Longfellow and 
Whittier. 
Historically, tl_le period was mixed with·romance, in-
tolerance'and tragedy and two wars scarred its countenance 
the Mexican War, 1846 to 1848, and the Civil War, 1861 to 
1865. There were many forces at work. Immigration was in-
creasing as the American melting pot welcomed hundreds of 
new arrivals from war-torn and famine-striCken cou~tries. 
Sdotch, English, German and Irish ~igrants swelled the 
populations in the cities and eventually moved toward the 
virgLn territories of the western frontiers. The status o£ 
the Negro and his racial opp~ession in the south was also 
the subject of ominous debate. 2 
on the economic scene, the nation was roCked by the 
Panic of 1837 and the Panic of 1857. Contributing causes 
were overspeculation, overextension of credit; inflation 
o£ the currency, gold-discoveries in California and Aus-
tralia, and the excessive conversion of fluid capital into 
2 ... 
PhiliP s. Foner,_ History of the Labor Movement in 
the United States (New York, 1947}, p. 278. 
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fixed capital involving railroads, factories, and.public 
works. And along with these assorted influences came ex-
travagant living Whereby liquid capital was not converted 
into fixed forms but went to Europe to pay debts for im-
ported luxuries. 
SEEDS OF CONFLICT 
While southern plantation owners imported European 
luxuries, lived in a world o£ indolence and bred slaves for 
market, the North was experiencing the impact, from abroad, 
of the Industrial Revolution. The factory-system. with 
mills and foundries using steam-powered equipment now 
dotted the Northern rivers and changed hamlets into towns. 
The advent of mass-production gave rise to the workingmen's 
oppressions. 3 In many cases, the Northern laborer was worse 
off than his slave counterpart in the South. Confronted by 
long working hours, low wages, unsanitary conditions and child 
3Frances Trollope, ngmiStic Manners of Americans 
(New York, 1949), pp. 116- liS7 
Harriet Martineau, Society in America, Wol.. a}'fNew York, 
1837), pp. ss- sa.. 
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labor, the common man began to rebel in word ~d deed. It 
was then that the poet and journalist, William cullen 
Bryant, asserted his indignant plea for a Labor Union: 
They (workers) were condemned because they 
had determined not to work for the wages 
that were offered them! can anything be 
imagined more abhorrent. • • • • If th~s 
is not slavery, we have forgotten its de-
finition. strike the right of associating 
for the sale of labour from the privilege~ 
of a freeman, and you may as well at onee 
bind him to a master ••••• If it' be not 
in the colour of his ,skin, and ~n the poor 
franchise of naming his own terms in a · 
contract for work, what advantage has the 
labourer of the north over the bondman of 
the south? 
Factory girls from Lowell, Massachusetts chanlsd: 
Oh! Isn't it a pity that such a pretty g.irl. 
as I 
Should be sent to the factory to pine away 
and die?. 
Oh! I cannot be a slave 
for I'm so fond of liberty 
that I cannot be a slave. 4 
And, in 1860, a group of ~atiCk, Massachusetts shoe-
workers sang, to the tune of Yankee Doodle: 
4 Foner, .2£. .£.!:£. , .P. 110 
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Starvation looks us iri the face. 
We cannot work so low. 
such prices are a sore disgrace, 
our children ragged go. 
Chorus 
Up and let uethave a strike. 
Fair prices we'll demand. 
Firmly let us all unite, 
Unite throughout the land. 
The carpenters get up a strike 
The ma.sons do the same. 
And we.tll take hold with all our might 
And elevate our name.S 
EMERGENCE OF A NATIVE CULTURE 
In terms of a native culture, the common man also 
looked inward. He reflected and dreamed of his past 
agrarian culture with its once peaceful, idyllic equanimity 
and e~ality. This romantic nostalgia of the old rustic 
way of life was, at times, reflected in literature. James 
Fenimore Cooper, called the Ameri·can Sir Walter Scott, 
romanticized, through his Leather stoCking series, the 
frontiersman, and his early struggles with the Indian savage. 
5 Ibid., p. 242. 
' ~ . ''· t.·· 
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The exotic, melod~amat~c mysteries of haunted places, in-
habited by strange, psychopathic creatures, filled the 
6 books of the Bohemia];l Edgar Allen Poe. Meanwhile, Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, the Transcendentalist, sought, in his poems, 
the infinite eternity of divine truth. In Concord, Massa-
chusetts, Henry David Thoreau escaped into a Protestant 
solitude and communion with Nature at Walden Pond. Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, the academician, eva~ed the past in 
his Village Blacksmith and Tales of a Wayside Inn. 
Elsewhere, in Massachusetts, the black superstitions 
of salem witchery and Yankee -Puritanism were revealed in 
Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter a~d the House of 
the seven Gables. Walt Whitman. in his Theory of salvation 
in Equality, founded on the old-Common Law of England, ad-
vocated his ideal of democracy and created vivid realities 
of elemental truth in his Leaves of Grass. 7 And Mark Twain 
in the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn continued the realis-
tic though romanticized vagaries of Whitman. 
6sarrett Wendell, A Literary History of America, 
(New york, 1923), pp. 213- 214. 
7 ~id., pp. 466 - 475. 
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ESCAPISM -ARCHITECTURE 
In the fine arts these forms of escapism from the 
everyday pressures could be detected. From 1835 to 1860, 
the Gethic past was revived in such buildings as a Unitarian 
Church (1833), Cambridge,.Massachusetts and Trinity Church 
(1839- 1846), New York City. Later the Italian Renaissance 
villa was incorporated only to be followed by_the style of 
the Third French Empire, 1840 - 1860. After the CiVil War, 
there arose the Parvenu Period, or "The Brown Decades," 
1865 - 1895, the so-called "Dreadful Decade c£ Pragmatic 
Acquiescence."8 
IN SCULPTURE 
In the realMof sculpture, the cult of the idealized 
Greek and Roman nude was forwarded. Horatio Greenough sent 
back from Italy a zeus seated marble statue ~~ George Washing-
ton. Hiram Powers created a chained Slave Girl that echoed 
the many Greco-Roman Venuses. · John Quincy Adams Ward.;: :uind 
Augustus saint-Gaudens, cast memorials and monuments Which 
commemorated past heroic leaders. William Rimmer sculptured 
8LeWi$ ~umf~d, The Brown Decades (New York, 1931), 
p. 20. 
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ps,ychologically-tormented athletes, reflecting his own 
inner dis~ietude. Intimate observations of rustic genre. 
life were recorded in the contrived groups of checker players 
and slave auctioneers by John Rogers. 
IN PAINTING 
In the field of painting, there emerged a romantic-
realist school of landscape artists. It came to be known 
as the "Hudson River School," 1825- 1870. Painters such 
as Thomas Doughty, Asher B. Durand, Thomas Cole, John F. 
Kensett and George Inness created, in their studios, pano-
ramic views that idealized and romanticized our vast virgin 
lands. 
Self-examination with a note of nostalgia for the old 
ways was now reflected in America's genre school of paint-
ers. Rural, rustic America was studied, observed and re-
corded. These artists, for the most part, shied away from 
the clamor of city life. They traveled to New England, up-
state New York and Middle Atlantic farms and fishing villages. 
Frontier life along the Mississippi and Missouri was also 
studied. They even ventured into the Indian wilds of the 
Great Plains and tbe, territory up to and beyond the Rocky 
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Mountains.· JCt was in these remot~ pl.aces, untouched by the 
evil.s of the Industrial. Revol.ution that they discovered the 
true nature and way of l.ife of the common man. In subse-
quent chapteli's, attention will. be direct$d· to the perso:nal.ity, 
background and production of several. of tb~mor~ represen-
tative genre painters of this period. It was they Who re-
corded and ob~served, first-hand, America • s ttcommon •an" 
in his rural, urban and frontier environs. 
B. THE Rt1RAL SCENE 
The mo,st popul.ar inspiration for genre painting was 
found in rural. areas. scenes of labow:;, ranging from 
huSking corn, wood hauling, and bargaining for l.ivestock 
to col.l.oquial nuances of hoe-downing, swapping yarns or 
tasting mapl.e sugar, formulated the extensive repertoire 
of these arti,sts. It seemed that Wherever pastoral. fol.k 
gathered or performed a taSk they were recorded in the most 
direct and im~ediate manner. The fiel.d wil.l be appraised 
in terms of a select number of the most noteworthy and 
tal.ented ruraa painter$ who captured the spirit of America's 
pastoral l.ife:. 
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WILLIAM SIDNEY MOUNT -(1807- 1868): LONG ISLAND 
FOLK POET 
The artist, the youngest of four brothers, was born 
at Setauket, Long Island, New York, on November 26, 1807 •. 
He was the son of Thomas Shepard Mount and Julia Ann (HaWkins) 
Mount. After Thomas died in 1814, William • s mother moved . 
from their tavern at setauket to her father's farm. It was 
here, on his grandfather's land, that William, led the life 
of a typical country lad until he was seventeen. A descrip-
tion in the Evening Post (New York), 1868, said: 
He was the youngest and petted son, very beauti-
ful from his babyhood, and as tenderly nurtured 
as one of Queen Victoria's children. While a 
boy he received instructions from the late Dr~ 
Benjamin F. Thompson and subsequently attended 
the school of Mr. Joseph Hoxie in this city 
(New York), enjoying as good educational ad-
vantages as the times afford.9 
The year 1824 saw William in New York. He worked as 
a sign and ornament painter for his brother, Henry. It was 
here that Henry encouraged and inspired him to take up 
painting as a profession.10 
9Bartlett Cowdrey and Hermann Williams, Jr., (William 
Sidney Mount, 1807 - 1868. An American Painter (New-York, 
1944) , p. 2 •. 
10Ibid., p. 2. 
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Also, at thi~ time, young William was. influenced by 
the paintings of Benjamin West and John Trumbu11. 11 Be 
then realized that a formal art education was essential.. 
:In l.826, he entered the newly founded art school of 
the National Academy of Design. There he drew from Antique 
casts, copied paintings and listened attentivel.y to the ad-
vice of samuel. F. B. Morse, President of the Academy. 12 The 
next year (1827), he returned to his home in stony Brook· 
(Long :Island, New York) partl.y because of poor health, but 
mainly for preference of its quiet and "innocent pleasttres."13 
Be devoted himself to l.andscape painting and portraiture 
and also completed a few historical and religious pictures. 
These works were exhibited at the National Acad~ of Design, 
in l.829, but they were in no way indicative of themes for 
which he later became noted. After a relatively brief rest 
at Stony Brook, Mount decided to become a ful.l-fledged 
portrait painter. Returning to New York, he set up a small 
11J:bid., p. 2. 
12
...,.,.'d 2 .. .-.J.=U~-• I P • • 
13 Catalogue of an Exhibition of Drawings and Paintings 
by Will.iam Sidney Mount~ 1807- l.868 (Brooklyn, New York, 1942), 
p. 7 ., cowdrey ·and Wi·l1iams, g£~ cit., p. 2. 
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studio at 154 Nassau street. Here, he executed academic 
studies and historical-reli~ious works. Enjoying economic 
. . '. ' \ 
success in portraiture, he realized his limitations and 
soon abandoned the grandiose for the commonplace.14 The 
commonplace, for him, was the portrayal of everyday life 
Which he had seen in stony Brook and its rural vicinity. 
But since genre painting was not remunerative, he had to 
rely primarily on portraiture to sustain himsel.;f. 
The year, 1831, found William Mount elected as an 
Associate of the National Academy of Design and, in 1832, 
he became a full Academician. Between 1830 and 1834, he 
had studios at various addresses in New York: 71 James, 
299 Spring, 24 Howard and 3 Market streets. Restive and 
tired of the city (possibly because of ill health), here-
turned, in 1834, to stony Brook. There, except for brief 
visits to New York, he remained the rest of his life. 15 His 
brother, Shepard, wrote to him, in December, 1836: 
p. 7. 
• • • • It seems you have concluded to remain in 
Stony Brook and are about fitting up your,studio 
in the Old Mansion.l6 
14cowdry and Williams, BE.· cit., p. 3. 
15 Ibid., p .. s .. 
16catalogue of ~rawings and Paintings- Mount, £2· ~., 
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William not only painted genre scenes in nthe Old 
Mansio•Y but he also t~aveled throughout Long Island in 
a portable studio Which he invented (Plate 9). Itinerantly, 
he Sketched, and recorded in paint, the daily activities of 
his rustic neighbors. 
In the 1860's# Mount painted fewer genre pictures and, 
whether in senility, or from pure pleasure-seeking humor, he 
was developing an increasing interest in spiritualism. An 
article from the New York Evening Post, November 23, 1868, 
relates in part: 
We met h±m one day in Broadw~, and he called 
us aside, and took ~om his hat a roll of 
papers filled with etchings by Rembrandt, who 
had the previous night appeared to him, he 
said, and made thesedlever and characteristic 
drawings. It was no evidence of discrimina-
tion to conclude that these Sketches were 
probably Mount's own work, produced under some 
spiritualistic hallucination, intensified 
by his admiration of the greatest master of 
the Dutch school.l7 
on November 19, 1868, William Mount died of pneumonia at the 
home of his brother, Robert Nelson Mount, in East setauket, 
17 Cowdrey and Williams, .2£· £!.£., p. 7, catalogue of 
Drawings and Paintings -Mount, op. cit., p. 7. 
...... :::,. 
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Long Island. 18 
The saga of William Sidney Mount does not end here 
infhe outline biography of his life. It is fr.om his person-
al artistic philosophy that his genre paint~gs gain an un-
matched vitality and a Characteristic optimism. His works 
bear a natural individuality and an evident Americanism. 
. 19 The artistic credo -- studx Nature -- is paramount • 
.. 
Mount painted familiar subject§., whether they were 
groups of people or individual comic heads. He strove to 
follow the inner feelings of his mdnd rather thanzto· pai~t 
what people "ordered." As he says; 
• • • • when one paints to order be sells 
his birtbrigbt.20 
In effect, he tried to copy Nature with truth and sobriety. 
Mount felt that if one mirrors Nature, he, in turn, communes 
21 
with the Almighty. 
Either because of his chronic ill-health or perhaps 
from a provincial insecurity and timidity, Mount never 
18 
catalogue of Drawings and Paintings - Mount, .2E.• ~·, 
p. 7. 
19 .· . 
Cowdrey and Jiij'illiams~ 2£· .ill· , p. 10. 
20 Ibid., p. 10. 
· 
21
cowdrey and Williams, ~ cit. ,p. 
"William Sidney Mount, the Long Islander," 
vo. 4, no. 2 (spring,l94l), p. 139. 
10; James W. Lane, 
Art Quarterly, 
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traveled abroad. Several of his wealthy patrons offered 
h~ opportunites to study in Europe.22 of this he an-
swered, rather self-consciously, in a letter to Charles 
Lanman: 
J: have always had a desire to do something 
before J: went abroad. Originality is not 
confined to one place or cwuntry, which is 
very consoling to us Yankees. The late .. 
Luman Reed (died 1836), of New York, desired 
me to visit.Europe at.his expense; Jonathan 
Sturges, Esq. has also made me an offer of 
friendship if J: desired to visit Europe; and 
the firm of Goupil, Vibert and Company have 
offered to supply me with ample funds if J: 
would spend one year in Paris and paiqt them 
four pictures. J: have plenty of orders, and 
J: am contented to remain a While longer in 
our own country.23 
J:f Mount sojourned abroad, he may have adopted a dif-
ferent colorism. w. Alfred Jones, a contemporary art critic 
wrote, tn 1834, that a European exposure would have, indeed, 
made Mount lose his "local £2reshness. • • • untaught, 
24 
natural beauty. " 
22 
Cowdrey and Williams-, .2£· £.!E.., p. 4. 
23J:bid., pp. 4- 5. 
24Ibid., p. 5. 
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Messrs. Cowdrey and Williams fC\_cetiously say that 
Long Island was his Italy and suggest that he anticipates 
Thomas Eakins' principle that Americans, to be great 
25 painters, must stay at home. 
The question of where William s. Mount actually re-
ceived his artistic and thematic stimulus is sti~l problem-
atical. Some art-historians suggest an influence from im-
ported European genre themes. He did develop an interest in 
the Seventeenth Century Dutch "Little Masters" and Flemish 
painters. Undoubtedly6 he studied engravings and original 
paintings, in the New York collections, by such men as 
26 Brouwer, Rambrandt and Teniers. 
25Ibid. 1 P• 5. 
26Frederick A. sweet, Jr., ''Bartlett cowdrey and 
Hermann Warner Williams, Jr., William Sidney Mount, 1807 
1868. An American Painter," College Art Journal, Vol. 5, 
(January, 1946), p. 144. 
Lloyd Goodrich, ''Bartlett cowdrey and Hermann 
Warner Williams, William Sidney Mouat, 1807 - 1868," 
Art Bulletin, Vol. 30, (December, 1948), p. 291. 
Williams, .QE.· ~·, p. 4. 
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Washington Allston, in a letter to William Dunlap, in 
August, 1834, writes: 
I saw some pictures in the (Boston) Athenaeum 
last year, by a young man of your city -- Mount--
Which showed great power of expression. He has, 
too, a firm, decided pencil, and seems to have 
a good notion of the - figure. . If he would 
study Ostade and Jan Steen, especially the 
latter, and master their color and chiaroscuro, 
there is nothing, as I see, to prevent his be-
coming a great artist in the line he has 
chosen.27 
The satirical, theatrically-contrived, engravings of 
William Hogarth and the works of Wilkie and Leslie may 
have influenced him. 28 Even his older brother, Henry, Who 
painted idle boys and drew Yankee peddlers certainly af-
fected the impressionable William. cowdrey and Williams 
suggest that the slight genre touches o£ Asher B. Durand, 
William Dunlap, Washington Allston, John Trumbull and samuel 
F. B. Morse may also have stirred Mount's genre interests. 
27Jacqueline overton, "William Mount Long Island Genre 
Artist," Antiques, Vol. 41, (January, 1942), p. 45; 
William Dunlap, A History of the Rise and Progress 
of the Arts of Design in the United States, Vol. 2, (Boston, 
1918) 1 P• 451. c~ 
Cowdrey and Williams, .2E.· £ll., p. 4. 
28
cowdrey and Williams, .2£• £ll., p. 4. 
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These authors reveal another possible influence in the six 
genre etchings by the Bostonian, David Claypoole Johnston 
"' (1787 - l8Q5). They were made to il~ustrate a vol~e of 
29 poems by Mount • s uncle, Mic.ahv: Hawkins. The title was 
.MYnehiem von Herrick Heimelman, the Dancing Master , •.• 
to Which is Added the Big Red Nosez and How to Bleach It • • 
(New York, 1824) • 
Whatever may be the primary nstim.ulus" is unimportant 
compared to Mount's over-all pictorial meaning. These in-
fluences, Whether ~ediate or remote, are rather points 
of departure for his main intent: to recapture the isolated, 
rural nostalgia of the fal:ming and. fishing communities of 
stony Brook and setauket. His paintings record the day 
When America was.an agricultural nation, unaware of bustliag 
new cities and the excitement of a restless frontier. 30 
Walt Whitman in his A song of Joys so well reflects 
29Ibid,, p. 4. 
30 Albert !r. Gardner, "Paumanok Preserved," 
Metropolitan Museum Bulletin, Vol. 3, (February, 
1945), p. 146. 
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Mount's sentiments: 
o to go back to the place where I was born, 
To hear the birds sing once more, 
To ramble about the house and barn and 
over the fields once more, 
And through the orchards and along the old 
lanes once more. 
o to have been brought up on bays, lagoons, 
creeks, or along the coast, 
To continue and be employed there all my life, 
The briny and damp smell, the shore, the salt 
weeds exposed at low.water, 
The work of the fishermen, the work of the 
eel-fisher and clam-fisher • • • • 
I laugh and work with them, I joke at my 
work like a mettlesome young man. • • • 31 
With this im mind, one may examine Mount' s genre and 
discover the varied facets of the life he ob•erved in his 
native Long Island. 
The earliest recorded genre painting by William 
Sidney Mount is The Rustic Dance,~830, (Plate 10), also 
called The Codntry Dance or Dance After a Sleigh-ride. 
The scene depiets a room of country folk dancing to tunes 
32 played by a Negro Fiddler. Early commentary about the 
picture relates: 
3llb.d 1 ., p. 146. 
32 
sweet, .!?E.· cit., p. 144. 
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• • • .He lead$ us up a Rustic Dance; 
Such things are better done in France, 
But this shall keep no under station, 
It shows some scenes within the nation.33 
This work Shows young Mount under the influence o£ 
such Eig~teenth cent~ artists as William Hogartht Jean 
Baptiste Greuze and John Kr~el in the way he presents 
an assemblage of multiple~ contrived, well-dressed fashion-
plates of the day. Mount, at this t~et lacks select~vity. 
He attempts to crowd into the room portraits of his friends 
and acquaintances. They shove, puSh their way through a 
' 
door opening, sing and tap their feet in t~e to the fid-
dler•s sqaeaky music. Mount's figures are aWkward in 
their tight, hard delineations. Facial expressions are ex-
aggerated and almost assume caricature. The tumult of this 
riotous party is balanced and counteracted by the blank 
space to the upper half of the picture -- a device he will 
use in most of his later oils. only three candle sticks, 
two mask-like faces and a grandfather's clock occupy this 
void. 
In spite of its compositional and figured archaisms, 
The Rustic Dance possesses a universal appeal in its 
realism and good-humor. Mount has captured the true American 
33 . 
cowdrey and Williams, £2· cit., p. 14. 
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spirit of folk-dancing and the j ~yous~ "togethern$ss" 
of common man in recreation. 
During the next five years, Mount • s genre changes •. 
His scenes,are, for the most part, enacted out-0~-doors. 
He employs less figures, isolating, selecting, and manu-
mentalizing them. His tight, hard, linear manner is con-
tinued but the forms are less aWkward, although still 
stiffly posed. He furthers the use of planes to deliaeate 
the positions of figures and accessories. Mount also shows 
an increased interest in perspective and foreshortening. 
In all the later themes, a cold, sun-drenched, airless at-
mosphere envelops his genre. The events seem to take 
place Within a pristine environment of a vacuum "b~ll-jar ... 
There also develops a universal and personal touch of 
natural observation, direct and immediate. The subject 
matter is recognizable even without a title. 
The elements of pictorial universality and realism 
f . 
fuse in the painting, Long Island Farmer HUSking Corn,l833, 
(Plate 11). The Whitney Journal, November 14, 1852, states 
FF.om Mount: 
• • • • Farmer Husking corn - painted (1833) 
in the open air - the canopy of heaven·. for my 
- 44 
paint room •• 34 . . 
Mount makes no identification of the farmer. Even 
.. ' . 
William Dunlap, a year l.ater, states that this is merely 
one of a series of unidentified yeomen husking corn in a 
field. 35on the other hand, a certain Major JaCk Downing 
(Seba smith) who saw the work, ~t a d$cade l.ater, wrote 
in the periodical, The Wintergreen for 1844: 
This ere picture is as much like Oncl.e Joshua, 
when he was about forty~ive years old, . as two 
peas i.a a pod. And well it may be, for. it was 
drawed from real. l.ife; and there ain't no more 
nateral pictures in the worl.di than them that • s 
drawed from nater. I well. remember when it was 
made, and the way it was done. :It was a good 
many years ago, a little before General Jackson 
was elected president, uncle Joshua was in the 
field, one day, harvesting corn. Be was in 
his Shirtsleeves, for he al.ways worked with 
his coat off, unless the weather was col.d 
enough to freeze a bear. Be had a pair of 
green fustian trowses, and an under-jacket 
of the same.36 
Although Major Downing's vivid recol.lection may be 
of his oncl.e Joshua, Mount ~personal.izes the figure. Bis 
34Ibid. t p. •15 .. 
35 
Dunlap, .QR.• .£!:!:.•, Vol .. 2, p. 452; cowdrey and 
williams, .22.· m,., p .. 1s. 
36cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 15. 
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1solated, statuesque form, so consumed in its chore, be-
comes, in effect, a universal symbol of corn huSk1ng, 
rather than someone's muncle.n As the reader shall later 
note, Eastman Johnson in his farmers winnowing grain ap-
proaches the same method of universalizing a realistic 
figure. 
The painting After Dinner,~~ l834,(Plate l2)again 
finds Mount recording tavern life in rural stony Brook. 
He portrays three men, grouped formally, in the center fore-
ground. The darkly-clothed, silhouetted figure in the 
middle plays the violin. Two listeners, on either side of 
him, appear inattentive and bored. The top-hatted elderly 
man, at the left, seems caught in a pensive rever1e. The 
younger man, to the right, puffs a Short stogi and looks 
arrogantly off to his left. The neutral, grey-brown back-
ground wall serves as a foil and isolates these forms. But 
their singular, aloof personalities, so unrelated to each 
other (as if Mount painted and combined three seated portraits 
into one painting) recall, i11 a secular manner, the reserved 
pietistic attitude of Titian's The concert {Plate 13). 
Mount's theme, The Sportsman's Last Visit {1835}, 
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(Plate 14) shows a Long Island yeoman caught in matters ow 
love. The scene is the moment when the sportsman enters 
his intended's home only to find the lady of his choice 
captivated by the carms of his rival. 37 He thereupon dons 
his hat and prepares an ~ediate exit. Mount adopts t~e 
setting, compositional grouping, as well as the p~shology, 
from Gerard Ter Borah's Pateraal Admonitian (Plate 15}. He 
uses the Dutch little master•s interior and turns the theme 
around. (He may have seen an imported engraving of the Ter 
Borch paintiag}. The admonished young lady inTer Dorch's 
oil becomes now the disillusioned youth for Mount. Her 
mother is transformed into a coqo.ettish maiden. And the 
father, with hand raised, becomes the rival lover. As in 
the theme by Ter Borch, Mount captures the elements of 
humor, satire and embarrassment that arise inevitably in 
social mores of love. 
Mount again captures the same attitude of circumstan-
tial humor evolved by marriageable rural couples in his 
painting Winding Up, 1836, (Plates 16 and 17). Here, the 
artist depicts a 'clown• Who Whittles a stiCk. He admires a 
37 Ibid., p. 16. 
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beautif•l young girl. She has 'run out of yarn' and employs 
her admirer to hold the skein. His love •winds off.' '!'he 
knife and half-whittled stick falls to the f1oor. Now, the 
suitor directs his complete attention to his love. '!'he maid 
truly symbolizes America' s yeomen daughters and their fickle 
natures~ 38 
Mount's wit and frivolity of prose creates, in es-
sence, a rural nuance that possesses an unexcelled satire 
an+umor. 
Mount painted Bargaining for a Horse, 1835, (Plate 18) 
at the West side of his barn looking down toward the back of 
39 the homesteadp In the ±mmediate foreground, the artist 
records an old Yankee tactic -- swapping or bartering for 
livestock.40 'l'wo men barga~ for a saddle-horse. The farmer 
to the left receives the worst end of the deal. Mount sym-
bolizes his loss in the way he Whittles away from his body. 
38 1 l Cowdrey and Williams, f&· .£..S., p. 7. 
39 Edward P. Buffet, "William Sidney Mount, a Biographj,u 
Port Jefferson Times (December 1, 1923- June 12, 1924), 
Chap. XI. 
40 . 
overton, £2· ~., p. 46. 
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The stove-pipe-hatted. man raises his right hand. as if to 
stress a final point and thus to consummate the trans-
action. 
The scene is one of pure Yankeeism and humor as the 
yeomen whittle, delay and then whittle. 41 The atmosphere 
is chill. The brilliant sun clearly outlines the forms in 
the most precise, detailed manner. The genre is directly 
and monumentally stated. Its reference to Yankee abstinence 
and perseverance touches upon the very heart and colloquialism 
of the area and suggests that Mount noted a similar theme by 
David Teniers, the Younger,(Plate 19). 
The Truant Gamblers, 1835, (Plate 20), earlier called 
Gamesters Surprised, Boys· Pitching Pennies in a Barn, or un-
dutiful Boys, is another outdoor genre. once more, as ~ 
Bargaining £or a Horse, Mount chooses his own homestead for 
42 the rustic setting. Here, a few naughty lads hav.e sneaked 
nrt:o a barn to play a game of 'heads or tails. • A farmer 
· discovers their whereabouts and approaches them. He carries 
a long stick. Anger crosses his face. Already, one o£ the 
41cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 16; 
Buffet, o;e. 'cit. I Chap. XI. 
42 
overton, op. cit., p. 46. 
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boys notices his ominous presence and prepares to leave his 
unsuspecting confreres.43 
Mount creates a stage-like setting. His players per-
form in the spot-lighted foreground. Using a Japanese-
print device, he juxtaposes, asymmetrically, the single 
figure o£ the farmer with1the group of four boys to the 
middle right. The occult balance heightens the intensity 
of the drama as he places figures against a neutral baCkdrop 
of the barn with its mysterious black interior. :rn. this 
manner, Mount confines the action to the frontal plane. 
Mount nostalgically turns badk the pages of t~e to 
a boyhood experience. The observer, unconsciously, seems to 
fear the boys• impending fate and the "painfullfl outcome of 
the event. 
In The Breakdown, 1835, (Plate 21), Mount creates a 
gay interior scene. 
. 44 
The setting, at setaUket, is a barroom. 
Accounts relate that it was done by the light of two south 
windows (in winter) and separated by a curtain to div&de the 
two lights Whereby the artist would stand by one window and 
43 Cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 16. 
44 Ibid., p. 17. 
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the model by the other. 45 Contemporary criticism states: 
The barroom scene is aperfect gem7 nothing can 
be richer than those four or five figures, 
glowing from real life, except the back-
ground and accessories -- tee furniture of 
the room, the jug, hat, the axe on the 
·floor etc.46 
.. , 
The room is less crowded than the earlier The Rustic 
Dance. Mount concentrates his action upon a central group 
of merrymakers who have had a little tttoo much • ., Their 
jubilation and unrestrained inebriation is balanced, as.r.m-
metrically, by the impersonal, Sketchy form to the far 
right. Pieter de Hooch's Dutch interiors are compositionally 
recalled when Mount employs these recessional planes with 
foreshortened figures placed within the designated areas 
(Plate 22) • The scene also has a cohesive force. The unity 
of figure relation via animated gestures and repetition of 
diagonal accents bestows a harmony of balance and p~cholo-
gical relationship. It is interestingtiD note, too, that 
George Caleb Bingham, some twenty years later, will employ 
45 T"',-. d ..u.~l. • t p. 17 • 
46 Cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 17. 
Buffet, op. cit., Chap. x. 
-.Jr . ~· ~· 
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the central jigging figure in his many j ollyboatmen 
themes. 
In conclusio~, Mount has the naturalistic power to 
observe and record the hard-working yeoman, as he lets 
loose and releases his pent-up inhibitions. 
Farmers Nooning, 1836, (Plate 23), foretells the 
artist's later interest in pleiaairism.47 The scene takes 
48 place at the Mouat homestead. It is a close transcript 
from life. A sleeping Negro lolls lazily in the midday 
heat. A boy tiCkles his ear with a straw Which, in turn, 
draws a benign smile from the listless figure's face. Other 
white laborers rest beside their farming tools. 49 All is 
at peace. 
~he composition recalls a Baroque recessional device 
in its alternatinglight and dark planes that recede di-
agonally, into the distance. For example, the ±mmediate 
foreground of the tree to·the left and the three relaxing 
47Lane, op. cit., p. 138. 
48 
Buffet, op. cit., Chap. XIII. 
49 Cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 17. 
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figures constitute a dark bOrder, or frame-within-a-frame, 
Which, in turn, leads into the second area with the illu-
minated Negro and white youth. The horizontal crossbar 
fence, behind-them, again arrests this recessional move-
ment. 
Humor and optimism pervade. The artist records a 
vignette of life freed from the drudgery of farm labor. 
It is in its ~ique casualness of multiple forms that 
Mount creates a univeEsal and personal appeal. 
In the picture Raff~in9 for a Goose, ~837, (Plate 
24) sometimes called The Raffle, Raffle for a Turkey, and 
The Lucky Throw Mount presents a tight, compact composition. 
. He confines the action to the foreground. Six yeomen crowd 
around a plucked goose. The misshapened stovep~e hat con-
tains the number of the winner. Evidently, the barn interior 
is cold. The men are heavily dressed in caps and overcoats. 
A ch~ll, luminous glow radiates from the carcass of the 
goose and nailed plank hoard on which it lies. such effects 
of incandescent lighting recall the artistry of Honthorst 
and Terhruggen, Dutch seventeenth century masters from the 
School of UtreCht. 
.; .' 
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Mount once more employs an occult, figured balance by 
placing a lone man to the far left. His characters are 
rugged Yankee farmers whose spirit of good will and optimism 
pervade the theme. 
Another painting from this year (1837) i~ The Long 
Story (Plate 25) sometimes called Tough Story. Mount re-
cords a Long Island store or tavern keeper. He sits puf-
fing out smoke as he relates his story to another man. This 
listener is an itinerant voyager. His impersonal form is 
wrapped in a cloak -- perhaps he is awaiting the arrival of 
the next stage coach. Mount relates the following back-
ground concerning the oil: 
I designed the picture as a conversation piece; 
the principal interest to be centered in the 
old invalid who certainly talks with much zeal. 
I have placed himia a particular.chair which 
he is always supposed.to claim by right of 
possession, being but seldom out of it from 
the • rising to the going down of the sun. • A 
kind of Barroom oracle, chief umpire during 
all seasoas of warm debate, whether religious, 
moral or political, and first taster of every 
new barrel of cider rolled in the cellar; a 
glass of which he now holds in his hand while 
he is entertaining his young landlord with the 
longest story he is ever supposed to tell, 
having fairly tired out every other freqaenter 
of the establishment.SO · 
so~., p. 18. 
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The ~istener, to the right, is in a state of reverie 
Whether from boredom or self-preocc~pation one can on~y 
guess. His slight~y tilted position with ~eqs spread, one 
hand on his thigh and the other ho~ding a clay, ~ong-stem 
pipe, finds its equivalent in Adrian Brouwer• s The smoker 
(P~ate 26}. Also, the contrived arraagements of sti~l life 
-- a top hat with a dedk of cards fal~ing from its depth; a 
poker, wood shavings and coa~ shove; and the pipe, mug and 
g~ass on top of the stove, revea~ Mount's concern for 
trompe l'oei~ effects. Mount's approach is direct, selective 
and observant as he records the home~y art of story-te~~ing 
around an o~e ~potbe~~ied~ stove. 
The following year Mount created The Painter•s Triumph, 
1838, (Plate 27), cal~ed ear~ier The successful Picture and 
Artist Showing His Work. The scene reveals an exuberant ar-
5~ 
tist unveiling h~s work to a farmer friend. The work 
bears a remarkable compositional resemb~ance to an early 
Rembrandt self-portrait, The Artist in His studio (P~ate 28). 
Both pictures portray a large blackened si~houetted ease~ and 
canvas in the ~ower right (Rembrandt) and left (Mount) fore-
grounds. The other sides, respectively, show foreshortened 
51 
cowdrey and Wi~~iams, op. cit., p. 18; 
Buffet, op. cit., Chap. XLIX. 
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figure (s) • Even the detail of illuminating the edge of the 
canvas mirrors Rembrandt's painting. 
Another source for Mount's pictorial inspiration is 
Daumier' s lithograph, Wood J:s E.x.Pensive and the Arts Are 
Not Lucrative (Plate 29}. Though the pictures are not exactly 
alike in composition, Mount has captured Daamier•s vitality, 
verve and pictorial animation. 
This type of genre, with fewer "'actors," seems more. 
contr~ved and theatrically posed than do such multiple-
peopled scenes as The Breakdown, Far-mers moonin~, or Raffling 
for a Goose. Mount's qaest for thematic isolation of forms, 
through selectivity and monumentality, usually leads him 
into a pictorial sterility. The figures become manikins, 
rigidly set within a ~tage-box interior. The realism of 
the enameled HitchcoCk chair, the tilted planks of knotty 
floor boards and the plaster-cracked texture on the baCk 
wall counteract the unrelaxed ideality of the two men. Yet, 
beneath these mannerisms, a genre touch lingers. A qaaint 
studio interior reveals the excitement, and optimistic pride 
of Man *'creating" for Man1 and both joyously p~rticipate in 
this moment of utriumph."' 
Mount's :Interior of a Butcher Shop (£A. 1840}, 
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{Plate 30) represents another type of genre. Two fashion-
able ladies carefully scrutinize a butcher's goods. Already 
a grade A loin is cut for the demure lady to the left. The 
other raises the lid of her basket as the merchant places 
a bundle of meat inside. But she p~ers at her fellow 
shopper, as if wondering whether she made the best possible 
choice. Mount's scene echoes pictorially the contemporary 
housewife's guide The Cook's oracle: and Housekeeper's Manual 
. . • • adapted to the American Public by a Medical Gentle-
~ {1833) where such informative extracts relate: 
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Zt is an excellent place to have certain things 
on certain ~ys. When your butcher or poulterer 
knows What you will want, he has a better chance 
of doing his best for you7 and never think of 
ordering Beef for Toasting except for sunday • • 
Meat in which you can detect the slightest trace 
of put~escency, has reached its highest degree 
of tenderness, and Should be dressed without 
delay; but before this period, which. in some 
.kinds of meat is offensive, the due degree of 
inteneration may be ascertained, by its yield- .. 
ing rea.ily to the pressure of the fingers, and 
by opposing little resistance to an attempt bo 
bind the joint. 52 
Life in America, A SPecial Loan EXhibition of 
Paintings Held During the Period of the New York'World's 
Fair {NewYork, 1939), pp. 89- 90. 
. . 
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Back once more on the far.m, Mount paints Ringing The 
Pig, 1842, (Plate 31), often call"Ead Wringing (sic!) the Pigs, 
Ringing Hogs, Scene in a Long Island Farm-Yard, or Ringing 
the Pigs. 
The event features a yeoman astrikde a large hog. 
Man versus pig. Be struggles to.secure a ring through the 
nostrils of the "porker.tt The pig squeals in a high-pitched 
tGne. The smiling boy, to the left, holds his hands over his 
ears. In the middle-ground, another farmer raises a willow 
branch Whip to maintain order among the other pigs Who ner-
vously await their turn to be uringed." 
Mount employs Baroque techn.iqaes to heighten the 
drama. The blasted tree stump bends upon the strain of 
the rope tied to the pig's ring. A strong diagonal is 
thereby formed and leads the eye toward the massive,strain-
ing figure of the farmer who reinforces and intensifies this 
arduous action. Mount .repeats the accent of this diagonal 
in the other farmer who stands in the middle distance. Also, 
with this, the artist creates dramatic chiaroscuro effects. 
Alternating light and dark passages delineate the planes of 
action and reveal the mysterious, stormy atmosphere in the 
distance. 
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Mount must have been impressed with and made numerous 
' . 
pencil studies {Plate 32) of this rural scene. He not only 
precisely records the event in the most naturalistic terms 
but heightens the struggle with the added dimensions of 
physical action and audible sound. 
The Trying Hour, 1844, {Plate 33) is a watercolor 
that Shows a Long Island farm woman preparing the evening 
meal before an open hearth. Back to the viewer and seated 
upon a ladderbaCk chair, she raises a soup ladle from a 
steaming caldron to sample its contents. Mount sketches 
her impersonal form with deft, sure brush strokes. Yet, 
through graduated, value shadings, he reveals a sense of 
sculpturesque solidity in her form. The accessories of 
chair, table, caldron and its frame are determinantly con-
trived in arrangement and, in an arChitectonic manner, re-
inforce her resolute mien. Mount approaches Daumier's 
universality and s.ymbolism of farmers preparing or eating 
meals (Plate 34) in the way he records this homely event 
of stony Brook rural life. 
Mount resorts again to his homestead for the oil 
Dance of the Haym!kers, 1845, {Plate 35) sometimes incor-
rectly called Power of Music or Misic Is Contagious. The 
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scene is one of joy, music and carefree optimism. Inside 
the barnl two men dance a jig to the tune of a fiddler. 
Other men, women, and boys happily watch this caper. out-
sidel a Negro lad beats time to the music with two stiCks. 
The added accessories of a ham shank on a plate with knife 
and fork, a frightened cat beneath the barn, a dog watching 
a pitch fork, lend a realistic touch. 
A time-lapse photographic quality pervades in the 
main dancers• exuberant forms. Mount catches and holds 
them while they execute a hoe-down step. The similarity 
between these figures and their fiddler companion gives 
rise to the theory that Mount may have seen or borrowed 
the dancers from Bingham's Jolly Flatboatmen (1844). At 
least the same mood and studied realism pervades in both 
artists• depictions. 
Mount's genre is sincere, Wholesome and pleasure-
loving. Again, he records a time between work. common man 
relaxes and is at play. 
The epitaph to a fiddler found on a tombstone in the 
Mount burial ground in stony Brook, truly captures the 
genre's spirit: 
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Upon the Violin, few play'd as Toney play'd. 
His artless music was a language universal, 
and in its Effect -- most Irresistable! Ay, 
and was he not of setauket • s dancing Steps a 
Physiognomist, indeed, he was. 
Nor old nor young, of either sex, stood on 
the Floor to'Jig-it,but he knew the gait, 
Peculiar of their Bobby, and unaSked, Plac'd 
best foot foremost for them, by his Fiddle. 53 
The painting Dancing on the Barn Floor, 1845, (Plate 
36) looks once more into a stony Brook barn -- presumedly 
the same structure as in The Dance of the BaY!!akers. Instead 
of a cluttered interior with seated and standing figures 
grouped aroand two yeomen dancing the hoe-down, on~ now sees 
an isolated, gay, young couple moving to the strains of a 
fiddler perched on the ledge of the barn outside. Behind 
the couple, Mount opens slightly a back door. A pretty 
maiden with a broom in her left hand beckons friends to 
join the merriment. This vista device is someth~g new 
for Mount. It affords an added spacial dimension and 
plane as well as breaking the monotony of the customary 
blank, wooden wall. Mount • s compositional "tricku follows 
the little Dutch Master, Pieter de Hooch who, in many of his 
interiors uses the same device. 
53 . 
Ibid., p. 80. 
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A saturating, se~ective spotlight heightens the 
theatric mood and floods the fiddler's and dancer's forms. 
The artist in these bright, passage areas also reveals 
textura~ details. He minutely paints the knotty, ~pl.it 
sl.abs of the rough, hewn wood of the barn door as wel.l. as 
the misshapen warped planks of the creaking floor bel.ow. 
The cl.othes of his modelled figures are tactile in their 
textural appearances. Even the oil.y sheen of the violin's 
wood and the limp, fleshy quality of the skinned l.amb, 
hanging above the fiddler, is treated with the utmost con-
cern for real.istic detail. But these textural and acces-
sory minutiae do not detract from the genre's overall 
gaiety, frivol.ity and mirth. Mount's seemingly frozen for.ms 
become permanent, statuesqae ~ol.s revealing a time of 
conviviality and good wil.l. 
The artist' s most famous and highly esteemed theme 
is Eel spearing at SetaUket, 1845, (Plate 37). The scene 
takes pl.ace near the residence of S~lah B. strong, Esq. 54 
The father of JUdge Selah B. strong, as a boy, steers the 
boat. The negress, ready to spear an eel, is the best 
54 
. Buffet, op. cit., Chap. XXIII. 
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slave owned by the strong family. 55 The outdoor joys of 
eel-spearing can best be described in a memo Mount wrote 
on November 17, 1847: 
To those wishing exercise for their health the 
spearing of fish has the advantage over all 
others. I have derived great benefit from it 
-- an old Negro by the name of Hector gave me 
the first lesson in spearing flat fish, and 
eels. Early one morning we were along shore 
by appointment -- it was calm, and the water 
was clear as a mirror, every object perfectly 
distinct to the depth·of from one to twelve 
feet, now and then cou~d be seen an eel darting 
through the sand over his body for safety. 
•steady there at the stern, 1' said Hector, as 
he stood on the prow (with his spear held 
ready) looking into the element with all. the 
philosophy of a crane, whil.e I would wa~ch 
his motions, and move the boat according to 
the direction of his spear.56 
Mount buil.ds his composition into a pyramidal design. 
The boy's oar and negresses• spear form the sides, the 
horizontal. outline of the boat, its base. Monumental.ity 
of theme and selectivity of forms reach its fullest culmina-
tion at this time. A saturating cold light clearly defines 
the painting's recessional planes, figures, accessories, and 
rolling landscape baCkground. The artist reveals subtle 
touches of naturalism in the boy' s mental concentration to 
56Buffet, op. cit., Chap. XXIII, Life in America -
World's Fair, 1939, op. cit., p. 79. 
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keep the boat still, the negress • .·patient anxiety, and in 
the concentric ripples on the water created by the spear's 
prongs. 
J:n theme and displacement of form, the painting re-
calls, in a more modified and less contrived manner, 
Copley's Watson and the Shark (Plate 38). In its peaceful, 
withdrawn silence and nostalgia of past ex.perience, it also 
resembles Bingham's Fur Traders Descending the Missouri 
painted the same year, 1845. 
Eel Spearing at setauket, though, has a spirit of its 
own. J:t is a hiq~y sophisticated genre piece devoid of 
forthright exterior humor. Its power, strength and vitality 
emanate from within. Nostalgically, the scene evokes a boy-
hood experience witnessed by Mount. The artist then univer-
salizes and heightens this pleasurable memory into a grand 
event. 
The Power of Music, or Music Hath Charms, 1847, (Plate 
39)is a variant of the earlier Dance of the Haymakers, but 
it is more selective in subject matter and more reserved. 
The work received high contemporary praise when it was first 
.exhibited at the National Academy, in 1847: 
• 
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out of the most simple and humble materials, 
Mr. Mount has contrived to make one of the 
most thoroughly original and successful little 
pictures it has ever been our lot to behold.57 
• • • • There are but few genre paintings in the 
exhibition (of the National Academy); our artists 
have an ambition for serious subjects, but there 
is one painting of superlative merit, by W. s. 
Mount, a New York artist, who is unapproachable 
in his pictures of American country life; his 
favorite subjects are, country boys, negro 
fiddlers, barroom scenes, and rustic dances 
• • • • 58 
This picture will insure Mount a permanent reputa-
tion if he fishes for clams the rest of his 
life .. 59 
The composition, as in the previous barn scenes is 
as.y.mmetrical balanced. The dramatis personae in the barn 
include John Henry Mount, who was the fifteen-year old son 
of William's deceased brother, Henry. He plays the fiddle. 
The elderly man, who sits on a tub, may be Caleb Mills. The 
younger, standing man is Dick Ruland. The Negro placed out-
GO 
side the barn is Robin Mills. . Mount concentrates his ·ef-
feet upon Robin Mills Who casually bends his head forward, 
listens to the music and smiles. Robin Mills, like ~11 
57cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 21. 
58 Ibid., p. 21. 
59 . 
overton, op. cit., p. 46. 
60 . 
BUffet, op. cit., Chap. XXXIV. 
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Mount's Negroes,. is painted with a refined sensitive, edu-
61 cate~ face. Mount never belittles nor s~ows Negro op-
pression. Subtly, yet seemingly unconsciously, he places 
them away from the whites. '!'his is the only political and 
sociological indication that Mount gives of contemporary 
racial prejudices. 
The painting, though, has universal appeal. .Music 
shows no discrimination. It has the power to captivate and 
stir the senses. 
A Farmer Whetting His Seythe, 1848, {Plate 40) is 
another on-the-spot painting. Its isolation of a singular 
form recalls Mount's earlier painting, Long Island Farmer 
Busting Corn. There is no reference as to the figure in 
the oil. With characteristic concern for a contrived stance 
and detail of textures, the artist seems to freeze his form 
into an eternal statue that memorializes rural man. His 
form is the typical, Yankee yeoman prototype -- happy at 
his labor and devoid of any expressive physical or pS,Ycho-
logical emotionalism. It is in many of these single-figured 
paintings that Mount's genre verges occasionally on insincerity 
61 Lane, op. cit., p. 137. 
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and pictorial idealization. These healthy, rugged yeomen seem, 
at times, fallaciously filled with an imagined optimism 
created only in the mind of the artist himself. 
Mount's sometimes fallacious, imagined optimism can 
turn into sentimentality and pathos. This is noted in the 
painting Turning the Leaf, 1848, (Plate 41). The theme is 
again rural. Two children hunt for hen's eggs. Mount cap-
tures the moment When the little girl upturns a burdock 
leaf and finds ten White ~surprises.n Her companion stares 
in wide-eyed wonderment, as he unbelievingly ponders the 
62 
unexpected treasures. 
The poses of the children are contrived, especially 
the girl's attitude that bears a resemblance to Joshua 
Reynolds' adyllic theme of Master Bare (Plate 42). In 
many of these contrived, rural vignettes, Mount does lapse 
into a stuffy, English Eighteenth Century prose or mirrors 
English Nineteenth century Victorian morality painting. 
62
cowdrey and William, op~ cit., p. 23. 
Benjamin Rowland, Jr.,(editor), The Art-J:dea by 
James Jackson Jarves (Cambridge, MassaChusetts, 1960), 
p. 170. 
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Another outdoor genre paintingr:;is Boys caught Napping 
in a Field, 1848, (Plates 43 and 44). Mount relates that 
the scene was a Long Island landscape that he painted di-
rectly from Nature. The figures, though,were based on studio 
models. 63 
The theme of youthful •misbehavi.oru and admonishment 
by adults was previously seen in The Truant Gamblers and The 
Disagreeable surprise •. The setting is also s~ilar to 
Farmers Nooning. In the foreground, a multiple, seppeatine 
tree trunk asymmetrically divides the action into two parts. 
To the left, an elderly, well-dressed, yeoman discovers 
that hls farm-hands have taken a rest -- on his time no 
le$s. The relaxing ·youths, to the right, are unaware of 
their impending fate except for one Who tries to warn a 
sleeping companion. Another lad leans blissfully on his 
left hand and dreams of far off places. 
Here Mount observes another recognizable boyhood 
experience. He poetically recaptures the nostalgic, hope-
ful dreams and irresponsibility of youth. In effect, Mount 
foreshadows the many rural childhood reveries of Winslow 
Homer. 
63cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 22. 
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The period from 1850 to 1865 is one of gradual 
• 
slackening in Mount's technical vitality. He complained of 
suffering more from rheumatism and other chronic illnesses. 
'Also, at this time, he painted less and his style began to 
change. Mount firstly elimina.tes the use of local color 
and employs now brown - green tonalities. His themes are 
more romantic, and superficially English and French, in 
feeling, rather than realistically Dutch in nature. 
The picture Who'll Turn the Grindstone?, 1850, 
(Plate 45), once called The Tardy Scholar, heralds these 
changes. The painting illustrates a moralizing tale published 
in the Essays of Poor Robert the Scribe: 
'X am sure you are one of the finest lads that X 
have ever seen, will you just turn a few minutes 
for me?' Tickled with the. flattery, l.ike a 
little fool, X went to work, and bitterl.y did X 
rue the day •••• The school bell rung, and X 
could not get away1 my hands were blistered and 
it wan not half ground. At length, however, the 
axe was sharpened, and the man turned to me with 
'Now, you little rascal, you•ve pl.ayed the truant 
--scud to school or you'll rue it.' (Essays of 
Poor Robert the scribe, quoted below the listing 
of this painting in the National Academy of 
Design Catalogue, 1851, no. 118) .64 
·Its didactic anecdotal nar~ation received critical 
64 l:bid., p. 24. 
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commeats When he exhibited the work at the National Academy, 
in ~851: 
Mr. Mount's 'Who'll Turn the Grindstone?' is one 
of his characteristic Y~ee incidents. It is 
very true and genuine in feeling, but the picture 
is too White and streaked.65 
His last work, in this year'e exhibition of the 
Academy, Who'll Turn the Grindstone? illustrates 
a well-known apologue of Dr. Franklin, impressing 
the moral of the hearless conduct of wordly men 
towards those Whose good offices they have ex-
hausted. The countenance of the boy is ~ 
trait we like best in this pictu.re. It reminds 
•••• J .... ; ' ~,- • ., .,;.! ;:. '~ '· ' -~ ··,c:: ...... 
one of.- the .. amenity of Gain$li>ol:oug'b~:s. children, 
and of th~ £aces in the Truant-Gamblers. The 
barn is as natural as possible. It was painted 
for Mr. Sturges, the President of tbe6wewYork Gallery, and a liberal patron of art. 
Mount again employs his homestead barn as the set• 
ting. Be continues the old device of a~etrical balance 
as well as placing the action in the immediate foreground. 
As stated earlier, its similarity to The Truant Gamblers is 
obvious. The same yeoman brute comes forward with vengeance 
and cruelty in his heart. But here the similarities end. 
Now, he reduces the precocious ngamblers" into Little Lord 
F~untleroys. Mount, more sympathetically, sides with the in-
nocence of youth When faced by adult threats and admonitions. 
65cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 24. 
66l:bid. , p. 24. 
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In vain, he attempts to camouflage its sentimentality in 
the creation of a realistic and recognizable situation. 
But he looses the impact via his form's ·super£icial, 
theatric gestures. 
Soon after the first pan of golii:was discovered in 
sutter's Mill, California·, in 1848, wild speculation and 
the fever to g~t rich quiCk, grasped the nation. Man's 
greed for gold spread as far as stony Brook. Mount 
caught this excitement in his News from the Gold Diggins 
{1850), (Plates 46 and 47), earlier entitled count51 Post 
Office on Long Island -- News from the California Gold 
Diggins. The scene takes place in a Stony Brook barroom 
or Post Office. A group of excited listeners crowd around 
an individual Who reads about recent gold discoveries in 
California. The slouching man, in the right foreground, is 
the artist himself. The girl at the left is Maria Seabury, 
and her brother Tom, with a hi~h military hat, is next to her. 
The young boy is Mount's eleven year old nephew, William 
Shepard Mount. 
67 Longbotham. 
67Ib.d J.. ., 
The elderly gent be~ind is probably Philip 
It may have been coincidental but the event 
p. 23.,, Buffet, op. cit., Chap. XXXV. 
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echoes the arrangement and psychology of Woodville' s War 
News painted only two years earlier. 
Already the EngliSh style of Reynolds, or Gainsborough, 
is felt in the sentimentalized hamd-clasped pose of Maria 
Seabury. But Willi~ Mount's self-portrait is an archaism 
that refers to his study of ..,drinkers"' by Frans Hals 
{Plate 48).. Lastly, the Negro to the far right of the com-
position resembles Robin Mills seen in The Power of Music. 
As an interesting sidelight, Mount humorously s.y.mbolizes 
b.is character • s "'gluttony"' and '"avarice" for gold by hanging# 
O.!er the open dog;r;~y,'l.~ :picture of ~~;,p,igs. a.t a trough. 
Mount's genre, at this moment, verges on historical 
symbolism. Yet, it still maintains a personal appeal. · As 
noted above, fami~iar faces lend an air of personal coll~~ 
qaialism. These casually-displaced, talking and smiling 
figures add a touch of rea11sm Whic~phatically draws the 
viewer into the j oyou.s excitement. And, as always, Mount's 
keen, observant eye in recording still lifes, such as the 
rifl$, portrait. and posters on the wall, and the pitcher, 
.. 
pipe, hook, tumbler, and quill pen and ink on the table, 
enhance the theme' s naturalism. 
As the years advanced, Mount began togrope into the 
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~ast for pictorial st±mulation. Coming to the Point, 1254, 
{Plates 49 and SO) which is, in reality, a variant of the 
earlier theme Bargaining for a Horse illustrates this. 
Contemporary critics were now more aware of his failings. 
The following detrimental comment was made after this 
painting was shown at the National Academy, .:i..n l854: 
We are sorry not to compliment Mt:. Mount 
on this production, but the truth is, it 
is a great falling off. The comic humor 
which illuminated his former works is here 
very, very feebly reflected, while the land-
scape of the baCkground, the horse under the 
shed and the acceg~ories generally are in-
expressibly poor. 
In contm st, to this, a newspaper account o~ the times 
sided with Mount as.it related: 
This is an image of pure Yankeeism and full. of 
wholesome humor. Both of the yeomen seem to 
be •rec~ning', both whittling, both delaying. 
The horse, which is the object of their crafty 
~!vocations, stands tied as 'slee.as a' 
whistle' , waiting for a change of owners~ 69 
Mount has slightly altered the theme from its earlier 
companion piece. The horse now looks out of a~ shed at his 
'fate.' He introduces another whittling figure in the 
right, middle-ground. The two Yankees seem more casual and 
68 . 
cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., pp. 25 - 267 Buffet, 
op. cit. , Chap. XXXIX. 
69Life in America- world's Fair, 1939, op. cit., 
p. 119. 
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personable. Mount's brush strokes. are looser. Bis figures 
are less aWkwardly posed and tightly drawn. Tension and 
aloofness have now been lessened. Humor, good-spirit in 
'bargaining' is felt. The observer £eels a part of, and 
wants to participate in, the verbal exchange. 
About 1855, Mount pai•ted The Banjo Player in the 
Barn (Plate 51) • ~his composition again reflects the 
earlier works - The Truant Gamblers, The Disagreeable 
surprise, pance of the Haymaker, and The Power o£ Music. 
The work is unique in that only one £igare occupies the. 
barn's interior. ·It has ·been related, however, that 
Mount intended to paint additional fi~res·dancing in the 
barn. Barely discernible one can see the outlines of two 
figures whose forms were Sketched in with a Whitish pigment. 70 
In the existing work, a solitary musiqian plaintively 
stru:m.s his banjo. Perhaps, he plays a stephen Foster melody 
or a Negro ·spiritual. The cavity of the barn's interiol;:', 
the open barn door against the horizontal clapboard siding, 
almost foretell of the classical abstract compositions o£ Piet 
Mondrian (Plate 52). 
70 
cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 27. 
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The painting becomes, in essence, a personal genre 
piece, highly romantic, yet naturalistically told by one 
Who experiences inner withdrawal and nostalgic loneliness. 
Mount's exuberant.portrayal of'hwnan character 
,. 
abounds in Whe Bone Player, 1856, ··.(Plate 53). and~ 
Banjo Player, 1856, (Plate 54). In both works, the artist 
isolates a Negro musician. one plays the bones, the other 
strums a banjo. The artist concentrates on_the p~chology 
of their personaliti~s. They turn their heads slightly 
to the left or right. Their wide, open eyes laugh with 
the gay rhythms they create. Nount rel.ates i!hat he 
painted The Bone Player in seven days (or 1iiut'teen sittings -
one each in the morning and aftern~oJilX and ~he. Banjo 
. 71 Player in eight days (or sixteen sittings.) This ~-
mediacy o£ presentation and ~pontaneous selectivity of 
theme echoes Frans Hals' individual portraits of musicians 
and tavern people (Plates 55, and 56) and the psychological 
intensity of characterization in Rubens' painting of Mulay 
Ahmad (Plate 57). Of course, Mount's forms laCk the brusqae, 
71 
Ibid. 1 p. 27 • 
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~pressionistic brush strokes of the Dutch Master. Rather, 
he fo1lows a set formulae. For example, his Negro heads 
are painted ~ rubbing over the prepared White ground canvas 
with venetian red and then blue in order to cool it down.72 
He builds the Negroes' heads with glazes and boiled and raw 
oil that, in effect, bestow a hard, metallic, det.ailed 
quality to their facial structures. And yet, no matter 
how complicated Mount's painting technique may be, he has 
the power to simplify the over~ll action into a concentrated, 
joyous, genre account of Negro recreation throug~ musical 
release. 
one of Mount's last genre paintings is Fair Exchange 
)!o Robbery, 1865 (?) , or S't".YaPPing Hat.s (Plate 58) • Here, 
a country bumpki.n.cames across a mqre desirable chapeau 
I 
worn by a scarecrow. He humo~ously exchanges his own tattered 
fedora for the well-bloCked Panama exhibited by his inanimate 
"'friend. 11 The hapless straw maa recalls Hawthorne' s Feather 
Top in casual pose and pleasing 4ispo$±tion, While Mount's 
rural character abounds with gratification and joy on this 
73 
unexpected bit of good fortune. 
1..2 
Ibid., p. 27. 
73 Ibid., p. 30. 
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The work, in its contrived ~etrical format, 
certainly resembles Mount's earlier themes. Forthright 
humor, depicting w foolish antics of a Yankee ruralist is 
direct and immediate. 
At this juncture, a brief ·word may be said about 
Mount's techniqQe. As noted, in his biographical Sketch, 
Mount was greatly influeneed by Rembrandt. From the very 
beginning, Mount adopted aembrandt•s pr~nciples of chiar-
oscuro effects and the direct study of Nature. Like the 
Dutch master, he uses £!!f_local colors. His low-keyed 
palette was made up of white, yellow ocre, light red, cinni-
bar (or vermillion), burnt ochre, spanish brown, bistre, 
umber (raw and burnt), lamp or ivory black verditter, lapis-
lazuli, or ultramarine and burnt-sienna. Also, Mount 
employs Indian red, Antwerp or Prussian blue, purple lake, 
scarlet lake, and a very brown glaze composed of finely 
powdered spanish 1iqQorice ·(Plate 5~). He was careful to 
blend his colors so, chemically, that in the· future, they 
74 
will not brown or became gloomy. 
74 
Ibid. I p. 9. 
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Light usually shone from above, or from two windows. 
It was to illuminate h~s principal figures. A dark, my-
sterious background usually served as a foil for Ais frontally 
lit forms. In his early style, up to about 1850, we have 
seen that he massed bright, local colors. · But after that 
t~e, he worked with half-tints and monochromatic hues. Be 
economized lights in the fore-and-baCkgrounds, drawing the 
viewer's eye into the principal light of the central group. 
To Mount, the brightness of effect does not depend on the 
. 
brightness of color but on to•es.75 
In creating his forms, he would first think out·the 
proposed composition in detail. He.would mak$ everyday 
Sketches from ~ife, in penci~ •. Pen an~, or water-co~or, 
as he drove through the countryside in his portable studia 
(Plate 60) • Then, with a full bruSh of flowiag color (pure 
\ 
drying oil), he would daSh on the canvas the first effects 
of the genre scene. Technically, he used little or no 
white, but rather piled up, on his palette, mounds of raw and 
burnt umber, black, burnst sienna, yellow ocre, and a small 
amount of Prus$ian or hlntwerp blue. These were mixed with 
a small quantity of yellow ochre pnd were.blended to give a 
. ( 
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greeniSh tiat. 76 
William Mount was the first American-born painter 
to devote htmself entirely to genre subjects. The founder 
of o~t~ve genre school, Mouat was a •character•, fUll 
of Yankee idiosyncrasies, preferring the little rural 
community of Stony Brook, Long Island, to the urban clamors 
o-f New York City. 77 By nature, he was a lonely man. Be 
never married, lived with members of his family and felt 
htmself unwanted.78 To counteract this denial of life's 
pleasures, he turned to his ~ediate surroundings and 
friends. A close and happy relation developed between his 
environment and his art. His art became the purest pic-
torial ex.pression of the agrarian Jacksonian democracy 
. . . 79 
Wbich preceded the full tmpact of the Industrial Revolution. 
The genre he produced made him the outstanding chronicler of 
old YaQkee farm life during this period. 
Paradebxicl:ally, Mount did not see deeply into the life 
76Ibid, p •. 9. 
77 . Goodrich, op. cit., p. 291. 
78 
cowdrey and Williams, op. cit., p. 9. 
_79 
Goodrich, op. cit., p. 292. 
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he painted. He worked honestly, someWhat superficially, 
but blind to significant human emotional values inherent 
.. . 80 
in his subjects. Mount's rationale was aot smeared by 
superficial sentimentality, although his later works some-
(' 
times possess a Victorian sweetness. He chose not to portray · 
polite, urban society in its self-conscious prettin~ss. H-is 
work was filled primarily with rural description and comic 
t . 81 sa !i.re. His finest works depict humorous pastorals with 
a sweetness that de~ moral obliquity and personal deformity.82 
·, 
Mount, in the final ana~ysis, was a 'reporter with 
tongue in cheek. As the contemporary critic Alden J. 
spooner wrote in the artist's· epitath, which appeared in 
the New York Evening Post, 1868: 
. . . The nicest appreciation of that delicate humor 
which bubbles up everyWhere in happy life, and 
his pencil could catch it with a stroke as 
felicitous as that of the pen of Goldsmith. 83 
80Bartlett cowdrey and Hermann Warner Williams, Jr., 
uwilliam Sidney Mount, 1807- 1868, 0 Magazine of Art, Vol. 37, 
(october, 1944) p. 216. 
81~, p. 216. 
·a2 
:Ibid. 1 p • 216 • 
83 :Ibid.~ p. 217 •. 
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His genre was fill.ed with an abundance of good humor 
and native courtesy.84 Here is Yankee.unselfconsious 
ability to recongnize eccentricities, failings, as well as 
to be able to laugh at himself without shame, or loss of 
self-esteem, or desire of change.85 His scenes of common 
man are intelligible and credible. Their settings, attire, 
and actions are appropriate to the situation depicted. 
Mount painted only What he knew his public could understand 
and appreciate recognizable scenes and action from their 
daily life. 
Paint pictures that will take with the 
public -- never paint f~r the few, 
but the many. 86 
Mount's direct, .natural observations, and fundamen-. 
talism may be compared to the realism of Henry David 
Thoreau's Walden and Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass.87 
Like his literary contemporaries, he went directly to Nature 
and Man for his inspirational sourc~. 
84 Lane, op. cit., p. 137. 
85cowdrey and Williams, Magazine of Art, op. cit., 
p. 217. 
86 Ibid., p. 217. 
87 
F~ o. Matthiessen, American Remaissance (New 
York; 1941) p. 599. 
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GEORGE CALEB BINGHAM .(1811 - 1879): MISSOURI 
· FRONTIER RECORDER 
George caleb Bingham was born, March 20, 1811, on a 
farm on South River, near Weyer's cave, in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains, west of Charlottesville, Virginia. His father, 
·Henry, was a tobacco farmer whO lost his property as surety 
on a friend's note. Because of this financial catastrophe, 
the Binghams, in 1819, moved to Missouri -- the land m£ 
boom and. ·speculation, and there, Henry opened a tavern. 
After his death, in December, 1823, his ~idow, Mary (Amend) 
Bingham, moved the family to a one hundred and sixty acre farm 
near the tOwn of Arrow Rock. It -+ere that -young 
Bingham saw his first Indians and frontier squatters. The 
family was poor and George, at the age of sixteen, was ap-
prenticed by his mother to a cabinetmaker (an itinerant 
Methodist preacher, Jesse Green) in Bonnville. In 1834, 
George met James s. Rollins; a lawyer from columbia, Missouri, 
who len~ him one hundred dollars to study art in st. Louis. 
Their close friendship marked the beginning of George's ar-
tistic career. Returning to Boonville two years later, he 
married Sarah Eli~apeth HUtchinson. In the fol~ng year, 
1837, he set up a studio in columbia where he became a portrait-
painter. The ye~r 1837 also saw Bingham in Philadelphia where 
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he studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
' 
By 1840, Bingham ~s in Washington, D. c., sketching 
political figures. He returned, in the sameyyear, to. 
Rocheport in Boone County Where again he Sketched friends 
at the "Tippecanoe and Tyler too. • • • ~convention. In 
1846, he became a Whig candidate to represent his county 
(Saline} in the State Legislature. Allegedly, because of 
illegal political tactics, he lost to his Democratic op-
ponent, E. D. sappington. 'l'his stigma did not deter Bingham's 
political career and, in the Summer of 1848, he was again 
called upon by the Whigs. This t~e he defeated his arch-
enemy Sappington. In August of that year, until the latter 
part of september, in 1849, he painted and lived in New York 
City, at 115~ Grand street. on september 28, 1849, he was 
back in Columbia,·Missouri. His wife sarah died, November 
29, i848, leaving a daughter and two sons for Bingham to raise. 
About a year later, on December 2, 1849, Bingham married again. 
His new bride was Eliza K. Thomas, daughter of Professor 
R. s. Thomas of Columbia. 
In the middle months of 1850, the artist visited st. 
Louis, then New York, and finally returned to Columbia in 
the middle of May, 1851. The restless Bingham was always on 
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the move.· The Winter of 1851 found him again in st. Louis. 
In June, 1852, he went as a delegate from Missouri's Eigh:th 
District to the whig national convention in Baltimore, Mary-
land. BY the latter part of 1853, he passed through Phila-
delphia, and this active.period of travel, sketching and 
Whig politics is reflected in his political genre series 
(1844 to 1855) • 
Bingham·realized that his artistic potential needed 
broa~ening. Like most American artists of tpe day,.he felt 
, 
that the Dusseldorf Academy would offer him the needed stimu-
lus. In August, 1855, he ~ailed, with his family, for this 
.. 
sn\al~·German artistic outp():Jit~. The unexpected death of his 
wife's father and the unsettled pre-Civil War conditions in 
the United states caused him to shorten his stay and, in 
early September, 1859, the Bingham Family was once more back 
in Missouri. 
The outbreak of the Civil War found Bingham serving 
as Captain of the Irish Company of Van Horn's Battalion of 
the United States" Volunteer Reserve corps. His job was to 
preserve law and order in the Kansas City area. It was during 
this period that he denounced the military-political heresies 
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and atrocities of the Unionist's Colonel Jennison, andes-
pecially General Ewing, in regard to his handling of the 
Kansas - Missouri Border Ruffians. In 1862, he retired 
from the milita and became state Treasurer of Missouri until 
the year 1865. 
In 1874, Bingham was a member of Kansas City• s first 
Board of Police Commissioners. I Be was also appointed Ad-
jutant General by Missouri's Governor Charles B. Bardin. 
' 
His assignment was to investigate the authenticity of cla~s 
of ex-soldiers and families upon the United.Sta~es Government. 
Personal tragedy struck once more When sarah, now 
mentally deranged, died on November 3, 1 87 6. When he re-
covered from this loss, Bingham, in 1877, accepted an.ap-
pointment as a professor of art at the University of 
Missouri. Be also taught a few courses at stephens College 
in columbia, Missouri. In June, of the following year, he 
narried Mrs. Mattie Lykins, widow of a Doctor Lykins of Kansas 
City. Bingham died on July 7, 1879,·in Kansas City, follow-
ing a severe attack of cholera morbus. 88 
88 
The following biographical material has been ex-
tracted, in part, from: 
Fern Belen RuSk, George Caleb Bingham, The Missouri 
Artist (Jefferson City, Missouri, 1917), pp. 7- 82. 
Albert ~ist-Janer, George Caleb Bingham of 
Missouri (NewYork, 1940,), pp. 1- 128. 
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J:t may help to examine, first, Bingham's artistic 
background and philoso~hy before discussing his genre. J:t 
has been said that his first attempt at painting occurred 
when he was four years old. He tried to copy a fore-
Shortened figure, rudely drawn by his father upon a slate. 
Other childhood paintings were done in outline on the pump, 
fence, and outbuildings. J:t is r~orted that he used axle 
grease, vege~able dyes, bridk dutt mixed with oil and even 
his own blood f~r paint. From nearby Weyer's cave, Virginia, 
he dug ocher.89~ The romantic legend also has been told of 
his contact with Chester Harding, Who came, in 1820, to st. 
Louis, to paint the aging.· Daniel Boone. 90 There is no docu-
mentary evidence that Bingham saw Barding or studied with him. 
and Lew Larkin, Bingham: Fighting Artist (Kansas City, 
Missouri, 1954), pp. 21.- 308; 
John Francis McDermott, George Caleb Bingham, River 
Portraitist (Norman,oklahoma, 1959), pp. 15- 148. 
"An Exhibition of the Works of George Caleb Bingham, 
1811, - 1879, I The Missouri Artist•,u Art Museum of st. Louis 
Bulletin, Vol. 19, no. 2., (April, 1934), pp. 14- 16. 
89 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 13. 
90 Rusk, o;e. cit., p. 14. 
McDermott, o;e. cit., pp. 18- 19. 
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Certainly, though,_Bin~ham did came into contact with many 
itinerant artists Who ventured into the frontier to paint 
wealthy or well-known people. A multitude of anonymous 
artisans passed through Franklin, Arrow Rock, and Boonville. 
These men might have influenced Bingham When they congre-
gated at his father's tavern in Franklin. Onea more personal 
level, the long hours speat Sketching ·on the banks and qQays 
of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers gav~ h±m subject 
matter for his "riverboat genre. "'91 
I 
His frequent political. 
trips to Washington, Baltimore, and_Philaqelphia, as well 
as his participation in the Whig Party, influenced his 
11'election series. •t 
In 1837, the three months of study at the Pennsyl-
vania Academy of Fine Arts, is thought to have had a pro-
found effect on his artistry. There, be obtained not only a 
knowledge of color but was able to see the works of Gilbert 
Stuart, Thomas Sully, George Catlin, Peter Rindisbacher, 
Henry Inman and Charles Wesley Jarvis. 92 He now had his 
91 
cit., 
- 7. Christ-Janer, op. pp. 6 
92 
cit., 28. Christ-Janer, o;e. p. 
McDermott, o;e. cit., p. 24. 
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first opportunity to see genre painting Which most appea1ed 
to him. 
To take one examp1e, at an annua1 exhibit of the 
Pennsy1vania Academy, he noted Ostade's Interior of a 
Kitchen, and Vi11age Fete, coven's F1emish Market Fo1k, 
Peter de Laer's Merchants in a Tavern, Tenier's A Butcher and 
93 His Beef, and e~en Neag1e's Pat Lyon at the Forg~. The 
fol1owing year, in New York City, he saw James Beard's 
The 01d Drunkard, A. D. o. Browere's The Village Festiva1 
(after Wi1kie), John G. Chapman's fu11-1ength portrait 
~f Colone1 Da~id Crockett in His Hunting Dress. 94 And, 
at the Nationa1 Academy of Design, New York, he obse~ved 
Asher B. Durand's pance on the Battery in Presence of 
Peter StuyVesant, a1so Rip Van Winkle's Introduction to 
the erew of the Hendrick HUdson, in CatSkill Mountains, 
' ·st~~~9.E~~ A Battle Taken From Knickerbocker's Histo;y of New 
York,· J. Williams' Ichabod crane Teaching Katrine Van Tassel 
Psa~ody, James Bea~d's The Mill Boy and North caro1ina 
Emigrants; a1so Mount's Dr~s in the cup, or Fortune Te1ling 
93McDermott~ op. cit., p. 28. 
94 
Ibid. 1 P• JQ • 
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and The Tough (Long) story, .and Charles Deas' Turkey shooting. 95 
All of these works helped to stimulate and further his in-
terests in the study and observation of the common man. 
' 
f I Only in his later years when he stayed at Dusseldorf 
(1856 to 1859) did he forever (as we shall see later)lose 
his fresh vigor and creative originality in depcting genre 
scenes. 
B~ngham's philosophy of art and the way it affects 
him is found in his lecture on Art, the Ideal of Art, and 
the Utility of Art. This was.delivered at the state Univer-
sity of Missouri, March l, 1879. 
Be wished to be like Michelangelo, that is, imitate 
Nature. To him, art's essential quality is Trut~ and Xmita-
tion of Nature should not be photographic. Bingham further 
asserted that one must get to the Truth of Nature, through· 
the artist, and study Nature in all its varied phases. "Let 
Nature be your model and teacher," he professes, "and trust 
your own eyes, not your own judgment.tt He goes on to say 
that one should retain beautiful impressions of Nature and 
95 
Ibid., p. 30. 
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duplicate them on canvas. The picture must be so perfect a 
representation that it will seem scareely a picture# but 
Nature herself. Lastly# he desired to impart in his work 
the soul of his sitter (S). Like the Chinese Ch'an or 
Japanese zen ink painters, he wanted to capture the ch'i, 
or inner vital~ty, spirit-consonance of his characters. 
Bingham's genre pictures, adhere to his credo, that 
to be a great artist, one need not look within himself, 
but rather to Nature and Life Which are the ultimate in 
96 Truth. 
First, consider Bingham's Fur Traders Descending 
the Missouri, 1845, (Plate 61). , For theSe theme, Bingham 
has chosen two "free trappers" (freemen bound to no fur 
97 
company) on their way to the fur market at st. Louis. 
Traders such as these were the first commercial agents to 
9 96 
Robert Goldwater 
Artists on Art (Hew York, 
op. cit., pp. 112 - 1137 
170. 
97 
and Marco Treves, (editors), 
1858), pp. 342- 3437 RuSk, 
McDermott, op. cit., pp. 169 -
Birman Martin Chittenden, The America~ Fur. Trade 
of the Far West, Vol. 1, (New York, 1935), p. 57. 
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make a peaceable penetration of the West. 98 The men ride 
in a "dugout-.'' These wooden canoes, fashioned from the 
trunk of the cottonwood tree were used to penetrate the 
99 heart of the wilderness, and usually accommodated not more 
than two voyageurs. 100 As John James Audubon wrote, a 
decade earlier {1835): 
The canoes and pirogues being generally 
laden with furs from the different heads 
- of streams that feed the great river, 
were of little worth after reaching t~e 
market of New ~rleans, and seldom reascended, 
the owners making their way home through the 
woods, admist innumerable difficulties.lOl 
A veteran trapper with paddle in hand, is in the rear 
I 
of the canoe. Bingham carefully renders his taciturn, 
gloomy attitude. Unkempt long hair, weathered, lean face 
with penetrating eye indicates strong will and the untameable, 
. 102 
adventurous spirit. The oth~ fi"gure is a youth who 
98 Life in America- World's Fair, 1939, op. cit., p. 98. 
99 Martin1 op. cit., p. 34. 
100 
Seymour Dunbar, A History of Travel in America, 
Vol. l, (Indianapolis, 1915), ·p. 280. 
101 
Life in America- World's Fair, 1939, op. cit., 
p. ·98. 
102Chittenden, op. cit., p. 60. 
Roger Butterfield, The American Past (New York, 
1947), p. 36. 
~~li~.~~~-- . ~> ·r:.;-~-~s-~~~--~~ · · -~ ... ~:(~ _ .. ~_ 
.. ' '.::-·.i··.-5,. .. ,~-
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slouChes, casually, over a painted buffalo Skin thrown over 
packets of furs. The la.Q. has an opea, laughing face, but 
the instinctive ease with which his rifle is held reaqy il-
103 ' lustrates the danger of his life. In the prow of the dug-
out, stands, uneasily, a fuzzy black bear cub -- not 
accust0med to a life of captivity.104 The background is 
mysteriously outlined with eerie patterns of trees on the 
river batik. This httmid curtain creates a soft-glowing at-
. 105 
mospheric brilliance related to the Missouri Valley. 
The composibion, like all of Bingham's genre, is 
contrived and carefully thought out. The action takes 
place in the foreground. The bear and old trapper on either 
end of the dug-out and the boy and fur pile in the centre 
constitute a symmetrical format. Their forms are clearly 
set before a hazy screen badkgrop. Bingham has used prel±m-
:inary drawings (Plates 62 and 63) for his figures. It is 
103 Art ouarterl.y, Vol.. 14, no. l., (1951), p. 83. 
104 
· Ibid. 1 P• 83. 
105 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 387 
Larkin, op. c.it., p. 60. 
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interesting to observe how he translates these precisely-
modelled sketches into linear patterns of flat paint by 
the use of built-up cross-hatched, brush strokes. 
Bingham reconstructs, nostalgically, an everyday 
event along the Missouri River. The viewer is almost 
called upon to ask What treasures do they bear and what 
stories could they tell of their trip into the Indian 
wilds.. The misty,bewitching background may hold the answers 
to these unanswered questions. rn conclusion, Bingham's 
selective isolation of form, his studied reality of the 
trappers• character, and the naturalistic setting engulf-
ing the sliding motion of the canoe, combine to make this 
genre a tour de force in the depiction of this way of life 
on America's western frontier waters. 
The painting, Boatmen on the Missouri, 1846, (Plate 
64) is one of the first of Bingham's 111riverboat sertes .. '* 
rt is clear that the life, way, labor and pleasures of the 
riverboatman fascinated the artist. rn this picture three 
river-men are s~etrically pictured on a wooden keelboat. 
Two of them sit on either side of the craft and look blankly 
out into space beyond the picture frame. A little way back 
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in the boat, and between them, a man appears shovelling, or 
moving wood with a stick. The water is clear, quiet and 
motionless. It reflects the damp ca~ of the distant misty 
shore. A studied casualness prevails, not only in the two 
men in the foreground, but in their jackets stiffly arranged 
over the pile of cut wood and the oar of the boat (to the 
right). A prelimimary sketch of the central figure (Plate 
65) is more brusqaely rendered than its contrived oil 
counterpart. Yet; Bingham's quest in monumentalizing a 
recognizable common vignette of river life gives the paint-
ing strength and realism. A timeless quality pervades, 
forever a memorial to dauntless men of the Missouri River. 
The Jolly Flatboatmen,~846, (Plate 66) first known 
as Dance on the Flatboat is one of Bingham's finest genre 
paintings. Before discussing the work, a.brief history of 
its subject matter may be useful. The flatboat was a 
creation of the Ohio River Valley. Its popularity spread 
westward, as a standard water vehicle for travelling families. 
The craft was manned by people who intended to use its lum-
ber-structure for a house or building after reaching their 
destination. In appearance, the flatboat was never less than 
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twenty feet long by ten feet wide; somet±mes running up to 
sixty feet long by twenty feet wide. Its hull and super-
structure were made Gf rough hard wood. It drew from a 
foot to two and a half feet of water, When laden, the 
t~er hull rose three to four feet above the water's 
surEace. The boat was an "oakeD fort" with its sides often 
eight to ten inches thiCk and impervious to rifle fire. 
Upright timbers four feet high and four or five feet in 
depth were set on top of the hull. A.nd the whole was enclosed, 
like a house, with heavy planks. There was a roof over the 
structure with a barricaded entrance. There were loop-holes, 
a window or two and a trap door offered upward egress. 
The craft floated downstream, more or less at the mercy of 
the current. It was steered by a big sweep (or oar) as long 
as the vessel itself. The. cost of such a boat was estimated 
106 between three to four dollars each foot of its length. 
The flatboatman was a restless, mobile tanned-faced 
type. He usually wore a bright red flannel shirt, a loose 
blue coat (called a jerkin) to his hips, and coarse brown 
trousers of linsey-woolsey .. Caps of untanned skin with fur 
106 
Dunbar, op. cit., pp. 284 - 286, 292. 
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side out, moccasins, a leather belt with a hunting knife 
and a tobacco pouch completed the ensemble. He was a hot-
tempered person characterized by an irridescent vocabulary 
and was a constant user of trite metaphors.l07 
Bingham's eight figures recall Timothy Flint's 
descriptions of river.men of 1820.108 Their heroic character 
and bellicose personalities also echoes Mike Fink's legen-
I'm a Salt River Rover! 
I'm chuCk full of fight 
and I love the wimmin! 109 
A spirit of animation and vigorous movement unfolds 
on the platform-deCk. The fiddler plays (Plate 67) W&ile 
tapping time with his foot. A lad beats a Skillet (Plate 
68) and, in the centre of this pyramidal composition, a man 
dances a jig. The gaiety, joyous humor and recreational• 
release is caught within this most jovial figure. The, pul-
sation of the music is realized in his outstretched arms, 
uplifted left leg and flapping shirt tails. oae can almost 
hear the figures around him chant: 
107 
. Ibid., p. 293. 
108 . McDermott, op. cit., p. 56. 
109 . i 1 1 
. George caleb Binsrham, The Missouri Art st, 81 -
1879 {The Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1935), P· 14. 
• 
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Dance, boatman, dance, 
Dance, dance away7 
Dance all night till broad daylight, 
And go home with the gals in the morning.110 
The painting proved a sensation and Bingham•s efforts 
were well appraised in contemporary accounts: 
We have a Missouri. friend here on a visit (at 
St. Louis), Mr. Bingham the painter of the 
JollY Flatboatmen. He is going to paint here 
for a couple of months. We like h~ ~ita as 
much as we do as a painter. (~xtracts from a 
letter from Andrew Warner, writing on July_19, 
1849 to William P. curtis, Honorary secretary 
of the American Art-Union at S~. Lo~is).lll 
A clever picture (ref. Whe _JollY Flatboatmen) 
by Bingham has been added to the purchases 
since our last publication. one o~ two other 
works by him (Bingham) will probably be upon 
exhibition during the present month and will 
attract much attention by the fidelity of 
their representations of Western life and 
manners. • • • these works are thoroughly 
American in their subjects, and could never 
have been paiD.ted by one who was not perfectly 
familiar with the scenes they represent_. J:t 
was this striking nationality of character,.· 
combined with considerable power in form and 
e~ression,Which first interestea the ~t-Union 
in these productions. • • • this assistance of 
the SOciety was of material importance to the 
artist. Indeed, according to his o~ statement, 
if it had.not been bestowed, he would never 
110Leland D. Baldwin, The Keelboat Age on Western 
Waters, (Pittsburgh, 1941), p. 93. 
111 John Francis McDermott, "George Caleb Bingham and 
the American Art-Union, 11 New York Historical society Quarterly, 
Vol. 42, (January, 1958), p. 64. 
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have at~~pted the peculiar c1ass of subjects 
(genre) Which have given him a11 his reputation. 
It is p1easant to see that this encouragement 
was proper1y bestowed. • • • His figures have 
some vita1ity about them. They 1ook out of 
their own eyes. They stand upon their 1egs. 
They are Shrewd or merry or grave or ~izzi­
ca1. They are not mere1y empty ghosts of 
figures -- mere pictures of jackets and trousers, 
with masks attached to them. (an extract from 
the Art-Union Bu11etin, August, 1849) • 112 
The painting comp1ements Wi11iam Mount' s The Breakdown 
(1835) and Dance of the Haymakers (1845), and is even 1ater 
. reproduced in a secti9n of a currier and Ives Print (P1ate 
69) • Bingham truly captures the 1tpower of musicu and its 
. 
joyous effect upon the common man. 
Another river scene is noted in Bingham's Lighter 
Re1ieving a Steamboat Aground, 1847, (P1ate 70). The 1ighter 
t> is a barge used in ports for lading and un1oading ships 1\ 0 
1ying off shore. Here, it is an open-decked craft operated 
by oar or sai1. Its speed was s1ow, not more than ten knots 
an hour. Bingham has chosen this craft to Show eight men on 
their way to aid a 1isting steamboat. Undoubted1y, the o1d 
ttside-Whee1er 11 has run aground on a hidden sandbar. 
112 Ibid., pp. 64- 65. 
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The composition is ~etrical and pyramidal in 
arrangement. In the near centre, a man, leaning on a pole, 
stands cross-legged with his badk to the viewer. The pasi-
tion of this figure facing into the picture reminds one of 
Mount's central dancer in The Breakdown. Two seated figures 
{Plates 71 and 72) border the central boatman. Their arrange-
ment recalls the earlier The JollY Flatboatmen. The rest 
of the barge is crowded with the remaining five river.men 
and a_portion of the cargo already taken from the ailing 
113 
steamboat.. Bingham in this type of scene al.sa adheres 
to rigid method of foreShortening. In the most direct, 
kaleidoscopic manner, he forces the eye from the immediate 
foreground, with its cargo box, plank, rape and central 
pyramidal group, into the rear of the lighter, indicated by 
a capped man directly opposite the central foreground axial 
form. .Another interesting stylistic trait is his use of 
light. Bingham almost foreShadows Impressionism in the way 
his misty Missouri Valley vista is filled with a soft radiance 
creating a surface, sun-drenched brilliance and luminosity. 
The genre is direct and didactic. It tells of another 
113 McDermott, op. cit., p. 59. 
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incident in the saga of the intrepid riverboatman. This 
t~e he i~ demonstrating the frequent function of rescuing 
his fellow man in distress. 
The element of recreational pastime is treated in 
Raftmen Playing cards, 1847, (Plate 73) sometimes called 
In a Ouanda[y. Bingham again uses the setting of the Missouri 
Valley, this time near Franklin. There is a pyramidal build-
ing up of figures in a Poussin-Raphaelesque manner. Though 
less Baleidoscopic than his earlier river scenes, there is 
still the arrangement of forms in a three-dimensional space 
proceeding from large masses to small groups. This spacing 
suggests a series of parallels with the picture plane. The 
immediate foreground is casually strewn with still life 
forms - a jug, wood shavings and kindling, a pan, . shoes, 
and a diagonal plank. once more, the main action is thrown 
back into a second plane which is framed by the foreground 
figures in true Baroque fashion. In this work, Bingham 
also suggests amateur acting and stage management in his 
stiffly posed men defined by strong light and shadow ef-
fects.114 
114 George Caleb Bingham, Museum of Modern Art, 
1935, op. cit., pp. 15- 16. 
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Six oarsmen are in action as the flatboat glides 
smoothly downstream under the guidance of the poler to the 
left. Two men play a card game of Three-Up. 115 TO the 
left, "hard case" (Plate 74) is superciliously watching 
the clumsy-minded calculation of his opponent. He sits 
astride a·bench, right hand on thigh, as he fingers three 
116 
aces. He does not appear to be a raftsman, probably a 
passenger. His fellow·player (Plate 75), 11 in a quandary," 
protudes his lower lip and frowns. The .:.ld:fted ends of his 
eyebrows indicate a perplexed staee of mind. His cheaply-
made, flat-soled shoes, baggy and ill-fitting trousers, and 
117 
shirt of coarse material, suggest his economic status. 
To the right, standing duck-footed, face in shadow, is the 
posed figure of Dr. Oscar F. Potter of st. Louis (Plate 
) 118 76 • Another male figure, his right foot on a barrel, 
(Plate 77) speculates as to the success or failure of his 
companion's next card play. To the .lower left, a man ex-
amines an injured foot (Plate 78). sculptural forms are 
115 
*cDermott, op. cit., p. 61. 
116 Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 43; McDermott, op. cit., 
p. 61. 
117 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 44. 
118 
Ibid., p. 44 •. 
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silhouetted against a flat sky seemingly unnaturalistic for 
the Missouri River. 
In tone, this work shows that Bingham could rival · 
William Sidney Mount. Its humor and recreational intent 
of common man at ease recalls Mount•s vignettes of Long 
Island farm life. But, Bingham goes one step beyond his 
eastern contemporary. He ~ues his genre figures with a 
psychological relationship and pictorial unity. 
Watching the cargo, 1849, (Plate 79) is another river 
scene painted near Bingham's old home at Franklin. An ac-
cident has occurred and three men watch over a cargo of 
freight Which has been removed from a steamboat and placed 
on the river batik. A man is seated on a box staring intently 
ahead as he smokes a long pipe (Plate 891· Sprawled on 
the ground, is a broad-faced man, a good-natured yokel-
(Plate 81). Leisurely, he shares the responsibility of 
guarding the staCked supplies some of which are laid out 
to dry. To the right, a youth blows the first feeble 
119 
sparks o£ a newly-laid log fire. Visible, down the 
river, is the stranded steamboat. It lists slightly, and 
probably is grounded on a sandbar. The pattern o£ light-
119 
.McDermott, op. cit., p. 761 Christ-Janer, ££· 
cit., pp. 52 - 53. 
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grey tonalities in the Sky adds further drama to Bingham's 
astute naturalistic observations. 
Here, Bingham. employs a different type of compo,si-
tional arrangement, asymmetrical in format. The steamboat's 
cargo and the pyramidically-arranged forms are confined to 
the left foreground. They are balanced only by an anthro-
pomorphic piece of drift wood to the left. In the· middle 
ground is a dark diagonal passage. Behind this plane resi"des 
the black silhouette of the ship 1 listing to starboard 
against the familiar plein-air misty backdrop of the Missouri 
~ 
Valley. Bingham also employs a Baroque device in the way 
he creates a Lorraine or Poussin alternation of dark and 
light planes receding from the frontal plane into the back-
ground. Thus, through this plane recession, there evolves a 
pictorial unity which clarifies and isolates the genre's 
narration. 
The Art-Union Bulletin,in December, 1850, made the 
following general remarks after seeing Bingham's Shooting 
for the Beef, 1850, (Plate 82): 
This gentleman, whose successin delineating western 
scenes and cha~ac;:ters, and particularly the boat-
men of the Mississippi~ •••• Bingham's chief 
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merit is his decided nationality and accurate 
reading of character •••• 120 
This is a painting similar in composition to Watching 
the cargo. Bingham has placed his main action in one corner 
{the left) of the frontal plane. By employing diminishing 
planes of light and dark.areas he then creates a foreshortened 
vista ending in the far right. 
The event portrayed is everyday colloqaialism. A 
group of backwoodsmen have gathered before a "Post Office 
Grocery11 store. The eager marksmen await their turn to 
shoot at a target. A man carefully takes aim. Another, to 
his left, thrusts a ramrod down the barrel of his rifle. 
Assorted, nonchalant settlers either mill around or sit, 
patiently, to await their turn. Dogs are prevalent and 
serve to unite the individual and grouped figures; also, 
.they add to the scene's informality. To the far left, 
cut off by the edge of the canvas, is the prize - a fat 
ox. 
Again Bingham, theatrically, places his figures with-
in staged environs. Their precise, linear outlines, as 
120 Larkin, op. cit., p. 86. 
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though modelled from clay, occupy a preconceived position 
in the 11 drama." But Bingham'S power of individual figure 
personality, and his observable familiarity in recording 
a recognizable past~e on the frontier, overshadow these 
contrived artistic failings. 
Another genre scene from life on the frontier is the 
painting The Squatters, -1850, (Plate 83). The work re-
ceived its earliest notice in a st. Louis newspaper in the 
£a1l o+eso: 
Yesterday, at the store of Mr. Jones •••• we 
had the pleasure of examining five paintings 
(one of which was 'The squatters settlement' 
• • • • a grouping on the foreground of a 
character of persons with their peculiarities 
and scenery the like of which are only to be 
found in the new homes of the West.) by 
George caleb Bingham, Esq. • ·• • • He has 
struck out for h~self a new, but rich field, 
for the exercise of his genius, in the delinea-
tion of Western scenes and persons. In the ~c­
complishment of this object he has studied 
and transferred to canvas, the persons at-
titudes, expression, and all the surround-
ing circumstances of a Western scene, whether 
on land or water, with a fidelity that embodies 
everything, and conveys to the mind of the 
the spectator a perfect comprehension of the 
scene.l2l 
121John Francis McDermott, "Another Bingham Found: 
'The Squatters, In Art Quarterly, Vol. 19, no. l. (Spring, 
1956) 1 P• 68. 
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of the painting Bingham wrote (November 18, 1850): 
The Squatters as a class, are not fond of the 
toil of agriculture, but erect their rude 
cabins upon those remote portions of the 
National domain, where the abundant game 
supplies their phisical wants. When this 
source of subsistance becomes diminished, 
in consequence of increasing settlements 
around, they usually sell out their slight 
improvement, with their "preemption title11 
to the land, and again follow the receding 
footsteps of the savage.122 
In composition, ~he squatters echoes Watching for the 
cargo and Shooting for the Beef, in its one-corner, asymmetri-
cal format and Baroque recessional planes of lights and 
darks. Here, a family has built a log cabin in the midst 
of a clearing and has commenced housekeeping. In the fore-
ground, and slightly to the left, a young man is seated on 
a log (Plate 84) and an old man, is standing nearby. ae 
supports h±mself by a long sta£f. Behind and between the men 
there is a woman at a washtub. She has already strung some 
clothes on a line to the left. The-inevitable dog-completes 
the centre foreground figure pyramid. Behind, a kettle is 
boiling over a fire. And beyond, there are two ·more half-: 
hidden figures lying on_the ground. The b~ckground is com-
posed of distant bluffs and, _between these, may be seen, 
122-
McDermott, George_Caleb Bingham River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 75; McDermott, "Another Bingham Found, 11 
op. cit., pp. 68- 71. 
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winding, the Missouri River. Typical Bingham "fair-
weather" clouds drift, lazily, above. 
Bingham imbues his figures with a force and grandeur. 
Through his keen observation and calculated brush-strokes 
he, naturalistically, observes and records the rugged 
appearance, casual mien and determinate attitude of the 
American frontier settler. 
In the The Wood Boat, 1850, (Plate 85}, Bingham re-
turns to an earlier compositional formula. His foreground 
figures are ~etrically arranged in a frontal, Renaissance 
pyramid. A tall, male figure leans, wistfully, on a pole 
and forms the axis of the painting (Plate 86}. To the 
.. 
right, an old gentleman sits smoking his home-made, reed 
pipe (Plate 87}. Seated on a plank, a young lad, with 
folded arms, nostalgically looks out of the picture plane 
(Plate 88} • A little further back, a man ~ishes. Bingham 
omits no detail or accessory. A whiskey jug rests on a 
coat. A pile of seasoned wood is orderly stacked on the 
tethered flatboat. He even indicates the precise rendering 
of crumbly rodk stratRto the right foreground. The day is 
bright and clear. Light is selective and nodels the forms. 
All exist within a crystalline atmosphere. Bingham' s nphoto-
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graphic" eye probes directly into Nature and records an in-
cident along the Mississippi or Missouri Rivers, in this 
instance, hearty choppers awaiting a steamboat purchaser.l23 
The Checker Players, 1850, (Plate 89) shows two men 
playing a game of "drafts", or "checkers" in a country 
tavern. 124 Old-Rough-and-Ready puts his finger on his piece 
and prepares to move. David Harum, across the board, 
thoughtfully strokes his chin and Sllliles. 125 In back, the 
tavern-keeper leans on the bar. The players are perfect 
specimens of shrewd back-country lawyers or merchants. 126 
Compositionally, Bingham creates a simple, compact 
group close to th:e picture-plane. The three f~gure.s domin-
ate the space. It is the only known genre painting, by 
Bingham, in which the principal figures are cut off by the 
frame. This device may have been taken from engravings of 
fi • t 127 f c • t II d Dutch gure pa1n ers. or rom arravagg1o s many car -
player!! themes (Plate 90}. 'l'he forms possess a statuesque 
123 McDermott, George Caleb Biqgham River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 76., 
124"1"'\.,'d 78 .:.L=U~=• I P • • 
125E. P. Richardson, "'The Checker Players• by George 
Caleb Bingham,n Art Quarterly, Vol. 15, no. 3, (1952),p.255. 
126
"1"'\.,·d 252 
.::.L=u1=· , P • • 
127Ibid., p. 252. 
; . 
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s±mplicity and an architectonic dignity. The lightf and 
tone is wholly personal. Brilliant selectivity unifi~ 
the individuality and psyChological relationship among 
the figures. The colors are strong. The player at the left 
wears a tawny buff coat and dusty-blue trousers. His opponent 
is dressed in a light olive-green coat and wears a bright 
red neckerchief. The tavern-keeper's coat is blue, set off 
by a white shirt collar and scarlet neckerchief.l28 These 
local colors glow in the cool light against the warm shadows 
of the tavern's interior. Yet, with all their luminosity 
they are only accents within an overall dusky poetry of air 
and light .. 
. 
The Checker Players bears the same monumentality, 
selectivity and rustic simplicity as its later sculptural 
counterpart Checks up at the Farm, 1875, by John Rogers, 
(Plate 91). Like Rogers' theme, its genuineness reached 
deep into. the· cultural roots of America. 
In the following year {l8SO), Bingham paints In a 
Quandary, 1851, (Plate 92). He returns to the earlier work 
Raftsmen Playing Cards for pictorial inspiration. But, this 
128Ibid., "pp. 255 - 256. 
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later theme differs from its predecessor in many ways. 
Here, the scene is nocturnal rather than in broad daylight. 
The raft has drifted further downstream and, to the right 
middle distance, an ark, or flatboat, is seen manned by 
three men. This distant craft will be noted later in 
Fishing on the MississiPPi, (l85w). The two card players, 
.. hard case" (to the 1ft) and nin a quandaryn (to the right 0, 
are used again. This time, Bingham moves the barefooted 
kibitzer (to the right) slightly closer to "in a quandary" 
and gives him a mustache and goatee.129 The other kibitzer, 
between the seated card-players, now wears a worn, battered, 
beaver top hat and ~eans on a setting pole (Plate 93) • The 
left foreground figure of a man with a sore foot and the 
distant pole setter that were in Raftmen Playing Cards are 
here eliminated. Bingham, also, alters the props of wood, 
boxes and jugs as he brings the scene closer to the frontal 
plane. The general ar~angement of figures and accessories 
129McDermott, George Caleb Bingham River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p.. 81. 
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recalls tavern or inn themes by Brouwer (Plate 94). In 
the last analysis, this later reworked theme of :Singham 1 
loses its immediacy and spontaneous, humorous impact •. At 
this moment the artist tends to veer into pure, unimagina-
tive narration and trivial anecdote. 
In F~shing on the Mississippi, 1851 (Plate 95) 
Bingham once more r~turns to the contemporary river life. 
Three men, with their dog, fish from a rocky ledge. The 
setting is theatrical.as a brilliant stream of sunlight 
sets off the fiShermen against the dark we~ght of the 
l~ ' background bluffs. A standing kibitzer-with-the-pole 
ties bait on his fishing hook (Plate 96) • Beside him, 
another leans over a roCk in a complete state of reverie 
(Plate 97) • Between them, and behind, the back of a third 
. 
fishman is noted. The composition is as~etrical. Bing-
.ham places his. forms in the left foreground. The rugged 
bluffs which lirie the shore lead the eye inward. To the 
right, coming down stream, three raftsmen, tiny in the dis-
. . . 131 
tance, ply the long oars of a flatboat. Bingham cleverly 
130 ' 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 56. 
131 
Ibid., p. 56 •. 
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unites the fore-and-back-ground by pointing the fishing pole 
in the direction of the tiny flatboat. 
The scene seems directly out of the pages of Mark 
132 Twain's Huckelberry Finn and Life on the Mississippi. 
Its genre is universal and truly stands as a lasting symbol 
of an old way of life along the Missouri and Mississippi. 
The Trappers' Return (or The Dug out) 1851, (Plate 
98) is a ntheme-on-variation11 that is almost identical to 
Bingham's earlier painting Fur Traders Descending The 
Missouri(l845). Ma~ alterations, though, have been made. 
The background arrangement is more clearly defined and the 
effect of overlapping lace-like patterns of mist-drenched 
foliage has been replaced by rectilinear areas of shrubs 
and stratified rocks. overail tonality is also heightened 
and saturating, yellow sunlight replaces the monotone hues 
' 
of the grey-green morning shroud. · ln the frontal plane 
Bingham now raises the craft higher out of the water. 
This is achieved by moving the pack of furs from the bow 
end. The two figures, in pose and attitude, are almost iden-
tical to their earlier predecessors. But, here, Bingham alters 
132Marquis w. Childs, . 0 George Caleb Bingham, II American 
Magazine of Art,Vol. 27, (November, 1934), p. 598. 
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slightly the slant of the youth's body and the position 
of his right forearm. His head now turns to the right 
and he no longer smiles at the viewer. Again, bright-
colored shirts are worn but now devoid of stripes. Lastly, 
the furry form of the bear stands on its four legs and 
is less the indiscernible bear species of the earlier · 
painting. Again one· may say that when Bingham reworks 
and rejuvenates a former genre theme, the original verve 
and pictorial impact of animation descends to a hackneyed, 
anecdotal prose. 
Bingham's painting, Belated Wayfarers, (£A.l852) 
(Plate 99) depicts two men asleep in the woods. Early 
accounts relate that the theme was formerly entitled The 
Halt in the Forest or Emigrants Resting at might. 133 on 
a wooded shore, two men are waiting for a riverboat to 
pass or perhaps they rest from their arduous venture across 
the virgin terrain where they have come to meet, the next 
morning, a steamboat upstream. The latter hypothesis could 
ex.plain the presence of the horse standing patiently to 
the left. The lurid glow of the campfire before them casts. 
fantastic, hallucinatory Shadows across their "lifeless" £omms. 
133 McDermott, George caleb Bingham River Portraitist, 
·op. cit., p. 89. 
' 
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Eerily it outlines, in silhouette, their campfire equipment 
and the craggy rock strata around them. This theatric, 
footlight accent is echoes again in the giant gnarled oak 
and the spidery, twisted branches directly behind them. 
Through these deep, chiaroscuro effects, Bingham heightens 
the genre into one of melodramatic dream, a nocturnal 
reverie. 
The first political genre Bingham painted was can-
vassi~g for a Vote, 1852, (Plate 100), sometimes called 
candidate Electioneering. Early contemporary references to 
this work relates: 
• • • • a small cabinet piece of some four 
or five figures, forming an out-of-door 
group, Which is composed of the candidate 
or his friend electioneering for him, en-
deavoring to circumvent an honest old 
countryman, Who has by his side a shrewd old 
fellow who cannot readily be taken in. (an 
extract from the New York Mirror, september, 
1852}. 134 . 
In a letter, dated January 31, 1852, from St. Louis, 
134 
Ross E. Taggart, "'Canvassing For A Vote• and 
some unpublished Portraits by Bingham, u Art guarterly, 
Vol. 18, no. 3, (Fall, 1955), p. 229. 
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Bingham writes to Goupil and company: 
Gent. 
I trust you will excuse my remissness in not 
having written you before this. Since I 
saw you last spring, a considerable portion 
of my time has been employed in portraiture, 
which together with the •county Election,• 
a rather extensive composition Which I have 
had on hand, has caused me to delay the 
completion of your picture, the•canvasing for 
a Vote.'I hope, however, that I will be able 
to for~rd it to you shortly, and that you 
will find it much improved by time, and the 
additional touches it has received since 
you saw it.l35 
The action takes place outside a village inR. Dr. 
Potter says the candidate is Bingham himself (Plate 101) 
and the man he is talking to is Mr. Piper (Plate 102.)136 
Others say that the candidat~ is Claiborne Fox Jackson. 137 
The portly hotel-keeper, seated in the center, smoking, is 
Captain Pierce (Plate 103) and the hotel is the old tavern 
138 
at Arrow Rock. 
• 
A fourth figure stands behind Mr. Piper 
135 
Ibid.; p. 230. 
136R k p it 55 L rkin o·p. it 93 us , o • c ., p. . 1 a , _ c ., ·P· • 
137 
RuSk, op. cit., p~ 557 Taggart, "'Canvassing For 
A Vote• •••• ," op cit., p. 230. 
138 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 55. 
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and captain Pierce While, to the lower left, the customary 
dog now sleeps. In the background, a disinterested man 
peers through the tavern's window and to his right the 
electioneer's horse is tethered. The middle ground and 
distance open into a series of receding planes of lights 
and darks. Above, drifting, are billowy £air-weather clouds. 
Bingham paints his forms constructed in color and 
light. He uses an arbitraey light, Which emphasizes one 
detail or subordinates another and strengthens oae color, 
while subduing the next. Light emphasis, as from a stage 
spotlight,focuses attention on the three central figures. 
Those in the badk,de$Pite their closeness to the principals , 
become subordinate. The dramatic, staccato light on the 
right hand of the Whig candidate leads to a sense of ner-
vous enthusiasm- activity and aggression. 139 
Bingham's decisions on color merit attention. The 
artist employs an almost transparent red in the shadows 
·and luminous hot red areas under the no~es, ears and hands 
of his figures. This is contrasted by the cool, greenish 
139 
Taggart, "'Canvassi~g For a Vote' ••• 
p. 231. 
11 
. , op. cit., 
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half lights in their flesh tones. Throughout the rest 
of the canvas, tones are smoky and colors are muted off-
shandes of blue-greens, sage-greens, plums, cerises and 
cool pinks. Even the flagstone walk and dirt road are 
painted in delicate juxtapositions of \tarying shades of 
grey, green, pink, and lavender. 
Bingham captures the true spirit of American rural 
politics. With vigor and realism he shows how the candi-
date must go to the common man to present his side of an 
issue. 
The success of canvassing for A Vote stirred Bingham 
to paint country Election- No.1, 1852, {Plate 104). The 
picture took h~ over two months to paint {January 9, 1852 
to Marc+9, 1852) •141 In the Mid-Nineteenth Century, in 
Missouri, it was customary to conduct '1open ballot" elections. 
The voting lasted three days. Elections were held via voice 
and the man had to swear that he would not vote elsewhere in 
142 
another county or township. The scene of over sixty 
140 
Ibid., p. 231. 
141 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 55; Christ-Janer, op. cit., 
p. 60. 
142 
McDermott, George Caleb Bingham River Portrait~st, 
op. cit., p. 90. 
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figures shows an "open electiontt in a porch of a wooden court-
house at Arrow Rock or at Marshall. 143 Boards are nailed 
across the porch to separate the of.ficers from .the crowd 
outside. The judge, said to be the ex-governor of Missouri, 
holds the Bible. 144 A citizen swears that he has voted in 
no other precinct. To the rear, an election clerk sharpens 
a quill pen (Plate 105). Below, precinct workers indulge 
in electioneering right at the polls. on the stairs, a 
polite political ttstriker", MX'. Sappington (Plate 106) 
(Bingham's political arch enemy) doffs his silk hat(in the 
. 145 painting) and g.1.ves a voter his card. Another party 
worker on the stairs holds two vote:~rs and in back of him 
a senile old man totters down the stairway (Plate 107) • 
A newsman (?) (Plate lOS) sits on the steps, while an observer 
(Plate 109) watches him write. crowds mill around the 
porch. 146 Two boys in the foreground play mumble-the-peg. 
143 Rusk, op. cit., p. 56, Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 60; 
Larkin, op. cit., p. 94. 
144 
RuSk, op. cit., p. 56. 
145 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 56; McDermott, George Caleb 
Bingham Portraitist, op. cit.'· p. 94. 
146 hr. t J c l.S - aner, op. cit., p. 66. 
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The barefoot child seated on the ground is Horace, {Plate 110) 
Bingham's oldest son and constant playmate of the oldest 
son of Mr. c. B. Rollins (Plate lll). To their left, a 
smiling Negro freedman {Plate 112) pours another glass of 
•Missouri white-mule11 for a gay figure (Plate 113) seated 
near the table. In the right foreground, a figure, sitting 
on a bench, {the prelXminary drawing places him on a beer 
keg), droops in a drunken stupor {Plate 114). A handker-
chief is now tied around his throbbing head. 
The second plane, to the right, pictures three in-
tense, sombre men engaged in conversation {Plates 115 and 
116). An elder man listens with apparent incredulity to the 
message of the informant. The other standing farmer, with 
hands under his coattail, scowls in concentration upon the 
words he hears. To their left, a seated bumpkin avidly 
reads the newspaper. Two men read the latest election re-
turns with him. In the far left, third plane, a poorly-
garbed man (Plate 117) moves to extend a helping hand to a 
man supporting a drunken companion (Plate 118). Beside 
the inebriated character (to the right) two figures indulge 
in an animated discussion (Plate 119) • The speaking man 
with eyes afire and with pointed forefinger counts off the 
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number of his postulates upon the di9its of his left hand. 147 
·In the fourth plane, between and behind the "helpin9 hand" 
fi9Ure and the supported drunk, Bingham paints a caricature 
of a wizened, elderly wittle person with a toothless mouth, 
Hapsburg chin and a sharp Roman nose.148 In the far distance, a 
Paul Revere-on-horsebaCk f~9Ure rides off to spread the latest 
news of the election. -
Bingham's composition shows that he was influenced 
149 by Renaissance-Baroque masters. A screen of architecture 
from the upper right hand corner into the distant axis 
sug9ests a Renaissance formula. The succession of receding 
and alternating, light and dark planes, and the stream of 
sharp light from the left reveal his Baroque affinities. 
In many ways the picture recalls the problems of plane re-
cession and Chiaroscuro effects set forth in Rembrandt's 
Night Watch (Plate 120). The Bingham painting has been com• 
pared also to William Hogarth's The Election: canvassing for 
Votes, 1757, (Plate 121). Details such as the drinking 
p. 64. 
147
christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 67. 
148 Ibid., op. cit., p. 67. 
149 Larkin, op. cit., p. 94; Christ-Janer, op. cit., 
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scene at the left, the grouped figures at the right before 
the building, the hanging, inn sign, the tall tree at the 
right, and the distant vista are all theatric nprops" used 
150 by Hogarth. count¥ Election also possesses much of 
the vigor and caricature of Daumier. Bingham may have 
seen ~ported lithographs of the Louis Philippe political 
derisions or scenes from the bon bourgeois series.151 
Open-minded, Bingham goes to nature,to the people 
for his direct source of information. This work, County 
Election, more than any other, substantiates his position as 
a realist. A man with a sensitive, accurate eye who records 
everyday life on a recognizable, everyday level. 
County Canvas, or stump Speaking, 1854, (Plate 122) 
is a companion piece to County Election. The meeting of 
the "sovereigns" is in the vicinity of Kit Bullard's mill 
152 
at Rocheport. About sixty figures gather to hear an 
orator and the t~e is late afternoon. The picture may al-
lude to the campaign of 1848 when Bingham and Sappington 
150 Antiques, Vol. 37, (February, 1940), p. 92. 
151 Butterfield, op. cit., p. 69. 
152 
RuSk, op. cit., p. 60; McDermott, George Caleb 
Bingham River Portraitist, op. cit., p. 108. 
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153 
appeared on many platforms together. The speaker 
{Plate 123), in his dramatic power, popping eyes, and 
fiery fashion of oratory reminds one, in countenance, of 
Andrew ~adkson. some critics say that this is Mr. E. D. 
15.4 Sappington, the former political rival of Bingham. 
Behind the orator, is the figure o~ the shrewdr~lear­
headed opponent, Bingham himself (Plate 124).155 The op-
ponent takes notes on his rival's speech and,eawerly awaits 
to answer him in rebuttal. He scowls and is ferociously in-
dignant over the erroneous statements emitted by "Sappingten". 
Also on the platform, to Bingham's right, sits a rotund 
man (Plate 125). Mr. c. B. Rollins says this is the image 
o£ the Honrable M. M. Marmaduke, o£ Saline County, a former 
lieutenant-governor o£ Missouri.156 The artist disliked 
Marmaduke and Marmaduke, because o£ this portrait, threatened 
157 
a libel suit and Challenged Bingham to a duel. The 
153 
Larkin, op. cit., p. 102. 
154 Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 81J Rusk, op. cit .. , p .. 60; 
Larkin, op. cit., p. 102. 
155 Christ~Janer, cit., ao, Rusk,, op. cit., 60. o;e. P• P· 
156christ-Janer, 0}2. cit .. , p. 78; Larkin, 012· cit., 
p. 102. 
157 
cit., 78; Larkin, cit., Christ-Janer, 0}2. p. o;e. 
p. 105. 
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figure resembles Daumier's caricatures of Louis Phillipe 
(Plate 126) in its ludictous4 massive, leo~ine head with mane 
of coarse, greyed hair. In a· shadow, below the speaker's 
platform, a dignified patri~rch appears to be listening to 
a more distant voice. Next to him, a stoop-shouldered, 
elderly man with chin resting on a stidk (Plate 127) is 
absorbed by the oratory above as he watches a dog at his 
feet. A sly-faced scoundrel smirks up at the.platform, 
affording a contrast to this.old grandfather. And below 
the ex-lieutenant-governor, a foreshortened ~igure (Plate 
128) turns up his head to the orator. The man at the right, 
· with White suit and top-hat, is an outstanding local citizen 
158 (Plate 129) • Sappington seems to be directing his poli-
tical sermon to this individual. 
compositionally, Bingham resorts to a Baroqae schem~. 
'!'he picture is divided into seven planes. The· immediate f«i:ee-
ground is in deep shadow and acts as a preliminary screen, . 
or the apron of the stage. on it are seen five figures 
and two dogs. The second plane, an open space in the centre 
foreground, illuminates three boys at play. Plane three is 
158 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 82. 
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an area in shaaow to prevent confusion between areas two 
and four. The plane is again in sunlight. This comprises 
the platform grouping on the left, figures mn the center¥ 
across to the wealthy man on the right. These figures are 
marked against the darker background of the fifth plane. 
Here in the centre, a darkie serves watermelon from a wagon. 
In badk of the fifth area is a barn partially in sunlight. 
The distanc expanse of graduated hills comprises the seventh 
plane. The Sky is treated in simple areas of li~ht varia-
tions and this sets off the massive foreground trees in the 
left hand upper corner. 
Bingham worked for months on this genre. He drew from 
his mounting catalogue of on-the-spot Sketches made at poli-
tical meetings. and incorporated them within a quasi-imaginary¥ 
quasi-naturalistic setting. He knew how to portray the fun-
damentals of physiognomy and could suggest much with the 
minimmm of effort. This'rich variety of character, attitude 
and custom¥ and the dramatic rendering of the scene¥ with a 
dozen lesser actions ~awing attention from the speaker com-
159 bine to give the werk ~2Unity of impression and tone. 
lS9John Francis McDermott, "George Caleb Bingham's 
•stump Qratpr't" Art Quarterly, vol. 20, no. 4, (Winter,l957), 
p. 398. 
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Bingham, through the fullness and complexity of the composi-
tion, presents a realistic cross-section of the local poli-
tical· audience. 
The last painting from Bingham•s npolitical series" 
is The Verdict of the People- No.1, 1855, (Plate 130). 
The scene takes place in a small Missouri town. It shows 
the close of an exciting political contest, just when the 
160 
final result of the balloti~g is proclaimed. Below the 
porch, some sixty or more figures mill about, some dejected, 
others happy. 
Arthur Pope discusses this technique and composition: 
If one were to see only a small portion of one 
of Bingham • s paintingsf' perhaps a bit of drapery 
and a little landscape, in Which the nineteenth 
century character of the subject matter was not 
. apparent, the qtlality of the surface might easily 
lead one to think it French work of the seven-
teenth century. Examining the whole picture 
. (The verdict of the People) from this point of 
view, one finds t'lte paint put on in a firm 
deliberate fashion, often over a red ground, 
producing a clear transparent character that 
distinguishes it sharply from the usual paint-
ing of the middle of the nineteenth century. 
·Moreover, the painting is evidently carried out 
on the basis of a clearly thought-out design 
and with reference to careful drawings in the 
regular Renaissance way, entirely distinct from 
160 McDermott, George Caleb Bingham,River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. ~10. 
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.the ~it~tive manner of painting directly from 
nature Which had been rapidly coming into vogue 
in EW,:'ope at 'this t~e. :r:t reminds one of the 
general manner of painting, employed by Poussin 
in his more classical pictures, although its 
contemporary subject matter suggest rather a 
comparisen ~ith the paintings by the brothers 
Le Nain. • • • 161 
Not only in quality of surface but also in composition 
Bingham's paintings can be placed in the Renaissance tradi-
tion. In the verdict of the People ~ No. 1,. one might say 
that it was done by some follower of Poussin. Bingham may 
have been influenced by engravings after Renaissance and 
Baroque masters, in that there is constant use of' pictorial 
forms from Sixteenth and seventeenth Century painting. one 
~inds a screen of arChitecture brought across the upper left 
portion of the central vertical axis of the picture, leaving 
the upp~ right portion for the distant background. This 
technique was inaugurated by Giorgione and Titian and con-
tinued by Poussin and Claude Lorraine. This screen technique 
is used also in stump speakinq and in its companion ~ 
county Election. 
J:n the Verdict of the People there is a pyramidal 
161 
J:bid. 1 PP• 1.85 - 187 • 
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building up of figures in the traditional Raphael-Poussin 
manner. At the same time, there is in most of these pic-
tures an arrangement in three-dimensional space to suggest 
a series of planes parallel with the picture plane. The 
main action is thrown badk into a second plane framed by 
foreground figures in the usual fashion of Baroque paint-
ing. Bingham does not use these forms in a mechanical fash-
ion. Be masses and groups his figures with consumate skill 
while keeping the action convincing. 
There is Skillful distribution of the many figures. 
one can think of few painters who have handled this parti-
cular problem so well. Effective also is the use of light 
and shadow to .clarify the grouping. The ma$n mass of figures 
at the left is brought out in light against a moderately 
darker background, while the mass of figures on the right 
is thrown into shadow against the light beyond. The central 
axis is accented by the group slightly separated from the 
rest of the foreground action and yet belonging to it~ one 
proceeds from large masses down to smaller groups in a per-
fectly clear and orderly manner. 
Ability to handle large numbers of figures in 
this way is one of the rarest things in the 
history of painting. Some contemporary ren-
derings of the American scene seem rather 
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proverty-striken in comparison with Bingham's 
orderly procedure and fertility of invention. 
(Taken from "Bingham' s Technique and composi-
tion,) in George Caleb Bingham's The Missouri 
Artist, 1811- 1879 (pub.l935). 15- 16. 162 
As in stump speaking, Bingham maintains a fidel~ty 
to detail and a truthfulness to individual character. His 
models are taken from life-Sketches Which, unfortunately, 
were either destroyed or lost in Philadelphia. (Both 
Stump SPeaking and Verdict of the People - No. 1. were 
painted in Philadelphia). 
M 
'rhe painting is the embodiment of Bingh~'s belief 
in the submission of the people to the will. of the majority.l63 
He shows the "maj orityn emerge triumphant as he symbolizes 
the American privilege of freedom to vote. 
Bingham still continued to paint river boatmen even 
while he was working on his political series. Flatboatmen 
by Night, 1854 (Plate 131) or Wood-Boatmen on a River is 
a variant of The Wood Boat (1850'} • Four men are pyramidally 
group~d around a fire in the foreground. Two men sit and 
recline on the ground. Another, to the left, holds his fin-
gers up to his lips as though to play the h~onica. The· 
162Ibid., pp. 185 - 187. 
163 Rusk, op. cit., p. 63. 
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fourth stands in the centre, leaning pn a pole. Sil-
houetted against a moonlit background a solitary~for.m 
fishes from atop the tethered woodboat. 
Bingham's palette is predominantly monochromatic 
with selective passages of local-color. An ora~ge glow 
radiates from the fire at the left and illuminates the 
green bushes. The man on the left wears a tan hat, yellow 
shirt and blue trousers. The next seated figure, with his 
back to the viewer (Plate 132), also has on a tan hat, 
yellow shirt and now brown trousers, color accents for the 
standing raftsman include a brown hat, red shirt and tan 
trowsers. The reclining figure to the right (Plate 133) 
wears a bright blue hat lined with red, a tan coat and green 
trousers. A rising moon, in the middle centre,casts a my-
sterious white light on the grey clouds and on the deep 
164 
blue Sky, and scene below. 
Equanimity and nostalgia are paramount. Bingl;lam' s 
genre is monumentally stated. His anonymous figures par-
take of a congenial amity typical of the time and locale. 
A work that reflects the composition and mood of 
the Boston Museum's Flatboatmen by Night is the painting, 
164 M. and M. Karolik Collection of American Painting, 
1815 to 1865 (The MUseum of Fiae Arts, Boston, 1949), p. 110. 
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Raftmen by Night, 1854, {Plate 134). The scene is blank~ 
eted by a green sea of ~og and mist. The riverboat is tied 
to the quay for the night. Its four male occupants are 
grouped around a fire in the left foreground. A blackened 
figure, in silhouette, forms the first frontal plane. BaCk 
to the viewer, he tells a humorous tale to his smiling con-
freres. The second frontal plane is luridly lighted by the 
campfire. It reveals three figures in pyramidal arrang,ement. 
The central raftsman sits erect atop a pile of cases (Plate 
135). 'l'o his right, a man leans forward on his right elbow 
with face buried in his right hand, and, to the left, a man 
seated cross-legged holds a cqrncob pipe in his right hand 
(Plate 136). A small dog, to the right, a~etrically 
balances these rugged figures. Its quivering, little Oll.t-
line sniffs at .the river below the boat. 
Giving less care to the depiction of form and details, 
Bingham seems to sketch hurriedly and creates a fuzzy, tsur-
face distortion through his impressionistic, broken brutsh 
strokes. There does evolve, however, an immediacy of pic::torial, 
anecdote that imparts the realistic force of a recorded, 
human event taken directly .from life on the river. , 
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In the late ,Spring of 1856, Bingham set sail for 
Europe. He spent two months (September and october) in 
165 . Paris where he repeatedly visited the Louvre. In November, 
his family met him·at Dusseldorf, and there he set up a 
166 
studio at 35 Kaiser strasse. He spent the next t~ree 
years (1856 to 1850) at this quiet, little German city. The 
u Dusseldorf Academy continued th principles of Schadow, its 
founder. And now, under Karl Fr~edrick Lessing, the direc-
tor, and the teachers, Knaus, ·Bockelman and vautier, Binghanm·, 
received instruction in a rigorous, two-year couree in draw-
ing and anatomy. He adopted a precise, cold draftsmanship 
. . 
and his palette became more subdued, with local color prac-
tically eliminated. A tight, dry smoothness developEld, and 
. . 167 his ·themes became literary and dramatic. He began to 
create 11 staqey", over~crowded canvasses filled with meaning-
less historical (or genre) contrived forms~ He visited 
Emmanuel Leutze's stu~wand incorporated his style of de-
168 
tailed, crowded theatrics. 
165 Larkin, op. cit., p. 114. 166 Ibid., p.ll5. 
167 
charles H. Caffin, The Story of American Painting 
(New York, 1937) , p •. 104. 
16SChrist-Janer, op. cit., p. 92; Larkin, op. cit., 
p. 115; McDermott, George caleb Bingham,RXver Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 124. 
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At this period, it was Bingham's deep ~ove of sincere, 
s~p~e ~ife that saved him from a complete insipid senta-
mentuity. H Yet, as we sha~l see, the Dusseldorf period 
s~e~ched forever his earlier creativity, ~ediacy and 
spontaneity. 
Bingham had carried his portfo~io of sketches to 
Europe. 169 Nosta~gia for his former life in Missouri must 
have made him begin to paint, on June 3, 1857, his Life on 
the Mississippi, called now The Jol~Y Flatboatmen in Port, 
~857, (Plate 137). ~e picture, finished on october 12, 
~70 
~857, is a new treatment of the ear~ier theme, The Jolly 
Platboatmen (1846). A flatboat· is now tied up at st. Louis 
and, at the levee are two.more f~ats and, further off to the 
right a steamboat. Bingham here.increases his supporting cast 
from eight to twenty-one but the central theme is the same. 
Happy rivermen enj.oy the ant:ics of a fellow boatman dancing 
the hoe-down. A contemporary song reflects his gusto of 
169 McDermott, George Caleb Bingham, River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 124. 
170 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 92. 
Larkin, op. cit., p. 116. 
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emotion: 
The boatman is a lucky man, 
No one can do as the boatman can, 
The boatman dance and the boatman sing, 
The boatman is up to everything, 
Hi-0, away we go, 
Floating down the river on the o-hi-O! 171 
To the right of the dancer, a fiddler (Plate 138) 
grins as he watches finger placement on the neck of his 
instrument. Hxs left foot taps the tempo. seated on the 
platform, below the dancer~ to the left, a. "drummer" beats 
time on a pan with his fingers (Plate 139). In the fore-
ground (left), a lanky boatman leans nonchalantly against 
a hogshead (Plate 140) and calmly observes the fracas. On 
a more serious note, the owner of the flatboat ~ 
·is seen to the right, in back of two children at play. He 
figures with the skipper the price of transporting the cargo. 
With a tablet on his knee, he calculates the cost shrewdly, 
172 
to judge by the grim expression of his face. 
Here, Bingham again employs a Renaissance-Baroque 
formula. The frontal plane, in shadow, shows two figures on 
171Life in America- World's Fair, 1939, op. cit., 
p. 98. 
172 
Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 94. 
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the extreme left. Bright light defines the second plane 
with its multiple figures. The third area comprises a 
pyramidal grouping on the flatboat deck. The apex of 
. 
the triangle is the dancer's waving handkerchief. (The 
composition is similar also tG Gericault's Raft of the 
. · L'-l& 
Medusa, 1818 - 1819, {R.late ~ and Delacroix' s Liberty 
rt 1'1~...., ) • Leading the People, 1830, ~late ~ succeeding planes 
-include the owner and Skipper, steamboat aad the misty flat 
.horizon. 
Jl Already Dusseldorf influences are realized. The 
composition is forcefully balanced and frontal forms on one 
side counteract a distant view oa the other. Near figures 
seem somewhat artificially placed to keep them from inter-
fering with the main action of the painting. In the crowded 
forms in the middle-ground, there develops, in terms of 
their conscious arrangement, 'the familiar suggestion of am.a-
173 
teur acting and stage management. 
, 
Bingham returned from Dusseiliaorf early in the year 
1859. His stay was cut short because of the unsettled 
l 73christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 93. 
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174 
~onditions in the United~tates. As we have noted, When 
the Civil War broke out, in 1861, he served as captain 
of the Irish Company of Van Horn' s Battalion. His job WqS 
to preserve law and order in Kansas City. The following 
year (1862) he resigned his captaincy and was appointed 
tJanuary 4) state Treasurer of Missouri. 175 As for his 
0 Sectional .. feelings concerning the War, he said: 
I am conditionally for mea though uncondi-
. tionally for the Union .17 6 
Missouri must stay in the Union at any price. 177 
At this time, Bingham became interested in the constant 
border warfare between Missouri and Kansas. These continual 
noutbreaks" marked a threat to Missouri's position in the 
178 Union. Red-leg Kansas raiders, so named because they 
wore red Moroccan leggings, were led by the intrepid Dr. 
Charles R. Jennison. colonel Jennison, as he was now called~ 
preferred the exciting life of border raiding to medicine. 
174 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 69 and 76. 
175Larkin, op. cit., .p. 136. 
l76 
christ-Janer, .op. cit., p. 101. 
177 Larkin, op. ,cit., p. 138. 
178 Ibid., p. 140. 
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The colonel rode with Negro troops. He burned and pillaged 
towns and farms and massacred innocent people. Be robbed 
from both North and South •. In May, 1862, Bingham's opposi-
tion to Colonel Jennison began. A contemporary account,May 
16, 1862, relates: 
Mr. George c. Bingham, State Treasurer, and as 
honorable and loycalcitizen as ever lived, is 
out in a scathing expose of the robbers, raids, 
murders and jayhaWking of Jennison •••• 179 
Throug~ the unceasing efforts of Bingham, Jennison, in April, 
180 1862, was removed from service. . on !!Uly 23, 1865 the ex-
colonel was tried before a court martial. Be was found 
guilty of arson, robbery, embezzlement, neglect of duty 
and disobedience of orders and was dishonorably dismissed 
from the service of the United States.181 
Bingham, well satisfied with the results, resigned 
his post as State Treasurer. He moved from Jefferson City 
to Independence to begin a second campaign, this time in paint, 
against another "border-ruffian", General Thomas Ewing. It 
was during Bingham's incumbency as Treasurer that General · 
179Rusk, op. cit., p.· .'9· 
181 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 80. 
180 Lankin, ~o-P~·-c-=it_., p. 146. 
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EWing, who was in comman.d of the Department of the Border 
with headqaarters at Kansas City, issued the infamous 
182 
'General Order No. 11,' on August 25, 1863. 
1. All persons living in JaCkson, cass and 
Bates Counties, Missouri, and in that part 
of Vernon county, except those living within 
one mile of the limits of Independence, 
Hickman Mills, Pleasant Hill and Harrison-
ville, and except those in part of Kaw Town-
ship (meaning Kansas City generally Jackson 
County), are hereby ordered to remove from 
their present places of residence within 
fifteen days from the date thereof. 
~To move to any military station in that district 
or to any part of the State of Kansas, except 
counties on the eastern border of the state. 
All others shall remove out of the district. 
3.All grain and hay in the field or under shelter 
within reach of military station after ninth 
of September will be taken to the station and 
turned over.l83 
As a result, the unionists suffered with the rest 
in the execution of this order.184 Bingham asserted: 
182 Christ-Janer, op. cit .. , p. 102. 
183 
Larkin, op. cit., pp. 181 - 182. 
184 
Rusk, op. cit., p. 83. 
.. • 
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• • • • it did, indeed, put an end to the pre-
datory raids. of Kansas red-legs and jayhawkers 
by surrendering to them all that they coveted, 
leaving nothing that could further excite their 
cupidity, but it gave up the country to bush-
wackers, who, .until the close of the war, con-
tinued to stop the stages and rob the mails and 
passengers: and no one wearing the federal uni-
form dared toriSh his life within the desolated 
district.l85 
Bingham, outraged at th1fnwarranted severity of the 
order and beliving it was an act of revenge on Ewing's 
186 
part, went to Kansas City to aSk the general to rescind it. 
Ewing's answer was n2. and Bingham left· saying; 
If you persist in executing that order, I will 
make yo~linfamous with pen and brush as far as 
I am ab~e.l87 
AlmoiL twenty-thousand people moved in all directions 
because of this order. some went North, others south. As 
a result of the pillaging, the counties became desolate wild-
ernesses, fires raged uncheCked, fences rotted, floods swept 
away homes and farm buildings. Bates County became an area 
185 
Ibid., p. 83. 
1~ . 
Larkin, op.·cit., pp. 188- 193; ·Christ-Janer,_.22,. 
_ill., p. 102; An Exhibition of the. Works of George Caleb 
Bingham, 1811 - 1279, 'The Missouri Artist, • City Art Museum 
of st. Louis Bulletin, Vol. 19, no. 2, (April, 1934) p. 23. 
187 Christ-Janer, op. cit., p. 102. 
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of charred ruins and blackened fields as did cass county. 
Jackson and Vernon counties were called the "Burnt Dis-
188 
trict. 11 Bingham's prediction came true and he wit-
nessed much of this: 
I saw men shot down in the very act of obeying 
an order and their wagons and effects seized by 
their murderers.189 
Bingham's heart was heavy with pity for the exiled 
people and the tragedies they suffered. And, as with 
Colonel Jennison, ·he resolutely said nEwing must be removed. nl90 
With this idea in mind, Bingham decided to give up 
politics and devote all his energies to make General Ewing 
"forever infamous in paint". After the War, in a log cabin 
191 
studio at the end o'f osage Street .in Independence, Missouri, 
he began to work in November, 1865, on the polemic canvas 
1"13 Order No. 11.,1868, (Plate~), or, as it was once called, 
"Martial law as exmplified in the desolatio~ of border 
counties of Missouri by military orders issued by Brig. Gen. 
188 -Larkin, op. cit., pp. 220 - 221. 
189 id J:b ., p. 222. 190 Ibid., p. 226 .. 
l.9l! Ibid., p. 235. 
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Ewing, of the Federal Army, August 25, 1863 .• "192 
For the painting, Bingham used two large linen table-
cloths glued together·and stretched them on a frame. The 
picture is sometimes referred t.o as the"Table-cloth" paint-
ing.193 The basic point of the work is to depict a family 
being evicted from its home by Kansas Redlegs under Order 
No. 11. Its composition, and multiple figures, recalls Bing-
ham's election series·. Large masses are built at one side 
tthe left) and extend out to a little beyond the centre, 
then into the open space. At the other side {the right), 
smaller masses are noted. The main light falls upon a de-
fiant Southern gentlemen, the head of the family. Be makes 
' . 
an unsubmissive gesture to the bullying Union officer who 
wea~s red Moroccan leggings and a blue coat. A daughter 
embraces her father as if begging him not to resist the 
Redlegs. Another daughter implores a federal soldier not 
to shoot. In the foreground, the master's son lies shot--
his hat nearby, a thin steam of blood oozing from his head, 
While his wife prostrates herself over his bo~y~ The mother 
of the family has fainted and is held by . a Negro m~y. In 
192 McDermott, George caleb Bingham River Portraitist, 
op. cit .• , p. 146. 
193 Ibid., p. 146. 
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arrangement, this recalls B~njamin West's The Death of Genera2 
Wolfe (Plate ~) • The small grandson wildly clutches the 
old master's right leg.194 Asymmetrically b~lancing this 
group, to the right, a Negro and companion flee in abject 
horror. Their stance and the way the larger figure holds 
his hands to his head echoes Masaccio's fresco The Expmlsion 
1'-l S'" from Eden (Plate :M&). The second plane is in shadow. In 
the centre, behind the master, is the figure of EWing, him-
self. He sits coldly on h~rsebaCk st~ing straight out of 
the painting. on another horse, to the left, is a likeness 
. 195 
of another Redleg, possibly Jim Lane. Further back,men 
strip the old mansion of its furnishings. Their manner is 
calm and cold-blooded as they pile their wagons high with 
pillage. In the fourth plane, to the right, a funeral 
procession of refugees load their earthly goods upon carts 
and wagons. Pathetically, they look forward to any miser-
able shelter on the plains. The background is heavy with 
clouds of smoke and .fire from many burning homes. 
. tf 
The painting bears Bingham • s Dusseldorf characteristics 
in its false rhetoric, exaggerated pathos and crowded multiple 
~94~., p. 246. l95 .Ibid., p. 246. 
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figures. Yet, despite these failings, it conveys a message. 
The historically-based genre teaches posterity a number of 
lessons: 
The tendencies of military power are anti-
republican and despotic; To preserve liberty 
and secure its blessings the supremacy of civil 
authority must be carefully maintained;l96 · 
Also that the constitution and laws are no 
guarantee of the rights of the people when 
their public affairs are committed to the 
hands of the unworthy and treacherous agents. 197 
A late theme that may be classed with Bingham's 
"election series" is the olt! The Puzzled Witness, 1879, 
'"' fl> (Plate .':MY) • Tlis scene takes place in the office of a 
country justice of the peace. seated around a table in the 
foreground, are the two opposing lawyers - the prosecutor 
to the left and the defense in the middle. The puzzled de-
fendant stands to the right. Nearby, and aro~d these three 
central figures, the artist depicts the spectators. Some 
of these are curious and intently interested, while others 
are either critical or sympathetic. In the background, a 
disinterested fat, old judge sits with a water pitcher and 
glass to his right. He forms the apex of the pyramidal 
figure composition. 
Bingham has recorded the moment When the defense 
196 
Ibid., p. 242 .• 197 Ibid., p. 261. 
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has posed a puzzling question to the witness for the prose-
cution.198 The witness is stumped. In vain, he scratches 
his head for th~ right retort. EVen his faithful dog beside 
him shares his bewilderment. The prosecuting atto~ey is 
satisfied and mockingly smiles at his opponent. The artist, 
through this observed courtroom·nuance, recalls other 
painters.who attaCk the law courts. Daumier was, of course, 
the foremost practitioner in this "ca~se". Then, too, 
there was the American, Pittsburgh pai~~er, David Gilmor 
Blythe to be cited later. Pictorial courtroom assailments 
are even seen today in America in the work of William 
Gropper (Plate 148) and.Jack Levine (Plate 149). 
In the last analysis, though, Bingham's satire and 
derision of the law court in the land of the granger possesses 
a homespun flavor. It permeanes with a familiarity and 
humor that allays the vituperative, social commentaries of 
Daumier, Blythe, Gropper and Levine. 
Lastly, the painting The Jolly Flatboatmen - No. 2, 
1878, ·(Plate 150) shows Bingham reworking an earlier theme. 
198. McDermott, George Caleb Bingham, River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 161. 
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The action and angle of vision is virtually the same as ~ 
Jolly Flatboatmen· (1846). The artist has, however, made a 
few alterations. He has el~inated the smiling, seated fig-
ure behind, and to the right of the gay, jubilant dancer. 
This change reveals more clearly the tiller in the stern of 
the flatboat. The dancer's pose is slightly rearranged. He, 
also, now looks out at the viewer and waves a bright, red 
handkerchief in his right hand. The "fry-pan-player" (a 
little older) and the fiddler are essentially the same, but 
the man on the right is a new personality and wears a dif-
ferent hat. And the man on the left now holds a long-stem· 
pipe in his right hand. The oar, to the right, no longer 
• 
reaches over the water. It has been "drawn up·a.engthwise, 11 
in a foreshortened position. Bingham has erased the details 
below the deCk. The only still life, accessory motifs are 
a clay whiskey jug and a wooden, water buCket. ~ese are 
in the centre-left foreplane of the deCk. The background 
is cloaked in a heavy, bluish mist that sheaths much of the 
land and foliage areas of the earlier painting. 
The result of this later, reinterpreted theme is 
more direct than its earlier counterpart. Through the eli-
mination of a non-essential form (the seated man behind the 
- ~44 -
dancer) and detai~s {such as f~atboat parapherna~ia on the 
deck and be~ow.deck) p~us. the method of bathing the distant 
river background in a thick haze, Bingham can,a~~ the more, 
concentrate his anecdote on the actions and personalities 
of his merry figures. He bestows the genre with a selective 
vibrancy and spontaneity of narration that makes the joyous 
event come alive again before the viewer's eyes. 
· Bingham was a soldier, a statesman, a burning pat-
riot, a clever phrase maker and rhetorician, solid family 
man and an avid student of the Bible. He may have possessed 
stubborn convictions but his definite sincerity made him a 
staunch defender .. ?f the under gog, a .l!?~Eil't::~:r ag,ainst inj us-
199 
tice,. He was b~esse~l with an inquring mind, an active 
body and a powerful wil~ •. Bingham desired t~ paint the 
world in which he lived, of which he was a part, and he ap-
proached his work as one free and uncommitted. His purpose 
was not to interpret the wor~d or exp~ain it. He revealed 
no theory of society or painting, no self-conscious philo-
sophy. As Virgil Barker says, 11 (he expressed) the recurrent 
199L k · it t d ti ar 1n, op. c ., In ro uc on. 
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J;'hytbms of common life." Binghambs genre combined the ex-
perience of shared life with the detachment of an observer. 
He objectively reported daily events around h~. To h~, 
people were interesting as people. For the most part, he 
was not a .Sftrtlf(ist, although his genre was humor, warmth 
and nostalgia. Only in his later years, after his return 
Jt from Dusseldorf, did he verge on the sentimental, literary 
and theatric. 
Bingham was a man of and for the common man. He 
studied his people 
with eye and genius of an artist and· the mind 
of a philosopher and se_ized characteristic ,_· 
points, and gathered up their ~ressive 
features, and transferred them to his canvasses 
with a truthfulness which strikes every·ob-
server. To look at any of his pictures, is 
but to place yourself on board one of the 
many crafts which float up our streams. 
(Missouri Republican, Spring, 1847). 201 
Bingham presents a lively pa~eant of talkative poli-
ticians, loutish backwoodsmen, solid citizenry, staggering 
drunks, and roistering_ boatmen. He gave the final humanizing 
touch to the generation which tamed the western lands and 
200 McDermott, George Caleb Bingham, River Portraitist, 
op. cit., p. 188. 
201Ibid., p. 185. 
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and waters and all their sun denizens. He possessed a 
compelling motive which brou the bulk of the immigrants 
to the West - people who had insatiable land hunger. 
In a new country, abounding i game, it was but natural 
that every man should be ter, proud and often boastful 
of his prowess. 202 
There is a ring erity in his folk. The viewer 
feels as though he is becomin acquainted with them. They 
live a life of their own and re all real personalities· 
interpreted with truthfulness. Bingham catches the feelings, 
motives and impulses which ac upon his casual, careless, 
ordinary crowds and individua s. !or the most part they are 
neither optimistic nor pessim'stic, but at ease with the 
world, tranquil, well-rooted, impersonal individuals per-
forming their daily tasks. figures possess an air of 
calm-acceptance, simple, open- indedness and serenity. He 
creates a feeling of being at ne with the world. Common man 
was not to be elevated or glor'fied but to be studied. 
Through his on-the-spot, archa c severe sketches, he records 
men behaving as men, as he saw them. His world was filled 
202 James B. Musick, "l' , ·:· se the Lord and Pass the 
Ammunition, ''" Antiques, Vol. 3 (February, 1943) , p. 60. 
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with moderation, a sense of proportion, restraint of emotion 
and goor.i humor: he interpreted it without personal passion 
or pr!?Judice. Even for example, when Bingham verges on the 
historical, as in order,No. 11, or even The Emigration of 
Daniel Boone, 1851- 1852, (Plates 151, 152 and 153), the 
event is made important to signalize the over-all thematic 
and universal idea of cmtDlllCn man • s ques.t to find homely 
security or civil freedom. Bingham's anonymous characters 
perform their roles in a realistic setting portraying life 
on the western frontier. 
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GEORGE HENRY DORRIE (1820- 1863): NEW ENGLAND SNOWMAN 
A native New Englander, George Henry Durrie was 
born in New Haven, Connecticut on June 6, 1820. Be was 
the second child of John and Clarissa (Clark) Durrie. Not 
much is known of his early childhood but it is recorded that, 
at age nineteen, he studied at New Haven with the wel.l-
established portrait-painter, Nathaniel Jocelyn. 203 From 
Jocelyn he learned an academic prosaicism WhiCh became a 
part of his later artistry. The years, 1840 and 1841, found 
Durrie travelling, as an ittnerant portrait painter, through 
Connecticut, visiting Hartford, Naugatuck, Hanover and Meri-
den1 and, in New Jersey, Freehold, and Monmouth county. on 
September 14, 1841, Durrie married Sarah A. Perkins of 
Bethany, Connecticut. The following year they went to New 
Jersey and remained there, at least through June. In 1843, 
after the birth of a son, George Boice Durrie, the family 
took up residence in New Haven, at 3 Elm Street. On August 
23, 1852, a daughter was born and was named Mary Clarissa 
203Georqe Henry Durrie, 1820 - 1863, Connecticut 
Painter of American Life (Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, 
Connecticut, 1947), Chronology. 
Art in New England, New England Genre, Fogg Art 
Museum, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1938), p. 28. 
Mary clarissa Durrie, "George Henry Durrie; Artist, • ' 
Antiques, Vol. 24, (July, 1933), p. 13. 
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Durrie. She was destined to become an important biographer 
of her father. 
Working in his studio at 5 Marble BloCk, Durrie ef-
fected. a transition from portraiture to genre landscapes 
and these became his most popular productions. 204 Until 
his death on October 15, 1863, he devoted his full time to 
depicting New England rustic genre scenes. As in the work 
of William s. Mount and George c. Bingham, these subjects 
evoked a universal nostalgia for the old way of life, that 
. life Which was fast fading before the Industrial Revolution 
and the trend to urbanization. 
Before discussing Durrie's genre pictures, it may 
be helpful to examine briefly his compositional and stylis-
tic approaCh. A typical Durrie painting inherits many of 
its qualities from the past. Withtiheir accurate rendering 
of details, his panoramic distant landscapes recall Flem-
ish painting of the Fifteenth and.Sixteenth centuries. Em-
ployed also are Baroque formulas, evidenced in the alterna-
tion of light and dark planes. His foregrounds are sometimes 
204 
Art in New·England. New England Genre, Fogg 
Museum, 1939, op. cit., p. 28. 
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cast in shade and are framed by dark foliate patterns in 
the style of Lorraine or Poussin. His gay, decorative, 
swirling line of lace-like patterns emulates the Eighteenth 
Century French 11Rococo 0 style of Watteau, Fragonard and the 
American Nineteenth century landscapist Gignoux (Plate 154). 
And again, Durrie's tight, crisp, nervous outlines and 
precise details of nature find their equivalent in work 
of the German, Nineteenth century romantic casper Fried-
rich (Plate 155). More specifically, the art of Guy, an 
English dyer and calenderer, is noted. Francis Guy came 
to American in 1795. He exhibited landscapes at the. 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts as la-te as 1811 and· 
painted his chief work, the Brooklyn Snow Scene (Plate 156) 
in 1817 to 1820. !t is possible that Durrie may have seen 
2Q5 
this work and employed its design and method. 
The closest approach to Durrie's style is found in 
work of the canadian artist, Cornelius Krieghoff (1812 -
r 
1872), a pa~nter of snow scenes (Plate 157). Lastly, the 
voguish Hudson River .School artists, Doughty (Plate 158), 
Durand (Plate 159), Kensett (Plate 160), and Cole (Plate 161) 
205 Alan Burroughs, Limners and Likenesses (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1936), p. 144. 
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may have influenced Durrie to paint intimate panoramas of 
his native Yankee Connecticut. 
To summarize, Durrie's art is vital, sweeping, and 
kaleidoscopic.. His eye EPans across broad expanse's o£ l.and-
scape to depict man out-of-doors fulfilling mundane roles 
of everyday life. The scenes are, at times, dramatically 
lighted. DurEie concentrates .the main action in the fore-
middle ground While occasionally subsidiary events take 
place to sides or baCkground of his canvases. His people 
are contrived, meqhanical nonentities~ They serve as de-
corative designs and patterns - - at one with the all-
encompassing power of Nature around them. 
Some understanding of the power and scope of Durrie's 
regional genre is gained through a study of the following 
representative examples of his work. The painting Going to 
church, 1853, (Plate 162) takes the viewer into a connecti-
cut hamlet .on a sunday morning. The air- is bright and crisp. 
The ground is covered with new-fallen snow. People trudge 
on foot, and arrive by sleigh, in time to make the early 
service. All lines converge on the white steepled-church in 
- 152 -
the centre middle ground. :rts door opens wide for the 
friendly congregation. Mary Clarissa Durrie relates that 
her father was an avid churchgoer. He might even attend 
church three to five times each sunday. She further says 
he had a "heavenly" voice Which rang clear above all others 
in the Trinity Church choir at New Haven. 206 The picture is 
pervaded with Durrie's Episcopalian, diestic attitudes. 
The power of worship and. feeling of "Peace on earth, good 
will to men" is piously observed and recorded. 
:rn another work, Durrie creates a mo64 of frozen 
stillness. The oval painting Boys Skating, ~.18SS,(Plate 
163) is a country scene in winter. Two boys, in the fore-· 
ground, watch two of their friends skating in the distance. 
A bright blue sky abov~ seems to illuminate the icy greys, 
whites, and silver tonalities of the landscape below. Props, 
such as blasted tree trunksl brittle bushes, scaly pine 
trees and tumorous boulders surround the frozen pond and 
delineate the recessional planes in the picture. The dis-
206 
Mary Clarissa Durrie, op. cit., p. 13. 
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tant skaters, now tiny like puppets, ·are lost in a 'winter 
wonderland, • en~lfed within this snow scene. only the 
essence of a boyhood pleasure is revealed. Here, Durrie 
portrays.a universal scene Whereby the beholder may enter 
into the rustic environs, partake in a familiar youth~ul 
pastime and nostalgically wander in the broad landscape 
which surrounds the mundane event. 
Almost a-typical for Durrie's genre is the painting, 
Farmyard in Winter, Selling corn, 1857, (Plate 164) .. · Figure 
painting still intrigued Durrie and he may have been in-
207 fluenced, at this time, by William Sidney Mount. cer-
tainly, this scene echoes the many barn vignettes produced 
by the Long Islander. In Farmyard, four figures gather 
outside a wooden barn. Two men calculate, mathematically, 
on the barn door, the' final price tor the bushel basket of 
corn in the left foreground. To their right, a Negro lad 
watches a sleighman whittle. . Durrie verges on caricature, 
as when he chooses the cantankerous barterer, to the left, 
to typi~ a resolute Connecticut Yankee.. His slightly stooped, 
207 George Henrv Durrie ••• connecticut Painter, 
Wadsworth Atheneum, 1947, op. cit., 
Remarks by cowdrey. 
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ape-like posture and large head with exaggerated nose and 
mouth recall the satirical comments of Rowlandson and 
Daumier. 
The benign, blissful Negro and vapid, expression-
less man beside him also lend a personal character touch to 
the scene. Again, a Mount reference is noted in the format 
of the composition. Action takes place in the foreground 
before the open door of a barn. Accessories, such as a horse 
and sleigh, dogs, scattered baskets, a barrel and farm 
animals, unite the figure groupings and add to.the rustic 
realism. Durrie must have seen Mount' ·s The ~ruant Gamblers 
(1835), Dance of the Haymakers (1845) or The Power of Music 
(1847} 1 particularly with reference to this arr~ngement 
and accessory displacement. 
Durrie now monumentalizes an isolated event from 
ev~ryday.rural life. The artist carefully observes the 
frugality of his cont~poraries and Yahkee mercantile shrewd-
ness· dominates the ·scene. With humor and tongue-in-cheek, 
Durrie depicts common man as he ~ - a self-protective 
entity who wants the~ for what he pays .. · 
Woodsman in Winter, ca. 1857, (Plate 165) is another 
. -
- .-.,. 
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winter genre, and the theme features the rural occupation 
o£ cutting wood.. In the foreground, a woodsman has taken 
off his coat to fell a giant tree. He swings mightly at a 
~arge oak and it is about to fall. The second plaNe, to 
. ' 
the left, shows the woodsman's horse tethered to a tree 
just felled. The middle ground openSs into a clearing 
-
with farm houses in the distance. Quietude and isolation 
are found within nature's expanse. Durrie, in this scene, 
recalls the Barbizon School in France. It may be that he 
observed the imported engravings, or oils, by Theodore 
/ Rousseau, Diaz, Dupre, Daubigny or Millet. on the other 
hand, a precise detailed qQality of the German school is 
noted in the brittle, spidery, claw-like branches of trees 
and the crumbly, powdery snow. Durrie creates a de~icacy 
of touch and a lace-like decoration in this portrayal of 
the menial task of common man - cutting wood. The action 
is, in a manner, hidden within this broad expanse of winter 
landscape as Durrie poetizes and universalizes a routine 
event of rustic living. 
Durrie's Red School House, 1858, (Plate 166) presents 
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a theme dear to the hearts of those who have spent their 
childhood in the country. In the foreground, a horse-
drawn sleigh glides across an icy road. It bears a farmer 
with supplies just bought in town. A dog chases behind. 
The old Yankee yeoman turns his head and nostalgically 
watches groups of children at play, at _recess in front of 
the red school house. He dreams of his youth when he too 
was free to romp and slide in the snow. But now life is 
different; he is a farmer with a family and adult respon-
sibilities. The same props of trees, boulders and farm 
houses are used by Durrie to set off this diminutive, 
genre nuance. The artist stands back and looks, objective-
ly, at his environment, people and their way of life. Un-
like Mount's and Bingham'.s characters who bubble with per-
sonality, purrie creates an anonymous humanity. Their 
seeming unimportance, tho~gh, possesses the elements of 
truth and sincerity wpich characterize the bucolic optimism 
of the age they lived in. 
The picture~ New England Winter scene, 1858, {Plate 
167) finds Durrie again the isolated observer of Connecticut 
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far.m. life. A visiting neighbor has just arrived. He stands 
before a fence7 beside him a horse-drawn sleigh and dog. 
They patiently await entrance into the farmyard. Inside a 
barn, a farmer feeds his chickens, while, at the right, 
another cuts kindling wood for the hear~h. They pause from 
their chores at the sight of the visitor. A mood of chill 
calm and passive expectation pervades. In this winter scene, 
Durrie records his impersonal country folk in another e~ery­
day situation. He observes their Yankee friendliness toward 
each other7 how they are at one with themselves and with the 
winter world around them. 
The rural scene, Wood for Winter, 1860, {Plate 168) 
is another bucolic genre. A woodman in the right foreground 
loads trunks and branches onto his ox-drawn sled. Durrie•s 
characteristic barking dog and patient horse stand nearby. 
A path, to the lower left middle ground, reveals a farmer, 
his wife and child, heading home to their abode in the back-
ground. They carxy bundles of twigs and small branches. 
Huge naked trees with spiny calligraphic branches and sno~­
covered boulders surround them. The overwhe~ing aspect of 
Nature culminates in the mountain range in the distance. It 
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is to be assumed that Durrie imagined this backdrop or 
painted the scene on a trip to northern New England. An 
entry in his d;ary, January, 1845, gives a verbal ac-
count of a s~ilar pictorial winter settings; 
~e trees sparkling with icy l±mbs made 
the scene almost enchanting •••• 
The weather has been rather cold, es-
pecially towards night, when it was quite 
blustering. The ground, trees, _etc., 
were completely covered w~th ice, which, 
glittering in the sun, loo~ed beautiful. 208 
Wood for Winter·may be considered a turning point 
in Dttrrie's artistic career. It was such themes as this 
that led to his popularity as a painter of rural winter 
. . ~9 
scenes for the lithograph firm of currier and lves. 
One of the first oils he executed for the firm·was 
. . 
Winter in the Country, Getting Ice, 1862, (Plate l69X. The 
painting was lithographed two years later (1864) • Its appeal 
was popular.. Its genre showed a rural enterpx:ise, four men 
gathering ice for home food preservation. Two men with axes 
cut the ice loose. A. third watches or directs the preceedings, 
while another yeoman loads an ice block onto a horse-drawn 
sled. Durrie's customary little dogs sit nearby. In the 
209 Ibid. , ; remarks by Cowdrey. 
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Baroque manner of Ci!ude Lorraine or Poussin the scene is 
framed by a foreground, prickly tree and a weathered wooden 
shed on the left; also, by spindt~ tress on the right. The 
middle ground plane opens onto the pond with the busy ice-
gatherers. Behind them a series of alternating light and 
dark passages lead into the misty distance. The Brueghel-
like suggestion of winter atmpsphere is reminiscent (Plate 
170). Durrie captures the Flemish master's spirit in 
creating an assemblage of joyless humanity busily occupied 
in everyday rural affairs. 
one would never think that a Civil war was raging 
in America when viewing Durrie • s works in the Sixties. 
Maybe it was his way to counteract the terrors of lBr by 
showing a peaceful humanity at rest with the world and re-
moved from the bloody battlefields only a few hundred miles 
distant. 
The picture Farmyard, Winter, 1862, (Plate 171) s.y.m-
bolizes a pacifist attitude and withdrawal. into a sublime, 
isolated, rural existence. The scene is commonplace1 the 
mood is timeless. To the right foreground, stands a clap-
board house, in front of it a horse~drawn sleigh, While on 
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the porch a man and child greei the people in the sle~gh. 
Perhaps it is as the later lithographic title ~poles, 
Home for Thanksgiving, 1866, 210 or maybe it is just a sunday 
afternoon visit. In any respect, there issues from its 
anonymous characters a feeling of ilnplied warmth andx: re-
captivity. Durrie records anot~er bucolic theme that was 
so much a part of his Yankee environment. 
Later lithographed by currier and Ives, in 1866, 
one of the most noted of Durrie's subject is Autumn in New 
~ngland, Cider Making, ~· 1863, (Plate 172). The action 
takes place in the Fall. It is harvest t~e. The leaves 
begin to blush, hay is gathered and apples are piled,ready 
to be pressed. The setting, in its outdoor brilliance, 
factual interpretation of nature and composition, recalls 
landscapes by Hobbema (Plate 173) and constable (Plate 174). 
A gigantic oak tree in the fore-middle plane shelters a shed. 
Already an ox-cart draws near; its load of apples dumped on 
tne ground. To the left of the shed, a man presses the 
210 Warren A. Weaver, Lithographs of N. currier and 
currier and Ives (New York, 1925), p. 39. 
Art in New England. • • New England Genre, Fogg 
Museum, 1939, op. cit., p. 29. 
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apples. Nearby, kegs await their liquid contents, while a 
.lad sits patiently by,maybe to be the fi.rst to taste the 
"nectar". Although the genre is impersonally peopled, it 
is a symbol of Fall universally recognizable to all Ameri-
cans. Durrie seems to say that the old way of life -
simple, rural living - is the true way. His nostalgia 
is poignant; his intent is naively sincere, almost fore-
casting America's Twentieth Century regionalists, Grant 
Wood, John s. curry and Thomas Hart Benton. 
The artistry of George Durrie is different from that 
of William s. Mount and George c. Bip.gham. Durrie' s genre 
is not as forthright, direct and personal. Rather it is sub-
dued, impersonal and withdrawn - almost to the po~nt of 
being concealed. Durrie's personality had much to do with 
this. He had not the gregarious; good-natured exuberance 
of Mount or Bingham. His daughter, Mary Clarissa, states, 
repeatedly, that her father was a recessive, pious man con-
sumed by a nostalgic "regiliosity". Be hardly every travelled, 
and he lived a quiet, simple life in his native state of 
connecticut. He was humble before people and Nature. He 
~ 
never sought important people to paint. His anonymous 
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characters fulfilled their roles in a passive and sub-
missive manner. They were puppet$ upon a rural stage -
impersonal in approach, yet powerful eno~gh to evoke a 
personal nostalgia for a fading WaY of life Which was naive 
and rustic. Durrie's unassuming personality, his great 
love of church music, and his deep devotion to family are 
elements which mold the mood in his seasonal pieces. His 
work, so regional, poetic, ~inc~re, and timeless, can be 
considered a prime example of the role of the American genre 
artist in recording the life and times of rural common man 
in the Nineteenth century. 
WINS~OW HOMER (1836- 1910): YANKEE REALIST 
By the middle of the Nineteenth century atteation 
turned to another.New England painter. Winslow Homer's 
artistry was versatile. a• pjlinted landscapes, mari».e 
life, and genre. Main concern, in this dissertation, will 
be the genre category which, between the years 1858 and 1878, 
included portrayals of farm life in New England and upper 
New York. Stat.e. Before discussing Homer's rural genre pic-
tures, it may well be helpful to review briefly his biography 
which gives insight into this early period of rustic themes. 
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Winslow Homer was born in Boston on February 24, 
211 1836, of a solid middle-class Yankee family. The first 
seven years, untili842, were spent in Maine and his mother, 
Henrietta Maria (Benson), may have given him his first ar-
tistic instruction. She was said to have ... • a pretty 
. ll2 talent for painting flowers l.n watercolors. 1' (Plate 175). 
In 1842, the Homer family moved to Cambridge, Massachusetts 
where they lived on Main Street (now Massachusetts Avenue). 
Charles savage Homer, the father, was an import hardware 
merchant Who set up his firm of Homer, Gray and Company in 
Boston, at 13 Dock square. At home in cambridge, which was 
then a country village, young Winslow played with his elder 
brother, Charles, Junior, and younger brother, Arthur. The 
three brothers lived a healtHt life in rural environm~nt. 
They fished and swam in the Charles River and attended 
Washington Grammar school, on Brattle street., near Harvard 
Square. By the time he was eleven, Winslow was drawing from 
life and memory (Plate 176). During his teen years, his 
211 Lloyd Goodrich, Winslow Homer (New York, 1959) 
p. 12. 
212 
Kenyon Cox, Winslow Homer {New York, 1914), 
p. 13. 
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acumen for art increased and he studied a complete set of 
Julian lithographs which his father had sent him from Paris. 
Heads, ears, noses, eyes, faces, houses, streets were care-
fully observed and copied as he taught himself the~unda-
mentals of draughtsmanship. ··Even at school, stealthily 
but systematically he drew maps and illustrated the text-
213 books. 
In 1855, when Winslow was nineteen, he was appren-
ticed to the Boston lighographer, Bufford. There he designed 
title-pages for sheet music7 such songs as"Katy Darling .. and 
"Minnie Clydelt (Plate 177) and made pictorial decorations 
214 for greeting cards. While working at Bufford's Homer 
became friendly with a French wood-engraver named Damereau. 
From him he learned how to draw on the wood block. 215 S~ill 
another artistic influence occurred at this time when Homer 
one day passed Dobson's picture gallery. To Moses Wright, 
the gallery proprietor, h~ remarked, after seeing a painting 
' of a genre interior with figures, by Edouard Frere (plate 178), 
213 William Howe Downes, The Life and Works of Winslow 
Homer (Boston, 1911), p. 26. 
214 
Cox, op. cit., p. 15. Goodrich, op. cit., p. 12. 
215 
Downes, op. cit., pp. 28 - 29. 
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I am going to paint - • • • • Something like 
that, only a ------- sight better.216 
on his twenty-first birthday, his two years of 
apprenticeship at Bufford's were completed. He immediately 
rented a studio in Boston, on Winter Street, and was com-
. 217 
missioned to make drawings for Ballou's Pictorial. He 
sketched street scenes (Plate 179) and observed local 
events (Plate 180) • As early as 1858 he began to send 
'drawings to Harper and Brothers in New York. 'l'his firm 
was in the market for everyday scenes from life f?r· their 
new periodical, Harper's Weekly. Homer was impressed by 
their cordial acceptance of his work. He began to feel that 
he could do better financially away from Boston in a larger 
market. Accordingly, in the autumn of 1859, he gave up his 
Winter Street stu~io and went to New York and occupied a 
studio on Nassau street. In 1861, he moved to the 6ld Uni-
versity Building in Washington square. This proved to be a 
more stimnlaL~ng place for he came into contact with other 
New York artists. Among these were Marcus Waterman, Alfred 
218 Fredericks, Edwin White, Eugene Benson and W. J. Hennessy. 
216 
Ibid~, p. 29. 217 cox, op. cit., p. 15. 
21.8 Downes, op. cit., p. 35. 
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Be also attended night classes at the National Academy of 
Design and took lessons, "once a week on Saturdays, for a 
month, " from the French genre and landscape painter, Fred-
. d 1 219 erl.c Ron e • In>l860, Bomer made his New York debut 
at the National Gallery by exhibiting his drawing, Skating 
in the Central Park (Plate 181). 220 
The year 1861 marked a turning point in Homer's 
career. The Civil War had started and Harper and Brothers 
needed a competent pictorial war-correspondent to march 
with the Union troops and send back on-the-spot. drawings 
for Harper's Weekly. Homer was picked for the job (Plate 
182) and for the next four years he drew and painted war-
.. 
time episodes ranging from the idle Potomac Army at Washing-
ton (Oc~cber, 1861), (Plate ~83) through the Peninsular Cam-
paign (Spring, 1861)7 Wilderness campaign (1863 and 1864), 
and Petersburg Campaign (late in 1.864) • 221 
219 
Barker, op. cit., p. 639. 
Goodrich, op. cit., p. 18. 
220 
Cox, op. cit., p. 17. 
221 Goodrich, op. cit., pp. 14- 17. 
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The \Jar over, Homer sailed for France (1866)7 the 
main purpose was to accompany his famous war paintings, 
The Bright Side (Plate 184) and Prisoners from the Front 
{Plate 185) • They were to be shown at the Paris Exposi-
tion of 1867. Although on this trip Homer spent a total 
of ten months in France, he did not visit the Atelier of 
Degas, nor did he make copies of the masterpieces in the 
Louvre. His travels did not even take him to Concorneau, 
Grez, or any of the other favoxite painting grounds of the 
222 young American artists. However, he did develop an in-
dependent Impressionism that will later be discussed. 
Financially depleted he then returned home in the Fall of 
1867. 
In New York, he again set up a studio and continued 
to contribute to Harper's Weekly. But more and more he 
developed an increasing interest in rural life. once more 
he visited his native New England and traveled in upper New 
York state where he observed life on the farm and reODrdet~, 
in oil, the people of these areas. This was the.interlude, 
coming before his famous sea-pieces, where Homer,nostalgi-
cally, looks inward a~d recalls his own pleasant days of 
222 Downes, op. cit., p. 59. 
childhood on the farm. 
As already noted, Winslow Homer, from his early 
childhood in Cambridge, began portraying rural Life. His 
work in New York for Harper 1 s continued this· theme. But 
all these depictions of the pastoral were executed in 
pencil. It was not until late in 1858 that he began to 
experiment in oil. He was only used to the wood-bloCk, 
the lithographic stone, and the pea and pencil. In his 
oils, one sees how Homer first incorporated his graphic, 
linear training into the technique of painting. Forms, 
for the most part, ·are isolated, monumentalized, and drawn 
in large, block-like patterns. Bold, determinate tight 
lines set off his figures from their backgrounds. His 
paintings resemble Japanese·woo4-block prints Which he 
may ha:ve seen in John La Farge 1 s studio in the early Sixties. 
Also, the method of shadowless modelling in broad masses of 
~ocal color and light-and-shadow is used and almost fore-
tells Mane~'s later statement that the most important per-
. i t i th liNht. 223 son 1n any p c ure s e =--n~ 
223 dr' h i 17 Goo 1c , op. ct., pp. - 18. 
:rt ~s only after Homer • s return from Par is, in · 
1867, that a style change becomes manifest. A new aware-
ness of sunlight and atmosphere prevails. He now begins 
to employ a higher, blonder key and a greater breadth and 
looseness of handliag as a result of his brief contact with 
224 the French Barbizon p_ainters and early :rmpress~onists. 
A Japanese print exhibit ~n Paris, in 1867, the effect of 
li~ht and air in FraQce, and the inevitable growing maturity 
in_$k~ll and vis~on may, totally, have contributed in this 
stylistic transformation. 
What remains constant, though, is the artist's 
concern with Man and his relation to Nature. Winslow 
Homer's style is that of an art~st who looks at Nature 
rather than at pictures. He possesses an innocent eye, 
and like Courbet, he _only paints What he sees - not what 
other artists taught him to s_ee. As he had said, when a 
youth; 
p. 37. 
:rf a man wants to be an artist, he should 
never look.at p~ctures.225 
224 Lloyd Goodrich, Winslow Homer t New York, 1944) , 
Lloyd Goodrich, "Young Winslow Homer," Magazine 
of Art, Vol. 37 (February, 1944), p. 62. 
225Lloyd G dr' h w· 1 oo 1c , 1ns ow Homer, 1959, op. cit., 
pp. 34 ~ 35. 
,··· .. .'. 
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Homer's early work, though sometimes crude, wooden, 
and aWkward, is painted with a vigor and freShness of vision. 
Nature is interpreted as if it had never been painted before 
.and this imbues his genre with a primitive naivete~and 
primal force. 226 
one of his earliest rural genre themes is Feeding 
the Chickens,~· l858,(Plate 186). The picture was painted 
at Belmont, Massachusetts, a town near Cambridge. In the 
foreground, Homer shows his younger brother, Arthur,· 'feeding 
a host of cackling hens. A dil.Jipidated barn an~rawling · 
apple tree serve as baCkdrop for the scene. Paradoxically, 
at this early time, the artist foreshadows his later 1m-
pressionist manner of the 1880's. The oil is pervaded with 
sh~ering atmospheric effects of light and dark surface 
passages. Paint is applied in a brus~e, loose manner 
creating an immediate, spontaneous effect. The figure of 
brother Arthur is small and almost dissolved in the flicker-
ing light saturating through the trees• branches. In the last 
analysis, its quaint anecdote, subjectivity, and figure char-
acterization are qualities which Homer will explore further in 
246Lloyd Goodrich, Winslow Homer, 1944, op. cit., 
pp. 34 - 35. 
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his later rural nuances. 
Development of the philosophic apprach in Homer's 
artistic life, a momentous mood which was to characterize 
his rural genre, may be traced to the year 1864. In this 
connection it may be advisable to discuss, briefly, the 
phi.}.osophy as a key to the meaning behind his rural genre. 
Homer, as we have noted, usually pictures a simple kind 
of life. Plain prosaic scenes from the farm and country 
are created in an unidealistic manner. His people are 
genuine rustics. Their bodies, tanned and freckled, straw 
hats, cotton sunbonnets and cowhide boots are recorded with 
the utmost detail and concern for. realism. 227 They are, 
for the most part, depicted without sentimentality or cari-
cature. Truth from firsthand observation is Homer's credo. 
Similar to the genre of Mount and Bingham, his art accen-
tuates the pleasant, optimistic side of life. There is no 
emphasis on unending toi~1he paints the old-fashioned 
American farm life in its Golden Day and he shows common 
man's cheer, sturdy independence and simple enjoyments. 
Never does there exist beneath his rustic themes a strain of 
idyllicism but rather a deep-seated love of life spent 
228 
close to earth, regulated by the cycle of the seasons. 
227 Ibid., p. 28. 228Ibid., p. 29. 
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Bomer wanted to reveal that labor was healthy, play natural, 
and,even hardships more enjoyable than the city-dweller's 
lot. Thus, he develops nostalgic yearning to be back in 
the peaceful country - free from the pressures, chaos and 
sqaalor of urban industrialism. With truth and authen-
ticity, he attempts to capture the positive pleasuree of 
America's old rural environs. Homely naturalism and deep 
lyricism is expressed chiefly through the gnave poet~ of 
childhood country life. Be never forgets his form~ti'Ve . 
years as a farll.l boy in Maine and Massachusetts. His sel.f-
identification with childhood is realized in the subject 
matter of this period. 
Children play a leading part and are painted with 
gusto, truth and sincerity, not sentimentality. His boys 
are not angels# but healthy beings full of energy, spirit 
and adventure. Homer shows their love of Nature as seen 
through the eye of a boy. The method was objective though 
there evoles a matter-of-factness and a concern with .things, 
229 
not emotions, and this approaches a boy•s point of view. 
229Ibid. I p. 29. 
In this manner, Homer enters vicariously into a second -
childhood. He sympathizes with children, and experiences 
life as a boy would-see and feel it, yet he paints this 
"life" with a man's grasp of actuality. 
Two early paintings which exmplify this philosophy 
of love and nostalgia of boyhood on the farm, are on Guard, 
(1864, (Plate 187), and.Haymaking, 1864, (Plate 188}. In 
both of these, an unidentified country lad fulfills a 
rusti~ chore. on Guard shows a boy seated upon a birch 
tree fence holding a willow switch with a rag tied to 
its end. He is to wave off the invasion of a flock of 
crows (in the right distance) menacing the newly planted 
seed. Haymaking reveals the same farm boy pitching new-
mown hay. Reflection on this subject reveals that Homer•s 
compositions have changed from the format of earlier work, 
such a~ Feeding.the Chickens. Now the landscape is sub-
ordinated to the figures. The artist selects isolated, 
monumental forms to. occupy the foregrounds and these possess, 
in their outlines, a block-like simplicity, bold and timeless-
~ in their rigid, frozen poses. Now,his youths are ideal-
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ized personifications and portray the country boy as the 
potential bulwark and backbone of our nation's agrarian 
economy. 
· Another "bulwark" of our nation is The Veteran in 
a New Field, 1865., (Plate 189) • The work is, in effect, a 
memorial to the Civil War, a symbol of ensuing Peace and 
Plenty. A farmer, still partially garbed in a Union army 
uniform, reaps his wheat crop with a scythe. His back is 
to the viewer; his personal identification remains anony~ 
mous. This 11Unknown Soldier" representS. all veterans who 
have now returned home to work. In many ways, in its 
selectivity, monumentality and hidden allegory, this paint-
ing approximates Jean Millet's The sower (Plate 190) and 
Ben Shahn's Beatitude (Plate 191)~ Man is seen isolated, 
yet his mundane task is an important adjunct for the very 
life of the ·country. 
In the same year, 1865, The Veteran in the Field was 
painted, Ho~~ recorded another rural scene - The Brush 
Barrow, 1865, (Plate 192). In this work, the artist paints 
a barefoot boy seated upon a yoked plowhorse. Behind the 
docile beast, connected by chains, is the harrow. This awk-
ward-appearing, cumbersome Wheelless apparatus was drawn over 
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the plowed land in order to level it and break clods of 
earth. Another lad sits atop a timber tie of the imple-
mentr his function is to add weight and to shout directions. 
The genre presentation is forceful and direct. Hometeli-
minates details and concentrate$,in the foreplanef the 
full energy of solid form and determined, figure outline.· 
and pattern. The anecdote, with its impersonal, hardy 
characters, is a timeless monument, a permanent pictorial 
sourvenir of the antiquated methods of farming which pre-
ceded the full impact of moder~ rural, industrial tech-
nology. 
The painting, Man with a Scythe (Plate 193); is 
a scene of farm laborers r~turnigg'home after a day•s work. 
The suri is about to set. The shadows lengthen. 
I 
only the 
dark silhouetted patterns of the figures are outlined 
against the rolling pasture. Slightly off ~o the right 
center foreground, Homer paints the statuesque form of a 
young farmer Who carries a scythe under his right arm. Head 
bowed, and with a resolute gaint, he marches toward the 
viewer. Behind him, in the right middle distance, thQt'e. 
other figures are seen, two adult forms and a child. ·They 
~·· 
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too, appear to be walking in the path of the solitary ''image" 
before them. The figures,to the middle right center and far 
right are balanced by a passage of trees to the left and left 
center. The theme falls into one of equanimity between 
Nature and Man. Eventide on the farm is here po~tically 
stated with a touch of personal, human anecdote. 
The Morning Bell, ca~ 1866, {Plate .194) represents 
Homer's portrayal of children going to school in New Englan~. 
This scene takes place on the diagonally-pitched boardwalk 
leading to the school on the left. To ~he lower right, 
three girls with lunch pail's in hand chat briefly. They 
fola.ow their young school teacher, isolated, by Homer, in 
the. right centre of the picture. She ~as just advanced along 
a small plank to the schoolhouse entrance and is about to 
assume her classroom duties. A blaCk-and-white dog, leading 
the whole procession, sniffs his way along the walk. Homer's 
forms here are aloof, silent and meditative. Rural education 
in New England was taken seriously. The vibrant call of the 
tiny school bell,' atop the roof, may well epitomize this 
Golden Age of learn~ng in America. 
As an epilogUe to The Morning Bell, Homer takes us 
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inside The Country School, 1871, (Plate 195). The teacher 
who resolutely plodded the walk now stands behind her desk 
in the center of the classroom. Her bonnet hangs, to the 
left, above the blackboard. To her right, seated on 
benches, are five boys reading; on the other side, five 
girls. Two little children occupy a detention bench ~efore 
her. The scene is cheerful with a bright luminosity and 
clarity of vision. Its innate sense of harmony, light, 
and color selectivity of a few local tones, recall aspects 
of Manet. Also, the teacher's apron, and window curtains, 
behind her, almost echo the French.Impressionism of Monet 
and Renoir. The vivid foreshortening of benches and plaster 
ceiling literally draw the viewer into its confines. De-
tails of broken flower stems and scrap paper on the floor, 
as well as the nonchalance of the pupils in different attitudes 
.of study -- add to the picture's reality and truth recalling 
early paintings by cavat and Deyas. 230 Homer'a amoral 
naturalism and keen observation of children is told with the 
utmost clarity and precision. The theme tells, forthrightly, 
of the rigid, Puritanical discipline in New England rural 
230 Theodore Bolton, "The Art of Winslow Homer: An 
Estimate in 1932," The Fine Arts, .Vol. 18, (February, 1932), 
p. 28. 
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schools. 
One of. the most noted genre themes is Homer's snap 
the Whip, 1872, (Plate 196). The doors of the little red 
school house open: it is recess. Nine boys, Jubilant over 
their brief freedom., indulge in a game of "snap the whip." 
The artist isolates these shouting lads. While two anchor-
men pull with· all their might, five boys serve' as the ''whip", 
and to the left, two urchins fall to the ground. There de-
velops a feeling of tension, counter-tension, and release, 
in the way Homer. creates this foreground action. Their 
tortuous chain movement leads into the distance where girls 
play a more subdued and lady-like game, rolling-the-hoop. 
The painting evidences a close study of nature. Homer 
closely observes the bright outdoor light which saturM$eS 
; 
all parts of the work. weeds, wild flowers and rocks in 
the foreground are rendered precisely,and the distant 
rolling hills are filled· with.contrasting·warm rusks and 
cool greens bat;hed in deep shadows. Linearoattlines of the 
boys are carefully modelled and derived from preliminary 
studies (Plates 197 and 198). Their multiple forms, which 
dance in the foreground, suggest Homer's naturalism in por-
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traying their tattered clothes and dirty faces. Personi-
fied here is the optimism, gaiety and nostalgic yearning of 
the artist for his earlier life on the farm. It reveals 
the simple recreational habits of the country boy and allows 
the viewer to participate, empathetically, in its rollick-
ing humor and good fun. 
In a more serious vein, Homer paints Crossing the 
Pasture, .£2.· l872,(Plate 199). Presumably brothers, two 
boys' stand isolated in the center foreground. With cocked 
hat and a haughty air, big brother stands erect and surveys 
and pasture as a sea-captain might scan the horizon. In 
his right hand, he holds a prong-switch to direct stray 
cows. To his left, the demure, crossed-legged lad tr_ies to 
emulate the mien of his big brother. Self-consciously, he 
graps a berry pail held by his 11protector". Homer, as in 
' 
his earlier works, on Guard and Haymaking, shows the ma~ure, 
grown-up side of the far.m boy. Heindicates how, at an early 
age, the rural youth must shoulder heavy responsibilities 
of the farm and devote much of his time to arduous taSks. 
But there was time for relaxation, and Homer care-
fully observed this. His paintings The Nooning, £!.1872, 
(Plate l2~Q) and Boys in a Pasture, 1874 (Plate 201) show 
'• 
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farm boys taking t~e off from their chores. Homer isolates 
and s~lectshis forms. They are unmolested idealizations 
which possess a frank, engaging poetry of charm and grace 
recalling the artistry of Sir Edwin H. Landseer (Plate 202). 
His boys drift in a melancholy more abstract and remote 
than Mount•s. Homer instills them with an idyllic reverie 
and nostalgia for far off places. In this way, he approaches 
a form of romanticism that is cloaked by his observational 
realism. Indeed, his plein-aire technique has much to do 
with the mood of the paintings. 
By now, Homer no longer create.s sharp edges of his 
figures against the landscape background. In an Impression-
ist manner, these boys become part of the scene. Their 
outlines are painterly a~d held into the scene's atmosphere. 
Yet, through his selectivity and manumentality, Homerrnever 
allows one to forget that Man comes first, then Nature. 
The Rustics 1 1874 (Plate 203) presents another phase 
of rural life, namely, Love. In the left-middle foreground 
stands a tall, gaWky lad. He pauses to pick a bouquet of 
wild flowers for his sweetheart who leans out of a window 
behind h~. Young love comes to the farm in the most simple 
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and truthful manner. The boy•s upward glance, with his 
face in shadow, and the girl's penetrating stare indicate 
their sincere betrothal. They do not S,Peak; their glances 
tell the story. 
Here,· the artist surrounds his figures in an outdoor 
setting resplendent with light and air. This poetry of love 
and radiant idyllicism is sheathed by an honest unsentimen-
tality of statement. Homer observes a recognizable event in 
living and records it with a personal tenderness and objec-
tivity. The figures become unimportant in relation to the 
overall theme. Once more, Homer is the romantic realist 
in the creation of this personal bucolic vignette. 
The same impassivity between Bomer's males and 
females is found again in his oil painting A Gloucester 
Farm (Plate 204.) The action is confined to the foreground 
plane. A farm girl pauses briefly to allow a young lad, 
with a hoe, to quench his thirst from her wooden, water 
buCket. Their forms are frozen and resolute. No communi-
cation exists between them. They, in effect, appear as 
statuesque manikins rigidly posed as though sculpt~ed 
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~n paint. It is in such scenes that Bomer's genre becomes 
illustrative and contrived. The anecdote is over-impersonal-
ized and the psychological inteErelatiopship of the figures 
is lost in their cold aloofness. Only the inclined back-
ground pasture, with its ~pressionistic, brusqae splashes 
of greens, yellows, with touches of vermillion, and the 
grazing piebald cows, as well as the cubistic farm buildings 
(to the upper right of the ~anvas) bestow upon the scene 
a naturalism that envelops the isolated foreground figures 
into a recognizable summer, sun-drenched rustic world. 
Another male-female scene of a different nature is 
Homer's Milking Time, 1875, (Plate 205). ·A small boy, baCk 
to the viewer, scrambles over a fence. To his left, in the 
foreground a girl ~tands with a milk buCket in one hand and 
a three-legged stool in the other. Homer portrays the Ameri-
can country girl as an instinctively elegant, naive type. 
Her erect mien and attitude foreshadow the later Gibson girl. 
But Homer never idealizes his women; they are human beings, 
not seductive nor coy, and, characteristic of ~he American 
girl of that period, they possess an air of mingled innocence 
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and independence. In his personal life, Homer did not 
marry, and he remained detached from women. As an artist, 
he pictures them as supremely decorative creatures. 
In Milking T~e, the strong horizontal accent of 
the bar~yard fence, balanced by the verticals of the posts 
and silhouetted figures, -imparts stability, equipose and 
strength to the composition. Beyond this frontal horizonal-
vertical barrier lies a plein-aire background. This is treated 
in a loese, painterly manner with local colors of gr~en, 
yellow and brown. Almost two-d~ensional in its decorative 
arrangement of form and breadth of figure pattern, the pic-
ture echoes Japanese wood-cuts of Which Bomer was so fond. 
Again, through his illustrative sel"ectivity and 
directness, he has the po~er to blow up a seemingly 
un~portant everyday rustic scene into heroic proportions. 
The watercolor, The Sick Chicken (Plate 206) depicts 
a young girl holding a baby chick. Around her columnar 
form are seen chickens, milk cans, and the fa~ade of a 
Q3l Lloyd Goodrich, W~nslow Bomer, 1944, op. cit., 
p. 27. 
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far.m house to the rear. The whole scene is bathed in a 
bright, saturating light. It was, at this time (1873 to 
l874Q that Homer discovered the transparency of the 
watercolor medium and how to use the whiteness of the paper 
in order to achieve an over-all surface luminosity. 232 
This work may serve as a stylistic transition from his 
earlier dark, monochromatic oil themes to a more swift, 
deft draftsmanship through spontaneous, bright, water-
color hues. Although the genre is sentimental and verges 
upon· pathos, its freshly applied splashes of clear local 
color and its Xmmediacy of pictorial anecdote bestow a 
vigor and directness of statement. 
The painting, Weaning the Calf, 1875,(Plate 207) 
is another farmyard theme. Humorously, Homer pictures a 
small, tattered Negro pulling against an adamant young 
bovine (Plate 208). The youth's back is arched and turned 
away and his legs are spread apart for balance. on the 
other end of the diagonal rope, the calf animalistically 
232 
Lloyd Goodrich, Winslow Homer, 1959, 
op. cit., p. 20. 
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echoes his opponent with legs spread and body arched. The 
theme is resolute, animal obstinacy is similar in idea to 
Mount's Ringing the Pig. The rest of the Homer picture 
shows two boys, standing nearby, watching and directing 
their friend. In the right middle distance, the same 
scene is reenacted. This t~e a far.mer restrains the un-
ruly calf's mother who, in defiance, raises her head and right 
hoof. The setting with its fowl, sugar-loa£ hay stacks, 
and pastures, enhances the authenticity and naturalism. 
one of the final phases of Winslow Homer's rural 
genre occurs when he visited Virginia in 1875. This was 
the time when he went to Petersburg and made a series of 
233 Negro life. The interpretation of the Negro in his 
rustic environment is quite different from what we have 
seen in the genre of Mount or Bingham. Homer found the 
Negro of the south a sensitive, uninhibited, uneducated 
being. The fetters of slavery had not worn of£, and Homer's 
Negro subjects bear the guise of suppression and persecution. 
They laCk the gaiety, wholesome vigor and intelligence of 
Mount's Robin Mills, in The Power of Music, or Bingham's 
cider pourer in County Election- No. l. Homer's Negroes 
233 Downes, op. cit., p. 85. 
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are solemn. They possess a sensitive feeling and are free 
234 from conventionalism and mannerism. Many of them seem 
to have stepped out of Harriet Beecher stowe's abolition-
ist manifesto, Uncle Tom's cabin, or Life Among the Lowly 
(1851) which was an authentic manifestation of this down-
trodden race. 
One may turn directly to two paintings from this 
Virginia period. In the picture, The carnival, 1877, 
(Plate 209), an assemblage of Negro women help to dress 
one of their men in a harlequin costume. The homemade coat 
is made up of brilliant reds and yellows. A group of little 
Negroes stand by and watch the preparations with awe and 
envy. An old crone, with a pipe in her ·mouth sews the 
ragged material of the coat together. To the left is a 
gate and, at the right, a house with 'tall chimneys. A 
saturating light fallsilill the figures. Their painterly forms 
sh~er on the surface and contrast vividly with the sur-
rounding dark Shadows. 
Homer creates the same feeling of family homogeneity 
and aympathy as did Pablo Picasso, twenty-eight years later 
234 
Ibid., p. 93. 
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in his Family of Saltimbangues, 1905, (Plate 210). Univer-
sal in appeal and direct in statement, his carnival-circus 
flair disguises the inner tragedy and pathos of his char-
acters by a gay surface exterior. 
The s.econd picture shows A sunday Morning in Vir-· 
ginia, 1877, (Plate 211). There are four Negro children 
who sit on bench and sto~ls in the chimney corner. Pain-. 
fully, they spell out the words in a Bible which they hold 
on their knees. An old mammy sits beside them, leans on 
her staff and listens. ·The scene is established in a 
rich, sober scale of deep browns, reds and blues Which 
intensify the p~chology and pathos~ 
Homer•.s sincerity of feeling and deep compassion 
£or the Negro is noWhere so poignantly stated. His em-
pathy is direct and powerful, his ap~raach is based, au-
thentically, on memorable studies and observations of America's 
lowest ·rural class. 
In a lighter vein, Homer paints A HaPpY Family in 
Virginia, ~· 1877, (Plate 212). The scene takes place in 
an outdoor, brightly-lit farmyard. There are five Negroes. 
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In the right foreground, a boy bends over an oaken buCket 
placed precariously atop a barrel. Behind h~t to the 
left, an elderly, white-haired and bearded Negro --
resembling the O'ncle Remus prototype -- turns toward the 
t~id boy and beseechingly smiles at h~ as though reminis-
cing on his own childhood on the plantation. To the left 
of the old Negro, the backs of three anonymous pickaninnies 
are seen. They stand on a makeshift plank and peer into a 
dark shed. As a backdrop for this colloquial event, Homer 
creates a disheveled "apartment house" for chickens and 
pigeons wbo, in turn, ·strut and fly inadvertently about 
the clapboard structure. The genre, so chaotic in arrange-
ment of figures and forms and propaedeutic in its depiction 
of the low-economic-standards of the southern Negro, recalls .. 
Eastman Johnson's painting, Old Kentucky Home made some 
eighteen years earlier in Washington, D. c •• Winslow Homer 
and Eastman Johnson seem to feel the same compassion for the 
Negro's downtrodden plight and report this feeling in the 
most direct and narrative manner. one wonders if the title 
is not one of paradox and satire. 
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In the Summer of 1878, Homer traveled to up-state 
New York where he stayed at Houghton Farm. There he execu-
ted a series of water colors of pastoral shepherdess girls, 
and young lovers. In these works he demonstrates again a 
keen interest in natural things that surrounded his simple 
way of living. The Girl and Sheep (Plate 213) and on the 
Stile (Plate 214} are sincere and frank in appeal. Anony-
mous forms of fragile females and males are idyllically 
aloof in this sun-drenched, rural environment. Their 
poetic nostalgia and sweet sentimentality recall French 
f~te-galante figure-pieces (Plate 215) that reveal a simi-
lar bucolic reverie. Even the artistry of William. Morris 
Hunt (Plate 216) and Jean Francois Millet (Plate 217) is 
recalled in these impersonal, pastoral nuances of everyday 
life. Characteristic of Homer, he soon ceased to create 
this type of genre as quickly as he began it and lapsed 
eventually into his_heroic sea-pieces which fall beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. 
Winslow Homer was a man Who sought individual free-
dom of expression. This was first realized When, in 1859, 
he refused a permanent position on Harper's staff saying: 
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I declined because I had had a ~aste of 
freedom. The slavery of Bufford's was 
too fresh in my recollection to let me 
care to bind myself again. From the 
time that I took my nose off that litho-
graphic stone, I have had no master and 
never shall have any.235 · 
This is true,for Bomer really had no master, nor did 
he have any pupils. His only teaCher was Nature. He evelves 
es·van independent and a painter of the naturalist school. 
In his rustic themes he deals with visible, tangible, 
material realities. Bomer, like his FrenCh contemporary, 
courbet, paints What he sees. To him, Truth is stranger 
than fiction. 236 Art to Bomer must be approached with a 
simplicity of spirit, singlemindedness and honesty. His 
genre is replete with plain, prosaic scenes from everyday 
country life and no trace of the idealization of everything 
rural. 
Bom~was, in e~~ect, an objective-realist. Be des-· 
pised the sentimentalization or idealization of Nature or 
of People. Be despised pictures in which an obvious in-
terpretation by the artist took the place of the character 
235 E. P. Richardson, Winslow Bomer's Drawings in 
Barper•s Weekly,~ Art in America, Vol. l9, (December, l930), 
p. 39 .. 
236 Downes, op. ·cit., p. 5. 
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and feeling inherent in the object itself.237 Homer's fig-
ures possess a Yankee humor and reportorial sense. They 
offer lyricism and a concealed poetry and tenderness of 
childhood. The artist•s self-identification with his youth 
parallels the literature of.· the time. The 0 Gilded Agen 
also finds its writers turning badk to a simpler world 
of their youth and re-creating it with sincerity and 
understanding. This. is realized in Louisa Alcott's Little 
Women (1868- 1869X, Mark Twain's The Adventures of Tom 
sawer (1876), Thomas Aldrich's Sto;y of a Bad Boy (1870), 
and Susan warner's Mr. Rutherford's Children (1853- ili855). 238 
j 
Winslow Homer's bucolic genre was illustrative and 
storytelling. It grew out of his early lithographic-woodcut 
background for magazine illustrations in Harper's WeeklX, but 
it never became pedantically literary, historical or moral. 
At all times, Nature, its physical actio~ and the spectacle 
of the contemporary world, attracted him. His genre, like 
Mount's and Bingham's, contains, for the most part, an unde~-
tone of humor and quiet optimism. With a detached and real-
237 E. P. Richardson, 01 The Dinner Horn' by Winslow 
Homer~u Art QUarterly, Vol. 11, no. 2,(1948), p. 154. 
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istic eye, Bomer, the poetic naturalist, studies and manu-
mentalizes rustic common man. 
EASTMAN JOHNSON (1824- 1906): AMERICAN REMBRANDT 
Eastman Johnson, another New England genre painter, 
was born at Lovell, Maine, in August, 1824. His family soon 
moved to Fryeburg, Maine where they lived for ten years in 
this maple sugar and farm country. The Johnson family, 
e increasing s~adily, next moved, with eight children to 
Augusta, the state capital. This was during the Winter of 
1834- 1835. Eastman's father, Philip Carrigan Johnson, 
entered upon his duties, Which were to last for the next 
thirty years, as Maine's secretary of State. The remainder 
of Eastman's childhood was passed in this small capital 
city. At fifteen, he completed his formal education and, 
in 1839, ~ft Augusta for Concord, New Hampshire, Where he 
began work in a dry goods store. During his leisure time, 
he 9egan ~o ~aw and paint. In 1840, or 1841, he returned 
briefly to Augusta.and then travelled to Boston Where he 
was apprenticed, by his father, to Bufford's lithograph 
shop -- the same place where Winslow Homer later underwent 
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his early apprenticeship. At the. age of eighteen, Johnson 
took a one-room stuio and hung out his shingle as an in-
dependent artist. In 1844, or 1845, he moved to Washington, 
D. c., where. he executed portraits of members of congress. 
' . 
·In the Summ~ of 1846, he left Washington and for the next 
three years resided in Boston. There he set up a studio, 
first in ~ Hall and later in Tremont Temple. Be began 
to explore the possibilities of color and, by 1847, had 
completed his first pastel, and, the following year, he 
painted his first oil canvas. convinced that he needed 
more academic training, Eastman and a friend, George Henry 
Hall, sailed, July 15, 1849, for DUsseldorf, Germany. In 
this small outpost of American artists, he struck up a 
close friendship with Emmanuel Deutze Who was then complet-
ing his Washington Crossing the Delaware. Johnson shared 
Leutze's studio and even made a copy of this famous his-
torical picture for a future engraving. In 1851, he so-
journed in London where he visted the crystal Palace Exposi-
tion and the National Gallery. 
II 
on the way back to Dusseldorf, Johnson passed through 
The Hague. There, with another American painter, L. R. Mignot, 
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he fell under the spell of the Dutch Seventeenth century 
masters. He saw Rembrandt' s Anatomy Les.son, · made copies 
after Van Dydk, and tried his hand at genre.paint~g. He 
increased his knowledge in handl~g oil and adopted the 
warm atmospheric style and subdued tonalities of the Dutch 
painters. He delayed his return to Dusseldorf and stayed 
in Holland for the next thr~e and ene half years. At The 
Hague, his pppularity grew, and he was elected to the 
Pulchri Studio, the local artists• club, and was even of-
fered the position of Court Painter. In August, 1855, 
Johnson left Holland to join his friends, Healy and Ludwig 
Knaus, ~ Paris. With his old Dusseldorf confreres he took 
. ~ . 
a studio at Number 14, Boulevard Poissoniere. Two-month's 
tutelage under the Academician, couture, seems to have had 
no subsequent influence on his style. 
In the Fall of 1855, Johnson received news that his 
mother was seriously ill,and on October 24 he returned to 
America. on arrival he learned that she had died on Septem-
ber 6. He spent some time with his aged father in Washington, 
D. c., and then made two trips to su~erior, Wiscons~. There 
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he painted the Indians of the Chippewa tribe and visited 
his sister, Sarah Johnson Newton, who lived in that vicin;ty. 
The trip to Wisconsin was made in the Summer or Fall of 1856. 
By the spring of 1857, he was baCk in Washington, and the 
years 1857 and 1858 found him travelling between Cincinnati, 
I 
Ohio, and Washington. Finally, in 1859, he set up a studio 
at his father•s house on F Street in Washington. 
It was at this momentous time that he found a sub-
ject for his first genre picture, Old Kentucky Home. That 
same year he made his artistic debut in America showing 
his works at the National Academy . of Design, New York. Be 
was subsequently (1860) elected an Associate, and later, 
a full Academician. His next move was to New York City 
where he rented a studio at the Old University Building 
in Washington square. Between 1859 and 1861, he exhibited 
-at the Academ¥, some fifteen genre paintings, and when the 
Civil War broke out, in 1861, he followed the Union army in 
search of incidents. He even witnessed the Battle of Bull 
Run, on July 21, 1861. During the Sixties, he painted some 
war scenes and continued his rural genre. After the war, 
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in the late sixties, Johnson made trips to the catSkill 
Mountains and spent a month (July, 1869) at Murray Bay, 
Wisconsin pursuing the Indian lore. Lastly, from frequent 
trips to Fryeburg, Maine, he painted his maple-sugar-
series (1865 to 1873). In 1870, he married Elizabeth 
Buckley of Troy, New York, and moved to uptown New York 
at 65 West 55th street. in the summer of 1871, there fol.-
lowed a brief trip to Nantucket Which led to his Nantucket-
series, continuing in the 1870 • s. After this series, John-
son no longer painted genre. His later years, until his 
death in 1906, were devoted to the more remunerative area 
of portraiture. 239 
With· respect to genre, study of a select glcoup of 
Johnson • s paintings before 1880 will reveal his ar1::istic 
contributions in this category. 
Four years after his return from Europe, Johnson 
had painted his first important rural. genre piece, Old 
Kentucky Home, 1859, (Plate 218). 'l'he title was misleading, 
for the scene was laid in Washington, D. c. • It had nothing 
239 The preceeding biographical information was ob-
tained, in part, from the following. sources: 
John I. H. Bauer, An American Genre Painter, East-
man Johnson 1824- 1906 (Brooklyn, New York), pp. 5- 28. 
Art News, Vol. 38, (February 3, 1940), p. 16. 
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to do with Kentucky nor with the song by stephen Fc1ster. 
Johnson called it Negro Life at the south and the present 
name must have been given by others at a later time. 240 
The setting &picts a court outside a Negro home in 
the suburbs of Washington. The artist shows the tragic 
plight of Negro living conditions. The old wooden house 
literally rots, crumbles and decays before our eyes. With-
in its Shattered confines, Johnson depicts·an assembledge 
of about a dozen Negroes. They peer out of broken windows, 
make love, play banjos, or hide-and-seek, or dance •. Johnson 
combines the heroic intelligence of Mount•s Negroes of Long 
Island with a propagandistic pathos to be exuded, later, by 
Bomer's colored people of Virginia. A superficial, false 
gayety prevals, as they try to make the best of their "l.ot." 
Hardships, persecution, and frustration are etched on their 
faces. Little do they realize Emancipation is but a few 
years away. 
Stylistically, the picture shows a degree of retro-
·gressinn in Johnson's style.24l Meticulous detail, high 
240 Baur, op. cit., p. 17. 
241 
Ibid. 1 P• 1.7 • 
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finish of surface, frigid fi~e formality and crowded 
u ·. . . 
composition recall his Dusseldo~f training under Lessing, 
242 
Knaus, Vautier and Leutze. · The .facility of handling 
well-modelled figures and the cc;>ntrived groupings of forms 
may also echo Johnson•s brief stay with Couture in Paris. 
' Jl The theme is not as literary as Dusseldorf produc-
tiona, nor as anecdotal as the genre of Mount. Johnson does 
show a remarkable penetration of his subject and a deep 
sympathetic appreciation o~ the p~chological background. 
This painting foretells the philsophy which will become a 
part of his future bucolic genre, for through its sincerity 
of observation, he combines nostalgic romance and vivid 
realism. 
Another early painting which hints upon Johnson's 
» ~ Dusseldorf-couture training is Corn HUsking, 1860, (Plat1rl9). 
The spirit of this scene is recalled in the following lines 
from Whittier's poem, The Huskers: 
There wrought the bu~ harvesters, and many a 
creaking wain 
Bore slowly to the long barn-floor its 
load of huSk and grain1 · 
Till broad and red,. as when he rose, the sun 
sank down at last, 
242 . Margaret Breuning, "Eastman Johnson," Macrazine 
of Art, Vol. 30, (November, 1937), p. 689. 
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And like a merry guest's farewell, the 
day in brightness passed.243 
In format, the setting is close to Mount's many 
rural barn scenes. The figures are primarily conf:Lned to 
the foreground. A standing, shirt-sleeved rustic, forming 
,the central axis of a triangle, carries a basket of husked 
corn on his shoulders. Slightly behind him, to hj.s left, 
a~ elderly man ties a string of corn while a child gazes 
intently. To th~ lower right, a young hunter longingly 
. eyes the farmer's pretty daughter. Johnson, as with Mount 
and Bingham, includ~s accessories. f.here are two dead, wild 
ducks below the hunter and his gun, also, a faithful Labra-
dor retriever is· seen outside the barn to the right. 
Johnson's keen eye, in effect, records common man 
fulfilling a rustic chore. But this rural vignette, al-
though monumental and selective as far qS its human figure 
portrayal is concerned, possesses a forced sentimentality. 
It This, again, is derived from his Dusseldorf trainit'lg and, 
unfortunately, will remain an intrinsic part of his genre. 
243Art in New England. New England Genre, Fogg Art 
Museum catalogue, op. cit., p. 39. 
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The first important series of rural genre scenes 
by Johnson occurred sometime between 1865 and 1873. It 
was then that he made several trips to his old homestead 
in Fryeburg, Maine, and the maple-sugar camps. He sketched 
scenes which he later translated into oil at his New York 
244 
studio. These themes were primarily anecdotal and 
almost photographic in ~ality. For the most part, they 
were subdued in tonality and recalled his contact .with the 
Dutch masters at The Hague. Rembrandt influences are pre-
valent and backgrounds are painterly. Oil ·is applied in 
transparent, wash tones of reddish browns and is. brushed on 
freely. His lighter tones are more SQlidly pain·ted, and 
the highlights are made up of heavy impastos. In general, 
tonality is dark with strong contrasts in the lights for 
dramatic effect. 
one individual incident from the sugar camp is the 
picture, A sly Drink at the camp {Plate 220) • Foul~ figures 
in the centre-right foreground are grouped around a barrel 
of cooling sap. Two men, one with his baCk toward us, and 
another seated on a bank of snow, are about to taste the 
244 Baur, op. cit., p. 20. 
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product. A young lady, between ·and slightly behind them, 
reposes on a slat across the barrel. To aer rightq another 
man with a stove-pipe hat furtively sneaks a drink of hard 
liquor. Johnson' s humor abounds as he contrasts these 
rather solemn, sent~entalized maple-sugar-tasters with 
this drinking gentleman. To the far left, three men relax. 
Two read a newspaper, a third leans against a cabin's post 
and reads over the shoulder of a seated friend. The scene 
is intimate, casual and photographic. The baCkground, so 
painterly tr.eated, serves as an abstract foil to monumental-
ize the realistic nuance of camp life in the fore-and 
middle-planes. 
The painting, At the Camp - Spinning Yarns and 
Whittl::hng, (Plate 221) reveals another camp incident. Two 
men, in the left foreground, sit on a log bench. The one to 
the left Whittles, while an old gentleman, beside h~, spins 
a yarn. The psychological isolation of these men is balanced, 
to the right, by a gigantic caldron that steams over a blazing 
log fire. Now, its sap content begins to boil off. The back-
ground, with its patches of spring snow and bare maple trees, 
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recalls Durrie's winter wonderlands. Although Johnson's 
treatment of landscape is more Sketchy and brusque, he 
reveals common man at ease.When he records the amity 
between two anonymous, country gentlemen completely ab-
sorbed in their respective thoughts~ 
Sap Gatherers (Plate 222) finds two lads in a mapie 
tree grove. Their job is to empty the full buckets of 
syrup into a keg on a sleigh. One boy to the left, prepares 
to pour. His companion, Who stands hidden behind a large 
tapped maple, drinks, stealthily, the contents of his 
bucket. Johnson selects and confines to the frontal plane, 
this humorous scene of boyhood chicanery. The background, 
with its touches of black, brown and white patches of paint, 
serves again as a foil to heighten the action in the fore-
ground. The artist's genre is simple, direct and poignant 
as he records, nostalgically, a seemingly unimportant event 
from boyhood days. 
The large canvas Sugaring Off at the CamE, Frye-
burg, Maine J?..late 223) represents an assembledge of thirty-
five individuals gathered around a smouldering cauldron of 
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maple sap. John James Audubon, in his volume, Delineations 
of American Scenery and Character, (1835) describes a simi-
lar scene; 
As I approached it (the fire) •••• bursts 
of laughter, shouts, and songs apprised me 
of some' merry-making. I thought at first 
that I had probably stumbled upon a camp-
meeting; but I soon perceived that the 
mirth proceeded from a band of sugar~makers • 
• • • • With large ladles the sugar-makers 
stirred the thickening juice of the maple1 
palis of sap were collected from the trees 
and brought in by the young people ••••• 245 
The sap was boiled. The sugar-makers taste it by 
placing spoonfulls of it on the cold snow, a process 
called "sugaring-off. 11 In the foreground, men dance, women 
chat, and children play. To the right, Johnson presents a 
variant of A SlY Drink at the Camp, while the two men seated 
upon a log, in the left corner are reminiscent of At the Camp -
Spinning Yarns and Whittling. These small incidents are 
seen in proper context and the figures are treated in a 
Sketchy, loose manner suggesting the genre of ostade and 
Brouwer. 
Johnson bathes his anonymous forms in a misty veil 
245 Life in America, catalogue of World's Fair, 
New York, 1939, op. cit., p. 117. 
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of smoke and haze which, in effect, is carried into the 
background. Impressionistic touches of white and opaque 
yellows, of the snow, women • s shawls, .and men's shirts, 
create a unity of shimmering surface highlights. Gayety, 
laughter and overall feeling of optimism prevail. 
An isolated genre theme is Johnson•s.well-known 
The Old Stage Coach, 1871, (Plate 224). The idea for 
the scene came to him in the Catskills 'When he noticed;:'a 
group of children playing around a broken-down sta~ecoach. 
The crowded composition resounds with laughter and joy. 
About eighteen children indulge in a game of "stagecoach." 
.. 
some pretend to be horses, others are drivers, and the 
rest, passengers. In its vigor and alive freshness, Johnson 
has captured the same spirit of childhood evoked by·Homer in 
his snap the Whip. The artist's realism is direct, detailed 
and monumental in this pyramidally-arranged format with 
figures and inanimate forms dramatically siihouetted in the 
foreground. The scene, nostalgically, epitomizes and brings 
to life true childhood optimism and release. 
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The second series from Johnson's genre repertoire 
are his Nantucket rural scenes based on trips to the Island 
in the 1870's {Plate 225) • 246 It is at this time that his 
style closely parallels that of Winslow H~mer. Undoubtedly1 
he had observed Homer's works which were exhibited at the 
National Academy of Design. Johnson now emplmys lighting 
and atmospheric effects similar to those that Homer brought 
back with him from Europe. In these themes 1 an Impression-
istic light now filters, illuminates and saturates the can-
vas. 
In the Fields, (Plate 226) isolates a group of five 
berry pckers in Nantucket. Johnson arranges them in a tri-
angular schema. In the centre, a middle-aged woman in 
profile looks off to the right. To either side of her, 
other figures kneel or stand to gather the harvest. Like 
Homer in his rural scenes, Johnson heroicizes a select 
number of statuesque forms. They are impersonally rendered 
--their faces in dark shadow or·abstractly painted. Each 
figure possesses a physical solidarity and psychological 
!~2lation. Together, yet apart, they exist in a landscape 
246 
Art Digest, Vol. 12, (October, 15, 1937), p. 1~. 
... 
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have just brought their baskets to be 
emptied. A warm autumn sunlight fall s· 
upon the bu~ scene illuminating with a 
warm glow the great broad meadow and a veil 
of thin clouds which covers the sky. The 
foreground is in luminous shadow, the 
sunlight touching the figures here and 
there, and bringing them into strong 
contrast against the landscape beyond. 
In the lower right foreground is a 
sleeping infant, partly covered by the 
farmer's old blue coat. 247 
Return from the Fields {Plate 229) is another work 
probably painted in Nantucket. Johnson pictures four 
children with their mother before a field of corn. A girl 
pulls a baby buggy that contains her little brother. To 
the· rear, her other brothers march. one boy holds a cord 
or rein in his right hand and a switch in the left. Be 
pretends to direct his sister as if she were a beast of 
burden. The other lad plays a horn in order to amuse the 
baby. Their mother, back to the viewer, offers her youngest 
a bouquet of flowers. The scene is pervaded with merriment 
and joy and· Johnson' s portrayal of a happy rural family, 
at recreation, is recorded with directness and sensitivity. 
The oil is almost a symbol of the pleasurable and optimis-
tic attitude of the farmer towards his simple yet arduous 
way of life. 
24?Everett Uberto Crosby, Eastman Johnson at Nantucket, 
{Nantucket, Massachusetts, 1944}, p. 12. 
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For final consideration in this NantuCket series, 
is corn Husking Bee, 1876, (Plate 230) • Johnson dramati-
ca~~y paints a large corn field with a foreshortened group 
of men and women husking. on the outSkirts are chickens 
peCking for scattered grain. corn~stock mounds are seen 
in the background and a wooden farm house, on the right, 
with a long supper table set up in front. 248 A relevant 
literary reference by Thomas L. Nichols, in his Forty Years 
of American Life (1864) relates: 
The husking takes place in the evening, by the 
light of a good fire, pine-knots, or candles 
where civilization has advanced so far. Both 
sexes join in the pleasant labour, with songs, 
stories, chaffing, and;the understanding that 
I 
the fellow who husks a red ear has the pri-
vilege of kissing the girl next him. The 
corn baskets are filled, the pile diminishes, 
the stalks and husks are cleared away. Then 
comes a profuse supper of p~rk and beans; 
pumpkin-pie, doughnuts, apples and cider, 
if yhes.e have been produced, or other and 
stronger beverages. Then, if the Puritanism 
is not too strong, a fiddle and a dance1 
if it is, games of romps and forfeits, 
certainly quite as objectionable and a walk 
home by moonlight.249 · 
0 
248Art in New England. New En~land Genre, Fogg 
Museum, op. cit., p. 39. 
. . . 
249Life in America, world's Fair, 1939, op. cit., 
p. 120. 
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While the Johnson Catalogue of 1907 further describes: 
The Indian corn has been gathered and stacked· 
in an open field adjacent to a large farmyard, 
and the fine autumn weather has made it pos-
sible to have the usual husking bee in the 
open instead of in the spacious barn, where 
the festival commonly takes place. Two· lines 
of busy workers, of both sexes and all ages, 
are ranged along, facing each other~ most of 
them seated, and all surrounded by yellow 
corn husks. The two lines of figures diminish 
rapidly in perspective from the right. fore-
ground to the middle distance, and are ac-
centuated here and there by the brilliant 
costumes of the girls, which with the sunlit 
stalks .and husks, make a passage full. of 
rich color and strong contrasts of light 
and shade. Beyon.d the double.' row of huskers 
and the pyramidal stacks is a vista across a 
partly wooded level farming country, and 
on the right, in the middle distance, stands 
the great red barn over-hung by lofty elms · 
and the old-fashioned farm house itself. 
. . 
The whole scene glows with the warm color of 
early autumn, and the sky is covered with a 
thin stratum of luminous gray clouds .. 250 
Johnson observes this important social event of the 
farm year in Nantucket.·· Already, in the right center of the 
painting, a man has found a ured ear" and looks up to kiss 
the lovely girl behind him. The scene is filled with a spon-
taneity and an ~ediacy of touch. The artist approaches 
250Everett Uberto crosby, Eastman Johnson at Nantucket, 
(Nantucket, Massachusetts, 1944), p. 12. 
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the later developments of Impressionism as he subordinates 
details to a surface brilliancy of broken-color and paint-
erly effects of light. There evolves a surface unity and 
cohesiveness and this, in effect, melds these busy little 
forms into a coherent Whole. Labor and social recreation 
are combined into one. 
As a final consideration the dreary confines of 
"'the Village.smithyu are given new meaning in Johnson's 
The BlaCksmith' Shop {Plate 231). Here, the artist con-
structs a dark barn interior. An arbitrary studio light 
reveals the silhouette of the blacksmith, to the right 
centre of the painting. To his right, the same incan-
descent light reveals three or four shadowy girl images 
situated within an old, unused furnace alcove. They ap-
pear to play the game of "Puss in the corner. 11 The rest 
of the canvas is bathed in a deep chiaroscuro that recalls 
the tavern interiors of Brouwer and Ostade. Again, Johnson 
concentrates his action in the foreground. His faintly-
lit forms, buried in a fog of monchromatic blacks, browns 
and ochers, become diaphanous phantoms that not only re-
enact a nostalgic rural event but place empathetically the 
viewer within the scene. 
- 2lj: -
In conclusion# it may be said that Johnson's rural 
genre lies somewhere between that of William s. Mount and 
.Winslow Homer. It possesses Mount's humor, good nature 
and optimism as well as Homer's ~ediacy, selectivity and 
figure monumentality. Johnson also incorporates much of 
Bome~t,s impressionism and color arrangement. As a re-
sult, a happy# objective healthiness# a vitality and 
tender human appeal, emanate from his bucolic scenes. 
Johnson's artistry is tinged by the spirit of his time and 
he makes some .concessions to the prevalent vein of Victorian 
sentiment which, at times, slips into sentimentality, triv-
.. 251 iality, preciousness; even pathos. In some of his genre, 
notably his wintimate scenesm, (Plates 232, 233, 234, 235 
and 236) a dreamy, meditative ~ality prevails, almost to 
the point of contrived artificiality as The Blodgett Family 
(Plate 237). 1/ In part, this reflects his early Dusseldorf 
training. In later years, through his study of the Dutch 
masters at The Hague, Johnson's themes shook off this Ger-
man academicism. 
What is more important in Johnson's genre is 
251 . . . . 
Howard ~evree, 0 New York Exh1bition Reviews, 
Ea~tman Johnson, 1824- l906,w Magazine of Art, Vol. 33# 
(January, 1940), p. 39. 
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his observant, sensitive and accurate interpretation of 
life and people around h~ (Plates 238, and 239). In a 
reserved, impersonal manner, Johnson presents a sXmple 
truthful, untainted interpretation of the rural New 
Englhander. 
JOHN QUIDOR (1801- 1880}: LITERARY RUSTIC 
As a final example in the area of rural genre, 
there is the artistry of John Quidor. Quidor evokes a 
nostalgia for past, rural experience based on literary 
writings of his t~e. He uses this as a point of depar-
ture to portray common man within a rural setting. 
The s~~a of John Quidor (the spelling of the name 
varies: Quidore, Quodoir or Quidort) begins at Tappan zee, 
Ne'W York, where he was born on January 26, 1801. He was 
the third son of Peter Quidor, Jr., a teacher, and Maria 
(Smith) Quidor. In 1811, his family moved to New York 
City. He received his first training as an apprentice to 
the portrait-painter, John Wesley Jarvis (Plate 240}. Of 
this period in Quidor's life, William Dunlap says: 
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Mr. Quidor was a pupil of John Wesley 
Jarvis. • • • • His principle employ-
ment in New York has been painting 
devices for fire engines, and works 
of that description.252 
Some also relate that he was a pupil with Henry In-
man. If this is true, Quidor may have seen Inman's early 
representations of Rip Van Winkle (Plate 241). By 1827, 
Quidor was listed in New York City as a po~trait-painter 
residing at 166 Spring street. Portraiture, however~ was 
nat all that interested h~, and he began to study the 
life and habits of early Dutch New York. Beginning in 
1828, he created ~aginary oils based on contemporary 
literature.. To illustrate this, there is the artistic re-
lationship to Washington Irving (1783 - 1859) • Quidor 
found, in Irving's books, a source of phantasy Which trans-
muted jolly stories into intensified, poetic genre. 253 
Quidar's compositions share certain technical and 
stylistic traits with the tales of Irving. His pictures 
252william Dunlap, A Historv of the Rise and Proqress 
of the Arts of .Design in the United states, Vol. 3,(Boston, 
1918, p. 87. . 
John I. H. Baur, John Quidor, 1801 - 1881 
(Brooklyn, New York, 1942), p. 5. 
253Alan Burroughs, Limners and Likenesses(cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1939), p. 153. 
Bauer; John Quidor, op. cit., pp. 19 - 20 
. ·. 
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echo Irving's nostalgia, heightened moods, vivid impres-
sions and graphic descriptions. one remark by Irving may 
explain the appeal his stories had for Quidor: 
.. • 
.t.:. • .:..... 
I have preferred addressing myself to the 
feeling and fancy of the reader more than 
to his judgment.254 
Quidor further reflects Irving's literary style in 
his crowded accurate details and in his wealth of genre. 
But QUidor, unlike Irving, transposes the author' s odd~; 
. 
humorous characters into a peculiar world of ;l:antasy. In 
effect, Irving's imagination is genial7 ~idor's themes 
. possess a pungent flavor involving riotous, uncouth gro-· 
tesquerie and the remoteness of dreams. Quidor's pictures 
are more like independent inventions than literary illus-
trations.255 
The earliest Quidor picture developed from Washington 
Irving's writings is Ichabod crane Pursued by the Headless 
Horseman of Sleepy Hollow,~· 1828, (Plates 242 and 243). 
254Ruth s. Williams, nirving's stories in Quidor's 
paintings,D Antiques, Vol. 72, (November, 1957), p. 444. 
255E. P. Richardson, Painting in America, (New York, 
1956), p. 184 .. 
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on mounting a rising ground which brought 
the figure of his fellow-traveller in 
relief against the sky, gigantic in height 
and muffled in a cloak, Ichabod was horror-
struck on perceiving that he (his pursuer) 
was headless! But his horror was still 
more increased on observing that the head, 
which should have rested on his moulders, 
was carried before h~ on the pommel of 
the saddle. His terror rose to des-
piration. He rained a series of kicks 
and blows upo~ Gunpowder ( Ichabod' s horse) , 
hoping by a sudden movement to give his com-
panion the slip -- but the spectre started 
full jump with him. Away then they dashed, 
through thick and thin, stones flying and 
sparks flashing at every bound. 256 
In his treatment of this subject, Quidor presents a 
highly romantic composition, recalling Washington All.ston's 
The Flight of Florimel, (Pl.ate 244.). It shows the moment 
when our heiOo is confronted·by a mysterious apparition while 
riding home from a ball at the Van Tassel mansion. Vivid, 
twisted trees, eerie l.ights and the ungainly forms of horse 
and rider accent the scene. Quidor is faithful to Irving's 
text, but heightens the. forms' emotional intensity. Whereas 
Irving is lively, Quidor is powerful. Irving's persistent 
ridicule of Ichabod' s foolish and childish behavior is sub.-
256washington Irving, The Sketch Book, (New York, 
1851), pp. 455- 456. 
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stituted, by Quidor, for a grotesque and terror-striken 
portrayal of poor Ichabod. Irving's Gunpowder is a broken-
down-plow-horse, that has outlived almost everything but 
h . i . 257 ~s v c~ousness. Quidor•s fleeing steed is an unearthly 
creature w~ich made one viewer, at the exhibition (1828) of 
the National Academy of Design, excla~: 
It must be admitted that his horse iS not 
a horse -- being unlike to anything in 
the heavens above, the earth beneath, or 
the waters under the earth.258 
Like most of ouidor•s succeeding works, the mood of 
the painting is ttragi-comic, while Irving's interpretations 
are ~pathetically humonous. Quidor employs the element of 
caricature, and this is realized in Ichabod's deformed witch-
like face and aWkwardly-elongated body. And last, Quidor•s 
loose painterly handling of forms and his loaded brush, with 
opaque umbers, burnt siennas and yellow-whites, are pre-
valent throughout and intensifY the vitality and drama. 
257
williams, op. cit., pp. 443- 444. 
258Ibid., p. 444. 
\ 
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The same haunting,· other-wordly mood is evoked in 
his The Return of Rip Van Winkle, 1829, (Plate 245). 
The appearance of Rip, with his long, 
grizzled beard, his rusty jowling-piece, 
his uncouth dress, and the army of women 
and children that had gathered at his 
heels, soon attracted the attention of 
the tavern politicians. They crowded 
round him eyeing him from head to foot, 
with great curiosity. The orator bustled 
up to him, and drawing him partly aside, 
inquired, on which side he voted? Rip 
stared in vacant stupidity. Another 
short but busy little fellow pulled him 
by the arm,·and rising on tiptoe, in-
quired in his ear, whether he was Federal 
or Democrat. Rip was eqt!ally at a loss 
to comprehend the question.259 
And, in a later passage: 
In the midst of his bewilderment, the man in 
the cocked hat demanded who he was, and what 
was his name? 'God knows, • exclaimed he, at 
his wit's end7 'I'm not myself-- I'm some-
body else-- that's me yonder- no- that's 
somebody else got into my shoes -- I was 
myself last night, but I feilil asleep on the 
mountain, and they've changed my gun, and 
everything's changed, and I'm changed, and 
I can't tell what's my name, or who I am! 
(Washington Irving, ~he Sketch Book~)260 
259Irvi~g, The Sketch Book, op. cit., pp. 56 -57. 
260 . Ib~d., pp. 58 - 59. 
r 
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Commenting in 1834, William Dunlap said, briefly, 
that Quidor.Js tt • picture of Rip van Winkle has 
merit of no ordinary kind .. "26l 
In the thematic baCkground of this picture, there 
develops a problem. The question arises as to whether 
Quidor was inspired by~he Sketch Book interpretation or 
by a contemporary play, based on Irving's tale, that was 
first presented on May 22, 1828 in Albany, New York. 262 
Quidor could have traveled uo up-state New York before the 
play had formally opened at the Park Theatre, New York, on 
April 22, 1830. 263 Another stylistic reference eqnates 
the picture's format to Hogarth's conttived, theatric, 
graphic caricatures (Plate 246) which were circulating in 
America at this t.ime. 
Quidor uses a Flemish-Baroque compositional arrange-
ment and design. He creates diagonal accents and chiaroscuro 
effects of light and dark patterns. Re models his forms 
261 Dunlap, Vol. 3, op. cit., p. 87. 
262 
Williams, op. cit., p. 444. 
263 
. Ibid., p. 444. 
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with small, broken, impressionist tou~hes of pure reds, 
greens, yellows and browns. :en effect, the lurid colors 
give the scene a sinister quality, in contrast to Irving's 
concept which was one of·nostalgia. comparable to Irving's 
literary style Quidor fills his composition with rural genre 
and accurate details of man's dress, action and personal 
emotion. Here, Quidorrs hard-hitting caricature again is 
noted. His suspic~ous, mocking village~s are grotesquely 
rendered. Even his children change from the mischievous 
innocents of Irving's genial satire to become taunting, 
jeering, gargoyle-like dwarfs. 
The painting, Rip Van Winkle:· Scene at a Village 
Tavern, 1832, (Plate 247) is again drawn from an incident 
in Washington Irving's The Sketch Book: 
For a long while he used to console himself, 
when driven from home, by frequenting a kind 
of perpetual club of the sages, philosophers, 
. I 
and other idle personages of the village, 
which held its sessions on a bench before a 
small inn~ designated by a rubicund portrait 
of his majesty George the Third. Here they 
used to sit in the shade of a long lazy 
summer's day, talking listlessly over 
village gossip, or telling endless sleepy 
stories about nothing. But it would have 
been worth any statesman's money to have' 
hard the profound discussions which some-
times took place, wben big chance an old 
newspaper fell into their hands, from 
some passing traveller. Bow solemnly 
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they would listen to the contents, as 
drawled out by Derrick Van Bummel, the 
schoolmaster, a dapper learned little man, 
who was not to be daunted by the most 
gigantic word in the dictionary7 and how 
sagely they would deliberate upon public 
events some months after they had taken 
place. 
The opinions of this junto were completely 
controlled by Nicholas Vedder, a patriarch 
of the village, and landlord of the inn, 
at the door of which he took his seat from 
morning till night, just moving sufficiently 
to avoid the sun, and keep in the shade of a 
large tree7 so that the neighbors could tell 
the hour by his ~ovements as accurately as 
by a sun-dial. It is true, he WaS rarely 
heard to speak, but smoked his pipe inces-
santly.264 
In setting the stage, Quidor placed the forlorn 
figure of Rip at the rear right. Rip leans agpinst a tree · 
/ 
with gun in hand and a dog by his side. The rotund figure 
smoking a pipe on a bench in front of the tavern is probably 
Nicholas Vedder. In back of him, the schoolmaster reads the news-
paper. Guests at the tavern are encouraged to drink by the 
sign o-ver the door, in Dutch: Beer Verkoopt Man Goeden Drank. 
The ~icture pervades with an almost Thomas Rowlandson h~or 
26a Irving,. The Sketch Book, op. cit., pp. 47 - 48. 
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and biting satire. Figures, ·treated in a painterly manner, 
twist restlessly, writhe, and almost tumble in their 
seated or standing positions. 
Both Irving and Quidor, intthe last analysis, are 
sympathetic in their portrayal of Rip. Quidor experiences, 
personally, the tragedy of Rip's position, for he, as 
Rip, was in complete disharmony with the artistic mores 
of his time. The antiquarian quality in Rip was resonant 
. . 
with Quidor's melancholy and nostalgia in the presence of 
a changing world. 
Turning to a ~octurnal scene, by Quidor, The Money 
Diggers,l832, (Plates 248 and 249) finds its derivation in 
Washington Irving's Tales of a Traveller: 
1 . • 'fis . a chest, ' said sam. 
'Full of gold I warrant it!' cried Wolfert, 
cl'asping his hands with rapture. Scarcely 
had he uttered the words when a sound from 
overhead caught his ·ear. He cast up his eyes 
and lo! by the 'expiring light of the fire he 
beheld, just over the disc of the rcnck, what 
appeared to be the grim visage of the drowned 
buccaneer, grinning hideously down upon him. 
Wolfert (at the ieft) gave a loud cry and let 
fall the lanthorn. His panic communicated 
itself to his companions. The Negro (Sam) 
leaped out of the hole, the doctor (Knipperhausen) 
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dropped his book and basket and began to 
pray in German. AllJ.war horror and con-
fusion.265 
Irving • s romanti.c · legend concerning captain Kidd 
and his buccaneers, and.the treasure they were supposed to 
have.secreted in the neighborhood of HellgaFe, is intensely 
dramaticized by Quidor~ The writhing,contrived blasted 
tree to the left, the broken rock formation, the ragged 
circle of the black pit and the agitated nervosity of the 
posed figures, combine to create a feeling of tension and 
fright. In this picture, Quidor becomes a romantic-colorist. 
The face of Wolfert, at the left, is executed in free bruSh 
strokes of pure red, blufia-green, yellow and black. The 
flames of the fire.create a pattern of yellows and reds with 
strong blue accents. In the centre, Knipperhausen's green 
spectacles emphasize the greenish shadows of his face, while 
his black cloak reflects the red glow of the fire. And in 
contrast to the broken coior used in the flesh tones of the 
other figures, Sam's black skin is painted smoothly and with 
great luminosity. 
265washington Irving, Tales of a Traveler, (New 
York, 1851), p. 448. 
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Through his contrived theatrics and spotlight, 
chiaroscuro effects( Quidor once more reinterprets Irving's 
descriptive literary genre into one of melodramatic vi-
tality and hallucinatoty projection. 
The Wall Street Gad:!;e, 1833, (Plate 250} is another 
melodramat.ic composition which shows Peter stuyvesant ·enter-
ing, on horseback, the.fortified D~tch city of New Amster-
dam. 
He fortified the city, too, with pickets and 
pallisadoes, extending across the island from 
river to river: and above all, cast up paud 
batteries or redoubts on the point of the 
island, Where it divided the beautiful basom 
of the bay. 266 
Quidor•s Watteau-like format suggest that he may have 
copied this from imported French roc4°prints. 267 The picture 
is pervaded with happiness and carefree emotion. Accordingly 
this is also noted in its companion piece, Peter Stuyvesant 
Watching Festivities on the Battery (Plate 251), where QuidoA 
again creates a diffuse golden aura, evoking a sensation of 
266washington Irving, A History of New York, (New York, 
1851), p. 293. 
267Burroughs, op. cit., p. 154. 
• 
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of nostalgia and dream. His figures seem to dissolve into 
their surroundings and are rendered with a light touch and 
a wealth of fanciful detail. 
A Quidor interior genre, based on an episode from 
Diedrich Knickerbocker's A History of New York is KniCker-
bocker Kitchen, early 1830's, (Plate 252). Of the theme, 
the author, Irving n~rates: 
As to the family, they always entered in 
at the gate, and most generally l~ed 
in the kitchen. To have seen a numerous 
household assembled around the fire one 
would have imagined that he was trans-
ported baCk to those happy days of primeval 
simplicity which float before our .imagina-
tions like golden visions. The fireplaces 
were of a truly patriarchal magnitude, 
where the whole family, old' and young, 
master and servant, black and white, nay, 
even the very cat and dog, enjoyed a com-
munity of privilege, and had each a right 
t.o a· corner. Here the old burgher would 
sit in perfect silence, puffing his pipe, 
looking in the fire with half-shut eyes, 
and thinking of nothing for hours together: 
the goede vrouw on the opposite side would 
employ herself diligently in spinning yarn 
or knitting stockings. The young folks would 
ctowd around the hearth, listening with 
breathless at~ention to some old crone of 
a negDo, who was the oracle of the family, 
and who, perched like a raven in the corner 
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of the chimney, would croak forth for a 
long winter afternoon a string of in-
credible stories about New England witches, 
grisly ghosts, horses without heads, and 
hairbreadth escapes and bloody encounters 
among the Indians.268 
Quidor•s eerie, chiaroscuro effects and poignant 
figure caricatures transform Irving's rural Dutch kitchen 
into one of witchery and mystery. He introduces tension 
and insecurity into Irving's serene, comfortable scene. A 
new fresh sense of unreality pervades. Quidor intensifies 
the unnatural sfumato-filled atmosphere with carelessly 
strewn paraphernalia, instead of the factual details cited 
by Irving. Lastly, a peculiar Quidor character, first seen 
in The Return of RiP van Winkle and repeated almost iden-
tically in RiP Van Winkle: Scene at a Village Tavern (or 
Nicholas Vedder's Tavern) and the above kitchen. scene is 
the incorporation of a strange, curiously-aloof standing 
young man. . stance and pose are remarkably akin to the 
standing figure of A~ello in Pietro Perugino's Apollo and 
268williams, op. cit., p. 445. 
·' 
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Marayas (Plate 253) and Rabens' st. Sebastian (Plate 254). 
In The Return of RiR Van Winkle he leans against a tree, 
to the left, while in other scenes, he .leans against a 
tree to the right. Unlike Irving, Quidor excludes this 
figure from the "crowd. " Quidor makes him an uneasy ap-
parition of Rip's future. Again, this aWkwardly-mannered 
form reappears in the middle background shadows of the 
Knickerbocker Kitchen. Who is this figure noW? Irving 
does not tell us. Perhaps, it is Quidor himself -- the 
lone, detached observer. 
Raucous pictorial interpretation, from Irving's 
\ 
writings, is seen in Anthony Van corlear Brought into the 
Presence of Peter Stuyvesant, ~· 1839, (Plate 295). 
The honest folk of New Amsterdam began 
to quake now for the fate of their match-
less champion, Anthony the trumpeter, who 
.had acquired prodigious favor in the eyes 
of the women by means of his whiskers and 
his tr~pet. Bim.did Peter the Headstrong, 
cause to be brought into his presence. • • 
• 'Prythee who and what are thou?' said he. 
-- 'Sire, • replied the other, in no wise 
dismayed, -- 'for my name, it is Anthony Van 
corlear -- for my parentage, I am the son 
of my mother ~- for my profession, I am 
champion and garrison of the great city of 
New Amsterdam.' •••• • --How didst thou 
acquire this paramou~t honour and dignity?' 
-- 'Marry, sir,' replied the other, 'like 
many a great man before me, simply ~ 
sounding my own trumpet! • • • • Whereupon 
he put his instrument to his lips and sounded 
a charge with such a tremendous outset, such 
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a delectable quaver and such a triumphant 
cadence that it was enough to make your 
heart leap out of your mouth only to be 
within a mile of it.269 
This theme recalls the style and pictorial expression of 
Rowlandson and Hogarth. Quidor may also have been influenced 
by Darley, the Englishman Who illustrated one of the early 
editions of Irving's Knickerbocker's HistoF¥. 270 In any 
event, the scene is loud, chaotic and ~antastic. Peter 
stuyvesant slouches, ungainly, in a chair. He smokes a 
long pipe and brandishes a pole. To the right, Anthony 
Van Corlecr blows a piercing high note. To the left, a 
Negro, with a mask-like, distorted face and tattered clcathes;;, 
dances 'in wild angular paroxysms. This figure is far re-
moved from Mount's refined, sensitive Negroes, or even from 
Homer's later, timid, recessive figures seen on Virginia 
plantations. More exuberant, clowning forms are noted in 
the back;~ouna. ~ido~'s caricature is direct; his theme is 
269 
Irving, A History of New York, op. cit.,· pp. 
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forceful and violent.. The genre becomes distortedly monu-
mental and imaginary. 
With the completion of this work,·Quidor's early 
period comes to an end and he abandons his Irving-inspired 
271 literary interpraations. He turns now to Biblical scenes. 
It was not until the middle 1850's that he began his second 
and final period of literary genre. 
John Quidor's resumption of interpreting Irving's 
tales began in his work Ichabod Crane at a Ball at Van 
Tassel's Mansion, 1855, {Plate 256). 
Ichabod prided himself upon his dancing as 
much as upon his voc~l powers. Not a limb, 
not a fibre about him was idle7 and to 
have 'seen his loosely hung frame in full 
motion a~d clattering about the room, you 
would have thought st. Vitus himself, that 
blessed patron of the dance, was figuring 
before you &n person.· (Washington Irving, 
The. Sketch Book.) 272 
The scene is dominated by the ungainly form of Icha-
.. ~.' 
bod. He dances a minuet with the voluptuous Katrina Van 
Tassel. His body, charged with a galvanic fury, is in 
contrast with the polite mannered grace of his partner. 
271Baur, John.Quidor, op. cit., p. 12. 
272 
Irving, The Sketch Book, op cit., p. 447. 
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'l'o the right, a Negro fiddler taps out the1.melody. A gro-
tesque. face and twisted body recall the colored minstrel 
acrobat in Anthoni Van corlear Brought into the Presence of 
Peter stuyvesant. 'l'o the rear, a melee of writhing, dane• 
:i.ng figures reenforce the frontal theme.. Quidor,'s colors 
are here restricted to their thin glazes of dull reds and 
greens and these are submerged in a monochromatic amber 
tone. Figures become almost dissolved in an unreal gossamer 
haze in which they emerge indistinctly. Mood becomes poetic 
and visionary as if the drama were hallucinatory, dream-like 
and fantasy. 
An espe~ial example of the tragi-comic pictures by 
Quidor is Wolfert's Will, 1856 (Plates 257 and 258.) .. Ir-
ving's account of the scene is pictorial. 
'I give and bequeath,' said Wolfert, faintly, 
•my small farm --! • . . • 'What! all that 
great patch of land with cabbages and sun-
flow~rs, which the corporation is just going 
to run a main street through?' •••• 
'J.'he expiring Wolfert seemed to step back from 
the threshold of existence; his eyes again 
lighted up; he raised himself in his bed, 
shoved ..back his red worsted nightcap, and 
stared broadly at the lawyer. 'You don't say 
so!' exclaimed he. 'Faith but I do!' rejoined 
the other. 'Why, when that great field and 
that piece of meadow come to belaid out in 
streets, and cut up into snug building lots 
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why, whoever owns them need not pull off his 
hat to the patroon!' 
'Say·you so?' cried Wolfert, half thrusting one 
leg out of bed, 'why, then I think I'll not 
make my will yet!' To the surprise of 
everybody the dying man actually recovered.273 
Irving's intimacy and the colloquialism of a miser 
.making oat his will is intensified into a monumental genre 
of melodrama and emotion. The distorted head of Wolfert 
with i~s exaggerated, bulging, frog-like eyes plus the 
nervous, calligraphic delineations of contour and model-
, 
ling, suggests the graphics of Goya. Here, the lawyer's 
profile, with beak-nose and pointed chin, finds, also, its 
precedence in the caricatures of Rowlandson, Hogarth and 
Daumier (Plate 259). Thin glazes are applied in the manner 
of a waterqolor painting. Immediacy of touch and hyperbole 
of literary statement endow this isolated theme with rhe-
torical drama and fantasy. 
In so many sttch instances, we have explicit example 
of how genre may be used in the illustration of literature. 
273Irving, Tales of a Traveler, op. cit., pp. 454-
455. 
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The world of washington Irving is legendary. His background 
and scenes evolve around the decaying Dutch families in New 
Amsterdam, .New York. Irving's style reads like Eighteenth 
Century English writing. It is half way between history and 
fiction -- ~aginative history. The ~tyle possesses a 
pervasive artistic conscience, a sense of form and a keen 
sense of humor. Romantic sent~ents of the past are told 
in +elicate, refined.classic style.~74 Irving inaugurated 
from English literature the short story, told with a balanced 
cool rhythlldo.. He rivaled Anthony Trollope, Charles Dickens, 
.. 
William Thackeray, and George Eliot and his manner fore-
shadowed Nathaniel Hawthorne, Edgar Allen Poe and Robert 
Louis stevenson. 275 
Irving's romantic spirit and eager delight in olden 
splendours give rise to a nostalgia which excited John 
Quidor•s imagination. Quidor, as noted, consulted the writ-
ings of Irving and used his tales as a point-of-departure 
for his own end. His artistry, in this vein, was different 
from~harof Irving. Quidor fitted more closely with the pre-
conceived European idea of an uncouth America. He did not 
274Barrett wenaell, A Literary History of America, 
(NewYork, 1923) pp. 179- 180. 
275 
Ibid. 1 P• 175. 
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bow to any artistic convention or tradition, and to many, 
his paintings suggest the satirical line of Daumier, the 
nostalgic touch of Watteau, the lustiness of Hogarth, and 
the caricature of Rowlandson. But whatever outside in-
fluences he observes from imported prints, Quidor has the 
power to transform them into an independent style peculiarly 
his own. Quidor was so predominantly the product of his 
native land, his work so deeply imbued with ~ts earth~y 
humor and unsophisticated, rustic folklore, that he stands 
out as a typically American figure -- a lone predecessor of 
later romanticists such as Blakelodk and Ryder. 
C. THE ORBAN SCENE 
In the United states, the most popular type of genre 
painting was confined, primarily, to the rural areas. Artists 
looked back· to the old agrarian culture of the late seven-
teenth, Eighteenth and early Nineteenth centuries Which 
America enjoyed before the impetus of the Industrial Revolu-
tion. Nostalgically, they depicted common man in his rustic 
environment -- working and relaxing in a world free from the 
-ni-
bond of merchanization. 
There were also painters of urban life. street 
panoramas were painted and transcribed into engravings 
and lithographs. Man was viewed as a contrived "vehicle•• 
caught in the routine ways of the city. Also, portrait 
painting became more popular as it recorded the likenesses 
of the wealthy, new industrialists and their families. 
Only rarely did a genre painter emerge who could study, 
observe and record common man within his urban environment. 
Two artists, Richard cat~n Woodville and David 
Gilmor Blythe, possessed such a talent. They pictured the 
common man of the city with the same vitality, good nature, 
and nostalgia exercised by their contemporaries in the 
rural areas. 
RICHARD CATON WOODVILLE ,1825/26- 1855/56): 
PAINTER OF BOURGEOIS TOWN LIFE 
What is known of Woodville's life is as brie£ as his 
artistic career. He was born in Baltimore, Maryland in April 
1825(26) and l~ter studied at st. Mary's College, Baltimore 
and planned to become a doctor. But in 1845, the year of his 
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IJ first marriage, he gave up medicine to study art at Dussel-
dorf under Professor Karl Sohn. •• • While at Dusseldorf, afG~~ 
his first wife's death, he married a fellow student, An-
toinette.schnitzler. He·then set up residence at Paris 
and London from 1851 until his death,, August 1855 J.56) in 
London.276 
It is said that Mr. Robert Gilmore, the noted finan-
cier and art patron first allowed ~ h~ to study and 
copy Dutch and Flemish genre pictures in his extensive 
priva~e collection in Baltimore. 277 In 1845, Woodville 
sailed for Europe. Gilmore noticed Woqdville's artistic 
ponential and helped to further it by financing the needed 
II 
sum for.the young artis~'s stay at Dusseldorf. The ensuing 
ten years remain an enigma as to his exact whereabouts. 
Vigil Barker says he returned a couple of times to America, 
u• h · t f i i d t u 278 1n t e 1n erest o pa nt ng • • • • anec o e. A more 
recent account in the petroit Institute Bulletin, 1955 - 1956, 
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Bartlett cowdrey, "Richard Caton WoodvillG, An 
American Genre Painter," American Collector, Vol. {1(3, (April, 
1944), ~P· 6- 7 ff. 
1840's" 
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Elizabeth B. Payne, "America at Leisure in the 
Detroit Institute Bulletin, Vol. 35, no. 1, 
1956), p. 1a. 
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E. P·. Richardson, Painting in America, (New York, 
1956), p. 231. 
states he made wonly brief visits home •••• -he resided 
in Paris and London and died in London at age 3l.u279 
Woodville's marriage in Europe· resulted in a sori, Richard 
Caton Woodville, Jr., (1856- 1927), who later became a 
successful English painter. The question of whether Wood-
ville painted his few genre urban pictures at home in 
0 
Baltimore, or abroad, in Dusseldorf, is still unanswerable. 
In any event, wherever he executed them, they bear the sound· 
meticulous handling of the D~sseldorf school. With a sharp, 
penetrating eye, he observes his fellow Americans and reveals 
them in all the homely intimacy of their surroundings and 
with sturdiness of character. His City folk are humble, 
middle-class gentry. They evoke a longing for a time when 
the urban denizen was untouched by the Age of Steam and 
mechanical invention. Woodville's people are modestly-
clad, democratic citizens Who work in the shop, relax at 
playing cards, or eat, and drink in Baltimore taverns. 
(Plate 260). To~ urban lives, he brings a touch of 
compLacency, opt~i~1 and peace. Heroic forms immortally 
symbolize the American rugged independence of spirit. 
279 
Payne, op. cit., p. 12. 
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The earliest known genre by Woodville is The Yankee 
Peddler, £!· late 1830's (Plate 261). The scene is an in-
terior of a kitchen. In the .centre foreground, an itinerant 
merchant smiles ingratiatingly as he unfolds his colorful 
. 280 
cloth to the potato-peeling daughter of the house. She 
seems to sigh as, longingly, she visualizes herself in a 
new dress. Her stern, witch-faced mother, to the far left, 
gives a gesture of warning while she prepare& the pot for 
the two dressed fowl on the table before her. 
outside, one sees the peddler's horse and wagon. 
The vehicle's interior is lined with a hodgpodge of cutlery 
and woven fabrics. Woodville, in completing this homely 
nuance, includes realistic details of a cat and dog feud, 
to the lower right, and trompe l'oeil objects of silver, 
pewter, and brown bean pots that line the walls and fill 
the cabinets of the kitchen. Here, the con~rived setting 
and stiffly-posed, ill-proportioned figures show Woodville 
still an untrained artist. But, the theme, with its per-
sonal intimacy, humor and anonymous characterizations, con-
280 
Antiques, Vol. 40) (July, 1941), p. 48. 
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tribues a universal, genre touch. 
The card Players, 1846, (Plate 262) was sent from 
Europe (possible D~sseldorf) for an exhibition at the 
Ainerican Art-Union in New York, .in 1847. 281 The Trans-
actions of the Art-Union list it as No. 180, Interior,with 
Figures. 282 The scene shows four men in a room. Two are 
seated at a drop-leaf table. The elder, at the left, points 
w±b~i~ left hand index finger at a card on the table. The 
other player, to the right, chews on a cigar, stirs a drink, 
and-holds his cards out of sight. He stares intently at 
his opponent who seems to ask advice ·from a standing, 
bearded kibitzer behind the table. The two recall Bingham's 
Raftsmen P.laying cards. 
To the far left sits a timid, self-effacing slave. 
His task is to tend the old,bb~a~-iron stove. Woodville's 
D~sseldorf training is noted in the multitude of accessories 
placed about the room. A wall clock with pendants, play-bill, 
a certificate, a framed flier, a mirror and towels bedeCk 
the walls. A baSket with a liquor bottle, wood, a poker, a 
281Payne, op. ·cit., p. 13. 
282 
Ibid., p. 13. 
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top hat a~d umbrella, and a spittoon, wash-bowl and pit-
cher, dot the foreground. All these forms are handled 
with the utmost detail and realism. The artist's early 
acquaintance, in Baltimore with seventeenth century Dutch 
and Flemish old masters, is realized in the effects of light 
upon various textures and noted in such preliminary draw-
ings as Three Local Characters Play&ng Checkers (Plate 2~3) • 
A gleam of light reflects from the liquor glasses and 
silver coins on the table. The partly-Xmmersed spoon, 
the velvet coat collar of the seated man, to the left, and 
the play-bill, c~sually tacked upon the wall, recall the 
smooth brushwork of Ter Bo~ch. 
Undoubtedly, Woodville felt a nostalgic yearning to 
be home while painting this abroad. Vividly he records the 
time when the citymaie populace of Baltimore found noc-
turnal relaxation and coug;>an.!onship in the secluded back 
rooms of neighborhood taverns. 
Woodville may have returned home briefly, in 1847, 
to witness. the people's excitement over America's victories 
2~J -
in the Mexican War. The final campaign of this war began 
with the landing of United states forces at Vera Cruz. 
Fighting was hard but, when, finally, General Winfield 
Scott began his drive on Mexico City, Santa Anna was de-
feated at the mountain stronghold of Cerro Gordo. Mexican 
forces were routed at Contreras and Churubusco. 
Woodville interpreted this mounting American con-
quests (that led to the armistice, accepted by the Mexicans 
in August, 1847) in his picture, War News From Mexico, 1848, 
(Plate 264). A diary entry, recorded by Philip Hone on 
May 7, 1847, echoes the painting's sentiment: 
This was a day of rejoicing ordered by the 
city authorities (NewYork) to celebrate 
the victories of our armies in Mexico. • • • 
The City Ball and other public build~ngs, 
hotels, and clubhouses were lighted up, 
and transparencies exhibited, in which 
scott and Taylor, _Worth and Wool, were 
blazoned forth 'by inch of candle' •••• 
We went along with the tide (for returning 
was impracticable) as far as st. Paul's 
Church, and then thence up Chatham street 
and the Bowery, home, where we arrived tired 
and bruised, but grat~fied with what we had 
seen7 and not much the worse for wear, for, 
although the crowd was so great, it was a 
good-natured crowd, -- a little scre'aming, 
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some swearing, but more laughing, and no 
accidents that I have hard of.283 
Although Philip Hone's account refers to a New York 
City event, Woodville endows his painting with the same verve, 
gusto and wild excitement. Eleven figures are crowded into 
the foreground. In the centre of the hotel-post off.ice 
portico, an exuberant shirt-sleeved man reads aloud Scott's 
latest victory over the Mexicans. His elation spreads to 
the city folk around h~. Two men, to the left, seem 
startled. Another individual dons his spectacles and peers 
over the shoulder of the reader to verify what he hears. A 
fourth man, in the shadows, shouts with glee. To the right, 
two skeptical, elderly men whisper about the news• validity. 
Below them, a Negro and his son watch, curiously, not under-
standing fully the cause for alarm. In the far right section 
of the picture, a bearded man strains his head forward to 
see the headlines. A woman with a nightcap looks out of · 
\ 
the window behind him, a little annoyed at the riotous com-
motion .. 
The scene is accentuated with joy and excitement. 
283Life in America, A Special Loan Exhibition of 
Paintings Held During the Period of the New York World's Fair, 
(New York, 1939), p. 94. 
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The prospect of peace to the urban common man is dear. 
Woodville's vignette captures the moment when this peace 
might be an actuality. 
II Another scene presumedly painted at Dusseldorf 
is his Politics in an oyster Bouse, 1848, (Plate 265) • 
Within the cramped confines of an oyster-house booth, two 
men are seen. A young top-hatt~d man, to the left, holds 
aside his newspaper and tries to make a point. But hiS 
verbal and animated gesticulations have no effect upon his 
more reserved, bald-headed companion Who looks anxiously 
and awaits his oyster repast. Charles DiCkens, in his 
American Notes, (1842) wrote facetiously of such scenes: 
Of all eaters of fish, or flesh, or fowl 
in these latitudes, the swallowe~s of 
oysters are not gregarious, but subduing · 
themselves, as it were, to the nature of 
what they work in, and copying the coyness 
of the thing they eat, do sit apart in 
curtained boxes, and consort by twos, not 
by tw9 hundreds.284 
Woodville's businessmen undoubtedly discuss the 
1848 election. Perhaps, the pros and cons of "squatter 
284Life in America •••• the New York World's Fair, 
1939,op cit., p. 96. 
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sovereignty." Thus through their pictorial isolation, 
monumentality, and clarity of forms, the artist, natural-
istically, records this urban nuance with the observant 
eye of an on-the-spot reporter. 
Woodville again presents another war theme, in his 
oil, Old '76 and Young '48 ,1849, (Plate 266). The scene 
takes place within a bourgeois Baltimore home. Before an 
Ionic columned fireplace a group of five characters are 
pyramidically arranged before a dining room table. The 
apex constitutes a plaid-coated man Who attentively listens 
to his confederate guest. The visitor (or relative) is a 
soldier who ha.s just returned from the Mexican War of 1848. 
His clothes are wrinkled and his left arm is in a sling. 
He fervently gesticulates with his raised right.arm as he 
recounts to his listener the horrors of the campaign. 
seated, in a slumped position and holding a cane, is an 
oldtimer Who, on hearing the talk of war, seems to withdraw 
into his own world and recalls the time he fought bravely 
against the British in 1776. Behind this spotlighted group, 
three Negro servants furtively look on. They stand before a 
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half-opened door that leads into the kitchen. Woodville 
subtly reveals the recessive servant role of the Negro in 
households. He almost symbolizes black suppression by 
placing them in deep shadows. 
The scene itself is wonderfully handled with Wood-
ville creating realistic touches of trompe l'oeil effects. 
The mantlepiece with its French clock, porcelain and lamps; 
the crystal wine decanter, napkin, plate and ham-shank 
placed upon an oriental-patterned tablecloth; and the 
soldier's hat and sword to the lower right-- all add 
further clarity and pictorial intimitism to the event. Yet, 
the contrived grouping of figures - in light and shadow -
recall the theatrically based formulas of Greuze and Hogarth. 
In the final analysis, although the genre is formal and 
even verges on the symbolical, there does pervade a personal 
colloquialism in the way Woodville shows a family's interest 
on hearing first-hand war news. 
The so-called 11 companion piece" to this theme also 
represents, now in water color, a Soldier's Experience 
(Plate 267). At this time Woodville is more selective. He 
reduces his scene to four figures. The young '48 still 
waves his right arm in the air, and old '76 listens , though 
here more attentively. He leans slightly forward and to the 
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right in orderm catch every word the exuberant soldier utters. 
Behind, an aged woman stands. She bows her saddened head 
and clasps her hands on hearing the gory details. To the 
left, another man listens. Woodville pays less attention 
to textural effects as.he did in the above oil. He cen-
ters his full concentration on his forms and realistically 
records their individual attitudes and personal emotions. 
Emotionalism and sent~ent is the theme in Wood-
ville's Man with umbrella and Carpet Bag Holding a Child, 
1848, (Plate 268). The water color dramatically records an 
itin~ant traveler who holds a restive boy in his arms. 
They are busily engaged in an animate conversation. The boy 
asking for "favors" and :P,is new-found companion "begging 
off" with wide eyes and open mouth. Woodville's genre is 
immediate and anecdotal. But, its casual arrangement of 
form and personalized diatribe between adult and child raises 
its humanistic appeal and individual subjectivity. 
The painting, The Sailor's Wedding, 1852, or Marriage 
before the Squire, (Plate 269)~ may serve as another illus-
tration of Woodville's genre. '!'he theme was either taken 
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from Jean Baptiste Greuze's oil, The Village Bride, 1761, 
(Plate 270) or from William Hogarth's Ra.fess Progress.S: 
Marries an Old Maid, 1735 (Plate 271). 
Woodville takes the viewer inside the.home of a 
justice of the peace in Baltimore. :In the centre, the rummy-
nosed sailor haughtily stands by his blushing bride-to-be. 
To the right, behind the couple; stand the motbeQ.a father, 
and sister of the bride -- a little disheartened over the 
girl's choice •. Seated on a chair, to the left, the hoary 
justice, with wrinkled face and downcast mouth, distrust-
ingly looks at ~he over-solicitous best man who beckons him 
to perform the marriage ceremony. In the doorway, to the 
right, a Negro mammy and lackey timidly push their way in, 
while, to the far left, a woman sits in solitiude. II Dussel-
dorf traits of t~eatri~ poses, over-crowding, and meticulous 
attention to details are prevalent. There also evolves a 
self-conscious pathos and biting satire in the figures' char-
acter izations. 
c In any event, the scene was universal and recogniz-
able to the inhabitants of Baltimore. Sailors embarking on 
the Patapsco River were bound to meet lonely girls of the 
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city and Woodville astutely records, with tongue-in-cheek, 
the plight of the defenseless, genteel damsel who was 
often taken advantage of by the sea-rogue sailor. 
Woodville, as his contemporary, Mount, was one of 
the first American figure painters to achieve financial 
. f 285 success in the rea~ of genre, apart rom·portraiture. 
The American Art-Union found a customer for each of his 
works. His themes were acceptable to the rising man of 
affa.irs, and means, of that day. His subj ec.t matter was 
impersonal, humorous, and portrayed common, city man in a 
good light. Universality and selectivity of form and 
characterization permitted Man to enter vicariously into 
his intimate urban nuances. Nostalgic content of his works 
recalled familiar and pleasurable past experiences that Man 
may have once seen, or in which he may have actually par-
ticipated. Although Woodville died at the prime of his 
artistic career; he1has left enough, in his few paintings 
. . 
and drawings, to show his acute knowledge and observable 
285payne, op. cit., p. 14. 
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understanding of the rural folk he loved so much. 
DAYID GILMOR BLYTHE (1815- 1865): REPORTER OF A 
CITY Is DILEMMA 
David Blythe was born on May 9,. 1815 at East Liver-
pool, Ohio. one of six sons, he worked, as a youth, on his 
parents' farm. He appears to have realized early that he 
could draw and whittle with some degree of skill. We read 
that he entertained his brothers with sketches drawn in 
charcoal on the door of a storage shed next to the barn. 
Foreshadowing his later interest in genre themes, his sub-
jects were neighbors, tramps, peddlers and itinerant journey.-
men. At sixteen, he was apprenticed to Joseph Wood and 
there learned to design mouldings, mantelpieces, staircases, 
panelling and furniture for the wealt~r merchants and in-
dustrialists of Pittsburgh. Unfortuna·tely, there arose 
I :, 
no opportunities for him to receive fo:~al art training. 
Chester Harding and Thomas Sully are s1a.id to have passed 
,, 
:' 
through Pittsburgh at this time but wh4ather Blythe came 
into contact with them is questionable;; He ·did visit the 
Pittsburgh art gallery and museum of Jcnnes R. Lambdin. In 
Pittsburgh, he did have contact with an obscure painter, 
A. Bowman, who had studied under Sir Thomas Lawrence. 
Blythe's slightly English style may have come through 
this strain. 
After his three-year apprenticeship under Joseph 
' Wood, Blythe became a house painter but found that his 
restless and creative temperament did not suit this oc-
cupation .. In 1835, he joined his brot:ner, John, a steam.-
i! 
1: 
boat captain, and traveled down the Mississippi to New 
:I 
'I Orleans.. Here his impatient, high-str·11ng nature was again 
in motion, and he soon left New Orleans,and in 1837 hiked 
to New York where he enlisted in the U:nited States Navy. 
His tour of duty took him to Havana, Key Largo, Puerto Rico, 
Florida, Cuba and Vera cruz. on Janua:ry 7, 1839, his ship, 
ontario, docked in Boston Harbor. Blythe visited the 
Athenaeum on Pearl street. He noted e'specially the work of 
the popular illustrator and painter, David Claypool Johnston. 
Johnston's satire, racy sense of humor' and distorted cari-
catures impressed Blythe and was to influence his later art. 
Temporarily unemployed, after .leaving the Navy, 
i· Blythe-went to New York and there, at ·the Bowery or the Art-
, . 
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Union, he became aware of the genre Plaintings of Mount, 
I, -
Bingham, Quidor and Woodv.lrlle. Their , depictions of every-
day scenes proved fascinating. Anoth~!!r important artistic 
,, 
stimulus arose in the early Eighteen-l~orties when Blythe 
saw, in New York, exhibits of old mas,~er paintings of the 
Italian, Flemish, French, and English:schools. Thi§ was 
at the establishments of James Bleeche1r and company and 
,I 
Aaron Levy and Rollins Wilkins Compan)J:. It is possibly, 
at ~his time, that he acquired an intElrest in the Dutch 
and Flemish masters which was reflecte:d in his future work .. 
M Heading h~eward, after a while:, he stopped at Phil-
adelphia where he visted the Pennsylv~nia Academy of Fine 
Arts to study its collection of paintings and graphics. 
on his return to East Liverpool, Ohio, Blythe became an 
itinerant portrait painter. During the next five years, 
painting laboriously, he produced sti:t5f, primitive like-
' 
nesses of his many rich pat~ons. 
During the Winter of 1.846 ].S:in, hfrrived at 
Uniontown, some forty miles south of Pittsburgh. He took 
a liking to this quaint city and staye,a there five years. 
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.It was here that he carved his famous 1!dght-foot statue 
of General Lafayette for the dome of the Fayette county 
courthouse. He also painted a three-htmdred-foot panorama 
·i 
of the complete Battle of Gettysburg. ;At uniontown, he 
courted and married Julia Keffer. .In 1.849, less than a 
year after their marri~ge, she succumbe:d to tl:lPhoid fever. 
This deep personal tragedy may account ,for his increasingly 
eccentric, restive living; his gloom and satiric genre 
painting.. He became careless in dress as his grief and lone-
liness mounted. He wrote morose poetry, .. telling of drunken 
despair and emotional pessimism. Late ;in 1851, he left 
·I 
Uniontown and returned to Eafjt Liverpoo:L where, for the 
next few years, he painted portraits of' a deep psychological 
nature. .In 1856, he returned to Pittsb-ctrgh, where he spent 
the rest of his life painting genre scer~es of its people and 
286 places. 
Blythe, during the first years o•f his residence in 
Pittsburgh, attaclted the corruption of law courts. His paint-
:: 
,I 
.~nJI courtroom scene (Plate 272) shows the inefficiency-and 
286 Dorothy Miller, The Life and 'Work of David G. 
Blythe, (Pittsburgh, 1950), p. 39. 
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incompetence of the juryY. The twelv4~-man jury is por-
trayed with faces of scoundrels and iciiots, scallywags 
and ignoramuses. 287 The ranting proslacutor in the fore-
ground points an accusing finger at tlle defend~t while 
he raps a finger on his law book. Th1e jury does· not re-
spend. Their faces are blank and app,~ar illiterate. Some 
doze·~!, others squirm from restlessness. The constable, 
I 
" beside the judge' s bench, seems bored. The judge drifts 
into a nap as he doodles, lazily, on the blank sheet before 
him. The accused, to the left, is a small, wretched, weak 
' figure who, like a rat in a trap, stares hopelessly at the 
jury. The whole scene is bathed in an unhealthy air of 
blackness and gloom. Only the seventeen faces are luridly 
illuminated. The room is shoddy wit~ cracked plaster et~ 
. :r 
With forthright stength, simplicity and freedom of 
brush stroke, Blythe eliminates deta~ls. Reminiscent of 
Daumier•s many courtroom scenes {Plate 273), he poignantly 
attacks the problem, revealing the iD:eptitude of Pittsburgh's 
287 
Ibid., p. 54. 
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judicial system and its manifold corrtLption. 
,, 
I • 
Blythe's sentiments may be reiilized in the verse 
· he wrote about law courts: 
our courts with few excep1rions 
Are fit subjects for like'objections. 
Public opinion first, Bla<~kstone second, 
Now-a-days. And then our ~~juries, 
Oh, if there's such a thi~l.g as 'furies' 
Why don't they pitch in? :curious, 
Just imagine twelve ignor<muses 
With flat heads and red '~~ammuses' 
Sitting in judgement on an intricate288 
case of law. Beautiful, :Lsn' t it? 
,. 
It 
Another courtroom scene which:fhas a kinship in 
style and theme again to Daumier is tl~e Trial scene (Molly 
" I 
Maguire) (Plate 274). The jury, at this time, is self-
appointed. Justice is administered by a mob. The painting 
deals with one of the Molly Maguire tJ~ials. The 11Mollies." 
(a secret organization of miners Who JEought in devious and 
often violent ways against' unfair pra<?tices by the mine 
operators of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad) are 
'seen as depraved, underworld hoodlums:; They assemble in a 
288Ib'd ~ ., pp. 52 - 53. .Ji 
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wooden shack to execute the law. Be~ring rifles, pistols, 
and cutlasses, they sit hard-faced an~~ grim. The prisoner, 
. l! 
to the right, is chained around the alo.kles.. He whittles 
. ,I 
nervously in dire anticipation of Wha·t the verdict will be. 
• . I 
A sppJ<.esman, in the right centre· fore1ground, pounds the 
i! 
table tS'~ as he attacks the multipl,e "sins 11 of the ac-
cused. The mob pays him no heed. They either play cards 
,. 
or lounge about, for they already kno·w the verdict will 
be Guilty! Again, an eerie, blackened sfumato hangs like a 
pall over the scene. Tension mounts d.n these grotesque, 
r . 
masked-like gnomes -- so similar in t~eir agitation and 
I 
characterization to Adrian Brouwer's numerous tavern scenes 
(Plate 275) • The color is monochromatic, densely low keyed 
and applied in loose, painterly brus~ strokes. The interplay 
of light creates ghostly apparitions ;which foretell the doom 
II 
of the defendant and the illegality df his prosecutors. 
Blythe I s assailments do not s,top at the courtroom, 
but penetrate into the Church as well!. In his picture, 
,, 
Pittsburgh Piety, (Plate 27G) he takes: one into the stately 
and fashionable First Presbyterian C'h.urch. Before a back-
- 25(/ -
ground of pseudo-Gothic arches, the ppmpous minister, per-
li r:. 
haps the Revl;!rend William M. Paxton, preaches from a high, 
ornate,· oversized pu~pit, draped in r1ad, flanked by three-
globed lights. H~ stands, facing his'wealthy congregation. 
The drones of his sunday sermon do noi; stir his bored 
audience, l;>elow. .! Blythe reveals the 1same feeling in his 
verse: 
r!, 
One-half our pu.,J.:pits are 1;:oo chuck 
Full of vain, empty-heade<~ truck 
Ambitious only to have a ,;tuck 
Up congregation to preachito, and 
Ten thousand or so at the:lr command. 289 
The triangular composition, w:lth the congregation 
. . 
below in diminishing pews, and the puj~pit above, bestows 
monumentality and heroic proportion. ,Blythe's subdued 
light and loose brush strokes help se1~ the scen-e • s mood. 
Here, unlike his other pictures, Blytll,e paints the backs of 
the heads of the men and· women instead. of caricaturing their 
I 
faces. The genre, once more, is immediate and direct in re-
vealing the ol1er-ambitious, pietistic desires of Pittsburgh 
Prysbyterian clergy'· seeking to impre1;s their weal thy au-
~~ 
289...,_.d .I.JJ~ • , p. 52 .. 
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diences with trenchant oratory. 
' 
In another phase, Blythe port:l~ays, nosta;LgicallY., 
I. 
the urchins he saw roaming the filthy!alleys of Pittsburgh. 
I' • 
'i 
" 
The painting, street Urchins (Plate 277} shows one little ,, . 
'I 
- d 
ruffian kneeling to light a £ire-crac~:er-cannon with a 
cigar. Some eight cohortsLbDk on. 
:• 
ThE! exact number is 
;, 
difficult to count, for there· are hanals and arms that may 
belong to unseen boys on the outside. a:£ the group. Blythe 
crowds his composition, placing these :'
1
cigar-puf£ing urchins 
., 
huddled on a curb beneath a lamppost. ;i To the lower right-
!! 
hand corner is part o£ a barrel. Edges, of kegs, ash cans 
:: 
I! 
! 
and other alley paraphernalia are also included. The scene 
evokes a feeling o£ pathos for these ~oor denizens o£ the 
city's alleys. Danger is imminent and an explosion from this 
:i 
home-made cannon may well bring bodily.l. harm to the ragamuf£-
',\ 
ins. 
The same feeling of pathos and:. social degeneration 
,. 
of the Pittsburgh urchin is found in t;wo more paintings 
Mischief Maker (Reluctant ScholarX (Pl:~te 278) and corn Fed 
(Plate 279). Blythe isolates and sele<::ts his two themes. 
- 256 
Mischief Maker shows a ragged youth sE~ated at a desk. Be-
!I 
I' 
fore him, there is a closed book and f;late tablet. He 
i' 
raises to his large round head a UnitE~d states Spelling 
1: • 
· Book completely ignoring its contents.: With face down and 
tongue between lips, he whittles noncl:~alantly his initials 
on the desk top. The same easy, naiv~~ unconcern is de-
picted in the ·second picture,- corn Fee~. This time, the 
ragamuffin chews gluttonously on an e<lr of corn. Blythe 
once more records urban childhood nuances as he instills 
a personal flavor of satire and caridlture into these 
hard-faced, devilish thugs. 
The Firecracker (Plate 280) rE~veals another city 
rogue about to light his stogie with a home-made firecracker. 
:i 
I 
Dauntlessly, the cocky youth inhales,!: unmindful of· the re-
sults of tempting fate. on his books·. and slate tucked under 
his left arm are written "Blythe", 11 B<:>ots" (Blythe• s 
'I 
,. 
pseudonym), "H. Clay11 and "1856. • 290 1' It is interesting to 
., 
observe how these themes in feeling, temotion and character-
ization recall the Spanish master Mur:~llo who some two 
. ~ ! -' 
" 
hundred years earlier recorded stF'eeti' urchins of seville and 
290 . 
Ibid., p. 59. 
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Madrid (Plate 281). 
The painting The Fisherman, (~late 282), shows Blythe 
:I 
·,, 
" depicting an elderly, male denizen o:qiPittsburgh. seated in 
;I 
·\ 
a wing-back chair near the hearth, a~ old man fishes. Be 
t,: 
extends a bamboo rod over a wooden tub that is stocked with 
store-bought silver minnows. Around :b.im are strewn baskets, 
manuals, rugs and miscellaneous gear :for catching fish. 
His right leg is helplessly propped a~~ainst a board.. un-
'I doubtedly, he suffers from an acute c;ase of gout. The ar-
:i 
tist bathes the cloistered interior in. a sea of blacks, 
browns, deep·yellows and whites. 
selects and isolates the man and his ~~ccentric indoor ac-
tion. c one more, Blythe pries into a 'humorous nuance of -~ I' 
,I 
' 
life in a city. He attacks, satiricaJ~ly, the ill who long 
for escape from their musty 1 dingy url:)an hovels to the 
fresh and free outdoors. 
Another interior scene of a dtfferent nature is 
;: 
" Blythe's quaint, city tavern nuance gSinViviality (or .Men 
DrinkingX (Plate 283) • The theme is a1dopted from David 
il 
Tenier' s genre account of an Interior .:of an Inn (Plate 284) .. 
- 26\B-
Undoubtedly, Blythe did not 
.: ' 
ish master's oil, but, rather, copied'', it from an imported, 
European engraving. Blythe changes TE~niers • representation 
l; 
:! 
only in size and a few accessory detaj~ls. Two men sit non-
. 
,' 
chalantly at a small, square table wit:h napkins, glasses 
and jugs on its top. They smoke long~~stem, white clay 
pipes. The centre figure looks off t~'. the right as he 
prepares to re-light, holding a long f!·tick match in his 
t: 
i 
right hand. The other smoker, with the back of his head 
against the stucco wall, his eyes half-closed and a thin 
• ;·I 
wisp of smoke trailing from his slightly-parted mouth, 
1 ~
·drifts off into a realm of deep thought.. Behind these fig-
ures, to the left, a hunch-backed, too·thless, third man 
'i 
stands in back of a keg. Be fills his clay pipe with tobacco 
and turns his head toward the two smok1ers in the foreground. 
The scene is bathed in deep hues of brc:>wns, grays, and greens 
that contrast with the lurid shades of:', green-blues, yellows 
and vermillions of the man's attire. ~Nle monochromatic 
I! 
I 
tonality as well as Blythe's impressionistic, painterly 
!, 
I' 
brush strokes, loosely applied on the (~anvasses' surface, 
- 26J/ -
recalls Teniers' painting technique. But~ in the final 
analysis~ Blythe lacks Teniers' vitality~ vigor and ani-
mation of figure representation. The Pittsburgh artist's 
urban forms are aloof and withdrawn. They do not relate, 
psychologically, to one another as do Tenier•s rural, 
rowdy, "drunken-folk. n Blythe.' s genre is direct, selective 
and poignant but becomes too contrived, theatric, and un-
emotional when he attempts to copy his Flemish predeces-
sor. 
Another intimate genre theme is Blythe' s The Shore-
~ (Plate 285). In the foreground, there are two tramps 
engaged in deep, earnest~ secretive conversation. They 
apparently have just docked on the Ohio, visited a nearby 
tavern and now swap yarns of travels on the Allegheny 
and Monongahela. The younger~ to the right, points a 
finger as though trying to impress his old bearded com-
panion. The figure~' off-balance position suggest their 
inebriated state. They stand, uneasily, before a high brae~ 
wall and the broad fence of a warehouse on the river's edge. 
FliCkering passages of light and dark shadows race across 
the surface and highlight their xacial and hand gestures. 
-.· ··._, 
. ~. 
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ti 
Blythel through casual, free brushstrokes, emphasizes his 
form's attitudes and positions. He eliminates details in 
order to grasp<aJ.d recordp directly, another nuance from the 
city's multifarious manifestations .. 
comic incidents on the street$' of Pittsburgh were 
always a subject of interest to Bl~th~: The picture, Dry 
Goods and Notions (Plate 286) shows a mule rearing back 
against his cart, upsetting, in the wake, the cordwood 
piled on it. The cause of the mule's ,~gitation is a pom-
pous, dignified woman who comes from a
1 
dry goods store on 
Market Street. She stares, offended at the snickering mule. 
The composition is balanced by diagonal position.of 
mule and cart on one side and the tria~gular form of the 
woman on the other. Blythe's backgrou~d is sketchily treated 
and kept in a subdued tonality. Only ,the woman's green 
·' If 
gloves and the. dash of red, yellow ancf green, in the cloth 
that waves by 
It is 
the doorway, afford a d~porative touch. 
in such paintings as thi~ that Blythe's ob-
servational truth, through animated distortion and physical 
exaggeration, approac~s 
.. ~. 
-. ~ 
Exuberant antics 
the cartoonist level. 
--~ ... 
·: 
of the horse are seen again in 
•. '· .. 
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- \ ~ 
Blythe's The Runaway (Plate 287). Thi:s time the horse rears 
li 
and the buggy is nearly turned over. :occupants, in a sur-
realist manner, whirl through the air.: The dritrer is hurled 
!i ;: 
to the pavement. His boot shoots off under the impact of 
' 
the fall. Meanwhile, his female companion is sUbmerged in 
;J 
a dust cloud. Her knee is immodestly .exposed and her ~loves .J 
parasol, and bonnet orbit in space. The mischievous horse 
loses a shoe. He rolls his eyes in derisive frenzy as 
though pleased by his caprice. Blythe ,::s palette is sombre. 
. ii 
,, 
An eerie, luminiscent orange background serves as foil in 
defining the brown passages of broken wheels and flying ob- . 
j ects in the foreground. The artist c;apt~s the satiric 
humor and expressive emotionalism of ~· Pittsburgh anecdotal 
dilemma. 
The Post Office {Plate 288) reveals another street 
,. 
. :1 
incident which attracted Blythe's att~ntion. In 1850, the 
new Post Office was built at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 
It 
! 
Smith;eield Street,on the present site (,of the Park Building. 291 
291 ' 
Carnegie Magazine, Vol. 24, 1 (June, 1950), p. 
376. 
M. & M. Karolik Collection of American Paint-
. ing, 1815 to 1865, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949), 
p. 130. 
' ,. 
:Its great arched alcove sex-ves as the EJetting for 'this satir-
ical picture. The scene ~;hows six or ~:;even ~en and women 
i: . 
.. 
jostling for a position before a small ;iGeneral Delivery win-
dow. Mein is grotesque and restive. J:n th~ centre, a billowy-
skirted woman determinedly bores into t:he group. She upsets 
'I 
a basket in the crush~ r A boy, in his yain effort to reach 
the window, has ripped the trousers of ~'the man ahead of him. !: 
Five persons are placed outside the arcihway. A raggetl, stogie 
chewer crouches 9n the steps, below. ~· young pickpocket 
I 
rifles the pants of a man descending tl:Le stairs. Two other 
;i 
men read their mail, while a third peex:s over another 1 s 
shoulder at a letter. 
Blythe uses more colors them previously seen 
!I 
. ·: 
in his other works. Taupes, fawns, br9wns, tans and greys, 
" 
or blacks, consti:\:ute the background ar.id most of the cloth-
', 
ing. Main contrast of rose shades in t:he billowing gown of 
the woman in the center, and her deepe~; rose hat, with ~ts 
il ,, 
I 
blue and cream-colored decorations, ler.~ds a vital spirit to 
the theme. The other woman, to the lef;t, wears a dark green 
bonnet. The men 1 s costumes have touche~s of color -- a red 
jacket-back, a red tie, a ruse-red bag, 1:a white shirt. Other 
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bits of white in the newspapers, lett:ers and woman • s 
' 
petticoat and hose sharpen the theme'$ content. 
:! 
In final analysis, the 
of the jocose and earthy art of 
genre .is an 
·I . 
Blyth1e. 292 
:I 
!I 
ideal sample 
Poignantly, 
it states an everyday, recognizable e~rent in city life, a 
q 
i 
life in which Blythe, good-naturedly, ·• lampoons his fellow 
man. 
The old horsemarket comes ali,i7e again in Blythe's 
!i 
,: 
Horse Market (Plate 289) • The settin~~ takes place at 
Duquesne Way, near Sixth street, then'' st. Clair, and called 
the "battleground,. because of its noi1;y activity. 293 In 
the centre foreground, a horse is inSl)ected by five men. 
The indignant glare of the starved beu.st is noted as it 
submits to the rude inspection of tee1~h by a cautious 
b\Myer. The auctioneer stands behind wjL th whip in hand 
shouting, ugow much am I bid for • To the left of 
this spectacle, another horse nips a l?OY by the seat of his 
I; 
pantaloons. The rest of the painting jLs filled, realistically, 
by the bellows, and imparts to the viE~wer ~ the bickerings, 
292Gordon Washburn, "A Pittsburgh Painter's Jacose 
Jam-up," Life, Vol. 40, (June, 1956) ' p. 125. 
293 
Miller, op. cit., p. 73. 
neighings, smells, actions and colors of the scene. Blythe's 
humor, local color, poignant caricature and satiric vitality 
abound in this outdoor genre and reflect many of Rowlandson's 
etchings (Plate 290). 
' 
This same resting and satiric feeling is noted in 
The Stage Coach (Plate 291). Blythe shows how ridiculously 
comical Pittsburgh citizens look climbing into over-crowded 
stagecoaches. To the left, centre, a hoop-skirted woman, 
similar in thematic action and lavender. color, to the womani 
in the Post Office, and The Crinoline Incident, (Plate 292) 
pushes her way into the coach. Her struggling antics have 
«aused an irate man to drop into the street his vegetables 
from a large.basket. Shadowy, blurred, painterly faces 
peer luridly from the jammed vehicle's interior. bn top of 
the coach are noted the over-flowing forms of three men, two 
little urchins, parcels and baskets. Another man, to the 
left, tries vainly to climb aboard, while a dark, silhouetted 
arm, to the right, hands a basket ~o the driver up front. 
Blythe, through the use of sketchy deep tans and greys, eli-
minates details. Only the pink skirt and red hat of the 
woman give any indication of color to an otherwise monochro-
matic painting. The directness of this ludicrous incident 
is immediate~ The c~owded, unsafe 
li !I 
I ~ 
II 
I': 
ii 
lr 
1: 
conditions of stagecoach 
travel is related, satirically and humorously, in Bl~the's 
i! 
restless, ill-mannered, impatient characterizations. 
. •i 
Blythe in many of his themes a;ttacks crime, in the 
city of Pittsburgh. In The Hideout (P:l.ate 293), a dark- in-
terior uncovers five men pr~paring for .. the business of the 
;i 
day -- pickpocketing, panhandling, etc~ ••. In the left 
foreground, a man dressed in a yellow .puit, sits on a box 
)! 
' by the fireplace. He enjoys· his break:~ast of ham and eggs. 
Another, to the right, mends a' red cap'. A third, in blue·,· 
.. 
seated at the table shaves before a prt::>pped-up mirror. In 
the left centre background, a fourth, JC"ed-shirted thug pours 
milk from a jug into a large pitcher. He is so upset by the 
,, 
stumbling footsteps of a fifth man desc::ending a ladder from 
a loft, behind, that he spills the mille. onto the table. 
]i 
Below, a cat quickly laps up the dripp;lngs. A basket of 
food, veg-etables, a fowl and a string of sausages are all 
crowded on the table. on the floor, playing cards, cigarette 
'· I 
. . I . 
butts, a pair of shoes, a trunk and bal::-rel serve to clutter 
the environs. Filth, vice and depress~Lon reign in the scene's 
obscure shadows painted in greens, tanl;. and sombre grays. 
26S -
'• 
Because of selective distribution of highlights, masses~ 
shadows and forms, the composition hol.ds together. The 
" ;: i[ 
genre is an eerie portent of the unde;~world syndicate and 
its everpresent threat to the innocent; urban citizenry. 
Another similarly darkened int;erior scene, but of 
li 
a different theme is The Cobbler's She~ (Plate 294). It mayy 
have been the shoe repair store of Bl~:the 1 s friend, William 
Blakely of 9 Federal Street, Pittsburgh. Dutch genre in-
:! 
I 
teriors by Brouwer (Plate 295) and ost:ade (Plate 296} are 
s-g.ggested in Blythe 1 s dimly-lit inter.l!or. on the left, 
the pathetic hunched form of the cobbl'er peers up at a 
customer who enters a door to the rigb:t. A man holds out 
a pair of worn boots, hopeful· that thef cobbler can repair 
. ,. 
;i 
,, 
them. Slightly to the left, and behind the door, the pale 
face of a child looks out into space. 1 Details of shoes, 
hanuners, a bench, are illuminated by t;he strong light from 
t! 
outside. But the rest of the interio~! is bathed ih a black 
pall. Blythe shows the poverty-stricken condition of the 
I< 
city cobbler in a direct and serious manner. All is not 
,, 
:· 
healthy, happy and prosperous within the city•s confines. 
,, 
The picture, January Bills (Plate 297) takes one 
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now inside a city office. In actualitlj:, this may be the office 
of John P. Barr, editor of the Pittsbu:rgh Post. 294 At the 
desk, a gloomy but surprised-faced ma11~ (the editor?) looks 
over h~s left shoulder. Behold! i: A SD!lirking bill collector 
enters and prepares to. confront the de!btor. B_lythe cari-
catures his figures. " The bill collector has the pinched 
., 
,. 
countenance of a rat or weasel. His thin frame, minces, 
stealthily, into the interior from the blackness outside. 
The man who is his ~ediate victim bears a stupid boar-like 
expression .. Unlike Blythe's other interiors, details and 
'• 
accessories are plainly portrayed. A calendar indicates 
that lit. is January 4, 1859, while a map, picture, jacket and 
,, 
clock line the walls. Below, a spittoon, books, a hat, 
,. 
chest and trunk are displaced, casu~lly, on the wooden floor. 
I. 
., 
In this work, Blythe is the social commentator. He reveals 
the gross injustice and obnoxious qual:;Lties of bill collectors 
I' 
who prey like vultures upon the peopl~. 
,. 
Lastly, we may examine two iso'lated themes from 
,. 
;: 
Blythe's repertoire, Prospecting (Plat:ra 298) and Recruits 
Wanted . (Plate 299) • The first shows a:: Pittsburgh citizen 
294 
Ibid., p. 76. 
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who, through the lure <:>f striking oil, has hurried off to 
nearby Oil City. A bewildered man stands ankle-deep in mud 
as he reads the signs, above, advertising, for sale, lands 
whose oil will bring millions to the owner. Laden with a 
canteen and carrying pack, the weary city denizen firmly 
holds, under his right arm, a bundle of "greenbacks 11 • But 
Blythe's optimistic, ambitious speculator has arrived too 
late. There only remains a broken barrel of crude oil, a 
turtle, the bones of a horse and the Skeleton of a wagon 
half sunk in a shallow marsh. Beyond, the usurped land is 
studded with a~andoned oil well derricks and strewn barrels. 
·_oil City is a ghost town now. In essence, Blythe's imper-
sonal-bearded speculator from the big city becomes a pitiable 
entity in this desolate quagmire. Blythe satirizes man's 
avarice and incessant desire to get-rich-quick without fore-
thought of the evil consequences. 
The other theme, Recruits wanted, depicts a young man 
of Pittsburgh staring at a Civil War recruiting poster tacked 
to a building. The man, with his back to us, and clad in 
reddish-brown and ora~ge attire, reads the underscored words, 
nsober Men."It is ironical that Blythe would emphasize sobriety 
- 2"1f -
since he became an alcoholic during the last twelve years 
of his life. This, as we have noted, was partially brought 
on through the failure of his panorama (1847) but, pr~arily 
by the unexpected death of his .wi"fe (1849). Be wrote a verse 
professing his own vice, in his Pen Sketch of a Drunkard; 
The sun has set and by broad pweter clouds 
The gloaming of a snorting cuinte~ eye 
Is hurried. Nakedness over the unleafed. 
And shapeless universe 
strides out with undisputed sway 
And with her reaching frost-bit fingers writes 
December upon all creation. 
out from the cold, blank emptiness 
Of a drunkard's home, slowly and hused as 
A gnome-shaped vomited from the green pestilent 
stomach of a sepulchre, comes forth a thing 
The suppliant tongue of charity might 
Hesitate to call a man. 
Not far his wayward feet have wended till 
Hot-breathed temptation stands, woe-eyed 
In his path, with bloodshot window 
Winking h~ a welcome. 295 
The solitary, sketchy figure is treated in a rough, 
broad manner recalling Winslow Homer's later slouced fisher-
man. The loose, casual brush strokes create a warmth and 
softness to the painting. Blythe imbues his theme with an 
295 Evelyn Abraham, "David G. Blythe. American Painter 
and Woodcarver (1815- 1865) ," Antiques, Vol. 27, (May, 
1935) , p. 180. 
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all-over harmony by using muted browns, rusk-colored bricks, 
and misty slate gray for the distant mill roof, to the left. 
One wonders if this impersonal little figure is not 
Blythe himself measuring his 11 standards 11 against those re-
quired by the Union Armyo {Plate 300). 
In conclusion, it may be said that Blythe's art is 
filled with a great interest for foreign and American genre 
painting of the time. It was, by itself, the very life and 
spirit of Pittsburgh {Plates 301 and 302) • Blythe was de-
nied any formal, academic training either here or abroad. 
His friend, J. J. Gillespie, in the 1850's, brought back 
prints of the Old Masters and, undoubtedly, the artist saw 
and studied Goya's popular Los caprichos and Daumier's 
satiric attacks on Louis Phillipe and le bon bourgeois 
series. Blythe's familiarity with other foreign carica-
turists, Rowlandson, Crukshank, Phiz (Hablot Knight Browne), 
/ John Leech and Tustave Dore, was developed at this time, 
also his devout interest in Dutch and Flemish painting of 
the Seventeenth Century. Many of his Pittsburgh vignettes 
reflect the oils of Brouwer, ostade and Teniers. Further, 
the hilly, narrow, gas-lighted streets and channeled_ alleys 
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of Pittsburgh offered an ideal setting for his genre. He 
walked incessantly through this city of iron and steel. Be 
noted its Irish and Italian immigrants, its mills and their 
continual strikes for more wages. As earlier reported, 
Blythe also observed the in~ustices of the courts, and the 
little ragamuffins thrown.out in the filthy streets to 
play (Plate 303). Occasionally, he would visit the rough 
hillsides outside of Pittsburgh and talk with fugitive 
slaves Who, now, had escaped via the Underground R~ilroad 
(Plate 304) • 
Blythe's travels took him into taverns, market-
places, post offices and prisons (Plate 305). In such 
locales, he mingled with crinoline-skirted ladies, busy 
merchants, rough rivermen and ragged tramps, etc •• He looked 
upon this great city's "gentry" with a humorous yet satiri-
cal eye. He knew how to create simplifcations and dis-
tortions. His wit, though, included only the essentials 
and a strain of caricatural madness. His satire was bitter 
and coarse. Like Hogarth, and Daumier, he noted only the 
ridiculousness of human self-importance. The temperament 
in many of his genre was also akin to Quidor. But, where 
Quidor turned to literature for inspiration, Blythe used 
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events from everday life in Pittsburgh. There was, also, 
the mordant touch of Rowlandson as well as a feeling of 
the grotesqueness of Browwer, Ostade and Goya. This was 
realized in his delight in painting grimaces affixed onto 
large, round, misShapen heads and faces with beady eyes, 
bulbous noses, twisted mouths and ugly scowls. 
Blythe follows the thematic philosophy of the 
Seventeenth Century Dutch and Flemish masters. His in-
terest is not, at all times, to moralize or satirize but 
to mirraRthe life, manners, and mores of the people aroun 
hem, but never sneered. 
Through his individual gusto, vigor and robust 
• 
Blythe records what he sees with no patience with pretense, 
yet with a deep idealism under a mask of mockery. 
In conclusion, he was both spectator and actor. 
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realist movement of the Twentieth Century. Artists, such 
as Paul Cadmus, William Gropper and Jack Levine, today, 
possess a similar American humor that satirizes and pokes 
fun at passing incidents of the day no matter how melancholy, 
stark or grim. His painting grew out of his desire to ex-
press himself, his times and his environment. He was honest 
as the day is long. His art never was pretentious. It 
was a racy art, an art of the people. 296 
296 John O'Connor, Jr., 11 David Gilmour Blythe, 1815-
1865," Panorama, Vol. 1, no. 4, (January, 1946), p. 39. 
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CHAPTER III. AMERIND PAINTERS 
BACKGROUND 
By 1830, America experienced the first touches of 
increasing numbers of persecuted and starved immigrants 
from Europe. ~ere, then arose, by the middle of the cen-
tury, a mass exodus to california. The gold rush was in 
full swing. Others just wanted. to move out of the crowded 
I 
eastern seaboard states to speculate or form for themselves. 
The land, at least, west of the Missouri and Mississippi 
rivers, was still uncharted. The task fell to the Army, 
or fur trade companies, to send private expeditions out to 
map these virgin areas and bring back to Washington, and 
their company, any important data as to Indian inhabitants 
and geographical topography. This would aid future settlers 
or traders. Sometimes, these expedit~ons were of a collab-
orative nature, between Army and fur company. Mostly, they 
were financed either by the government or the privately-
owned fur companies. Earliest of such expeditions was the 
trip made between 1819 to 1823 by Samuel Seymour with Major 
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stephen H. Long's "Yellow Expedition.u The purpose, as noted, 
was to visit remote Army forts and Indian villages in the 
Missouri territory. Major Long hired samuel Seymour as the 
expedition's uartist-in-residencen:. In his Sketchbook port-
folio, seymour recorded events of the day, topography of 
-the land, and the life, conditions and ways of the Indians. 
Seymour was the first so-called American scientific ex-
plorer who observed and painted the Aroerind in his own 
setting. 
Previous to samuel seymour's genre accounts of 
Indian life, there existed a long tradition of artists 
portraying the Amerind. Between 1564 and 1565, Jacques 
Le Moyne was the first European artists to study and paint 
the Indian (Plate 306). He stayed at a French Huguenot 
colqny in northeastern Florida and there made academically 
contrived watercolors. Theodore De Bry followed by il-
lustrating, in 1591, a history of Florida based on Le 
Moyna-'s paintings (Plate 30'1) • De Byr~ s romantic engravings 
helped to further, in Europe and America, the evil con-
ception of the Indian, bringing out their deep~seated super-
stitions, ignorances, and immoralities. 
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By the late Seventeenth Century more sketches of 
the North American aboriginal were executed. Peter Linder-
strom crudely engraved a squatty, muscular race of Swedes 
and Delaware warriors trading (Plate 308), while the Dutch 
West India company swapped food and arms for furs brought 
down by canoe to the port of New Amsterdam. In the early 
• 
decades of the Eighteenth Century, other European artists 
sketched daily life episodes in clumsy, impressionistic 
manners. scenes from memory or vivid first-hand themes 
recorded Indian dress or·primitive tribal rites. It was 
really not until the Eighteen Thirties that the noted 
swedish-American painter, Gustavus Bessilius, portrayed 
romantic images of famous Indian chiefs and warriors 
(Plate 309) • on the other hand, the historical painter 
Benjamin West was idealizing and ennobling our savage in 
his London studio (Plate 310) • Whether in treaties or war-
fare the Amerind became a positive image of America's 
heritage and an exotic· curio in these large compositions. 
success in this new role of an American artist,as 
an integral part of an expedition, led to a succession of 
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men who, from 1830 to the outbreak of the Civil War, 
carried easels, paints, brushes, pens and pencils on their 
backs into the wilds of Indian Territory. such men as 
George catlin, Alfred Jacob Mi~ler, and seth Eastman, 
continued the tradition set admirably by samuel seymour 
and his predecessors. 
GEORGE CATLIN (1796 - l872):0BSERVER OF A 
WILDERNESS IN A LOCKET 
The first and foremost of these artist-explorers 
after Samuel Seymour's eventful trek was George catlin. 
Catlin was born in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, on July 26, 
1796. The following year, (1797) Putnam and Polly Catlin, 
George's parents, moved to Broome County near the New York 
state border. Here, Putnam acquired a plantation and raised 
his thirteen childr~~Charles, Clara, Juliette, George, 
Eliza, James, Mary, Julius, Lynde, Sally, Richard, John 
d . l an FrancJ.s. It was in this desolate region that young 
George made friends with an Indian Family (On-e-gong-way). 
1Lloyd Haberly, Purs.Ji.t of the Horizon. A Life of 
George catlin Painter and Recorder of the American 
Indian, (New York, The Macmillan Company, 1948), p. 3. 
George and his siblings collected Indian objects d'art 
and played with tomahaWks found in the area. It is said 
that he received a deep cut from one, scaring the left 
side of his face for life. By 1808, Putnam Catlin moved 
his family to a plantation at Hop Bottom {Pennsylvania). 
George stayed there until he left for law school at 
Litchfield, Pennsylvania. After passing his finals and bar 
exam in 1820, he set up a law practicejn Philadelphia. 
For the next two years, he idled his days away in this 
office .,and in courtrooms. Courtroom law, he finally de-
cided, was not for him. Therefore, in 1823 or 1824, catlin 
turned to his first love, portrait-painting. He opened a 
studio on Walnut Street, Philadelphia and hung out a shingle: 
11George catlin, Miniature Painter •. " He was an amateur and 
. . 
self-train&l._, and he realized his failings. on February 18, 
1824, he enrolled at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
There, he visited the studios of Thomas Sully, John Neagle, 
and the Peale's-- charles Wilson, Raphael, Rembrandt, and 
2 Titian. 
2 
Accounts relate, romantically, that, also at this 
Ibid., p. 24. 
Harold McC;racken, George catlin and the Old 
Frontier, (New York, the Dial Press, 1959), p. 23. 
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time, he observed, in the Peale Museum, a delegation of ten 
to fifteen Indians who stopped at Philadelphia on their way 
to Washington, D .. c •• The visit of the Indians so impressed 
him that he wrote, twenty years later, in his Letters and 
Notes on the Manners, customs and condition of the North 
Amefican Indians: 
In silent and stoic dignity, these lords 
of the forest strutted about the city 
for a few days, wrapped in their pictured 
robes, with their brows plumed with the 
quills of the war-eagle, attracting the 
gaze and admiration of all Who behold 
them. A~ter this, they took their de-
parture for Washington City, and I was left 
to reflect and regret, which I did, long 
and deeply, until I came to the following 
deductions and conclusions: 
Black and blue cloth and civilization are 
destined, not only to veil, bht to obliterate 
the grace and beauty of Nature. Man, in the 
simplicity and loftiness of his nature, un-
restrained, and unfettered, by the dis-
guises of art, is surely the most beautiful 
model for the painter, -- and the country 
from which he hails is unquestionably the 
best study or school of the arts in the 
world: such I am sure, from the models I 
have seen; is the wilderness of North 
America. 
• • • • the history and customs of such a 
people, preserved by picto~ial illustrations, 
are themes worthy of the lifetime of one man, 
no ''-c'. ·" 
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and nothing short of the loss of my life, 
shall prevent me from visiting their 
country, and of becoming their historian. 3 
catlin, after seeing these noble and dignified 
savages arrayed and caparisoned in all their classic 
beauty, felt destiny had picked him to portray these magni-
ficent red heroes before they and their. tented towns be-
4 
came a memory. He wanted a traveling museum, much like 
Charles Willson Peal's stationary one at Philadelphia. In 
this way he could gather into one place everything Indian, 
animal, vegetable, or mineral, that colored and shaped the 
Indian culture. He recruited his brother, Julius, then a 
Cadet at West Point, to collect specimens at frontier 
military posts. And between 1824 and 1825, George himself 
traveled through New York, Hartford, Litchfield and West 
Point gathering data and specimens from Indians in those 
areas. 
May 3, 1826 saw him elected an Academician at the 
Academy of Fine Arts, New York and two years later, May 10, 
3E .. P. Richardson, Paintinq in America, (New York,· 
Thomas Y. crowell company, 1956), pp. 163- 164. 
4 . . 
Haberly, op. cit.; p. 26. 
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1828, he married Clara Bartlett Gregory, from Albany. His 
intended nprojectn was going pretty well up to:'this time. 
Catlin now painted reservation Indians -- Senecas, Oneidas, 
Tuscaroras, Ottawas and Mohegans. But tragedy was soon to 
strike for that year his brother Julius drowned,and the 
idea to create an Indian museum with him collapsed. 5 Late 
in 1829, Catlin, still saddened, set off for Richmond, 
Virginia. There,he received a commission to paint one-
hundred and fifteen delegates Who were assembled for the 
beginning of a new state constitution. After that, he de-
parted for st. Louis to record the ways, looks, and manners 
6 
of the prairie tribes. The Spring of 1830 saw him in st. 
Louis where he received his first assignment -- to paint 
Indians who came into the office of General Clark, the local 
Indian superintendent~ Catlin also sketched Indians seen 
at the st. Louis waterfront warehouses. In July, 1830·, he 
went with General Clark, to Prairie du Chien and Fort Craw-
ford, to make treaties with the Iowa, Missouri, Sioux, Omaha, 
Sault and Fox. And early that Fall, he was at cantonment 
5 McCracken, op. cit., p. 26. 
6 . Haberly, op. cit., p. 35. 
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I 
Leavenworth on the Missouri, painting Iowa Indians and 
tribes removed from the Eastern Woodlands -- Delaware, 
Kaskaskia, Kickapoo, Peoria, Potawatomi, Shawnee and Weah. 
Even later, that Fall, he and General Clark visited Kansas 
7 
Indian villages on the Kansas River. The following Spring 
of 1831, saw catlin with the Indian Agent, Major John 
Dougherty, travelling up the Missouri and Platte Rivers 
where they inspected the horticultural Pawnee, Omaha, Oto, 
d . . 8 an M~ssour~. on January 29, 1832, he was back in st. 
Louis. But by March 26, 1832 catlin was aboard the river-
boat, the Yellowstone, as a guest of the American Fur Com-
pany. With rolls of canvas, an easel and a little case 
of bladders bulging with oil colors, he set out to paint 
landscapes, Indian villages and scenes of the Upper Missouri. 9 
He ascended the Missouri, 2,000 miles, to Fort Union (Plate 
311) at the mouth of the Yellowstone River. On the way, he 
7John c. Ewers, George Catlin, Painter of Indians 
and the West (Washington, D. c., Smithsonian Institution, 
1956), p. 485. 
8 Ibid., pp. 485- 486. 
9 
Ibid., p. 486. 
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sketched from the deCk of the boat and on occasion went 
ashore. At Fort Union, he was provided with private 
quarters and a studio. There, he painted many portraits 
of leading men and women of those tribes who came to trade -
Assiniboin, Blackfoot, Crow, Plains, Cree, and Plains 
Ojibwa. 10 Later that year catlin returne~ downstream by 
skiff with Jean Ba'tiste and Abraham Bogard, two French-
11 
Canadian trappers of the American Fur Company. They em-
barked long enough at the fur post, Fort Clark, for catlin 
to record the Mandan village. Finally, after eighty-six 
days travelling, painting and making notes, he returned to 
st. Louis. During this brief period he had painted more 
than one-hundred and thirty-five paintings: sixty-six por-
traits of Indians, thirty-six scenes of Indian life, twenty-
12 five landscapes and eight hunting scenes. 
After a short visit to the Florida coast, during the 
10 Ewers, op. cit., p. 486. 
Baberly, op. cit., p. 57. 
11 
Ewers, op. cit., p. 486. 
McCracken, op. cit., p. 81. 
12 
McCracken, op. cit., p. 122. 
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~inter of 1833 - 34, catlin was granted permission by the 
Secretary of War to accompany an expedition of Dragoons, 
under Colonel Henry Dodge. He moved from Fort Gibson on 
the Arkansas River into the wild country of the Kiowa and 
13 
comanche Indians. In the neighborhood of Fort Gibson, 
he painted portraits and village life of the newly dis-
placed Cheroke~, Choctaw, and creek tribes. The Winter of 
1834 was passed in New orleans and the Gulf of Mexico where 
catlin, with his wife, recuperated from his last sojour~. 
But this respite soon ended when he planned in 1835 a 
canoe trip. That spring he ascended the Mississippi to 
the Falls of St. Anthony where he painted the Ojibwa. on 
his return down the river he painted the Eastern Sioux near 
14 .; 
Fort Snelling and the Fox and Sauk tribes. The following 
Summer of 1836 he arrived by steamer from Buffalo to Green 
Bay, Wisconsin. B~tended to approach the Mississippi by 
way of the Great Lakes. Again, by canoe, over lake, river, 
13 
Ibid. I p. 130. 
Ewers, op. cit., p. 488. 
14 Ewers, op. cit., p. 489. 
McCraCken, op. cit., pp. 165 - 167. 
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and portage, he traveled. From Fort Winnebago, he paddled 
down the Wisconsin to the Mississippi, to Saint Peter's( 
(Minnesota) River, and ascended that river until he found 
15 
on August 17, 1836, the sacred red stone quarry. This 
was the place where the tr~es of the Great'Lakes and 
Plains fashioned their tobacco peace pipes. other than ~ 
painting a panoramic scene of this "classic ground" in 
the present Pipestone county, Minnesota, catlin studied 
and painted the Ojibwa, Menominee, Sauk, Winnebqgo, and 
Fox Indians in that region. On his return to st. Louis, he 
lost a canoe and about one-third of the materials col-
16 
lected on this expedition. 
consequently, the years from 1830 to 1836 con-
stitute the main source of material for his oil paintings 
which later became known as "Catlin's Indian Gallery... It 
is from this series· of field trips that we shall draw our 
genre Amerind illustrations {Plate 312). 
The remaining for~y-years of catlin's life are 
replete with disappointment, sadness, anxiety and tragedy. 
15Ewers, op. cit., p. 489. 
McCracken, op. cit., p. 174. 
16 McCracken, op. cit., p. 179. 
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His Indian Art Gallery opened in New York on September 23, 
1837. At first it was a hit, and he took it then to 
Washington, D. c., Philadelphia, and Boston. catlin, in-
cidentally, was the first American to bring a Wild west 
Show to the public. Be hoped, through this 11 expedition", 
that the American people would see the plight of the Amerind 
and therefore set aside public lands for Indian reservations 
and erect a National Museum to house his vast collection. 
The session of the United states Congress, 1837 - 38, sub-
mitted a r'esolution to purchase catlin • s collect:im, but 
finally it was not considered. catlin, indignant and hurt 
over their decision said in 1838 that he would take the 
collection to Europe. He threatened the Government that he 
would sell it, preferably in London. 17 America did not bite 
at this opportunity, so on November 25, 1839, he reluctantly 
sailed for Europe with his collection, and family - his 
wife, three daughter-s and son. 
He landed at Liverpool and opened o~ December 30, 
18 1839 in the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, London. over night 
17Ib'd ~ .. , p. 189. 
18 
Ibid., p. 191. 
Ewers, op. cit., p. 490. 
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he became a celebrity and even obt~ined Queen Victoria and 
B. R. B. Prince Albert as initial subscribers to his book: 
Letters and Notes on the Manners, customs and Conditions of 
the North American Indians. After six successful years in 
London, hisEshow began to fade in popularity. so in April, 
1845, he took it to Paris. He leased a hall of the Salle 
Valentino, in Rue st. Honore, and on June 3, 1845, opened 
its doors to the public. The collection attracted King 
Louis Philippe, Victor Hugo, Mme. George Sand and Baron 
de Humboldt. Charles Baudelaire also observed Catlin's show 
and wrote the following remarks in The Mirror of Art: 
Thus Veronese•s colour is tranquil and gay. 
Delacroix's colour is often plaintive, 
and that of M. catlin is often terrible. 
(p. 49). 
There are two curiosities of a certain im-
portance at the Salon. These are the portraits 
of Petit Loup and of Graisse du dos de buffe, 
by M. catlin, the impresario of the red-skins. 
When·M. catlin came to Paris, with his Museum 
and his Ioways, the word went round that he 
was a good fellow Who could neither paint nor 
draw, and that if he had produced some tolerable 
studies, it was thanks on to his courage and 
patience. Was this an innocent trickof M. 
catlin's, or a blunder on the part of the ~ournal­
ist? For today it ~s established that M. catlin 
can paint and draw very well indeed. These two 
portraits would be enough to prove it to me, 
if I could not call to_ mind many other specimens 
equally fine. I had been particularly struck by 
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the transparency and lightness of his skies. 
M. Catlin has captured the proud, free 9hara-
cter and the noble expression of these splendid 
fellows in a masterly way1 the structure of their 
heads is wonderfully well understood. With 
their fine attitudes and their ease of move-
ment, these savages make antique sculpture 
comprehensible. Turning to his colour, I 
find in it an element of mystery which de-
lights me more than I can say. Red, the 
colour of blood, the colour of life, flowed so 
abundantly in his gloomy Museum that it was 
like an intoxication1 and the landscapes-
wooded mountains, vast savannahs, deserted 
rivers - were monotonously, eternally green. 
once again I find Red (so inscrutable and 
dense a color~ and harder to penetrate than 
a serpent's eye) - and·Green (the colour of 
Nature, calm, gay and smiling) - singing their 
melodic antiphon in the very faces of these 
two heroes. - There is no doubt that all 
their tattooing and pigmentations had been done 
in accordance with the harmonious modes of 
nature. 
I believe that What has led the public and the 
journalists into error with regard to M. catlin 
is the fact that his painting has nothing to 
do with that brash style, to which all our 
young men have so accustomed us that it has 
become the classic style of out time. 
(pages 72 to 73). 
• • • • the naturai charm, so simply expressed, 
of catlin's savannahs and prairies •••• 
(page 289}. l9 
19
charles Baudelaire, The Mirror of Art, edit. and 
trans. by Jonathan Mayne (New York: Doubleday and Company, 
1956} p. 49; pp. 72 - 73,· and p. 289. 
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Even Eugene Delacroix made sketches of these exotic Red 
Men from America. (Plates 313, 314 and 315). 
Catlin left in July, 1845 for the live Ioways be-· 
came homsidk and suffered from consumption of the lungs. 
Another tragic situation occurred on the twenty-eighth of 
that fatal month. It was then that catlin's wife, Clara, 
died in Paris of pneumonia. Her untimely death (as in the 
case of the wife of David G. Blythe) left catlin numbed and 
bewildered. 20 Disappointment followed disappointment. 
catlin's show had·to be called off from a trip to 
Brussels under the invitation of the King of Belgium be-
cause of a smallpf>iX.:c.:epidemic among the Indians. Congress, 
in 1846, established a National Museum, the Smithsonian 
Institute, with the proviso for a gallery of art but the 
Mexican War prevented further acticn. 21 The same year, 
Catlin's son, George, Jr., died of pneumonia. 
These misfortunes were followed by two insults; 
one, from Henry Rowe Schoolcraft who became so enraged at 
20McCrackeW~op. cit., p. 195. 
21 Ibid., p. 201. 
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Catlin for not le~ting h~ study his (Catlin's) pictures 
for an ethnological encyclopedia that, when he returned to 
America, he hired Seth Eastman to illustrate his volumes. 22 
The second insult came from King Philippe, who ordered twenty-
nine pictures from the life of the e~lorer, Lasalle, but 
never paid h~. 
When the Revolution of 1847 to 1848 broke out in 
France, Catlin just managed to get his gallery back to 
England. In London· he settled at 6 Waterloo Plac~, Pall MaLL. 
Deafness was overcoming h~ but he would not stop working.· 
He made copies of Originals that he owned and of paintings 
that were lost - - from his Sketches of 1830 to 1836. Also, 
he began writing his volume, Eight Years Travel and Residence 
in Europe, published in 1848. 
Meanwhile, in America, Daniel Webster, in the 1852 -
53 session of Congress made a final plea in the Senate for 
the United States to purchase catlin's ~portant public art 
23 
collection. The proposal was defeated by one vote, that 
of Jefferson Davis. Davis had to vote against it because 
22 Ibid., pp. 201 202. 
23 
~.,_p ... 203 .. 
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of his Southern Democratic party affiliations and his anti-
Indian sentiments. catlin was certain thS Bill would pass, 
and he borrowed heavily against the· Indian Gallery. With 
its denial the creditors swarmed over him. one creditor, 
Joseph Harrison,head of the Harrison Boiler Works in Phila-
delphia, arrived in London at this time. Seeing catlin's 
p~ight, he paid off the hoard of creditors and shipped the 
·Indian gallery back to his factory in Philadelphia. It re-
mained in ruinous condition until it was salvaged in 1879, 
by the combined efforts of Thomas Donaldson, a lawyer, who 
was concerned with Indian affairs and Spencer F. Baird, 
24 
then the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
The next five years of Catlin's life (1853 - 1858) 
were spent travelling in South America. He visited Brazil, 
the Andes, Peru, the Amazon River and Argentina. And, later, 
with a Negro,_Caesar, he ventured up the Pacific Coast of 
America to the Aleutian Islands and across the Bering sea 
to Siberia. Sometime in 1858, catlin returned to Paris 
only to go off to sou~h America again between the years 
1858 to 1861. After this final trip to south America, he 
24 Ewers, op. cit.( pp. 491 - 492. 
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settled in a small studio in Brussels where he wrote Life 
Amongst the Indians {1861), 0-Kee-Pa {1867) and Last Rambles 
Amongst the Indians (1868). 25 
After thirty-one yearst. absence, Catlin returned 
to New York in l870 •. In this period, he had not only writ-
ten man~ volumes of North and South American aboriginals 
but had duplicated nearly all his paintings in the original 
Wild West Show. After an ~nsuc~essful attempt to show his 
works at the Sommerville Gallery, New York, he was invited 
to hang his pictures at the Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington, D. c •• He organized a ninty-nine page catalogue 
and exhibited twelve-hundred paintings and sketches in the 
National Museum. catlin's dream had come true. Fate 
touched him, however, for on December 23, 1872, at 5J30 
A. M. he died in the Darcy Building, Jersey City, New 
26 Jersey. 
. . 
Before analyzing a select number of Catlin's oils 
from his travels in the West (1830- 1836), a brief dis-
cussion of his method and ~tyle may be given. As previously 
25 McCracken, op. cit., p. 207. 
26 
Ibid., p. 208. 
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stated, he entered the wilderness bearing rolls of canvas, 
an easel, and a small case of oil-colors kept in bladders. 
John c. Ewers relates that he employed two styles of paint-
ing - - a studio-portrait style and an ±mpressionistic or 
27 field-sketching style. For our purposes, we are interested 
in the latter, his "field-sketches." catlin, in his six 
trips into the Plains States, was continually rushed and 
worked under the most un-ideal circumstances. The super-
stitious Indian was most unpredictable. Catlin knew this. 
Through quick observation and a disciplined coordination 
of eye and hand, he developed a rapid, brusque technique 
in Which he tried to catch an impression of a scene or 
event. He eliminated details and concentrated on the posi-
tion and actions of his forms. Bold simplifications arose 
and a pictorial shorthand evolved which echoed Indian picture-
writing. With the Plains Indians this was done on dried 
28 Bui.;;alo hides (Plates 316 and 31?). As a result of this 
27 
, Ewers, op. cit., p. 492. 
28 John c. Ewers, Eariy White Influence Upon Plains 
Indian Painting, George catlin and carl Bodmer Among the 
Mandan, 1832 - 1834, (Washington, D. c., Smithsonian In-
stitution, 1951} , pp. 3 - 4 • 
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technique, many of his pictures possess a loose, casual, 
painterly quality Which approximates watercolors. Lastly, 
his palette was limited.- He could not carry a wide selec-
tion of colors through the wilderness. Thus, basic earthen 
colors d0m~nate. Blues, greens, and Whites complete this 
color schema. All the above factors must be considered 
when viewing his on-the-spot Indian genre. This was an 
artist who worked against time and in fear of his very 
life. 
In 1832, Catlin was a guest of the American Fur 
Company on board the steamboat, Yellowstone. on his way up 
the Missouri River, the boat stopped at Fort Pierce, one of 
the trading posts at the mouth of the Teton River. catlin 
saw more than six hundred skin lodges of the Sioux encamped 
around the fort. Of this experience he wrote: 
I am now in the heart of the country belonging 
to the Sioux or Dahcotas, and have Indian 
faces and Indian customs in abundance around 
me ••• Their personal appearance is fine and pre-
possessing, tall and straight, and their 
movements graceful. At least one half of their 
warriors stand six feet or more in height •••• 29 
29 -McCracken, op. cit., p. 47. 
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Immediately, he began painting a series of Western 
30 {Teton) Sioux portraits and scenes. from sioux life. One 
of the first oils was the Bear Dance, 1832, (Plate 318). 
The picture shows a qro~p of sixteen Sioux warriors dane-
ing in a circle. The ceremony was performed by the pro-
spective hunters several days in succession before the 
31 
hunt. The.purpose was to summon the Great Bear Spirit 
and aSk him to ensure enough bear meat and grease for their 
tribe. The chief medicine man led the dance. He wore the 
skin of a bear, and some of the others wore bear masks and 
heads. All imitated actions, movements, and sounds of the 
animal while chanting and.dancing to the frenzied beat of 
drums. Catlin cathes the very spirit and force of the 
ritual. He does this through rapid brush strokes, selec-
tivity of form and elimination of detail. 
The Beggars' Dance of Teton Sioux, 1832, {Plate 319) 
has a similar theme. In it, Catlin reenacts, in paint, the 
... 
30 
Ewers~ Early.White Influen~e. op. cit., p. 486. 
31 
McCrackeN,op. ·cit., p. 51. 
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Sioux pantomine appeal to the Great Spirit to open the hearts 
of the prosperous. 32 Here, twelve loin-clothes Sioux gyrate, 
and stamp, wildly, in a circle. The pulsating beat comes 
from the lone drummer, to the left. Through this ritual, 
the participants prayed that the wealthy would grant their 
riches to the poor (not the dancers) and assured the givers 
that the Great Spirit would be kind to those who gave to the 
helpless and destitute. 
catlin revitalizes this primitive rite. He stages 
his action in the ~ediate foreground, and the dancing 
figures become alive as they move around in their isolated, 
vacant environment. 
When the Yellowstone reached Fort Union, Catlin be-
gan to record the Indians of that locale. Among the many 
tribes that interested him were the crow. Although they 
were not large or powerful, they were une~alled in classic 
33 
masculine display and elegance. The oval oil paintings, 
32
-Ibid. 1 P• 51. 
33Ibid. I p. 77 ::.;. 
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crow warriors Bathing in Yellowstone, 1832, (Plate 320) and 
Crow Chief at His Toilet, 1832, (Plate 321) coincides with 
his description of crow men: 
• • fine looking, with an ease and grace 
added to their dignity of manners. • • • 
most of them six feet tall or more. • • • and 
many have cultivated their hair to such an 
almost incredible length that it sweeps to 
the ground as they walk.34 
The paintings show two vignettes from the life of the Crow 
warrior-chieftains. After bathing in the river every morn-
ing and relaxing upon itsbank, they return to their tepees. 
Their squaws then apply bear grease to their hair and comb 
it with the tail of a porcupine. catlin goes on to say: 
• • • • on ordinary occasions it is wound 
with a broad leather strap, from the head 
to its extreme length, and then folded up 
into a block of some twelve inches in lengtht 
Which When he walks is carried under his arm, 
or placed in his bosom with the folds of his 
robe: but on any great parade or similar 
occasion, his pride is to unfold it, oil it 
with bear's grease and let it drag behind 
him, black and shining as a raven's wing. 35 
Catlin also records the migratory habits of the crow. 
34Ibid., p. 80. 
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The picture, Moving Camp, 1832, (Plate 322) Sketchily de-
picts a tribe of Crow Indians following herds of buffalo. 
The movement of this camp was directed by the chief. The 
work was done entirely by the squaws. They loaded the bur-
dens on lodge poles harneesed.to horses and dogs. on top 
of these ~drags,m the bundles, household possessions, and 
the children were placed. Each horse was led or driven by 
a squaw. She carried also a large, pack on her back and an 
infant at her breast. 
The scene, Which bears an element of pathos, moralizes 
on the unhappy plight and condition of the ·Indian Who must 
roam America's vacant plains in search of food and shelter. 
on catlin's return trip by canoe from Fort Union, 
in 1832, with the two trappers, Jean Ba'tiste and Abraham 
Bogard, he stopped at the village of the Mandans, outside 
of Fort Clark. This tribe of about two thousand individuals 
called themselves the see-pohs-ka-nu-mah-ka-kee or .. People 
of the Pheasants.~ 36 As oppossed to the other tribes en-
36 
Ibid., p. 84. 
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countered by Catlin, the Mandans were not warlike and lived 
in a permanent village Which was almost invulnerable. 
catlin wrote: 
So forcibly have I been struck with the pecu-
liar ease and elegance of these people, to-
gether with the diversity of complications 
andvariousaolors of their hair and eyes, 
and their unaccountable customs, that I am 
fully convinced that they have sprung from some 
other origin than that of other North Ameri-
can Indians, or that they are an amalgam of 
natives with some civilized race. • • • 37 
The first important picture from the Mandans series 
shows a panoramic view of the Mandan Village, 1832, (Plate 
323). catlin writes the following observations, 
37 
I have this morning perched myself upon the top 
of one of the earth-covered lodges, and having 
the whole village beneath and about me, with 
its sachems, warriors, dogs and horses in. 
motion; its medicines and scalp-poles waving 
over my head; its green prairies in full view; 
with the din and bustle of the thrilling pan-
orama that is about me. • • • There are several 
hundred dwellings and they are purely unique • 
• • • • The living, in everything, carry an 
air of intractable wildness about them, and the 
dead are not buried but dried upon scaffolds. 
on the tops of the lodges are to be seen groups 
standing and reclining, whose picturesque ap-
pearances it would be difficult to describe. 
• • • • and beyond these, groups are engaged in 
games. Some are also to be seen manufacturing 
Ibid. 1 P• 84. 
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robes and dresses; and others, fatigued with 
amusements, have stretched their l~s to 
enjoy the luxury of sleep While basking in 
the sun • • • • On the roofs of the lodges 
are also buffaloes' skulls, skin canoes, 
sleds and other things. And suspended on 
poles. • • .. above the doors of the lodges, 
are displayed the scalps of warriors. • • • 
exposed as evidence of warlike deeds. on 
other poles are the warriors' whitened 
shields and quivers, with medicine-bags 
attached; and here and there a sacrifice of 
red cloth,or other costly stuff, offered 
up to the Great Spirit • • • • 
In the center of the village is an open space 
of 150 feet in diameter and circular in form, 
which is used for all public games, festivals 
and exhibitions; and also for their annual 
religious ceremonies, which are soon to take 
place. • .. • 
In the middle of this circle stands an object 
of great religious veneration, on account of 
the importance it has in the conduction of 
those remarkable, annual religious rites. • • 
• Also, one of the lodges fronting on this 
public area and facing the strange object of 
their superstition, is the 'Medicine Lodge•. 
It is in this sacred building that those 
amazing ceremonies take place -- in commemora-
tion of the 'Great Flood'. I am told by the 
Traders that the cruelties of these scenes are 
frightful and abhorrent in the extreme; and 
that this huge lodge, which is now closed, has 
been built exclusively for this grand cele-
bration.38 · 
38Ibid., 85 86 pp. - • 
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Increasing understanding of the yearround activities 
of the Mandan village led catlin to witness and record his 
most important and controversial Indian genre: the 0-Kee-Pa 
or Mandan Torture ceremony. 
The paintings, Mandan 0-Kee-Pa -- The Bull Dance 
(Plate 324) and Mandan Torture Ceremony (Plate 325) reveal 
dramatically two rites within this annual event. In order 
to understand their meaning, a brief account of the Mandan 
religion and its relation to the 'O-Kee-Pa' is essential. 
The Mandans believed in an eternally frozen Bell 
and a warm and luxurious Heaven. Heaven, Good Spirit, were 
devils tricking souls of the blest into transgression, there-
fore, they were sent back for another term in Hell. In 
order to please Good Spirit and appease Bad one, the Mandan 
tribe annually went through four days of ceremonial dances 
and cruel tortures. Other purposes for this ceremony were: 
the celebration of the subsiding of the Flood, the invoca-
tion of fertility in buffalo herds; also, the proof of man-
hood and the endurance of young warriors. Since they had no 
, 
calendar, the time was determined by the full growth of 
willow leaves (just about the time of year when Catlin ar-
rived). The ceremonies opened with the arrival of a naked 
- 304. -
man from the prairie. He was painted White, robed in White 
wol£Skins, helmeted with a bonnet of ravens' skins and 
carried a large pipe. This individual, called Nu-mobk-muck-
a-nah was the first and only man who opened the mystery 
lodge and visited every Mandan house. He related the s~ory 
of the flood and how he was the only one to survive. ~eople 
gave h~ presents Which were thrown over a eli££ into deep 
water at the end of this ceremony. · • 
Then came the o-Kee-Pa, or Bull Dance. Eight men 
danced and chanted in a circle. They were garbed with 
entire skins of buffalo over their backs and wore horns, 
hoofs, and tails. Their bodies were bent over to imitate 
the horizontal position and actions of the buffalo and were 
painted with magical buffalo designs of either red, yellow, 
or black. They held rattles and long white wands and 
carried on their backs a sh~ of green willow boughs. With 
them danced four wardens of the Big Canoe, two painted char-
coal black and two vermillion-red •. They wore kilts and head-
dresses of eagles• quills and ermine. Also, two more men 
wore skins of grizzly bears and women continually appeased 
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them by feeding them diShes of meat. The last of the dancers 
was a yelling devil-man, painted blaCk and dappled with 
small white circles. He raced in from the prairie in a 
zigzag motion. 39 
Gathered aro~nd this ritual were the pepple of the 
tribe. They either stood in rows around the dancers or 
assembled atop their mud-thatched-dome houses. catlin has 
captured the spiritual-consonance and vitality of the event. 
The ceremony ended when the master of ceremonies (of the 
Buffalo Dance) approached and leaped upon four dancers in 
succession. The Buffalo Dance was ordered to be stopped, 
40 
and the 'Pohk-hong' (or torturing rites) were to commence. 
The musicians and dancers went to the Medicine Lodge to 
gather the young warriors. The candidates came forward al-
ready weakened from thirst and fasting. They had,not slept 
for four days and nights. catlin vividly records in paint 
as well as relates the barbarity which ensued: 
An inch or more of the flesh on each shoulder, 
or breast, was taken up between the thumb and 
finger by the man who held the knife1 and the 
knife, which had been hacked and. notched to make 
it.produce as much pain as possible, was 
forced through the flesh below the fingers, 
and was followed by a skewer which the other 
39Haber~y, SP• ei~., P~•· 72 - 74. 
4Cl''Mc · Craeken,. ~.. ei i;.,, p... 106.,. 
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attendant forced through the wounds (under-
neath the muscles, to keep them from being 
torn out), as they were hacked. There were 
then two cords lowered from the top of the 
lodge, which were fastened to these skewers, 
and they immediately began to haul him up. 
He was thus raised until his body was just 
suspended from the ground, when the knife and 
additional splints were passed through the 
flesh in a similar manner on eacharm below 
the Shoulder, aiso below the elbow, on the 
thighs, and below the knees. 
This extremely painful operation was performed 
in all instances, on the same parts of the 
candidates• bodies and limbs •••• Each one 
was then instantly raised with the cords 
until the weight of his body was suspended 
by them, and then, while the blood was 
streaming down their limbs, the attendants 
hung upon the other skewers the young man's 
shield, bow and quiver, etc., and in many 
instances the heavy skull of a buffalo was 
attached to each arm and leg •.••• Each one 
was then raised until all the weights swung 
. clear, leaving the feet ~Pme six or eight 
feet above the ground. • • • and their heads 
sunk forward on their breasts, or thrown 
backwards, in a frightful condition. 
The fortitude with which every one of them 
bore this part of the torture surpassed 
credulity •••• When completely suspended 
• • • • the attendants commenced turning 
them around with a pole. • • • in a gentle 
manner at first, but gradually increasing, 
faster and faster, until the brave fellow 
could. control the agony no longer and burst 
out in the most heartrending cries. • • • 
to the Great Spirit to support hi~ •••.• 
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until by fainting, his voice falters and his 
struggling ceases, and he hangs, apparently, 
a still and lifeless corpse! 41 . 
catlin painted this diabolic scene with excited 
splashes of discordant browns, reds and greens. He crowded 
the lodge interior with caricatured monsters and maniac 
grotesques of these savage Mandans. · It was a veritable 
portrayal of Hell itself in all its bewitching savagery. 
catlin's activities th~ug}J11were not primarily con-
fined to the Indians or the Upper Missouri. In 1834, 
while waiting to join a Dragoon expedition into the South-
42 
ern Plains, he painted the Choctaws around Fort Gibson. 
one oil Sketch depicts an Eagle Dance, 1834, (Plate 326). 
In the right centre, fqur naked Choctaws dance to the beat 
of a drum as they assume a bent position around two sticks 
placed into the ground. Clutched in their hands are toma-
haWks, quivers and eagle feathers, and they wave these. im-
plements to evoke the Great Spirit. surrounding them are 
members of the tribe. Some are seated in rows enjoying the 
festivities. Others stand nearby holding children on their 
41 . 107 lOS.· Ib~d., pp. 
-
42Ibid., p. 138. 
Ewers, George catlin, Painter. . . OJ2• cit., p. 488. 
hips. The scene is one of drama, replete with tension and 
excitement, as catlin's keen eye records another ceremonial 
. "'impression. u 
A Choctaw theme, more exciting for catlin to paint, was 
his Ball-Play of the Choctaws, 1834, (Plate 327). The ac-
tion takes place in a flat prairie playing field about six 
miles from the Choctaw Agency headquarters. several ~~Eb 
~ Indians have gathered, and the game is between the 
·choctaws (carrying two ball-sticks} and the Sioux and other 
neighboring bribes (c~rrying 2ne ball stick). ca:tlctn in 
his notes describes the proceedings: 
In the morning at the appointed time the 
two parties and all their friends were 
removed from the playing field. Then the 
game was commenced, by the judges throwing 
up the ball at the firing of a gun. At 
that instant the struggle encused betwe~n 
the players, who were six or seven hundred 
in numbers, and were mutually endeavoring to 
catch the ball in their sticks and throw it 
home between their respective goals. When-
ever this was successfully accomplished it 
counted one point for the game. In these 
desperate struggles for the ball, hundreds 
of strong young Indian athletes were running 
together and leaping, actually over each 
other's heads, and daring between their ad-
versary's legs, tripping and throwing, and 
foiling each other in every possible manner, 
and every voice raised to its highest key 
in shrill yelps and barks! Every mode is 
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used that can be devised to oppose the progress 
of the foremost who is likely to get possession 
of the ball7 and these obstruct±ns often meet 
desperate resistance, which terminate in violent 
scuffles and sometimes in fisticuffS7 when their 
sticks are dropped and the parties are un-
molested whilst settling matters between 
themselves. • • • There are times When the 
ball gets to the ground, and such a confused 
mass rushing together around it • • • • when the 
condensed mass of ball-sticks, and shins, and 
bloody noses, is carried around the different 
parts of the playing field. • • • Each time 
the ball is passed between the goal posts of 
either party, one was counted toward their 
game and there was a halt of about a minute. 
Then the game was again started by the judges, 
and another similar struggle ensued. • • • 
and so on until the successful party arrived 
at one hundred points, when the victors took 
the stakes. 43 
catlin, by assuming a high vantage point and elimina-
ting details, has 1::·polhgnantly suggested this melee of In-
dian activity. His sketchy brush st~okes and painterly forms 
create an impressionism and vibrancy that give the scene a 
vitality of strength and surface unity. 
While travelling with Colonel Henry Dodge•s Dragoons, 
catlin also· found time to observe incidents from the life of 
43 . McCracken, op. cit., p. 142. 
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the nomadic Comanche on cache creek, East of the Wichita 
44 
Mountains. The picture, Comanche Village, 1834, (Plate 
328) shows a backdrop of six hundred or mor·e buffalo-skin-
covered tepees emitting puffs of grey smoke·. In the fore-
ground, groups of Comanches go about their everyday a~ivi-
ties. To the right, three young squaws prepare buffalo 
skins by drying and stretching them on a rack and on the 
ground. To their left, two children play and six warriors 
congregate for a small powwow. In the middle distance, 
•, 
other tribal members ride and converse. More racks for 
dry.iing meat and skins are scattered among the tepees and 
' diminish to the right of the painting. catlin reduces his 
figures into a formula to s~etchy circular masses. His 
main quest is to dti.Iilinish details anfive a general "im-
pression" of Comanche life. 
Catlin can be more selective as evidenced in the 
oil, comanche Feats of Horsemanship, 1834, (Plate 329). 
The comanche tribe was considered wild and predatory. They 
continually sought enemies and bloody conquests. Important 
44 
Ewers, George catlin, Painter •••• , op.cit., 
p. 488. 
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in the repertoire of games and tests of strength was skill 
in horseback riding. Although the action for the picture 
of these four equestrians was staged for. catlin, one can 
see how well-versed they were in concealing themselves 
.from their enemy. From the side of their horse, while 
tenuously placing one foot on the saddle and the other on 
the underside of the beast, they could shoot an arrow with 
precision. They literally became ~ with the steed. Catlin, 
in this exuberant theme, has revealed not only the prowess 
of the Comanche warrior but the inner vitality (or chi'i) 
of their wild horses. 
on his return to the forested region of the Upper 
Mississippi, in the early Spring of 1835, catlin witnessed 
the Snow-shoe Dance of the Chippewas (Ojibwas), 1835, (Plate 
330). He painted ten snow-shoed tribesmen characteristically 
dancing and chanting around a pair of snow-shoes on a pole. 
Their cries were directed to the Great Spirit in supplica-
tion for successful hunting in the snow for Buffalo. cat-
lin's brusque and immediate style renders them as almost puppet-
like caricatures, especially the yelping warrior to the far 
right who waves a tomahaWk and arrow. Lastly, the scene is 
- 31S 
unorthodox, for Catlin never visited Indian territory during 
45 
the~;winter. It may be that h,e experienced a late winter 
storm or painted it according to stories he had heard from 
traders. 
The following year, (1836), catlin surreptitiously 
visited The Sacred Red Pipe-stone quarry, 1836, (Plate 331) 
and wrote in his diary: 
The.rocK on which I sit to write, is the 
summit of a precipice thixty feet high, 
extending two miles in length anq much 
of the way polished, as if a liquid 
glazing had been poured on its surface. 
;:-!c Not far from us, in the solid rock, are the 
deep impressed 'footsteps of the Great Spirit 
(in form of tracks of a large bird) , where 
he formerly stood when the blood of the 
buffa~oes that he was devouring, ran into 
45 
the r.ocks and turned them red. • A few 
yards from us leaps a beautiful little 
stream from the top of the precipice, into 
a deep blue basin below. Here, amid rocks 
of the loveliest hues hut wildest contour 1 
is seen the poor Indian performing ablution1 
and a little distance beyond, on the plain, 
at the base of five huge granite boulders, 
he is humbly propitiating the spirits of the 
place1 by the sacrifice of tobacco 1 entreat-
ing for permission to take away a small piece 
of the red stone for a pipe. Farther along, 
and over the extended plain are seen, like 
Haberly/ op. cit. p. 126. 
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gopher h~> their excavations, ancient and 
recent, and on the surface of the rocks, 
various marks and their sculptured hiero-
glyphics -- their wakens, totems and 
medicines. • • • graves, mounds, and ancient 
fortifications.~6 
At this holy Indian site and sanctuary, Catlin 
paints ~o record t+unfathomable, ·mysterious relationship 
"'between inhuman Mother Nature cand her brief human 
children. 11 47 
In catlin's portra~s of wild life and hunting scenes 
on,the plains, he reflects the Amerind's quest for survival. 
Amon:g. the many animals hunted was the bear. The picture, 
Indians Attacking Grizzly Bears, ~· 183, (Plate 332) por-
trays two warriors spearing and clubbing two mammoth brown 
bears. The bears' hides are impenetrable to the spears, 
and they rear and claw to pieces the horses of their as-
sailants. To the,left, two braves rush to the scene to help 
their comrades. The wild exuberance, bloodshed and excitement 
recall Rubens• hunt scenes (Plate 333) and Delacroix's con-
46 McCracken, op. cit., p. 176. 
47 
Haberly, op. cit., p. 99. 
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temporary Algerian lion hunts (Plate 334). The Indians 
(especially the Sioux) of the upper Missouri considered 
the bear hunt the most challenging of0 kills0 and dauntless-
ly braved these beasts with primitive weapons. 
Of course, the most popular hunt was the one for 
buffalo. Indians had many ways to .kill this primary source 
of food. They could :ride into +erd, spear one or shoot it 
full of arrows. Another ·method involved stalking and 
chasing the buffalo on foot with 'bow or spear. A fourth r.:( 
method, which proved to be the- most common, yet disastrous-
ly wasteful, was to stampede a herd over a cliff. This last 
method was a primary reason why the buffalo became extinct 
from the American Plains. 
catlin vividly demonstrates three of the four nme-' 
thods0 used b¥ the Indians. The oil Buffalo Chase of the 
sioux, 1832, (Plate 335) depicts,among sugar-loaf hills of 
the Upper Missouri, three Indians riding in a herd of Buf-
falo. The two braves, to the left, shoot arrows into their 
choseHbeast, while the other brave prepareS to use his lance 
on a buffalo he has culled from the herd. The scene is 
swiftly rendered in broad, sweeping brush strokes loosely 
applied to the surface-in an impressionistic manner,echoing 
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the r~ythmic beat and pulsation in passages from Anton 
Dvork's New World Symphony (1892- 1893). It also recalls 
John c. Ewers' hypothesis which suggest~ that catlin may 
have been influenced, in part~ by Plains Indian pictographic 
drawings found on dried buffalo hides •. 48 
Another method illustrated by catlin is in his 
Buffalo Hunt under Wolf-Skin Mask, 1832, (Plate 336). To 
the lower right foreground, two Indians, camouflaged in 
wolf-skins, stealthily approached a herd of buffalo grazing 
on the prairie. They crawl closer to their unsuspecting 
prey. In a moment they will shoot arrows into a choice 
bull buffalo.. catlin's composition,. in its asymmetrical 
balance between the two warriors and the herd, is handled 
with sophistication. The dramatic tension and observable 
realism of the hunt is enh•~aed. 
George Catlin was born in the environment o£ R new 
world bent on physical expansion. He was an idealist Whose 
49 
non-ar~istic mission was, in essence, a failure. America 
48 Ewers, White Influence UEon Plains Ind~ans .. 
op. cit., pp~ 3 - 4. 
49 
Eunice Agar, "George catlin, 1796 - 1872," 
American Artist, Vol. 24, (January, 1960), p. 71. 
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was not ready to examine her internal affairs. · The nation 
was still "outward-going" in its attempt to prove itself as 
a self-sustaining democrat entity. There was no room yet for 
.. 
the historian or ethnologist when catlin prophetically wrote 
the following about the plight of the Amerind: 
I have viewed man in the innocent simplicity 
of nature, in the full enjoyment of the 
luxuries which God has bestowed upon him. • 
• • I have seen him shrinking from civilized 
approach which came with all its vices, like 
the dead of night, upon him. • • .. seen him 
gaze and then retreat like the frightened 
deer •••• I have seen him shrinking from 
the soil and haunts of his boyhood, bursting 
the strongest ties which boundhim to the 
earth and its pleasures. I have seen him 
set fire to his wigwam and smooth over the 
graves of his fathers. .. • • clap his hand in 
silence over his mouth, and take the last 
look over his fair hunting g~ound, and turn 
his face in sadness to the setting sun.SO 
Catlin's sympathy and enth~siasm for the status of 
the Ainerican Indian runs deep. Although his knc:>wledge of 
Amerind c~stoms and language was limited, he had the power 
to observe and record their life with an objective sincerity 
unparaleibed in Indian genre. As he humbly said in the catalogue 
50 . . 
Ibl.d. I p. 71. 
___________ :__---;:------~----.---
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he prepared for the Smithsonian Institute exhibition of 
1871: 
• • • • (he hoped the visi~or would) find 
enough of historical interest excited by 
faithful resemblance to the physiognomy 
and customs of these people, to compensate 
for what may be deficient in them as works 
of art .. 51 
It is true that Catlin was not a good painter. His 
childlike ignorance of perspective and proportion, naive 
generalizations of line, and the disregard of technical 
correctness show affinities to ex veto or primitive painters. 52 . 
. 
Even his group Indian figures, at times, appear like stick 
men whose faces and bodies are all of a pattern. Catlin, 
in the last analysis, did not care to paint them as real. 
He preferred them to exist in a protected world of the 
53 painted miniature, a-almost as a wilderness in a locket.n: 
51 
Ewers, George Catlin, Painter ••• , op. cit., p. 505. 
52Bernard DeVoto, Across the Wide Missouri, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin company, 1947)1 p. 395. 
53 
Vernon Young, 0 George catlin's Indian Gallery: 
The Wild'ii!rness in a Locket, 0 ' Arts, Vol. 31, (December, 
1956,) 1 , P• 24. 
In this manner, he could keep alive and preserve the Indian 
savagery and strangeness that was fast fading from the 
American scene. 
ALFRED JACOB MILLER (1~10- l874l: EXPLORER OF 
ABORIGINAL PATHS 
At this point in the genre sequence, one ~pproaches 
the Indian studies of Alfred Jacob Miller who was born in. 
Baltimore, Maryland, January 2, 1810. Earliest accounts 
relate that, at the age of fiteen, he was drawing carica-
tures of his classmates, also his irate schoolmaster, Dr. 
John D. craig. 54 His first art instruction may have been 
with one of the Peales, in 1827, for he copies John Vander-
lyn' s The Death of Jane McCrea, (Plate 337) which hung in 
the Peale Museum, Philadelphia. Records indicate that the 
years 1831 and 1832 found Miller in the studio of Thomas 
Sully where he learned to paint portr~its. The following 
year (1833}, he returned to Baltimore to paint the wealthy 
merchant class. It was then that Robert Gilmore heard of 
Miller's talents anarampetence in portraiture. Gilmore, 
54Ma~vln c. Ross, editor, The West of Alfred Jacob 
Miller (1837), (Norman, Oklahoma, University of Oklahoma 
Press,), Vol. XI. 
vaughan Garwood, ttstudy in Red and White,u carnegie 
Magazine, Vol. 26, . (April, 1952), p. 126. 
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excited over the young man's artistic promise, financed 
the needed sum for him to study abroad. In 1833, Miller 
travelled to Paris where he was admitted to the Ecole 
des Beaux Arts. Excelling in technical accuracy, Miller 
was the first American allowed to copy paintings in the 
55 Louvre. He developed an intrest in the Romantic move- · 
ment in France and he copied Delacroix's Inferno and Decamps' 
Arabs in Cairo, in Luxembourgh. He became friends with the 
academician, Jean Louis Meissonier, and the future Bar-
bizon master, constant .Tr9yon. 
From Paris, Miller with the American author and 
poet, Nathaniel Willis, visited Rome. Th,met the Dan~sh 
sculptor, Albert Thowaldsen and the French decorator-
painter, Horace vernet. . .Miller busily made copies of 
Raphael's frescoes in the Stanze, the Vatican, and in the 
Villa Borghese. He ~lso visited the American sculptor, 
Horatio Greenough, in Florence and saw the seated zeus 
statue of George Washington which was soon to grace the 
capitol in Washington, D. c.. Miller's travels took him 
to Bologna and Venice where he learned to paint in the style 
55 . 
· vaughan, op. cit., p. 126 .. 
Ross, op. cit., Vol. XII. 
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of Titian. 56 He made water color sketches of Italian villas 
and Swiss and savoy mountain lakes. His notebooks were 
filled with sketches after Correggio, Giorgione and Salva-
tor Rosa. on his way badk to America, he observed the 
landscapes of Ruysdael and 2embrandt. In England, he 
adopted the techniques of Reynolds, Lawrence, and especially 
57 
the light effects of Turner. 
Miller returned from this exhaustive trip sometime 
in 1834. onee more he opened a portrait studio in Baiti-
more, but the city was no longer receptive to his talents. 
Accordingly, he went to ·New orleans in 1836, where he 
rented a modest studio at 132 Chartes Street. One day in 
March or April, 1837, a visitor entered his studio and ad-
mired his landscape, Laudenslager's Hill, a site on the 
eastern outs~irts of Balt~ore. A few days later the visitor 
returned and gave h~his card: bcaptain William Drummond 
Stewart, British Army.m Captain Stewart was making prepara-
tiona for a journey to the Rocky Mountains and wanted a 
competent artisb.. to sketch the remarkable scenery and in-
56 Ross, op. cit.,·vol. XIII. 
57 
~· , Vol. XIII. 
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cidents of the journey.58 stewart, who owned a vast castle 
in Perth, Scotland,made these western journeys for his 
. 
personal instruction and pleasure. He chose Miller because 
he painted sky and mountain scenery to his satisfaction. 
Miller, in a rather low financial state and in need 
of a change of scene, accepted the offer. A few weeks later 
at st. Louis, Miller, captain Stewart, and a staff of eight 
men joined the American Fur Trading company's party. From 
there, they traversed the great central plateau from Mis-
souri through Kansas, Nebraska, and Wyoming and across the 
Grand Teton range of the Rockies into Idaho and the head-
waters of the. Snake River, a route of 1,500 miles through 
wild country with no white settlements until they reached 
Fort Laramie in eastern Wyoming.59 At the- end of the ex-
pedition, Miller returned to Baltimore in the early Winter 
of 1837. He resumed his former occupation as a portrait 
58 DeVoto, op. cit., p. 308. 
59 . The Paintings of-Alfred Jacob M~ller, Artist of 
Baltimore and the West, An Exhibition at the Peale Museum, 
January a to February 12 (The Peale Museum, 1950) • 
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painter and also painted oils from his Sketches and water-
color drawings made on the trip. Most of these he later 
turned over to stewart as souvenirs to adorn his family 
castle in Scotland. In July, 1838, Miller privately ex-
hibited a number of these Far Wester~ and Indian paintings 
in his studio. Two years later (1840), Stewart .invited 
Miller to come to Scotland and decorate his shooting lodge 
with western scenes. While there Miller painted portraits 
for the MarqUis o£ Breadalbane, Stewart's neighbor, visited 
private collections in Engilia~d, toured London and finally 
in 1842 returned to Baltimore to stay. Heagain settled down 
as a provincial portrait-pa~nter, calling himself the 
60 
DLawrence of Baltimore." Now, besides painting the 
wealthy gentry, Miller continued to duplicate his Indian 
and western sketches for galleries and private collectors 
until his death in 1874. 
on his trip to the West, in 1837, Miller made over 
h d 1 dr . 61 two hundred sketc es an water co or aw~ngs. He also 
60 Ross, op. cit., Vol. XXV. 
61 
The Painting of Alfred Jacob Miller,Exhibition 
op. cit., 
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kept voluminous notes on the vario\ls experiences he en-
countered. The finest collection of these watercolors 
and notes exists today in the Walters Art Gallery, Balti-
more, Maryland. A select group of i:hese original sketches 
will be examined. They were made on the spot during the 
expedition's progress and were accompanied b¥ narrations 
explaining their content. 
The Indian Lodge (Plate 338) shows the interior of 
an Amerind structure. Inside, casually-disposed, are 
groups of men, women and children. Some are leaning 
against the crotched-end, upright J?Osts. Others are in 
council smoking their long clay piJ?es. The spectacle has 
an eerie flavor in the way Miller creates patches of al-
ternating dark and light areas. T~:lis method recalls 
Samuel Seymour 1 s similar scene, wa:c (Dog) Dance in the In-
terior of a Konza Lodge,previously discussed. Miller's 
brush strokes are loose and impressionistic. He eliminates 
minute detail in order to give the:over-all concept and 
feeling of the Indian 1 s private. ab1ode. But, even though 
some forms are unclear and painterly, he is careful to observe 
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such items as shields,. bows, quiver.s, dried elk heads, and 
eagles and deer hung on the log rafters. All of this enhances 
the reality and immediacy of the watercolor sketch. The 
viewer feels at one with the Amerind, as though he, him-
self, were present and seated, cross-legged, on the earthen 
floor. 
Miller next takes one into the int~ate confines 
of an Indian Encampment (Plate 339}. In the immediate left 
foreground, a warrior reclines. He leans against his buf-
falo and beaver packs as he smokes his calumet. Whiffs 
of smoke are emitted and he seems to utter some ceremonious 
Words between pis lips. To his left, screened from the 
bright sunlight by an overhung blanket, is seated hi,nild 
and patient wife. · Like all Indian squaws, she awaits her 
husband's imperial orders and will execute them with cheer-
fulness. The middle ground reveals four feathered Indians 
roasting a buffalo rib on a fire. Behind them, three 
tethered ponmes are grazing. The whole composition is 
handled with a light spontaneity and pictorial decoration 
that recall the Eighteenth Century French f~tes galante 
painters. The bright luminosity and reflected highlights 
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also show Miller's emulation of English Nineteenth century 
watercolorists, as John Crome, and Richard Bonington. But 
it is Miller's keen observance of Indian life, and the 
manner in which he monumentalizes and selects his figured 
genre, that give this vignette its informality and natural-
·ism. 
Another aspect of Indian life is noted in Miller's 
Group of Indian Mother and Chi~d {Plate 340). The sketch 
62 depicts a Dacotah Mother holding up her papoose. She 
prepares to fondle and rock the infant to sleep. Her other 
child huddles underc-a bush to her left. At the right, just 
before a blasted tree trunk, is a temporary lodge made of 
bark and formed of twigs of ·bent osier. In the middle 
distance, an Indian brave kneels over a fire. He is pre-
paring to dry meat. It is interesting to observe that 
Miller uses the same compositional formula here as he did 
in Indian Encampment. The immediate foreground portrays 
selective forms placed asymmetrically to one side of the 
62Ross, op. cit., p. 21. 
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composition. The artist, in a Baroque fashion, then leads 
the eye, via light and dark planes and diagonal accents 1 
into a middle distance vista. This area is more sketchily 
'I 
tre.ated than the foreground. No longer are the forms 
built up in solid, impressionistic, block-like masses. In-
stead1 faintly-outlined forms are seen enveloped in a 
vaporous mist. The watercolor medium lends itself to this 
technique and Miller takes full advantage of it to create 
his on-the-spot'genre recordings. 
. The indispensable role of the squaw is again sketched 
in his Indian Woman Makin~ the War Dress (P~ate 341). To 
the right center, built up in a pyramid, a warrior awaits im-
patiently for his battle costume which is'being sewn by his 
wife. Above, and to the right, is seen a sleeping papoose .. 
Miller hangs the board-cradle o~o his customary eroded, 
gnarled tree trunk. Behind the frontal plane, in the 
middle distance, are Indians, their horses and a tepee. The 
domicilary, homely side of Indian life~is revealed. Miller 
wants t~e viewer to realize that the Indian is not all savage 
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Cooking and food preparation were usually done by 
the warriors of the tribe. In the watercolor sketch, 
Shoshonee Indian Preparing his Meal (Plate 342) Miller re-
presents an Indian slicing buffalo ribs between his fingers. 
To the right, a pot boils on a tripod stand. All is being 
readied for the e~ening meal. Two squaws·sit in the near 
middle-ground. one holds a papoose on her lap, while the:c: 
other watches the brave. Tepees isolated against brus-
quely-rendered bluffs form the backdrop of this scene. 
The arduous, culinary taSk is truly monumentalized in the 
arched figure of the Amerind. Miller is careful to ob-
serve the intensity and seriousness of the peaceful Indian 
warrior at home. 
Indian love making was another facet that interested 
Miller. The watercolor, ·Indian courtship (Plate 343) shows 
a young warroir, to the right, who brings presents to his 
intended. Before she can accept the father inspects the 
chest of beads, trinkets, etc •• If these gifts satisfy the 
father, the beau may buy his daughter -- if not,the girl 
must wait for another Prince Charming. Miller's Indians 
may sometimes emulate catlin's noble gentry. This is 
suggested especially by the youthful warrior on his horse, 
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the heroic stance and brilliantly-colored garb. The long 
slashing strokes of the brush also follow catlin's 
technique of spontaneity and bravura of figured presen-
tation. Lastly, Miller shows that the Indian is not a 
sentimental creature, but mercenarily-oriented in many 
of his everyday deeds, even that of Love. 
occasionally, though, money can not buy Indian 
love. This is observed in Miller's Indian Elopement (Plate 
344) • An Indian brave brings back a squaw from a camp of 
a different tribe. The couple escape their pursuers by 
crossing a river on horseback. To the left distance, 
agitated warriors survey the couple from the bank. Two 
braves even attempt to follow. In the middle foreground, 
the dauntless lovers .-look back, while their wild-eyed pony 
forges through the wavy environs. Miller's scene is drama-
tic and vital. His perspicacious eye and p~ound imagina-
tion conjure up an event that is unique in Indian lore and 
custom. 
By custom, a squaw, if not bought by a brave or 
carried off by elopement, often becomes The Trapper's Bride 
{Plate 345) • This genre represents., in the foreground, a 
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trapper extending his hand to take an Indian wife by pur-
chase. Miller relates that the hoary trapper paid $600. 
63 
in legal tender for her. To the left of the sketch, a 
friend of the trapper witnesses th~brief ceremony. The 
t~id girl is supported by her father and is accompanied by 
the chief who holds the calumet, an indispensable article 
in wedding ceremonies. Behind them and to the right, the 
vista opens onto two seated squaws, a reclining brave and 
two warriors on horseback. once more, the monochromatic, 
sketchy treatment of this back~round nuance contrasts 
vividly with the bold colors andaccentuated watercolor 
brush strokes of the heroically-posed, frontal forms who 
enact the anecdote. 
A scene from Indian camp life which depicts an 
Amerind recreation is Miller's Snake Indians -Testing 
Bows (Plate 346). The Sketch shows two warriors, in the 
left foreground, shooting arrows with their elk-horn bows. 
A wager is usually laid and the stakes.are many, pleagh 
A. " 
of beaver, against Couteau de chasse, -- beads against cloth, 
63 Ibid. p. 12. 
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powder against tobacco, - - etc. Even Indian daughters 
were often bet in the absence of any other stakes. A calm 
day was selected and a target was set up at a distance of 
thirty or forty yards. The object was to strike it with-
in the circumference of a quarter of a dollar. In order to 
achieve go~d aim, the arrows were tipped with iron and 
64 the feathering was clipped to neatness. Beyond the 
slightly-raised mound where the three Indians are posed, 
other warriors are seen casually roaming about camp or 
seated in groups smoking th~ir pipes. Miller presents an 
off moment in the active, hunting-warrior life of the 
nomad Indian. But, even as he relaxes, there prevails, 
always, the feeling of preparedness through physical 
prowess. 
The watercolor, Shoshonee Indian and His Pet Honse·;~ 
·(Plate 347) proves the adage that if an Indian had to choose 
between his squaw and horse, he would take the horse. The 
genre reveals an Indian patting and caressing his pet. The 
64 Ibid. 1 P• 60 • 
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beast almost kneels in reverence to his master. The 
warrior compassionately smiles, knowing that the horse 
is his faithful servant in hunt or war. Miller ~ues the 
animal with an inner vital spirit or ch'i that is peculiar 
to the horse much as the Chinese T'ang artist Han Chan did 
in his Tethered Horse (Plate 348) • In the background, one 
sees a large tepee-lodge with open flap. Before it, gather 
three braves wrapped in colored blankets. Undoubtedly they are 
holding an intimate powwow as they busily fashion bows and 
arrows. Miller's touch isimnediate. He creates surface, 
pictorial highlights on the grass, bushes, tepee, and 
clothes which help to unify the scene. The forms are 
painterly. They possess the full romantic bravura and 
scope of a Delacroix painting as they reside in a sun-
drenched.atmosphere of rainbow hues. That the squaw's life 
was not all drudgery, Miller proves in his Indian Women 
sw~ing (Plate 349). When their tasks are completed and 
domestic duties are attended to, they leave in groups for 
a forested retreat near the river. There, they strip them-
selves of bodily garb and engage in m9-ndane sports of 
swimming, diving, and gamboling ·in the water. Miller, when 
he sketched this scene, relates that they were not dis-
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turbed at his approach nor.did they mind being sketched. 
The Indian woman, he continues, made every effort to live 
cleanly and was not affraid to spoil her complexion by 
sunning or swimming. 
The scene bears an unparalleled sensitivity and 
sketchiness. Perhaps, Victorian modesty engulfed the artist 
at this time. The young maid diving in the right foreground 
unites her sun-bather companions-on the shore to the emerged 
swimmers below her. The event is delicately handled and is 
pervaded with a rococo flavor similar to Watteau's or 
Fragonard's decorative interpretations of women placed with-
in a forest setting and recalls Delacroix's enchanting 
figure piece of Turkish Women Bathing (Plate 350) in its 
painterly execution. 
Another Miller watercolor which alludes to the-
f~tes -galantes school of French painting is Indian Girls 
swinging (Plates 351). Fragonard's garden scenes depicting 
young ladies swinging is evoked (Plate 352}. Miller sketches 
the moment when an Indian girl springs up to a branch of a 
tree and sustains hers~lf by the arms as she performs an im-
promptu swing. 
\. 
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The common earth, the air, the skies 
To hear, were opening paradise. 
That floats as w±ld as mountain breezes, 
Leaving every beauty free 
To sink or swell as Heaven pleases. 65 
To the lower left foreground, another girl sits. 
She watches with mute calmness and an~ated expression 
the graceful, lithe motion of her companion. The dark, 
elfin, streaming locks of the swinger•s hair seem caught 
in the wind and are echoed by the calligraphic, tentacles 
of the leafed branches above her. Her diagonally-placed 
body, so scantily robed, is 'repeated in the scaly tree 
trunk. Miller's picture possesses an over-all flow, grace, 
and harmony Which compl~ents the physical beauty and form 
of the,young Indian girl. 
on a more serious note, Miller records an Indian 
council {Plate 353). The scene's inspiration may have 
been drawn £rom Seymour~·~s earlier Pawnee council.. Miller 
tells that it was Sketched While he was encamped at the 
Rendez~ous on the Green River. About three thousand Indians 
gathered for council. The older members of the tribes 
65 
~., p. 47. 
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officiated as speakers while sages and warriors sat around 
in squat positions. Interspersed within this mammoth circle, 
chiefs resolutely remained on horseback. Each had his turn 
to harangue about his own tribe's excellence. Then, after 
he had ended his boastful diatribe, the next chieftain would 
begin. Miller, in order to create the ~ensation of a large 
crowd, has eliminated details and, as Catlin did, in his 
panorama of Ball-Play of the Cochtaws, has reduced his 
figurea into sketchy stick-like entities. Only the richly-
garbed chieftain, in the right centerfureground, serves as 
a decorative emblem for the other warriors who were painted 
in a rapid, hieroglyphic manner. 
Basically, Indians were warlike and Miller always 
was mindful of their unpredictable temperament. The Water-
color, Indians on the war Path (Plate 354) pictures,roman-
tically,a half dozen warriors setting out for revenge. They 
are armed with war-club, bow and lance. Their bodies are 
elaborately embellished with war-paint symbols and their 
buffalo-skin· garb a~d feathers flow with a violence and tur-
moil that breeds in their hearts. 
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Their bloody though~with violent pace 
Shall ·ne'er look back7 -- Till that a 66 Capable and wide revenge7 - - Swallow them up. 
Like Delacroix's Algerian Moor's embarking on a 
lion hunt, Miller captures this pr~itive violence and 
wrathful vehemence with a sure, quick stroke of the brush. 
Their horses fly, over the ground, in the manner of Pegasus, 
as their riders yell and whoop with the savage appetite of 
blood. 
In contrast, however, when the Indian knows that the 
odds are against him, .he may have to Beat a retreat {Plate 
355). once more the sure-footed, trusty pony of the Indian 
dashes across the foreground. He bears a Sioux Indian re-
treating from three Blackfeet who shoot arrows at h~ from 
a bluff in the distant ri9ht. The Sioux defends himsel:f 
by covering with a bull-hide shield. His main concern is 
to protect his head and body and let the extremities take 
their chance. 
The genre is one of explosive power and force. 
Miller builds up the drama of the scene through a crescendo 
·of bold, brush accents of·cross-hatches on the prairie and 
66Ibid. 1 p. 61. 
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long trailing sweeps in the horse's mane, tail, and the 
warrior's hide lacings. Self-preservation ·is the theme. 
There will always be another day to fight .. 
Miller was aware of the plight of the Indian in 
his continual struggle for food. His Pawnee Indians 
Migrating (Plate 356} sadly reflects a Crow Indian theme 
that catlin painted four years earlier in his Moving Camp. 
·Miller, in his notes, says that when the grass had been 
eaten by the animals and the buffalo driven off, the Indian 
must break camp in a search for new hunting grounds. Al-
though the Indian is naturally indolent and averse to a 
nomadic life, the fear of starvation drives him on. The 
Miller scene echoes Catelin's theme. 
Women of the tribe carry children on their backs, 
horses pull the lodgings on drag poles and even little dogs 
are loaded with small travois~ Miller's genre is more per-
·sonal than catlin's. The viewer feels the torment, strife, 
and self-imposed regimentation of these bent, labored forms 
who, pathetically, trudge up a small incline and file out 
of sight to the right ... Catlin's scene gives a vague, abstract 
impression of a "MoveD. Miller • s counterpart, though sketchily 
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rendered, conveys and emphasizes the intrinsic, psycholo-
gical and physical strain of a migration and its effec~ on 
the Indian. 
In the realm of mhunting-scenesu the work, capture 
of Wild H@rses by Indians (Plate 357) .is representative. 
T.wo Indians race forward from the left ~oreground. One snaps 
a whip in order to corral the unruly steeds. The other 
whirls a lariat preparatory to roping a selected horse. 
Miller gives a graphic account of the ppoceedings: 
On approaching the band (of wild horses) , 
his (Indian's) body swaying to and fro, 
the noose part is flourished above the 
head, and as opportunity-offers, is flung 
with great precision and dexterity, around 
the neck or leg, whichever appears most 
feasible to the Indian. • • • 67 
Miller's theme is presented with all the romance 
and gusto of a Wild West Show. In terms direct and ~ediate, 
the vignette arrests, for a moment, this Indian action. The 
degree of marksmanship and courage required of the tribes-
man when "Shooting the Centre"' (meaning lariating wild horses) 
comes alive in this watercolor Sketch. 
67 
Ibid., p. 80. 
Killin~ Buffalo with the Lance (Plate 358) shows 
two braves hunting. The wounded buffalo has fallen to 
his knees from loss of blood and exhaustion. The brave's 
horse, to the right, rears in fright and refuses to ap-
preach any closer. The horseman, to the left, stealthily 
circles around the buffalo and withlns spear delivers the 
coup de grace. In the distance, more Indians rout buffalo 
' and kill them with lances. The scene recalls Catlin's 
many buffalo hunts. 
To both these painters of Indian life, the buffalo 
hunt is a spectacular feat to behold. They portray it in 
the ultimate heroic and romantic manner. Miller's theme 
is a tour de force in the way he selects, isolates, and 
poses, dramatically, his forms, concentrating._ his action 
in the immediate foreground. catlln, as we have seen, 
casually disperses his representations across the canvas. 
His buffalo hunt scenes lack Miller'• s unity and monwnen-
tality. ·Also, Miller creates realistic textural effects 
of woolly buffalo fur. This is accomplished through 
rapid, short brush strokes. Catlin never achieved this 
in his smooth-skinned animals that appear to be more like 
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symbols than naturalistic approximations of the beastr It 
is these small details of natural observation, as well as 
the genre's direct pictorial eXpression, that give the 
Miller work a universal appeal and nostalgia for a bygone 
era on our western prairies. 
As a sequel to the above watercolor, Miller paints 
the Yell of Triumph (Plate 359) .. The hunters have now 
brought down their prize. The braves rejoice; and one 
enthusiast has already mounted the back of the buffalo. 
He joins his confreres below in yelling and singing shrill 
notes of victory. Miller, to emphasize this primitive 
act of Indian self-glorification 1 for giving the coupe de 
1\ grace to the bull, repeats the action of the figure on horse-
back in the brave atop the buffalo's back. The pitch and 
tempo run high. Miller again concentrates the event in the 
foreground; this tim~, he builds his forms into a giant 
pyramid parallel to the frontal picture plane. His eye-
witness account is vivid, documentary, and highly selective 
in its depiction of this after-the-kill~§~~§~Y· 
In the preceeding section on George Catlin, re-
ference was made to the four ways in which Indians hunted 
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buffalo. Three of these methods have been cited: use of 
lance (or spear), bow and arrow, and stalking the beast 
on foot. The fourth manner, that is, running herds off 
rifts or canyons, may in Miller• s Hunting 
Buffalo (Plate 360). This pane amic scene shows how the 
method worked. After the India s had discovered that a 
Buffalo herd was grazing in the vicinity of a canyon, they 
would form their plan of operat on. First, they rode at 
full gallop spaced at 
posite to the rift. Object 
themselves and the canyon. 
speed, yelling and screaming li 
would panic and rush headlong t 
a direction op-
to bring the herd between 
they closed in at full 
The buffaloes 
The un-
suspecting animals had no means of escape. And when they 
reached the ledge, they toppled down until they formed a 
huge compound hecatomb at the bo tom. Miller's scene con-
tains allthe wild fury, scope, ad drama of this dastardly 
spectacle. With electric, stacc to brush strokes and an all-
encompassing eye, he vividly rec rds a scene which explains 
why the buffalo was soon to almo t become extinct from the 
American Plains. 
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The Grizzly Bear {Plate' 361) portrays another hunt 
scene. Three Indians have just routed a bear from his 
covert among wild cherry bushes They prepare to run 
him down. One warrior e by and aims an arrow 
at his head/ the most Two other Indians 
follow with yells of triumph. en juxtaposed beside 
Catlin's Indians Attackin Bears, Miller's.scene is 
mild. His bear is almost and docile compared to 
Catlin.' s unruly beasts who paw nd tear Indian anq horse. 
But, it is Miller•s on-the-spot frankness and immediacy 
that give it a naturalism which opposes catlin's con-
trived delineation. Miller's w rk abounds With· a spon-
taneity of liquid brush strokes especially seen in the 
flecks .of bright red cherries w ich dot the foreground 
and in the delicate daubs of gr en and brown of the 
prairie grass and leaves 
beholder fe~ls a part of 
trees .to the right. The 
lodrama and almost shares 
the plight of the molested griz ly. 
The watercolor 1 Huntin Elk, (Plate 362) reveals 
four braves sallying out from t eir ambush to shoot a large 
band of elk. It is the time of when the elk come down 
from the mountains and literal! fly en masse over the plains 
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to reach the rivers and streams ... Miller's Indians draw 
forth their bows and discharge their arrows as fast as they 
I 
can pull them from the quiver. The elk was an easy target 
and Miller shows in the painting many dropping on their 
haunches from the rains'of arrows. The wild, Baroque move-
ment of a Rubens or Delacroix hunt scene is brought to mind. 
' The two shadowy equestrians in the foreground form a frontal 
border and contrast vividly, in silhouette, with the sun-
parched dustyy prairie trampled by their fellow warriors 
and elk. The sweep and pulsation of the Indian's hqnt for 
food and sport is paramount. Miller al~ys seizes the 
moment When the tension is at its highest and the action 
at its peak. 
After travelling fifteen hundred miles into the 
wilderness with captain Stewart and the American Fur Com-
pany, Miller stayed for a while at Fort Laramie. The water-
color, Interior of Fort Laramie, (Plate 363) was the only 
68 pictorial record made of the fort. It shows a view from 
the great entrance looking West, and in scope, embraces more 
than half the court area. The scene is interesting and lively. 
68 
Vaughan Garwood, 11 Study in.Red and White," 
Carnegie Magazine, Vol. 26, orpril, 1952}, p. 129. 
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Indians and traders gather there from all quarters to bar-
ter. Already, groups of Indians are noted either riding 
horseback or seated in council circles. For Miller, the 
composition is unique. He takes one into a fort interior, 
a decision unparalleled by any painter of the West. There 
evolves an intimacy in the shadowed, wooden walls,which, 
in turn,open into the sun-drenched court or trading area. 
Miller paints two isolated Indians in the foreground. one 
stands directly in the centre of the composition~ the other 
leans casually against a raiiing. It is through their eyes 
that the beholder scans the courtyard below. This method 
of interior-exterior, compositional arrangement echoes 
Roger van der Weyden•s §t. Luke·and the Madonna (Plate 364) 
or de Hooch's interior scenes (Plate 365) --paintings 
which Miller may have noted on his earlier European so-
journ. In a~y event, its painterly forms and rapidly-
sketched-in, monochromatic hues of browns, blacks, and 
yellows, bestow a unity of technique and an immediacy of 
impression. This vignette is one of the most powerful 
paintings of America's western frontier life. 
As our last example from Miller's watercolor reper-
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toire, one may consider his Rendezvous (Plate 366). The 
scene is the site of the annual fur trappers' rendezvous. 
The entire plain is dotted with tents and lodges to house 
three thousand Indians from a dozen tribes. They have 
brought with them their year's catch of furs and buffalo 
skins to barter with the white man -- for his blankets, 
guns, ammuntion, and tobacco. 69 The picture is constructed 
with two receding planes. In the left foreground, an as-
semblage of Indian equestrian$ gather, haphazardly, on a 
bluff. Below them, on the plain, which stretches as far as 
the eye can see, are other groups of Indians performing 
daily activities. Some sit in council about their tepees. 
Others indulge in horseback racing or bathe in the nearby 
Wind River. Miller combines the verve, power, and im-
mediacy that he personally observed in his individual In-
dian genre. The vignettes present a conglomerate panorama 
of Indian life, recalling an eyewitness account of a rendez-
VOq§ written in 1839 by Adolf Wislizenus, a German political 
refugee who, after practicing medicine in Illinois for three 
years,joined a party of the Fur Company of St. Louis in order 
69
oescriptive·catalogge of a collection of Water 
Color Drawings by Alfred Jacob Miller (1810 - 1874} in th~ 
Public Archives of Canada (Ottawa, 1951), p. 8. 
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to see the West: 
70 
We reached the camping place. What first 
struck our eye was several long rows of 
Indian tents (lodges)., extending along 
the Green River for at least a mile. 
Indians and whites were mingled here in 
varied groups. Of the Indians, there had 
come chiefly Snakes, Flatheads, and Nez-
perces, .·peaceful tribes, living beyond 
the Rocky Mountains. 
There must have been some thousands of them 
(Indians} • ··• · • • The Indians had for the 
trade chiefly tanned skins, moccasins, thongs 
of Buffalo leather or braided buffalo hair,· 
and fresh or dried buffalo meat. The articles 
that attracted them most in exchange were 
powder and lead, knives, .tobacco, cinnabar, 
gaily colored kerchiefs, podket mirrors and 
all s9rts of ornaments. • • • If he (the In-
dian) is not willed to dispose of some par-
ticular thing, he obstinately adheres to 
his refusal, though ten times the value be 
offered him. • • • 
The rendezvous usually lastcs a week. Thet/ the 
different parties move off to their destinations 
and the plain.,that today resounded with barbarous 
music, that was thronged with people of both 
races, with hbrses and dogs, returns to its 
quiet, interrupted only now and then by the 
muffled roar of the buffalo and the howl of 
the wolf.70 
Paul M. · Angle, edit., The American Reader,:. (New 
York: Rand McNally and cmpany, 1958). 
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As a result of the present study, it is felt that 
only in the watercolor Sketches of Miller is the true 
merit of his Indian genre realized. His later oils were 
derived from these Sketches, but in their translation onto 
canvas, they appear to have lost the ~ediacy, spontaneity, 
and naturalism of their on-the-~ot counterparts. As may 
be noted, from the above examples, these watercolors are 
well-executed, straightforward, vivid statements of what 
he saw. They possess a power of verification and sensiti-
vity in their newsree~ freshness and lucidity. Yet, there 
pervades in them a nostalgia of the far and lost. The 
subject, no matter if a lodge interior, or a grizzly bear 
hunt is presented with realism. Miller gives an impression 
of life, movement, action,and complete visual realization. 
His sometimes-small, authentic genre records the Iridian, 
first-hand. Miller shows both sides of the redman. Some 
Sketches portray the Amerind as a commpnplace, homely being: 
other themes show him to be the anachronism in the white 
man's world -- brave, crafty, savage and moribund •. 
Miller recorded these sketches in his portfolio. He 
worked from early morning to sunset, and he finished others 
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after returning to camp at night. In their execution he 
used a palette of clear, vivid colors. Frequently he re-
' 
sorted to Chinese white for highlights. Gouache was ap-
plied.in hi~ foregrounds. And, as noted, these frontal 
areas, whether on one side or the other, were usually· 
thrown in deep purple masses of great broad shadows~with 
sharp lights glittering on the extreme tops. This was his 
formula, so personal and yet so much a part of the Roman-
tic movement in waterqol.or painting acquired as a student 
in Paris. These unframe~;uniform watercolor sketches (they 
measure about 23 x 24 x 16 inches) are the last testimonials 
to the romantic, virgin West of the Amerind. The scene was 
soon to change with the advent of immigrants, emigrant 
wagons, the pony express, the stage-coach, the railroad and 
72 
, ~;) the cowboy. . 
71 Ross, ·op. cit., Vol. XIX. 
72DeVoto, op. cit., p. 414. 
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SETH EASTMAN (1808-187 5) t CANDID WITNESS OF THE REDMAN 
For final consideration in this se~ence, the In-
dian genre Of seth Eastman is selected. Eastman was born 
in Brunswick, Maine, on January 24, 1808. He Was the eldest 
son of Robert and Sarah Lee Eastman. The artist's child-
hood in Maine remains a mystery • There are no records that 
he studied painting or drawing before his appointment to the 
United States Military Academy, July 1, 1824. At West Point 
he received his first instruction in painting under the 
drawing master, Thomas Gimbrede. Upon his graduation on 
. .4 
July 1, 1829, Eastman, now a second lieutenant, was assigned 
to the First Infantry. And, in the Fall (1829), he reported 
for duty with his regiment at Fort crawford (Prairie du 
Chien), Wisconsin. Here, he made his first pencil sketches 
of the topography and forts of the frontier. 
From Fort Crawford, Eastman was transferred, the 
next year (1830), to Fort snellini (PlatE7 367) at t}?.e 
junction of the st. Peter's (now Minnesota) River with the 
M.issis.sippi. He stayed at tllis great northwestern outpost 
until January 9, 1833, When he was relieved of his duty. 
His new orders brought h!i.m back to the Mil.itary Academy to 
serve as an assistant teacher odl drawing. Eastman, while at 
Academy, met the EngliSh artist, Charles Robert Leslie, Who 
was chief artist-in-residence at West Point. Ondoubtedl.y, 
he studied under Leslie before Leslie returned to England, 
in April, 1834. Much more of an influence, however, was 
Leslie's successor, Robert W. Weir. Weir was called to 
the post, May a, 1834, and remained for many years. Al-
though Eastman's function on the faculty was to instruct 
military draftsmanship, he became more interested in paint-
ing. Weir taught him techniques of oil painting so well 
that, ~ 1836, Eastman exhibited his first canvases· at the 
National Academy of Design, New York. 
~e New York Mirror on June 25, 1836 welcomed; 
this p~1l .of an accompliShed master (Weir) 
to his stand among our landscape painters •. 
and two years later, after Eastman had exhibited eight pic-
tures of western scenest the Mirror (June 9, 1838) again 
declared his works"· • ;. • entitled to great praise," and 
' 
the. fol.lowing year (1830), he was elected an honorary member 
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amateur of the.National Academy of Design. During his 
seven year tenure at the Military Academy, Eastman was 
twice promoted to Lieutenant, on November 14, 1836, 
and to Captain on November 12, 1839. In .,1835, he married 
Mary Henderson, the seventeen-year-old daughter of »r. 
Thomas Henderson, an army surgeon from Virginia. 
on January 22, 1840, Eastman was relieved of his 
drawing instructorship at the Academy and reported for 
duty with his reg~eat in the Florida Seminole campaign 
of 1840 - 1841. There, he painted oils and watercolors 
from this conflict. After a resulting four-month illness, 
he was ~emoved from Florida and sent to Fort snelling. 
That was in 1841. For the next sevea years, he paibued 
panoramas, landscapes, and scenes from Indian life, in 
and around this remote Minnesota outpost. 
The year, 1848, witnessed the end of Eastman's 
military service on the Upper Mississippi and his contact with 
the northern Indians. His fame, thoe.gh, a$ an artist of-. 
the western frontier had been spreading. In 1848 even the 
American Art Union purchased six paintings. 
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Late in the summer of 1848, Eastman received new 
orders Which transferred him to Texas. By the end of 
September he had started down the Mississippi, Sketching 
the life on the river.~ In October he passed through st. 
Louis and by December he was out beyond san Antonio, 
Fredericksburg, and the Nueces River in the southwestern 
part of the country. Meanwhile, Mrs. Eastman had taken 
their five children East. Three of them she enrolled in 
schools and there lived with two at her father-in-law's home 
in Concord, New Hampshire. Capably, she handled the sale of 
her husband's pictures to the art unions. Twelve were pur-
chased'between 1849 and 1850. 
' The year 1850 was an eventful one. In February, 
Eastman was transferred back to Washington, D. c .• His new 
assignment, which began March 1, 1850, was to work on il-
lustrations to accompany the text of Henry Rowe Schoolcraft 
in the latter's cQ~pilation of historical and statistical 
information concerning "the history, condition, and prospects 
of the .American Ind.ian tribes. •• For the next five years, 
until the War Department relieved him from duty, on May 10, 
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1855, Eastman worked with Schoolcraft. He submitted care-
fully-detailed, and drawn maps and sketChes of Indian 
weapons, musical instruments, tools, artifacts, pictographs, 
and customs of Indian life. 
For the first five volumes of Historical and statis-
tical J:nformation Respecting the History, condition and 
Prospects of the Indian Tribes of the United States, East-
man prepared about 275 pages of illustrations. Many of his 
watercolor drawings, engraved for the volumes, were taken 
direct from his Sketchbook portfolio. At this t~e, however, 
the artist • s production was not limited, though, to the 
Schoolcraft volumes. He illustrated a series of volumes of 
Indian lore which were published by his wife. 
' 
With the termination of Eastman • s duty with the· 
Schoolcraft Bureau of Indians Affairs project, he was 
ordered to report to the Texas frontier. On october 31, 
1856, he was promoted to Major of the Fifth J:nfantry, J:n 
1857, 1858, he was back in Washington on special duty in 
the office of the Quartermaster General. Later, in 1858, 
he was again on the frontier, this time conducting recruits 
in Utah. The years 1859 to 1861 saw Eastman in WaShington. 
At the outbreak of the Civil War, he was promoted to Lieu-
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tenant Colonel, First Infantry, September 9, 1861. on 
December 3, 1863, be was discharged from active service 
for disability resulting from long and faithful service, 
and for disease and exposure in the line of duty. He 
remained on inactive duty until september, 1867. on 
August 9, 1866, he was made Colonel, and later Brigadier 
General for his work during the Civil War. 
Eastman, on his retirement, resumed painting. He 
executed twenty-six canvases for the Capitol in Washington. 
In March, 1867,he was assigned to execute paintings from 
his own designs for the decorations of the rooms of the 
Committee on Indian Affairs, and Military Affairs, of the 
senate and House of Representatives, also, for other 
parts of the capitol. 'During the next two years, he 
painted nine pictures of :Indian l'ife based on his earlier 
Minnesota Sketches. Eastman's fina~ art commission came 
in June, 1870, When he painted for the House Committee on 
Mil.itary Affairs, seventeen pictures of forts -- to illus-
trate the conditions of the fortifications existing at that 
time. Five years J.ater, on August 31, 1875, General East-
man died in WaShington. 73 
73The preceding bibl.iographical accounts and 
quotations from: 
John Francis Mc»ermott, The Art of Seth Eastman 
(Washington, D. c., Smithsonian Institution, 1959), pp. 1- 24, 
all\d 7f\ _ · 
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For a comprehensive analysis. of seth Eastman's 
Indian genre, one may consider a select and representative 
group of watercolors made by the artist for the.Schoolcraft 
volumes, in .the years 1851 to 1854. 
Xn size, these sketches are not uniform. They 
vary from six by five inches to ten by aix·and a half inches. 
They are on paper cut in sheets about twelve and one-half 
by ten inches. Some of thse watercolors are signed 
"Capt. s. Eastman,_ u. s. A. 11 Others omit the title or 
. 74 
substitute "U. s. Armyu for the artist's initials. 
xn these watercolors there is a subtle charm in 
ihe soft colors and freedom of bruSh stroke. The blue 
Minnesota Sky is pooled on with the utmost delicacy and 
contrasts with the foliate hues at the different seasons of 
the year. Often the shifting clouds of a summer' s day 
cast deep shadows across the foregrounds of these Minnesota 
74 
Frances Densmore, The Collection of Water-Color 
Drawings of the North American Indian by seth Eastman in the 
James Jerome Bill Reference Library, St. Paul, (St. 
Paul, Minnesota, 1954), p. 1. 
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landscapes. Many drawings show the bluffs of the Mississi-
ppi River. 
Eastman can present familiar regions without a 
trace of the White man's mode of life. As for his Indians, 
no attempt is made at portraiture. sometimes the faces 
of the men and women are of a conventional classic type, 
but they remain anonymous, impersonal entities busily 
performing their routine activities. A characteristic 
of Eastman's Indians is that they are expressive. He 
appears to have condensed as much information as possible 
into these Indian life nuances. The customs and habita-
tions of the Amerinds are keenly observed and recorded 
as well as their various .seasonal industries. 
With this in mind, one may now turn ot actu~l 
examples from this collection. 
In the watercolor, Dakotah Encampment, £!.· 1851 ( 
(Plate 368), one finds a· sampling of encampment activities 
centered around a group of tepees on the bank of a river. 
Groups· of Dakotah Indians prepare to break camp. A woman 
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at the middle distance, left, already uncovers her · 
buffalo-hide lodge, her actions a signal that the start-
ing time is near. 
But the other fi.gu.res are t;maware of her actions. 
Men lie on the ground and some talk politics While others, 
in the centre, watch a game of plum-stones. A woman, 
behind them, bears a heavy burden on her shouldrrs and 
enters her tepee. To the right, an equestrian Indian brave 
makes ready to pioneer his tribe. On the bank below, a 
woman washes her face; three others bathe near her. In 
the left foreground, two old squaws converse. The scene 
is drenched in a gray morning twilight. The customary 
shadow-·! falls across the left to left-centre foreground. 
Above old elm trees sway in the breeze. The Whole theme 
is treated in a sketchy manner. Yet, Eastman emphasizes 
details of physical actions and facial expressions Which 
lend to the genre's Indian colloquialism and realism. 
Eastman, once more portrays Dakotah life in his 
picture, Dakotah Villaqe, ~· 1851, (Plate 369). This 
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watercolor again presents the foreground in shadow with 
Eastman's characteristic light streaming across the 
middle distance. Placed in the foreground are three 
large huts, and four smaller ones, behind them. During 
the summer months the Dakotah live in shel.ters made of 
75 
elm bark. 
Twelve figure~ are seen. Th~ either sit or 
stand ih the village environs. To the right, a group of 
.five women chats and gossips in council fashion. :rn the 
centre, a squaw carries a pack, a child bears a baby on her 
baCk and another woman lifts a blanket roll. A canoe 
paddle is placed against the lodge 1:o the left, showing 
that the village is near a lake or river. The scene pre-
vails with a certain tranquility and peace. The Minnesota 
sky is filled with lazy, drifting, £air-weather clouds. 
The elm trees are rustl.ing slightly in the distance. East-
man, at this time, records the Dakotah as a gregarious, 
75 Henry Rowe Schoolcr,aft, Historical and statistical 
Information Respecting the History, Condition and Prospects 
of the Indian Tribes of ·the United States, (Vol.. 2, 
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo aad Company, 1851- 1.857), 
p. 1.92. 
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well-adjusted, social tribe. 
Spearing Muskrats, in Winter, £!.• 1851 (J?tate 370) 
depicts a winter scene in Minnesota that Eastman observed 
fzrst-hand. The wintry background, with pine trees laden 
with snow, shows two Indians spearing muskrats in the 
lowland along some frozen stream. The Indian, in the left 
foreground, prepares to spear a muskrat in the undergrowth. 
He already has one :l!n his hunting bag, beside which rests 
an axe. The woolen hood, or capuch, he wears was intro-
duced by Prench trappers anfas worn only b)l the men. 7 6 
Another J:ndian, in .the right middle distance~ has a 
squirming· muskrat on the end o ~ his spear. The stru~rle 
·in killing t~e animal has been so arduous ~ dahat his 
mittens hang on strings around his neck. He also wears 
the trapper blanket hood. ai this moment, Eastman ·isolates 
his figures and selects his action. The theme .is in-
structive and personal as it uncov~s a primitive hunting 
technique emp~oyed by the J:ndians to sustain life in winter. 
76 
Densmore, op. cit., p. 17. 
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The watercolor, Indian sugar Camp, ca. l85lf (Plate 
371) reveals the first event of the industrial year among 
77 tile Indians of the Minnesota region. Whil.e the. snow was 
still on the groand and the trees were bare, a temporary 
lodge structure was erected out of sheets of birchbark 
.. 
and woven mats. This hut is seen in the middle right of 
the composition. A fire !>lazes from within as evidenced 
by the billowy puffs of smoke issuing ~rom an opening 
The sugar-making industry was entirel_y 
conducted by the women. Eastman pictur~s the various phases 
of the work. To the left, a squaw pours a boll'lt Q£ s~p into 
' 
a pail coatainer. An energetic squaw chops wood for the 
\ 
fire. Behiad her AnotM$r car~ies pails of sap to a barrel, 
d~s a utensil .intow a bowl of sap, while in back seated 
before the lodge, an older squaw samples the sw-et liquid. 
In the far right sect~on of the composition, four kettles 
in a row, are suspended from apole C!liver a fire. A Woman 
skims, with a branch, one of the kettles to remove bits 
G 
of twigs or re~e that float to the top of the boiling 
sap. The theme bears the impersonality of a Darrie 
77 
Ibid., p. 17. 
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farmyard scene and the activity of Eastman Johnson's 
Fryeburg# Maine, maple-sugar series. Eastman# in the most 
direct ma:aner, eliminates details tb present this sociolo-
gical, cooperative custom from Ind~an life. 
The watercolor# Spearing Fisll, .£!.• 1851, (Plate· 
372) is a late afternoon scene bathed in a .sunset light • 
.-·. . . 
An tnd.ian woman or boy paddles a birch-bark. canoe close 
in-shore. A m~y in the bow# or on the gunwales, stands 
and holds his spear ready to strike. 78 The scene's 
quLetitude and compositional arrangement of figures in a 
boat recall Mount • s ·,Eel Spearing at setaak.!!_ painted about 
six years earlier. Eastman may have seen a lithographic 
reproduction of this· Long Island nuance at Fort Snelling. 
His characteristic, heavily-lea~ed eLms line the shore and 
their blasted, eroded trunks and branches creep like tena-
cles toward the stream. Cleverly# he painted the topr.::of 
a submerged branch, to the right foreground, Which, asym-
metrically, balances the Indians i~ the canoe - a device 
78schoolcra£t, Vol. 2, op. cit., p. 53. 
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used by Bingham in his ·riverboat series. The distant 
bluffs along the stream blend into the pale yellow wash sky 
above. The fishing industry among the Minnesota Indians 
is directly illustrated and truthfully recorded in this · 
pictorial documentation. 
' .. 
There is repeated emphasis on the fact that the 
life of the Indian is one of perpetual travel. From spot 
to spot, the Amerind changes from summer to winter en.-
campment. Bis moves may be incited from unhealthy loca-
tions, superstitious notions,_ the migrations of animals, 
or pure 'Whim.. 79 A change of location to the Indian is 
pleasant. It instills a feeling of rebirth into the 
family. The eternal hope that the new location will bring 
ample game and other means of subs.istence is ever present. 
The watercolor sketch, Indians Travell.inq, .£!_.1851, 
(Plate 373) was recorded by Eastman in the upper Mississippi 
region. Indians progress from the lower right toward the 
79 Schoolcraft, Vol. 2, op. cit., p. 79. 
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left of the picture. Figures and horses grow progressively 
smaller as they appear to for·d a river in the left distance. 
Mountains and low buttes serve as a backdrop. The party is 
migrating toward the Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains. 
The group in the foreground is led by a father on horseback. 
He is armed with bow and arrows, ready to defend his 
family. Behind him, two of his children ride a horse 
Which pulls a travois filled with household objects and a 
baby cradle board. Lastly, the mother plods along. She 
carries a padk on her baCk Which she supports via a leather 
head band. Indian migrations into the far-off, and un-
known, affected our Amerind painters. catlin, in his 
Movinq Camp and Miller in his Pawnee Indians Migratinq 
divulge a similar nostalgia and sentiment for these hapless 
aborigines continually pushed West by ~he advancing White 
men. 
The watercolor, Indians in council, ~· 1851, 
(Plate 374) portrays, dramatically, a group of ~enuy-one 
men, young and old, assembled in a circle before a large tepee. 
The chief raises his right arm and addresses his tribe 
leaders who listen with varied emotions but with close 
attention. A blanket is draped over his left arm and he 
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wears a short, war bonnet. Some of the men smoke ~ong c~ay 
pipes. Many wear b~ankets of red or White with wide b~ack 
stripes at the ends. A1so, noted are the calico shirts, 
obtained undoubted1y from traders. Eastman prese~ts 
severa1 types of Indian headdress. And one warrior, in 
the center, disp1ays a Whie man's hat crowned with ta11 
feathers, stuCk into the band at the baCk. At the far 
1eft, another man waves the wing of a bird as a fan and 
wears a bear-c1aw necklace. The artist records as many 
aspects of character and Indian life as possib1e. The 
genre is typica1 rather than representing an actua1 act. 
It symbo1izes the Indian qnest for interna1 unity to meet 
the pressures exerted by the white man. 
In more melodramatic vein, Eastman paints The Death 
Whoop,~· 1851, (Plate 375). The bloody scene does not 
suggest war but shows the pursuit of the enemy for per-
sonal revenge. 80 A prostrate Indian, clad in a bright 
80 Densmore, op. cit., p. 30. 
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calico shirt, lies shot in the badk by his assailant's 
arrow. He has fallen. over the steep bank to the right .. 
His axe lies broken under his left arm. The triumphant 
pursuer has just removed his enemy• s scalp. He holds it 
by its long hair with his left hand and, with the other 
hand, extends the knife still dripping with blood. The 
event is blunt and gory. The drama is poignant. The 
monumental, contrived figures reveal, forthrightly, the 
inter-tribal savagery that existed. Eastman's genre tells 
of the embittered hate and education-in-cruelty that under-
laid the Indian's philosophy of life. 
still aaother tribal ceremony is seen in Eastman's 
Dog: Dance of the Dacotah Indians, .£!.• 1851, {Plate 376). 
schoolcraft states; 
This dance is peculiar to the Dacotah 
tribe, and it takes its name from the 
fact that the raw liver of the dog 
is eaten by the performers. it is not 
often performed, and only on some extra-
ordinary occasion. The performers are 
usuallY the brav3ft strong enough to 
digest raw food. . 
The scene shows tairteen warriors dancing and sing-
81 Schoolcraft, Vol. 2, op. cit., p. 79. 
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ing around a tasseled pole. They c~rryguns, tomahaWks, 
clubs and spears. Eastman depicts the moment just before 
a live dog is thrown into the group by one of the spectators • 
. Around the dancers, other tribal members watch the~ere­
mony and marvel ~t this colorful spectacle. ·The artist 
presents the scene outside, bathed in a soft diffuse light 
of monochromatic b~own, green and yellow pastel washes. 
It is quite unlike samuel Seymour•s melodramatic, stage-
lit interpretation iWar (Dog) Dance !n the Interior of a 
Konza Lodge,painted about thirty-two years earlier. ·East-
man's drama is direct7 his observation acute. He monu-
mentalizes his pagan Indians, who, after eating the raw, 
war.m liver will become possessed with the bravery and 
sagacity of the dog. 
seth Eastman Shews Indians at recreation. This is 
seen in his Ball Play on the Prairie, ca. 1851, (Plate 377). 
The game is played by two villages, not necessarily divided . 
equally by numbers. After a challenge is made, a day of 
play is decided. The ball-bats are made, and each village 
gathers its best males for the encounter. Heavy betting 
takeS place on both sides. Then the parties assemble. Two 
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stakes are put about a quarter of a mile apart, and the 
game begin~. The object is to get the ball beyond the 
limits of the opponent. The ball is thr.own into the · 
air. All rush forward to catch it in their ball-bats be-
fore or after it falls to the ground. The one Who catches 
82 it throws it in the directio~ of the goal of the opposit1on. 
This may go on all day ·until one side accumulates the desired 
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stakes are put about a quarter of a mile apart, and the 
game begin~. The object is to get the ball beyond the 
limits of the opponent. The ball is tlu;'own into the · 
air. All. rush forward to catch it in their ball-bats be-
fore or after it falls to the ground. The one Who catches 
it throws it in the direction. of the goal of the opposition. 82 
This may go on all day bntil one side accumulates the desired 
number of points to win. Eastman's picture shows the 
moment when the ball has dropped to the ground. some 
seventeen players converge. They wildly wave their ball-
bats in anticipation of scoopingup the ball and scoring 
a point for their side. To the right, seven ~ectators 
watch the fracas and in the distance the goalie patiently 
awaits the defense of his goal. The ~eene is set in a 
plateau in the northwestern prairie. In the distance, 
bluffs and ragged mountain peaks almost touch the cloud-
streaked, Minnesota sky. It is summer and the Whole setting 
is cast with a pale golden aura. 
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Examining this theme, one recalls catlin's !!!!-
Play of the cochtaws. But, Whereas catlin creates a ~riad 
of stick-like, hieroglyphic figures, Eastman selects their 
action into one section of the field. In this way the 
viewer can almost enter into the play and part.icipate 
v~cariously in its excitement and action. 
The watercolor drawiag, Beggar•s Dance, ~· 1852, 
(Plate 378) portrays an Indian social dance. Schoolcraft 
relates: 
one of the most characteristic of the.ir 
social dances, is what is vulgarly termed 
the BeggardSs dance. This dace is got 
up in the native villages Whenever a 
specific contribution is re~ired. At the 
towns and garrisons on the frontiers the 
object, general~, is to solicit tobacco, 
food tDJ:&dliquor. 
In front of a lodge, seventeen Indians assemble. 
They carry spears, guns, and tomahawks. Their costumes 
consist of leggings and breechcloths. one dancer beats a 
hand-drum. Another holds upright a feathered staff. others 
83 
Schoolcraft, Vol. 3, op. cit., p. 62. 
sing and assame various dance poses. Spec~ators gather. 
They ~tch their confreres with. compl.ete rapture. Gifts 
are coll.ected. Al.ready, a pile of miscel.l.aneous articles 
. 
is noted in the l.ower right foreground. These gifts are 
given to the Beggar Dancers as a communal enterprise.84 
Evidently the ceremony was a familiar spectacle at Fo;t 
Snell.ing as it was amomg the Sioux. twenty years earlier, 
in catlin's t~e. But, unlike Catlin's theme, Eastman 
reports it with a colorful. pageantry and physical. excitement 
that gives the ritual drama and vital.ity. 
Gathering Wild Rice, £a• 1852, {Plate 379) was an 
autumnal. industry which corresponaed to maple sugaring in 
the spring. Each September groups of female Indians would 
set out in canoes on the shallow lakes and streams of 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, and in the val.l.eys 
of the upper Mississippi and Missouri. 85 They would begin 
the task of harvesting the ripe rice capsul.e.. The work is 
done by two or three squaws. In the foreground, one sq11aw 
84 Densmore, op. cit., p. 23. 
85 Schoolcraft, Vol.. 3, OR• cit., p. 62. 
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paddles the canoe into the field of rice where the stalks 
stand about five feet tall. The other two bend the stalks, 
in handfulls, over the sides of the canoe, beating out 
the grains with paddles.· The kernel.s fall. to the bottom 
of the canoe and are l.ater removed to be winnowed. Two 
more canoes are seen in the distance. In one of the craft, 
a woman stands and bends down a tall. stalk as thoagh in-
specting it. over head, birds circl.e to gather stray grain 
caught in the wind. Eastman uses the cl.assic-type face for 
bls Indians. Their, impersonal., ideal. countenances are im-
pl.anted on Gibson girl. bodies as they execute, perfunc-
torily, their feminine duties. The genre is immediate 
and again empathetical.ly invol.ves the beholder within its 
on-the-spot confines~ 
Another duty of the Indian Woman was in the Guarding. 
the Corn Fields, ca. 1852, (Pl.ate 380}. When the zea maize 
-
ripens, hoards·of rails, blackbirds and other graminivorous 
86 
species, b~in to hover over the fields. Then, the women 
86 
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build makeshift scaffolds ~ lacing poles together. An 
awn~ng is placed over th~s perch a:nd the women keep guard 
all day. In the foreground of this watercolor, a squ,_w 
beats on a pan to scare away the birds. Her companion sets 
under the canopy awaiting her turn at the task. To the 
right distance, before a tepee, a third woman waves a 
cloth at the birds. Eastman casts a dark shadow over the 
left foreground. The gnarled, decayed stump reveals that 
the field is in a clearing. Above, gray clouds gather on 
the horizon and this further adds to the drama of the 
event. The Indian woman is truly monumentalized by East-
man as she statuesquely stands off the predators Who threaten 
to destry the tribe's food source. 
Themes of hunt are also part of Eastman • s Indian 
genre. The watercolor, Bunting Buffalo in Winter, £a· 1853, 
(Plate 381) is a sensitive, genre scene in winter. Two In-
dians track across the taidk~crusted snow. one carries a 
lance. The other prepares to shoot his arrow into the 
blank of an escaping buffalo. one uimal, already, has 
fallen prey to their weapons. ·Schoolcraft relates that 
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during the alteraate freezing and thawing months of tlle 
winter, in the Northwest, the buffalo falls a victim "fa> the 
Xndian, Who rapidly glides ~ver the surface on snew-Shoes. 
The buffalo finds his l~eometien.paralyzed as the crust 
breaks be:neatll his weight. The Indian can approach with 
87 
imp\Ulity cmd make the kill. 
Eastman • s landscape is a fairland of icy white and 
blue-White washes. The snow-covered pine trees and blaCk-
tentacle trunks ~nd branches of decayed trees add to the 
awesome drama of tbe scene. Beyond,chill mountain peaks 
rise While, below them, pooled dark shadows indicate trees 
and more fleeing buffalo. The Indian is in full command. 
His sagacity and shrewdness in the hunt is recognized and 
recorded. 
Seth Eastman also paints Indian burial ceremonies. 
This is seea in his Mourning for the Dead, ca.. 1854, (Plate 
382). These rituals take place near the home of the de-
ceased. The mourning relatives gather around a scaffold 
on which the dead is laia. The body is rolled in a blanket, 
87 Schoolcraft, Vol. 4, op. cit., p. 96. 
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piece of red cloth, or a hide, and is put in a box. The 
ucoffin• is elevated in order to keep it away from the 
carnivorous. wolves of the prairie. In time, after a year 
or two, the box is taken from the scaffold and the bones 
buried. 88 
The present scene shows five women who lament the 
passing of an adult and a child who occupy the two boxes 
on the scaffold. As a token of deep mourning, one woman. 
cuts her hair. Another slices the fleshy part of her arm 
with a knife, while a third gashes her chest with a blade 
89 
and allows the blood to flow on the ground. Two women 
in the centre hold up gift offering of blankets. Eastmaa' s 
nocturnal scene with its eerie shadows cast ~ the fire 
and the wispy clouds racing across the starry sky is melo-
dramatically stated. The seriousaess of the Indian ritual 
of lamentation for the dead is memorably recorded in this 
88 Den.smoJ;ca, op. cit., p. 25. 
89 
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scene of primitive mystery and religion. 
On a qaite different theme, the student of genre 
finds a new Indian vignette in Eastman's Menstrual Lodge 
~· 1854, (Plate 383). This work reveals a characteristic 
among1he North American Indians in relation to the condi-
tion of females during their periodical illness. Females, 
in this condition, were believed to have a necromantic 
effect on their tribe and a baleful influence on the matters 
90 
of hunting and war. 'l'he woman, therefore, removes herself 
to a lodge of separation to avoid contact with the hunter 
or warrior. The small lodge is not far from the family 
abode. She stays in this thatched shelter until the 
menstrual period is over. The watercolor shows such a 
woman seated in her lodge. A dish, axe, and spoon are the 
o!Uy implements allotted her to prepare food. Behind, and 
to the left, the main tent with two women before it, is 
noted. Eastman accents the theme by a saturating light 
which st:reaks ac:ross the right and middle foreground. '!'his 
illuminates the desconsolate woman confined to her small 
90 • 
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quarters. The area,hshind, is treated in shadow while the 
distant vista, With.its lake and far-off mountains, is 
sketchly rendered in rapid, loose bruSh strokes. Eastman 
handles this genre with the utmost subtlety and sophistica-
tion as he records a quite private and personal aspect of 
Indian femaie life. 
In his painting, Indian Doctor Concocting a Pot of 
Medicine, ca. 1854, (Plate 384), Eastman ~troduces a 
medicine man singing in his lodge. The medicine man stirs 
herbs with his right hand and waves a Skin rattle in his 
left.i.:..Bis song seeks to evoke .the ereat Spirit so that the 
healing powers will be efficacious. on the ground, beside 
. him, is the skin of a bird. A large woven bag of roots, 
or bark, stores his dried herbs. A small tasseled bag hangs 
on a post while, below it, to the left, the pelt of a muskrat 
is draped over a pole. scattered around the floor are pails, 
an axe and a peace pipe, as well as nets and blankets. out-
side the lodge, Eastman paints a bl.asted tree whose bark splits 
up the trunk. Beyond this, a stream reflects the heavy growth 
of vegetation on its batiks. The portrayal of this Chippewa 
doctor is direct. His heroic, classic body is idealized and 
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is indicative of his high positien in the tribe. The genre 
is iaformative, didactic. It takes the viewer into the 
confines of a witch doctor's lodge and lets one see, first-
hand, how the material adjunct te Indian black-magic is 
coacocted. 
As a final example of Eastman's Indian genre, one may 
well choose the watercolor, Indian Medas Secretly Showing 
the Contents of Their Medicine SaCks to Each Other, ~· ~854, 
(Plate 385) • Twelve members of the Midewiwin, or Grand 
'Medicine society, gather in the depths of the forest.· 
The Society was a religious organization of the Chippewas. 
Their objective was to prolong life by living right and 
usi~g medicines. The remedies were seen by members of the 
91 
society in hallucinatory dreams. Every doctor possessea 
a medicine bag made of the skin of a bird or animal whose 
contents were believed to cure the patient (Plate 386). In 
the picture, the society members·reveal their medicines to 
one amother. one of the doctors, in the left centre, hellsp 
up a madicine bag made from an otter's hide. Another In-
diCUt, to the right, grasps and displays his white bird 
. 
medicine bag. one shows magical leaves to a coll9ague, to 
91 
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the 1eft, While, in the four centre, doctors observe a bone-
stick he1d out by a member. The foreground is in dark 
shadow. It contrasts with the bright patch of light behind 
it. The thick, wooded growth is created by dense, shadowy, 
opaque washes of browns and greens. The whole scene is 
enveloped in a mysterious air of superst~tion and witch-
craft. 
Seth Eastman had a great advantage of a seven-year 
residence among the Amerind. Through leisure and long 
' . ' 92 
study he had ample time to know the ways o£ his subjects. 
It was, primarily, through his watercolor drawings, Which 
were later transcribed into engravings, for the schoolcraft 
volumes, and oil$, that the true merit of his Indian genre 
came to light. His talent as a painter was combined with 
that o£ an ethnographer. Home1y truth, naturalism and 
fidelity were qualities present in his work. He portrayed 
the commonplace of X.dian life without sentimentality, drama, 
romanticism or pseudo-emotionalism. Eastman never wiShed to 
excite or amuse1 rather to interest and inform. He plays 
92 
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the role of the-objective and ~partial observer who does 
not approve, patronize or condemn his characterizations. 
The I~dian is never presented as crude, contemptible or 
low. Nor is the noble Indian seen as a pitiful, absurd, 
entity Who is either a villain or hero. Eastman's savages 
are recorded as men with customs of their own, whether ia 
93 
war or marriage. (Plates 387 and 388) • His accounts of 
their customs, ways and manners will be appraised as £as-
cinating, vivid and reliable. Eastman was foremost an 
historian o~ the Indian. His paintings are factual, de-
tailed, first-hand observations. Contr~ to FrederiCk 
Remington who said " • • • • the only good Indian is a dead 
Iacilian. • • • ", r.at Eastman viewed the :rndian with sympathy 
94 
and appreciation., but never indulged in sentimentality. 
I Charles LaJmum, a contemporary artist and critic 
after seeing the artist's pictures at Fort Snelling, in 
93 
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94Bartlett Cowdrey, "Seth Eastman - soldier and 
Painter, 11 Pan0rama,- Vol. 1, no. 5, (February, 1946), 
pp. 51 - 52. 
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1847, predicted the future acceptance of Eastman•s artistry. 
He said; 
• • • • it was my good fortune to spend many 
agreeable hours admiring their (Eastmaa•s 
pictures) beauties. The collection now 
numbers about 400 pieces comprising every 
variety of scenes, from the grand Medicine 
Dance to the singular and affecting Indian 
Grave. When the extent and character of 
this Indian Gallery are considered, it must 
be aCknowledged the most valuable in the 
country, not even excepting that of George 
Catlin. 95 
IIi conclusion, one may say that seth Eastman was 
a competent and devoted soldier an~ painter. His purpose 
I 
was to record accurately what was before· him. He was aware 
that the Indian was fast disappearing from the American scene 
and therefore took up the~aSk of pr~serving the northern 
tribes visually. For Eastman the ·Indian was not a debased 
creatare, or a noble primitive, or an element in frontier 
adventure, but rather a man with customs of his own. The 
Indians he knew were proud, bold, able, handsome, impres-
sive men- all set down without approval or disapprova1. 96 
95M. and M. Karolik Collection of American Painting, 
1815 to 1865 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1949), p. 240. 
96 John Francis McDermott, Seth Eastman: Pictorial 
Historian of the Indian (Norman, Oklahama,University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1961), pp. 3- 5. 
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He portrayed Indian life in the most natural manner. He 
did not strain after effect. Nothing is contrived or 
manipulated. His Indians do not assume attitudes, but 
are men and women existing-within and performing ordinary 
activities. They seem to re~ond naturally to their daily 
life. Eastman seems to say to the viewer 11 • • • • this is 
... 97 how Indians looked and behaved. • • • " 
Ibid., pp. 111- 112. 
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CHAPTER IV. CONCLUSION 
American genre painting in the true sense of its 
artistic meaning -- the recording of everyday scenes from 
life in a non-historical, impersonal manner ·-- did not emerte 
until the Nineteenth century. This was the era characterized 
by the rise of tl:;le common man. It was the time when Jeffer-
son~an principles were upheld and furthered by a President of 
the people, Andrew Jackson. Now, the artist became less in-
terested in formal portraiture or historical anecdote. ·His 
concern was to observe and record th~eryday nuances of 
life around him. Like a reporter, the American artist began 
to go out to gather his news, instead of concocting, in his 
studi~Jthe staged, theatrical figures. To cite one example, 
there is Charles Wilson Peale's scientific genre, as ia .. 
. ·.• 
his outdoor account, Exhuming the Mastadon. In a QUite 
different excursion, Henry Sargent takes the beholder into 
the.private confines of a bachelor's apartment on Beacon 
~i':~ 
Hill, Boston. John Kr~el visits a Fourth of July in Phila-
' 
•··.' 
delphia. And samuel seymour is one of the first artist -:- .. 
; , .• 1.'~ 
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explorers to venture West and record the Amerind. 
The first thirty years of Nineteenth century genre 
pi;iinting in America were characterized by contrived, English 
pomposity that was not· trae to the American spirit of 
rugged individualism coupled with good humor. It was not 
until the second generation of genre painters that there 
was manifest the innate vigor, force, and individualism 
that is so much of Amerj,.ca 's personality. 
These later artists painted against time. They 
saw the emergence of the Industrial Revolution and how it 
would diminish rural colloquialism, affect urban mores, aad 
eradicate, eventually, the noble Indian. These genre de-
' 
pictors, tried, nostalgically, to recapture, in paint, the 
moment gefore the mechanical monster might arrive. Vividly, 
they presented the era when common man was the centre of 
attraction. 
This dissertation moves through a fifty year period 
(1830 to 1880). It wa.s then that genre reached its peak in 
.Amer~~a. Initially, the rural scene was examined, and this 
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was the area in which genre painters really thrived. 
country atmosphere and its bucolic freedom and communion 
with Nature was to them the symbol of America's independence 
and self-reliance. Truly represented were all sections of 
the country. In the East, William Sidney Mount traversed, 
on foot and by wagon, his native Long Island. He recorded 
its farm folk and their rustic ways. The painting, ~ 
§pea~ing at Setauket captured on canvas the calm, compassion-
ate well•being of country life. It mirrored, nostalgically, 
a way of living that was soon to shatter before urban 
mechanization. The quiet figures, so absorbed in their mun-
dane activity, epitomized a peaceful time in the annals of 
America's agrarian civilization. 
In the West, George Caleb Bingham echoed Mount's 
rural citizenry. Robust themes such as The JollY Flatboat":'" 
!!!!!. or stump Speaking, portrayed the rugged individualism ·of 
life on the frontier. Bingham's cmonymous boatmen, soon 
to disa~pear with the advent of the steamboat, sing and dance 
with a carefree unconcern. His vehement western stump-
speakers, vituperatively, make political promises to en-
raptured settlers. His people come alive on the canvas and 
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signalize the vital stoCk of America• gentry. It was 
through Mount's good-natured, Eastern farmers (Plates 389 
and 390} and Bingham's Western, robust flatboatmen, and 
~ager politicians, that the common man was recognized as 
the backbone of the nation. 
Rural genre did not cease with the thematic 
delineations of artists, Mount and Bingham. Winslow Homer, 
also, tried his hand in this area. The picture, snap the 
wgip, symbolized his desire to recapture a boyhood experience .. 
His youth play<JJmes and make merey. Through time, Homer 
vicariously relives his life as a country lad. He paints 
on a boy' s-eye level (Plates 391, 392 and 39~ • At times, 
his sweeping monumentality and heroic grandeur create a 
reverie that is both personal to Homer and universal to all 
Who have experienced a smmilar rural chilanood. Be evokes, 
in his bucolic vignettes, a nostalgia for a past,YaDkee, 
New England rural life much as Eastman Johnson did (Plates 
39A, 396 and 39~}. 
Interpreting-the urban scene, however, painters were 
fewer in number. Subject matter seemed less to warrant a 
nostalgic point of view. The wealthy, merChant class provided 
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subjects. It was their faces that they wanted immorta1ized 
on canvas, rather than their way of life. oae artist, Who 
did picture incidents, was David Gi.lmor Blythe. His unique 
oi1, Post Office poignantly caricatures and satirizes the 
denizens of Pittsburgh. His people are depicted as a sub-· 
human race. Their grotesque faces (Plate 39~),at t~es, 
recall Rowlandson~ (Plates 398 and§§§) and Daumier•s 
characterizations and social debasements. Underneath 
their inane and sometimes ridiculous actions, Blythe alludes 
t0 the neurosis of city 1ife. Be als0 ·attacks, b1atantly, 
the corruption, vice, and ma11ce of urban manners. Be 
does thi5 in much the same way that Charles Dickens ilerides 
his English gentry. Blythe • s urban genre is a direct 
1ampoon, in an earthy, jocose manner, on urbanized man. 
It reveal$ the strain of the Industria1 Revo1ution on 
the individual and, indirectly, shows the urgent need for 
an urban salvation. 
Conc1uding the dissertation, the final chapter deals 
with the Amerind, and the select group of artists who ob-
served him in his own environs (Plate 400). Among these, 
George Catlin was the foremost of the sc.iien1:ifi.c-explorers. 
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His memorable account of the Mandan- 0-Kee-Pa ceremony 
is a highlight of his many oil 'sketches made in the Upper 
Missouri regian. Catlin is primarily the ethnographer. 
A painting of this nature is startliag and, to some, un-
believable, in its depiction o£ Amerind barbarism and 
savagery. catlin had the power to characterize his Indian 
~enre with a realism that was direct, truthful, and.sincere. 
His intimate nuances of Indian life led the way as well as 
opened a whole new field in the study of American abo~iginal 
anthropol~gy. 
With certainty, it may be said that American genre 
painting, up to the last decades of the Nineteenth Century, 
had come a long way from its rudimen~y beginnings. In the 
later decades, genre began to rival portraiture in impor-
tance. The common man, no matter What section of the 
country he came from, or whatever his race, color, or re-
ligion, was recognized as American. We owe a debt of grati-
tude to this "'second g~neration" _of Nineteenth Century genre 
painters Who carried forward the American spirit of equality. 
They possessed an unprecedented artistic skill and passion 
for life. They presented to America a needed heritage, 
saying to the world awe have something to offer- look to us." 
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The qenre recorder gave a reason, a foundation, and most 
o£ all a frank realism of the rugged American spirit upon 
Which our country rests. He portrayed in the most photo-
graphic, yet isolated and selective manner, the true roots · 
of our nation - roots that dig deep into the rich and fer-
tile soil that uncover the strength, viqor, and good-humor 
and joy that constitute the American way - the democ~tic 
way. common man becomes a recognizable and respected beimg. 
America is, in reality, his land, his heritage to hold, 
have and sustain. 
- 386"-
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specialization -- American Art. 
Opportunity to work with group of art historians. 
Suitable setting in which to publish. 
EXPERIENCE 
·Boston University School o£ Fine and Applied Arts 
'58- 1 62 
(continu~) 
Instructor (Lecturing ten hours per week)'. 
The History of Western Art (Two semesters)· 
1. Art of prehistory: Egypt, Greece, 
Rome and the Romanesque and Gothic 
periods in Eu+ope. 
2. The art of the Renaissance; Baroque 
and Rococo periods. The areas of paint-
ing, architecture and sculpture are 
surveyed. 
The History of Modern Art 
1. The Nineteenth Century with its dominant 
themes of Neoclassicism, Romanticism, 
Realism, Impressionism, ·and Post Impres-
sionism covered in the areas of painting, 
architecture and .sculpture. 
2. The Twentieth Century, including the 
Fauves, »abis, Cubists,. Expressionists, 
Futurists, Dadaists, Surrealists, and 
Abstract-Expressionists. Also discussed 
are various movements in contemporary 
sculptqre and architecture. 
Weilesley College •sa 
·;.. 
Assistance.in setting up Jewett Art center. 
working with Prof. John McAnd;"ew, Director, Wellesley 
College Museum. opportunity a result of completing 
course at Harvard in curatorial function and musewm 
operation. course given by Prof. John coolidge, 
Director, Fogg Museum. 
Ha~ard University '56, '57 
Section Man - course in American Art 
Assisted DF. Francis Henry Taylor in courses: 
EDUCATION 
History of Public and Private Taste 
Connoisseurship ~ Collecting 
Boston University, Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences '57 - '62 
candidate for degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy 
(to be awarded June, '62} 
Harvard University, 
Graduate School of Arts and sciences (M.A. 1 58) 
1 JS.S - '57 
Harvard College (B. A. cum Laude, 1 55) /51 - '55 
. Phillips Brooks House, MeniberJ 
Lowell House, Resident, Fine Arts Club 
Rivers Country Day ~chool, Chestnut Hill, 
Massachusetts 1 42 - •so 
Football, baseball, basketballJ student 
Government. 
Editor, The current (School magazine) 
Awards: Good Citizenmip Prize, Harvard Club Book 
Prize 
PUBLICATIONS 
Bird Symbolism of Morris Graves, Collecge Art 
Journal 'i:tll, 1 58 
Charles Sheeler, American Artist January, '59 
.contemporary American Artists, Brookline 
Citizen Chronicle (A Series) '59 
Abstract E!fressionism, Brookline Citizen .*61 
Chroni'Cle.- Elucidation to Layman •.. 
Ben Shahn ~Retrospect, Fogg Museum, Harvard '57 
University ~- Exhibition Catalog 
(collaboration) 
Outline History of Modern Art-- 19th Century •59 
Boston University Press 
outline History of Modern Art -- 20th century '60 
Boston University Press 
Outline History of Western Art, Boston Univer- .'62 
sity Press - Beginnings to 1880 
American Painters (Biographical sketches) '61, '62 
McGraw Hill Company 
Dictionary of Art (In course of publication) 
A Regional stuay of American Genre Painting, 
1830 to 1880 '62 
Doctoral dissertation, Boston University 
Thomas Hart Benton•s Lithographs, American 
Artist (Article to be publiShed, June, '62) 
ACTIVITIES 
Advisor to art patrons and collectors in New England 
area. 
Harvard Club: Community Fund: Harvard Class Marshal, 
'59: Chairman, Harvard Reunion committee, Class 
o£ '55. 
Boston University 
Guest Lecturer, Law School 
xropressionist Movement in France 
Consultant, Library, 
School of Fine and Applied Arts. 
Boston Arts Festival, '61, Guest Lecturer 
contem ora Tends in American an ro ean Paintin 
American Abstract Expressionism in Relation to 
Oriental Art.·· 
VITAL STATISTICS 
George Michael Cohen 
Parents: Father, Jack M. Cohen 
Mother, Sadie E. Cohen 
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A REGIONAL STUDY OF AMERICAN GENRE PAINTING FROM 
183()) TO 1880 
(Library Gf Congress NO!. Mic.. 62 ) 
Geo.rge Miehael Cohen, Ph. D •. 
Bos-&o:n University Graduat,e School, 1962 
Majar Pro-~essor: William M. Jewelll., PrGf'esso•r 01f Fine Art.s 
The disser~at,ian covers the period when genre pain~ing 
reached its heigh~ in Nineteenth Cen~ury Americ&. In the true 
sense of its artis~ic: meaning, the genre paint.er records every-
day scenes from life in a non-hista;rica~, impersonal manner. 
This was the time charac"kerized by the rise of the common man; 
the moment when Jef~ersonian principLes were furthered by the 
President Ol:t the peo:ple, Andlrew Jaekson., Now many American 
ar-tis-ts became lesa int.erest:.e<l in formal portrai-ture and his-tor-
ical anecdote and mo·re concerned in observing and recording, firs-t 
hand, the everyday nuances o£ life around them. 
The grea'test. emphas.is in the dissert.at:ion eent.ers around 
various rural areas in America. William Sidney Mount paint.s 
buco)lic Long Island farmers and negroest while George Caleb 
Bingham depict.s in paint and pen the rugged Missouri f'lat.boat-
men and frontier polifi.icians. Homespun :flavo•r o·f New England is 
found in George Henry Durrie' s dei.ailed snow scenes, with smali 
:figures la.st. within nature's expanse. \'linsloJW Homer par-trays 
:farm life in Upper New York S-ti.a-te, New Hampshire and Massachuse-tt-s. 
Maple sugar camps. in Fryeburg, Ma~ne and cranberry harves~s in 
Nan-tucke-t comprise Eastman 1 Johnson 1 s repert.oire. Lastly, the 
romantic and mysterious genre o·f .John Quidor reveals an ar-tistic 
parallel to the writings of Washington Irving and his Knicker-
boeker Catskili gentry. 
''liD 
The urban scene seemed to, warrant to a lesser degree 
the nost.algic point of view of rural life. "City" painters 
at thia tine were fewer in number since eity ya~rGns 
pref'erred po~traiture and his.torieal painting to the: reco.r.d-
ing of urban scenery .. Never-theless. a few genre reeo;rders did 
emerge and viewed man as a contrived ••vebiela" caught in the 
ro,ut,ine ways Gf the city. Richard Caton Woodville porii.rayed 
Bal. timmre bo;urge:o.is life. with i t.s oyster eat.ers and!. sailo~r 
weddings.. ln Pit-tsburgh, David Gilmor Blythe paint.edl. in dark 
"tones scenes of ho.rse market,s, eGbblers' shops and satirized 
the law co.'llrt.s and clergy. 
The final ehapter of the dissertat-ion discusses a select 
group of art.is:t-explorers who observe.d the American Indian in 
his own environment-. These brave men who so,met..imes vent.ured 
alone or accooq>anied government troJOps or fur tradl.ing 
companies were social eammen-ta~ors on the plight. of America's 
persecut.ed abo~riginals. George Ca'ltlin, the founder o.·f the firs-t 
Wild Wes-t Show, expl0;red and sket.ched unknown tribes in the. 
Upper Missouri.-Mississippi (tnd Southwest. regions OJf our country. 
Hidden Indian encampment.s, forced migrations and theat.r:ic fur 
trade rendezvous were depicted by Alfred Jaco.b Miller; the 
so·ldier-painter Seth .Eastman recorded candidly the llife and 
habits o:f !ndia.ns in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
'fhe disserta-tion at.tempts to unite these ele:ven genre 
paint~rs into a single volume, whereby the reader may have a 
clearer view- of America.• s Go;lden A.ge of Genre Painting between 
1830 and 1880 and compare their iconographical and st.ylist-ic 
s:imil.arit:.ies and di:lrf'erence·s .. To; subst..an't-iaite the above ma-terial, 
the disser-ta-tt.ion inelucles aspecits af hisiiocy,. pOJl:ities, sociolCillgy 
and Euro·peS:n art ..ist,ic st.yles that, were influent.ial in fo.ll"ming 
the temperament,. id!eals and pbi~OJsaphies 01f these genre recorders., 
"'II- 'II 5' 
In eQ>llclusion, the author has 'tried ta> shG>w how the 
.American genre painter illl.uminaiied with r~on, hum.Cl\r and 
£rank realism the rugged American spirit- upon which our 
\ 
country resii·S• He portrayed in the mo~at. phot.o,graphic, yet 
indi.vidualis.t-ic and. selective: manner, the true roo't.s of our 
nation - ro-o:fts that. dig deep into the rich and fer't.ile soil 
that; uneoJVers the strength, vigor andl. goed.-humo:r that. 
ecms-hiw-te the American way. 
In a sep,arat.e volume, photo;s.ta.t illustra't.ions supplement 
the iiext. 
